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7. T

SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

This publication updates and supersedes the issue dated March 1982.
It has been prepared to make readily available the titles and abstracts
of unrestricted publications by the Center for Naval Analyses. It
includes formal publications issued by the Center, books authored or co-
authored by CNA employees, and presentations and articles published in
the open literature.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CENTER FOR NAVAL ANALYSES

CNA is a private, non-profit, research organization operated on
behalf of the Navy Department by the Hudson Institute. The type of
research conducted for the Navy falls into two broad categories:

(1) The operations research activities cover a broad range of naval
activities, including antisubmarine warfare, submarine warfare, fleet
air defense, naval comunications, and tactical development and evalua-
tion. Emphasis is placed on exercise design, reconstruction, and analy-
ses, and in helping fleet commanders by developing new tactics and
providing reliable data for planning operations.

(2) Technical and support studies deal' with the relationship be-
tween technology .and system performance, as well as problems of choice
concerning the use of scarce resources-weapons, equipment, people,
budgets, and the like. These studies are undertaken to provide decision-
makers with meaningful analytical information that is relevant to
particular sets of issues and alternatives.

The Center was formed in July 1962 to bring together under single
management several research groups that were conducting operations
research and systems analysis studies for the Navy. Consolidation of
research activities under a single management provides a degree of
flexibility and comprehensiveness that could not otherwise be easily
achieved.

CNA is the direct descendant of the Antisubmarine Warfare Opera-

tions Research Group (ASWORG), organized in 1942 as the first formal
operations research organization in this country. ASWORG's first problem
was to help defeat the U-boat, and its solutions have become classic
examples of O.R. techniques applied to a naval problem. At the close of
the war, Fleet Admiral King and Secretary Forrestal concluded that much
of the unique value of the organization was in its independent, un-
biased, scientific viewpoint. The wartime arrangement was continued by
means of a contract with M.I.T. The value of placing scientific analysts
at sea and at command headquarters to develop immediate and practical
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answers to tactical and planning questions vas proved during the war,
and has been continued through a continuing field program.

CNA's research is carried out by four divisions that are organized
and staffed to bring inter-disciplinary expertise to bear on specific
problem areas. With the exception of the Field Operations Division,
through which analysts are assigned to Navy and Marine Corps commands
worldwide, the defense-research divisions are organized into programs,
according to the types of Issues addressed by CNA.

Naval Warfare Operations

Analysts in warfare Systems Testing and Introduction assist in the
operational testing, evaluation, and introduction of weapon systems,
sensors, ships, and aircraft into the fleet. Combat Capability Assess-
sent analyzes fleet exercises and operations to assess the capabilities
and estimate the future performance of battle forces and weapon systems.
Fleet Daployment Concepts develops and helps to test concepts of opera-
tion for integrated operations by forces in various naval missions and
operating areas. A related activity is to give analytical support to the
CNA field representatives who work in the Navy's Tactical Development
and Evaluation Program.

Naval Planning and Management

Anal ysts in Systems Design and Technology help to shape and
evaluate new concepts for ships and aircraft, weapon systems, sensors,
and communicat ion-informat ion systems. They also help to structure more
effective research, development, and evaluation- programs. Manpower,
Logistics, and Management develops and assesses ways to enhance the
personnel and material readiness of the fleet. The program's studies
help the Navy to improve its readiness within resource constraints.
Major developments In international politics, economics, and military
affairs are analyzed in Political-Military Affairs. Areas of emphasis in
Program Analysis include resource analysis and program planning issues
that cut across the responsibilities of many Navy officials. The program
also conducts analyses to improve the methods and processes used in Navy
resource planning and management. Special Programs comprises efforts to
help senior Navy officials design, manage, and conduct large-scale
studies that involve not only CNA but other analytical organizations and
Navy offices, as well. Typically, such studies address major issues
raised by the Secretary of the Navy or Chief of Naval Operations.

Marine Corps Progruns

Plans and Operations conducts planning studies that deal mainly
with the costs and effectiveness of alternative future systems for
ground combat, tactical aviation, antiair warfare, logistic support,
Intelligence, and command, control, and communications. Analysts in
Xanpower and Training address all aspects of personnel policy: accession
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criteria, recruiting, testing, training standards and methods, personnel
*assignment, performance evaluation, compensation, and retention. Special

Programs conducts studies analogous to those in the Special Programs k
area of the Naval Planning and Management Division.

Field Operations

The analysts in this division are assigned to the 40 Navy and
Marine Corps commands. CNA's field program is unique in the defense-
analysis community. It not only comprises a large part of the organiza-
tion, but it is integral to the Center's other research activities. The
work of CNA's field representatives supports and complements that of the...
Naval Warfare Operations Division and the Marine Corps Plans and Opera-
tions Program; it falls into three categories: evaluation of system
performance, tactical development and evaluation, and assessment of
fleet effectiveness.

In addition to these four divisions, CNA has a Public Research
.D2&titute, which conducts studies for government agencies concerned with
non-defense problems.

TYPE OF PUBUiCATIONS

This index includes formal publications sent to the National
Technical Information Service for dissemination and material published

* in the open literature. The publications, with parenthetical letter
codes used in this index, are described below:

Report (OaR)
This type of publication is no longer issued by CNA. They .

were reports on a large analytical effort requiring many man-
weeks and normally received a wide distribution; they are now
issued as studies.

Study (CNS, INS, ANN, OHS, SES, PRI)
This type of publication is normally used to report the
results of research projects requiring more than a few man-
weeks of analytical effort. Studies are usually complete,
self-substantiating analyses that provide a basis for

* executive decision or for recommendation to higher authority.

Report (CNR)
A CNA Report is a complete, self-sustaining analysis that is
narrower in scope and generally requires fewer resources than
does a study. A report may contain recommendations to support
a scheduled decision by the sponsoring agency, or it may be
an analysis of current fleet operational performance of wide
interest to the Navy.

1-3
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StIumary Report (SR)
This is a summary of research results on a subject of wide
interest to the Navy. It may report research published
earlier in other forms. It does not normally include
substantiating methodology, and is designed mainly for

* readers with a professional interest in the subject but do
* not have a primary responsibility in that area.

Conference Proceedings (CP)
This type of publication contains papers presented and
records discussions at conferences coordinated by CNA.

Interim Research Memorandum (NIRN, OIRM)
This type of publication is now known as a Research
Contribution.

Research Contribution (CRC, IRC, ARC, NRC, ORC, SRC)
A Research Contribution is a cohesive presentation of
analysis performed or data collected by a member of the staff
in connection with a larger CNA effort. In some cases, a part
of a study may be issued as a Research Contribution, to reach
an audience different from that addressed by the study.

Professional Paper (PP)
Scientific and technical reports, articles for professional -. -

journals, lectures, speeches, and similar material not
appropriate for publication as CNA Studies or Research
Contributions.

Article in a Professional Journal (A)
This categroy includes any articles written by an individual
while employed at the Center for Naval Analyses, that was
published in a professional journal but not issued as a
Professional Paper.

Presentation (P)
Included here are unrestricted presentations given by
employees of CNA. Many are published in the proceedings of
the meeting where presented, but not issued as Professional
Papers.

Book (B)
This section includes books authored or co-authored by
individuals while employed by CNA.

Other CNA Publication (M)
These are publications that do not fall into any of the
categories above.

I-4
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Public Research Institute Publication (PRZ)
This type of publication is included in Section III-K. The
Public Research Institute's most recent publications have
been issued as Research Contributions and are to be found in
Section III-A.

PUBLICATION REQUESTS

Wherever a publication has been sent to the NTIS, the AD number
appears after the entry. Requests for these publications should include

the AD number and be directed to:

National Technical Information Service
Operations Division
Springfield, Virginia 22151

All formal publications issued by CNA are listed in the Index of
CRA Publications. It is available to persons with established need-to-
know through channels for classified material.

Requests for additional copies of this index should be directed to:

Management Information Office
Center for Naval Analyses
2000 North Beauregard Street

P. 0. Box 11280
Alexandria, Virginia 22311
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survival probability - OIRK 28 cost estimating relationships, uses and

development - P 1002
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other - Continued avoidance in one dimension, continuous-matrix

cost model, input-output analysis - CRC 134, game - OIRM 10
180; P 1017, 1019 barrier, detection probability, computer program

costs of owning, borrowing, and disposing of - ORC 73
publications - CRC 342 detection data, processing - OI2 7; OS 326

cost savings of commercial commodity acquii- discrete search and the Neyman-Pearson Lema -

tion - CRC 418 A 1037
defense planning, programing, and budgeting helicopter vs. submarine search Same - CRC 24

- C2 ideal search theorem - 0iS 297
defense system costs period outlay, five-year optimal whereabouts search - PP 5

system cost, net, present and annual costs position finding procedures - CRC 197. 229;
- CRC 226; SRC 1; M 1013, 1014, 1021 P 1037

discounting and fiscal constraints - PP 257 radar detection model - CRC 321; OES 326
drugs, heroin - PRI 73-1 raid recognition, sensor oriented surveillance
foreign policy, cost effectiveness analysis system - PP 102

- PP 68 random walk models for target tracking --

health services - CRC 203; PP 57, 60 CRC 287
maintenance and end-product, minimal opera- search and scouting by surface forces, prin-

ting level combinations, cost analysis - ciples - OS 281
PP 14, 17, 19; IRC 31 search and screening, mathematical computation

military manpower methods - PP 260; OER 56
all-volunteer armed forces, budgetary search game - OINM 31

implicationa - CRC 505; 3 13; M 1019 submarine detection by acoustical means -

disciplinary system, Navy - CRC 218 M 1027
procurement of Navy personnel - CRS 1176; with binoculars - OES 624

CRC 155; PP 389, 390 target detection
reenlistment incentives, Navy, cost/ daylight vision - A 1018

effectiveness methodology - CNS 1050, localization - PP 383
1176; CRC 269; PP 374, 387, 388; theory - CRC 357, 377; PP 258, 305
IRC 15; P 1015 target range - CRC 321

training Navy personnel target tracking - CRC 285, 326; PP 274; M 1034
cost per graduate - PP 386 theory of
formal vs. on-the-job - PP 83 passive acoustic detection - N 1027

turnover cost model - CRC 170 spiral search - PP 274
Naval installations - CNS 1156 wondering search - CRC 377
Navy resource model (NARM) - CRC 226, 256; tracking effectiveness, stochastic model -

PP 110; N 1013 OIRM 41; M 1034
oil, adjusting allowable costs - CRC 308 underwater high sensitivity Cherenkov detector
overseas homeporting, balance of payments - PP 394

costs - CRC 271
research and development 3cely

federal and private funding - CRC 388 construction of sever lines and treatment plants
obligations, 58-69 - CRC 172 - PP 234

(R&D) price index - CRC 388 effects on the construction industry - CRC 339
resource allocation, sequential flow process, effluent discharge limitations, effects on in-

stochastic optimization - PP 21 dustry - P1I 260-76
resource implications of alternative forces, environmental impact statements, judicial deci-

input-output analysis - CRC 134, 180; sions - CRC 207, 224, 281
P 1019 environmental legislation, its influence upon

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 cost of imple- Naval operations - CRC 207
mentation - PRI 239-76 ocean ecology - PP 103

, Soviet merchant shipping, real costs vs. oil pollution
benefits - CRC 114 effects on economics - PP 67

systems cost analysis - CRC 21; NRC 22; 3 11 liability and financial responsibility --

undersea surveillance system, cost considers- PP 56
tions - ORC 83 water resource management - A 1057

n Oelde s-- SONth FIemks
acoustic detection - PP 372; N 1027, 1030 agriculture regulations, production - PP 202
airborne radar performance - OS 326 air travel operating economics - CRC 163

* aircraft detection, daylight - 0ES 368, 430, atmospheric research capital assets - CS 1052
470 bank

air sea rescue search - OES 250 credit expansion - PP 1, 12, 55
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bask - Continued labor economies - Continued
reserve management - PP 71 earnings - Continued

consumer price index, linking a variable weight related to college education - PP 251
series - CRC 119 employment

contracting, multiyear, economics of - PP 345 and health data, matchable - CRC 461
Cuban economy, general discussion - P 1029 effects of imports - CRC 311, 419;
defense PP 302, 379

discounting - PP 257 effects of technical change - PP 301,
resource planning - CP 2; PP 110, 362; 382, 396

P 1041, 1044; N 1013, 1014 federal employee quit rate as a measure of
the value of - PP 76 Job and pay comparability - CRC 367,

demand theory, addition of time in the con- 440
smers' budget, now theorems - PP 31, 36 full, new economics - PP 35

discounting and fiscal constraints - PP 257 labor market activity of married women, and
estimators PP 98; A 1032, 1033, 1041, 1061 men - PP 273
federal R&D - CRC 388 manpower shortages in local government - B 6
financial planning, professional meetings - pattern of quits - CRC 367; PP 233

P 1022 price control effects - CRC 486
foreign trade, effects of effluent discharge turnover, tiee series analysis - PP 170, 233

limitations on Industry - PI 260-76 unemployment - PP 173
forestry economics - PP 139 data, Canadian, sex differential - PP 2
hospitals, determinants of emergency and elec- effect of government policies - CRC 385;

tive admissions - PP 115; PI 73-3 PP 151, 157

housing insurance - CRC 349, 351, 353, 354, 407,
demand - PP 333 452; PP 129, 172, 192, 194, 195, 198,
market analysis - PP 8 246; PRI 74-1, 75-5, 40-74, 112-74,

industry 130-75, 184-75, 186-75, 197-75, 173-75,
construction, wage leadership - PP 299 211-75, 264-76
expenditures for environmental protection - wage leadership - PP 299

CRC 339 large-scale nonlinear programing problems -
level, time series data - PP 207 P 1032
merchant marine, efficiency and cost reduc- livestock perce, economic analysis - PP 86

tion - A 1055 market economy - PP 203, 219
price control effects on energy markets - market structure, lagged rank index - SRC 6

CRC 486 medical care - PP 81
production merchant shipping

behavior - A 1062 free world, international comodity flows -
efficient, inefficient, measurement - tIC 27

PP 348 Soviet, economic efficiency - CRC 114;
RAD expenditures; federal policies A 1067; 5 14

affecting - CRC 388; PP 207 substituting for Naval vessels - PP 263
private, demand for - CRC 388 model

shipbuilding, U.S., productivity measurements to estimate continuous time decision
CRC 131 PP 320

input-output analysis - CRC 134, 180; P 1017, to predict economic activity - PP 321
1019 ocean science capital investments - CNS 1048

international price stabilization - M 1010 oil
investment decision-making - SRC 9, 10; P 1034 adjusting allowable costs - CRC 308
Japan, UK, Europe, trade, domestic economics - Import policy for U.S. - CRC 255; B 20

IRC 28 imports, economic impact of interruption -

labor economies CRC 245; PP 339
earnings pollution effects on economies - PP 67

and salaires - CRC 367; PP 11, 30, 109; price control effects - CRC 486
A 1019; 8 13; PRI 73-2 optimal input and output levels of a firm -

civilian, effects of military occupational P 1031
training on - PP 239 regulations

comparisons of military and nonmilitary - of agriculture - PP 202 ....
CRC 306, 472 changes to - PP 166

loss due to displacement - CRC 385, 423, resources

458 shortages - PP 303
losses to workers - CRC 313, 385, 423; water resource management - A 1057

PP 165, 169; PRI 75-2, 199-75 state government, allocation of counter-cyclical
maximizing total family income - PP 33 revenue sharing funds - PP 267
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steel imports Same theory model of convoy routing - A 1007

effects of trade restrictions - PP 165; human resource models - PP 370
PRI 75-2 model

price differential betveen domestic and im- Code 50 Nuclear Exchange - CRC 173
ports - CRC 311; PP 379 for calculating kill probabilities for cer-

stock price behavior, estimation of character- tain ASW tactics - ORC 47
istics - 3 7 for estimating tracking effectiveness --

stochastic frontier production function model - OIi 41
PP 300 for evaluating air traffic congestion -

taxes aad inflation - PP 266, CRC 414 CRC 169
tasting over identifying restrictions, vhsn for personnel inventory planning (VACATE)

disturbances are small - PP 34, 37 PP 179
for performance of distributed data base

Edesdem system - PP 353
attainment of military and civilian labor forces for simulating rapid ship unloading - PP 96

- 3 13 validation - PP 27. 58
college, returns estimation - PP 334 ship design and cost - PP 381
equality, expenditure equalization - PP 65 resource allocation model, input-output -
funding - PI 312-76 CRC 134
licensing, does It Improve quality of service - rules preparation and pre-gae activities -

CRC 344, 405 A 1065
military occupational training - CRC 390; simulation, experimentation, and context -

PP 239 PP 140
planning, developing countries - 3 12 search game - OI314 31
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 cost of implementing tactical warfare simulation - NRC 63; A 1027;

P3I 239-76 M 1032
related to earnings - PP 251 variable continuation rate model (VACATE) -

PP 179
Dwoeuesand Ecmk Equp.mt Vector - 1 Theater level battle model - P 1055

bulk electroluminescents efficiency, degradation war at sea strike tactics - M 1032
of - PP 196 warfare models - PP 306

electrical and electronic information sources - w Saae, analysis data inputs sensitivity
A 1006, 1026. 1050 tests - PP 13

electronic warfare concepts - A 1042
FM station costs - A 1040 GmndCa" OpmaseJs
megnatostriction resonnant frequencies - 3 19 anti-armor weapons procurement - P 1042
parabolic sound concentrators - A 1051 computer simulation sensitivity test, experi-
propagation measurements ELF, SANGUINE system - mental design - CRC 142

PP 112, 113 effectiveness, combat U.S. troops in Crete, Iwo
reliability of complex systems - MUS 1080; Jim - 01.1M 35; R 1008

PP 26; A 1060 guided weapons - A 1076
reverberation time of sound calculation - 3 5 Korean War data - PP 32; NWS 64
systems development and component placement - Lanchester's Law verification, Iwo Jima casual-

PP 90 ties - A 1010
television, maximum coverage for mInmum Invest- tactical warfare simulation program NRC 63;

sent - P 1023 A 1027
warfare model validation - PP 27

nonlinear shock spectrum - PP 134 Goe
systems degradation - A 1069 anti-air gunfiring test and data - OES 248,

261, 262
Gmmesd Meds air-to-round gunnery, probability of destroying

air combat maneuvering conversion model - target, simulation - CRC 158; 013N 43
CNS 1077; CRC 274 closod-loop control - CRC 185; PP 103

air launched ordnance effectiveness - P 1021 hit probabilities - CRC 242; OER 59
amphibious warfare models - P 1053 methodology for selection to meet military re-
behavior strategy solutions, to-person zero-sum quirements - CRC 307

finite extended game with imperfect informa- Naval gunfire in Korea - OES 506
tion - PP 64, 73 rapid fire, estimating accuracy parameters --

deterrent force - 0I3M 13 CRC 183, 202
evasion ame - CRC 244; OI34 39 small arms rounds - CRC 307
game over spaces of probability distributions -

A 1006
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behavior therapy and cybernetics - PP 136 international - Continued
comparison, civilian vs. military, systems - lay, ocean resources - PP 7, 28, 49, 50, 97,

PP 57 103, 188; A 1012, 1072; P 1025, 1027. 1028
costs, all-volunteer armed force - PP 60 relations and diplomacy - PP 265, 376
data and employment data - CRC 461 Western European leaders, perceptions to
diagnosis and treatment, decision - PP 43. 52, East-West competition - PP 190; P 1046,

73, 82 1049
drug treatment and crime - PP 175; PI 75-4 international trade
health care delivery system evaluation - PP 40 commodity flows in 1964 - IIC 27
heroin market - PBt 73-1 importance to domestic economies - IRC 28
hospitals, adiissions determinants - PP 115; petrolem imports - CC 245, 255

PRI 73-3 intra-African cooperations, and seaport de-
intensive care monitoring effect of computeriza- pendence - PP 268

tion - PP 40 Israel
malpractice, use of decision analysis to estab- Arab conflict - PP 22, 78, 204, 221

ish its existence - PP 92 conflict, decision analysis - PP 221; A 1021
medicine - P 1040; PRI 74-2 reprisals, consequences analysis - P 1030
multiphasic screening center, systems analysis Latin America, mathematical model of regime

of data -A 1001 change - PP 133
Navy physicians procuremnt and retention Meiterranean, superpover naval crisis manage-

staffing levels - CNS 1023, 1030; P 121 seunt - PP 317
patients preferences - P 1043 Naval Forces in the South Atlantic - PP 185
periodic health examination program, economics Near East, regional study - PP 44

- CRC 203 negotiation forecasting - CRC 290; PP 188;
P 1045

ummed Pelh y andRhdofm parliamentary diplomacy - PP 162; P L045
African States relations - PP 268 Persian Gulf oil - PP 339
armed forces as a political instrument - personal response program, Navy - PP 75

PP 279, 283 political-ilitary operations - P 1054
Azores in diplomacy and strategy 1940-1945 - public and elite attitudes on security issues -

PP 272 PP 164
Bangladesh Soviet port clearing operation - scaling data on inter-nation action- A 1034

PP 123 Shanghai crisis, 1932 - PP 206
Berlin crisis 1958-1962 - 8 17 Soviet
China crisis reaction and non-reaction - PP 269,

and the problem of Japan - PP 99 270, 376; K 1036
crises behavior- PP 376 dealings vith Third World - PP 155, 262,
foreign policy - A 1068 269, 270, 279; H 1033
post cultural revolution foreign policy naval presence during Iraq-Kuwalti border

8 18 dispute - PP 122
Cuba naval transfers to les developed countries

foreign policy - PP 199; M 1028 - 1 21
futures in the revolution - PP 199; P 1029; in the BOrn of Africa - PP 269, 270

M 1028 in the Mediterranean 45-70 - Pp 94
military in Africa and Middle East - P 199, perceptions of US-USSR rivalry - PP 190,

201; N 1028 271; P 1046, 1049
Soviet Union relations, intentions, projec- port visits - C&C 283; PP 145, 270; N 1023

tione - PP 201; IIC 24; B 8; H 1036 Yugoslavia, politico-military cooperation -
Egypt Naval facilities, Soviet quest for - PP 318

PP 127, 269, 270 war and peace in Northern Europe - PP 265
foreign policy

benefit analysis of alternatives - A 1021 isk. mow and iem en
cost/effectiveness analysis - PP 68 British Official Secrets Act - PP 95
crisis decision making - PP 41, 221 education expenditures, equality - PP 65
multilateral negotiations - CRC 290; PP 188; environmental impact statements, judicial

A 1082 decisions - C&C 224, 281
Indian Ocean superpower security interests - marine fisheries la enforcement - CNS 1061; 

PP 285 SIS 13
International Navy's disciplinary system - CIC 218

incidents, Navy responses - CC 322; PP 174, medical malpractice - PP 92
204, 221, 317; P 1056 oil pollution, legal responsibility - PP 56

protecting off-shore structures P- P 147
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Canadian unemployment data, sex differential u unemployment - Continued

PP 2 insurance - Continued
continuous wage and benefit history (C5H) claims matched to work histories

codebook CRC 351, 354
Arizona - CRC 351 disqualification, work test - PP 193
Pennsylvania - CRC 354 effects of administrative screening on job

earnings search - CRC 451
comparison between military and nonmilitary effects of entitlement on duration and job

CRC 306 search outcome - PP 192
discrimination, nepotism, and long-run wage effects on distribution of income

differentials - PP 357 PP 198
effect of unemployment - CRC 458 effects on duration of and subsequent
impact of training on - PP 239; 1UI 73-2 earnings - PP 194
losses to worker. - CRC 313, 385; PP 165, layoffs - PP 246; CRC 349

169, 232; PRI 75-2; PRI 197-75 taxes, effects on firms - PP 195
maximizing family Income - P 33 tax systems for financing - CRC 353. 407,
navy wives' wages, effects of permanent 431; PP 311

change of station - PP 373 rate - PP 238
value of stable employment - CRC 441
wage leadership - PP 299 Ln Shydm.e md hdemado Systems

educational attainment of U.S. labor force - automatic information classification and re-
9 13 trLeval, reference connecting - ORC 77

electronic engineers - A 1020 computer
employment error detection in computerized information

adjustment under rational expectations - retrieval data PP 189
PP 282 literature search - PP 189; MRC 6; A 1005,

effects of imports - PP 302 1077, 1078; P 1005, 1026
effects of interregional migration - PP 304 cost of owning, borrowing, and disposing of
effects of technical change - PP 301, 382 publications - CRC 342
effects of veterans status - PP 359 information retrieval, library machines
full new economies - PP 35 A 1046, 1047; P 1024
older workers in the market for part-time information sources for electronic and alec-

employment - PP 396, 397 Crical engineers - A 1006, 1026, 1050
government policies message subject coding - CRC 279

can changes be made - PP 232 sciontLfic journals, access - PP 146
effects on unemployment - CRC 383; PP 155, scientific productivity A A 1079, A 1080;

157 P 1047, 1048
employee compensation levels - CRC "0 study plan for Public Library Service in

labor supply baltLmore County - CRC 324
effects of permanent change of station -

PP 373 Lqebt - sbmme ad Rep*
of vives with husbands employed either full aircraft

time or part time - PP 273 cost analysis - PP 24, 62; INS 18, 28, 32,
to naval air rework facilities - INS 23 38

under a time constraint - PP 36 cost benefit model - PP 23
manpower shortage, in local government, *urge$, engines - CKS 1060

policemen, teachers - 3 6 T-9J, overhaul or replacement - IRC 23
market behavior of military services - PP 364 inventory model. aviation spare parts --
Negro employment CRC 186, 222; INS 32

building trades - PP 59 Investment model for reparable asets -
discrimination effects on earnings - PP 11, PP 14; IRC 31

357 Naval aircraft rework facilities - CRC 212;
shipbuilding INS 23

labor costs In U.S. - CRC 131 optimization - PP 66
worker employment and turnover - CRC 315 periodic depot level maintenance - CNS 1025

turnover ships
job satisfaction relation - PP 114 condition - CS 1090; CRC 447
time series analysis - PP 170 destroyer, minimum cost overhaul cycle -

unemployment - PP 173 IRC 7
insurance effects of ship's steaming on equipment

availability of administrative data - failure rate - PP 280
CRC 452 fuel coneuption rate - CRC 352

maintenance personnel effectiveness - PP 143
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ships - Continued resource allocation

overhaul decisions based on simultaneous equation
costs, public, vs. private shLpards - models - CRC 206

CRC 442 In stochastic flow process, aviation spare
delays effect on equipment - P 276 parts resupply - PP 47
effectiveness - CNS 1157 protection of the fleet - PP 210
policies, Naval shipyard capacity - PP 9 sealift capabilities in ASW environment computer

relating resources to readiness - CNR 1; program - CRC 17, 113; NRC 42
PP 324

other M.sm nmmt saddinobades
complex systems relibaiblity of, spares, defense planning, programing, and budgeting

repairs and cannibalization - CNS 1080; CP 2
PP 26; A L060 evaluation of R&D proposals - CRC 216

decentralized - MRC 51 federal and private R&D - C&C 388
and-products repair time of recoverable items government, role of analysis - PR3 75-3

and service time, relationships - PP 19 multiyear contracting - PP 345
installations planning - N 1025 security classification - PP 61, 289
inventory model, repair parts - CRC 222; slide preparation - PP 288

PP 3, 20

Investment model for reparable assets - Msm ul StkatIm
PP 14; IRC 31 analysis of variance

Naval stations and Naval air stations, correcting for heterogeneity of convariance
closure alternatives - PP 135 for repeated measure designs - A 1056

policies - PP 17; P 1007, 1018 unbalanced, computer subroutine - CRC 164
preventive measures, when to use - P 1007 applied mathematics - PP 329
service-life parts, Bayesian supply policies avoidance in one dimension, continuous matrix

-- 011 36 gow - O13 10
time, computation method - PP 15 ler assemblies - PP 39, 46

Bayesian
Lats - Supply approach for solving position finding problem

airlift vs. sealift, inventory resupply, mili- -PP 252
tary force deployment - NWS 4; P 1001, 1010 supply policies - O13 36

alternative fuels for Navy - PF 336 bibliometric examination of the square root
bases theory of productivity - PP 205

closure alternatives - PP 135 binary response regression - P 93
efficiency measurement - PP 348 binomial and sequential probit models - CRC 368
installations planning - M 1025 binomial parameters from search data - CRC 3
operating support costs - CKS 1156 bivariate normal over an offset circle - PP 254
optima location and size determination - burglar model - PP 54

A 1009 Catastrophe Theory - PP 315 -
Bayesian supply policy, service life parts - chronological ordering, statistical method,

OIK 36 archeological deposits - PP 58
cargo unit, ordered sequence, computer program combinatorial identity proof - A 1058

-- NC 47 confidence limits, systems reliability - ORC 79
carrier strike force, logistic requirements, correlation coefficient - PP 366

computer program - NRC 50 covariance matrix, limited Information estiator,
commercial commodity acquisition - CRC 418 identification test - PP 34
contracting, multiyear - PP 345 covarience matrices, asymptotic - PP 335
inventory Cox regression model - CRC 402

aircraft - CRC 225; PP 24 d-choice secretary problem - PP 249, 253
stock, optimal positioning, multi-echelon data, ordered and grouped - PP 366

system - PP 74 decision analysis - PP 43, 64, 73
supply effectiveness measures, spares - derivations of supply elasticities - PP 273

CN 12; CRC 222, 275; PP 16 deterministic theory of relaxation - PP 228
inventory model differential equations - CRC 12; PP 38, 212,

a Bayesian approach - CRC 214 225, 250, 277
for multistage production processes -. P 1033 differential games, battle model, conflict
with delivery lag and repair - PP 3 avoidance - CRC L; 1 4
with dependent demand and forecasting, repair differential geometry - 3 25

parts - PP 20 diffusion theory of reaction rates - PP 229,
with fixed shortage cost - PP 45 230
within the Theory of the Firm - PP 18 directional derivatives - CRC 2

mission concepts for FDL - P 1006
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discrete search and the Neyman-Peerson Lema - arkov - Continuedo o i
A 1037 chains. method for asregation of conditional '

equivalence classes in paired comparisons - absorbing - PP 352
A 1035 matrices in a simple defense system - PP 259

estimators maximization problem - M 1022
comparison when disturbances are small - max-mo theory and applications - CRC 365;

PP 85; A 1041 A 1028; B 3
K-class and reduced form forecasting - PP 98 method to estimate correlation of variables -
limited dependent variable models - PP 333 CRC 336, 367

market analysis - PP 219 moment problem for order statistics - PP 4
theory and estimation procedures - PP 219 aultinominal processes estimation - PP 72

factor analysis program, user's guide - PP 106, multiple linear regression calculation computer
107 program - PP 48

Fisher exact probability test, small sample test multiple spell duration data, method of analyz-
CRC 108 ing - PP 340

fixed point of continuous mappings, computing Murhpy's law - PP 243
techniques - A 1070 Nerlove - Press model extensions - PP 2191

Fourier series, discrete Fourier transforms - Newton's formula - CRC 149
CRC 130; OUC 81 nowography for operations research - PP 187

Frank-Condon theory of chemical dynamics - non-linear military allocation game - CiC 23
PP 261 occupancy problem recursive solution - A 1013

gambler's ruin - ORC 59 optimal stopping rules - PP 249, 253
Hamiltonian*, arbitrary - PP 286, 308 optimal whereabouts search - PP 5
H ermite polynomials - PP 141 oscillations, fluctuations and the hopf bifurca-
Information tion - PP 225

retrieval - PP 215 path integral solutions - PP 152, 153, 156,
search and decision theories - CRC 357; 186, 222, 235, 281, 308

A 1022 prediction, miniax, evasion game - 01314 39
Integral bases - PP 237 prediction with pooled cross-section and time
Initial value problem (IVP) - PP 212 series data - PP 341
inverse function theorem - N 1010 probability
Lagrange multiplier for max-m.n - OC 76; circular-normal distribution - PP 211

A 1004 cuulative estimation, truncated case, dis-
Laguerre transform - PP 284 crete dais - ORC 56
Lanchester's damage, single shot and salvo - OS 626

attrition rate coefficient - A 1002 error - CRC 365
combat mathematical model - OINK 22 maximization - PP 54
equation, amphibious assault casualty rates =mbers of hits - OI. 59

-M 1008 predicting attrition, Linear and non-Linear
equation, fluctuations in systems with models - RC 345; PP 177

multiple steady states - PP 213 predictions validation - PP 158
equation, Korean War data - PP 32; NWS 64 targeting problems - CRC 357; PP 278
law, combat effectiveness of troops, Crete quadratic assignment problem - PP 100, 101

Invasion, W II - 01314 35 quit show problems - A 1015
law, verification of - A 1010 rank test statistics, exact null distributions

linear for - PP 69
autonomous control process - PP 29, 51 reaction-diffusion equations - PP 287
programing relating to manpower and person- relative ranks - PP 249, 253

nl planning problems - C68 1096; PP 181, scaling data on inter-nation action - A 1034
177, 256; A 1085 search theory - C C 357, 377; PP 258, 305

systems - CRC 365; PP 225 secretary problem - PP 249, 253
Lotka's Law, frequency distribution of scien- selectivity problems - PP 251

tific productivity - PP 216, 217 smi-classical expansion of the anharmonic-
macroscopic systems, modeling fluctuations in - oscillator - PP 235

PP 250 semi-Markov
MATRIX analysis of combat problems - A 1074

congruent to a diagonal matrix - PP 220 chains, analysis of ASW tactical systems -
criterion for normal Integral bases - PP 237 CRC 118

Narkov maneuver conversion model - CNS 1077
chain model, kill probability, calculation, processes - CRC 110, 335; PP 25

attrition rates - PP 118, 298; ORC 55; single or multiple Integration using Simpson's
A 1069 rule, computer program - CRC 13

chain mdel, stochastic duel - P 1012
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statistical Navy in postwar American security policy --

computer subroutines - CRC 20 H 1052
experimental design techniques, computer North Atlantic-Norwegian-Barents Sea,

simulations - C&C 142 strategic significance -- PP 328
Smirnov statistic - CRC 317 Rapid Deployment Force and amphibious warfare

statistics, commitments of order - PP 366 - PP 332

stochastic Soviet Union
differential equations - PP 250; M 1034 Afghanistan invasion - PP 309
duel Harkov-chain model - P 1012 Air force - H 1026

Xinetic equations-treastaent of fluctuation - and Eastern Europe - S 22
PP 227 arms limitation - PP 150; H 1024

maneuver conversion - CHS 1077 blue belt defense system - PP 111
mechanics of molecule ion molecule reactions diplomacy and the sixth fleet, 1967 June

PP 223 var - PP 204; B 22
model, tracking effectiveness - ORli 41; doctrine, past, present, future - PP 412;

H 1034 M 1050
target notion - H 1034 Egypt naval facilities, quest for
theory of relaxation - PP 228 PP 127, 269, 270

sub-optimization, example allocation problems - fluctuations since 1917 - B I
CRC 22 military aid to Third World - PP 262

survival curve estimations - CIC 402 operations in the Horn of Africa -
survival probability and variance, cumulative - PP 269, 270

OINM 28 operations in the ngaden War - PP 269
switching simultaneous equation models - PP 342 shift in emphasis from nuclear to
temperature and current dependence of degrada- conventional - CRC 490 L

tion in Red-Emitting GaPLEDS - PP 226 Yugoslavia, politLco-milLtary cooperation
temperature of a semL-infinite rod - A 1073 - PP 318
testing overidentifying restrictions - PP 37 Soviet navy
Weyl's theorem - PP 70 crisis management - PP 317

diplomacy - PP 221; 8 22; H 1032
MNWy Paoy and Snow expansion - CRC 257; PP 131, 206; H 1012,
alternative strategic weapons systems, alloca- 1015

tion - NIRE 13; P 1009 forces - P 183, 206; H 1039
armed forces as a political instrument - IraqL-Kuvaiti dispute - PP 122 -

PP 279, 283 military-political tasks - PP 148; K 1036
China's quest for seapower - 5 24 mission structure P PP 80, 130, 159, 183,
China, Republic of (Taiwan) Navy - PP 144 206, 347; N 1018, 1036
conflicts operations 64-74 - PP 125, 183, 206

crisis decision making - PP 41, 221 operations in the Horn of Africa -
crisis management - CRC 322; PP 174, 317 PP 269, 270
international incidents and crises 1955-1975 operations in the Indian Ocean - PP 77,

CRC 322; PP 221 150
in the Eastern Mediterranean - P 1056 operations in Mediterranean - PP 94, 150;
limited var, coupd'etat, civil disorder, 204, 410

insurrection, guerrilla warfare, civil policy - PP 150, 159, 206, 347; H 1036
war, border conflict, blockade, 1946-1964, port visits - CRC 283; PP 145, 270;
analysis - CRC 144; OIRN 3 N.1023

1967 June War - PP 204 Sixth fleet and defense of Europe - PP 160
counterforce effectiveness - PP 149 strategic environment 1970's - PP 79, 271;
Cuban, armed forces in Africa and Hiddile East A 1084

PP 199, 201, 269; N 1028 Sues Canal, reopening of - PP 137
defense interest in continental shelf - P 1025 U.S. Navy of today and tomorrow - PP 200.
defense policy - PP 271; OIRM 44 313; P 1057
dependence, risk, and vulnerability - PP 307 World War 1, the Uerlin-Baghdad railway as a
evolution of Soviet and American doctrines - cause - PP 401

PP 412
French nuclear forces 1980s - 1990s - PP 400 Mim WufmV - PP 117, 365
Iberian, affects of maritime factors on security

-P 296 "
Israeli reprisal air to surface missiles - PP 278

consequences, analysis - PP 1030 attrition of targets - P? 298
policy, U.S. influence - PP 22, 221 countering the anti-ship cruise missile

P 1035
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firepower of Virginia Class Cruisers - PP 350 cuban quarantine Oct-Nov 1962 H 1051
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ideology sealift operations - PP 231

Communist China - PP 99, 3 15, 18 Sixth Fleet and defense of Europe - PP 160, 265
Soviet, military strategy - PP 271; B I Soviet Navy

Indo-Pakistani War, U.S., Soviet ship deploy- aircraft carriers in Soviet naval theory -
*onts - PP 108 PP 405

military conflicts blue belt defense system - PP 111
Eastern Mediterranean - P 1056 development - PP 183. 185
general, 1946-1964 analysis - CRC 144 diplomacy in 1973 Arab-Israeli War - PP 221;
Near East, analysis - PP 44 B 22
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PP 272 in 1979 - N 1048
national strategy - H 1047 in the Caribbean Sea 14 1039
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parliamentary diplomacy - PP 162 in the Indian Ocean - PP 77, 108, 150
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political-military operations - P 1054 331,410
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political-military diplomacy - PP 269, 271 port visits - CRC 283; PP 145, 270; M 1023
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-CRC 490 support facilities - A 1086

vulnerability of U.S. to mineral resource tactics for warfare-at-sea - PP 367
shortages - PP 303 surprise and warfare strategy - A 1084

war and peace in Northern Europe - PP 265
Nsd Opmdmo Western European and NATO navies - PP 316, 326,
airborne assault, sa-based - NIRN 9 399
blockade/quarantine, barrier design - 14 1006
Chin.'s quest for seapower - 1 24 NsvosdomSystems M KIRK 20; SES 13
China, Republic of (Taiwan) Navy - PP 134
cold war and limited war - ORN 3 Ndm Wsffm

1967 June War - PP 204 French nuclear forces 1980s-1990s - PP 400
conflict and crisis nuclear exchange model - CRC 133

in Eastern Mediterranean - P 1056
management - CRC 323; PP 174 Oem Sdm md Room
Shanghai crisis 1932 - PP 208 animal population - PP 224
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research problems - PP 243 officer accessions programs - PP 178; CNS 1096;

basis for decisions, no-ilitary problems - A 1085
A 10%4 officer selection - CNR 53
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educational planning, developing countries, 363, 411

application - 3 12 maintenance personnel effectiveness -
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PP 207; A 1025 military unit inspections - CXC 379
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PP 207 satisfaction CRC 177, 382; PP 180
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meeting, application - P 1022 A 1085
methods - OER 51, 54, 56; PP 329; 3 23 pre-enlistment performance screening -
operational data requirements for ASW studies - CNS 1100

P 1020 productivity measurement - CRC 466
Operations Evaluation Group 20th anniversary success changes of recruits entering the Navy

conference on operations research - N 1004 (SCREEN) - CNS 1086; CRC 338. 390, 425
outlook - PP 377 projection model
quadratic assignment problem - PP 100, 101 force level - PP 343, 384, 385
state of systems analysis - CRC 30 officer - CRC 249; PP 176
system cost analysis - CRC 21; NRC 22; 5 11 racial attitudes - CRC 223; PP 119
total costs, employment in systems analysis - recruitment of military manpower

SIC I accession and retention efficient balance
USSR operations research - PP 116 CNS 1176; PP 380

accessions of Navy veterans to selected
PiMdImy Wuedf reserves - CRC 497
conflicts, 1946-1964, analysis - C&C 144 advertising and Navy enlistments - CRC 409;

PP 275
rmmd mi m all-volunteer force - PP 369
absences, unauthorized - CXC 482 American history - 8 13
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CNS 1073; PP 275 survival curve estimates - CRC 402
ROTC service commitments - PP 167 retirement systems, evaluation - CRC 376;
selection and planning procedures, evaluse- N 1046

tion, Naval personnel - CES 1039, 1068; sea, shore rotation - CRC 380, 381; SR 7;
SR 6, 9; CRC 318, 338, 390, 450; PP 142, PP 256
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selective service, phase in defense posture supply
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supply of enlistees to all four services - shortages in government, nurses, policemen,
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bonuses effects - CHS 1050; CUR 34; CRC 269, career development of managers and executives
476; PP 374, 387, 388, 392 - PP 414
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effectiveness evaluation - INS 13; IRC 15, USNA - PP 176

17; PP 392 costs of
effects of pay - CRC 476; PP 392; B 13 formal vs. on-the-job training for Navy
naval ratings - CRC 382 occupations -PP 83
quality of life, decision effects - CRC 454; training - CRC 1176; PP 386

PP 344 developing programs - SR 6
reenlistment prediction - CRC 201, 232, 476, military occupational, effects on civilian
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and budgetary implications, all-volunteer PP 84
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Armed Forces qualitative - 1 13 A 1085
based on educational level of recruits -- personal response program, Navy - PP 75
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CRC 170 PP 178
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SECTION III
A. CENTER FOR NAVAL ANALYSES

Studies from the standpoint of financial attractiveness
to the physician and the rate of return on the

COS 1023 Navy's investment. Lifetime earnings under the
Devine, Eugene J. and Porst, Brian E., Mary current and proposed compensation plans are com-
Physician Staffing Levels, 102 pp., Nov 1973, pared with those of civilian physicians. Conclu-
AD 921 453 sions are draw about both the short and the

For the past 30 years the Navy has been able long range aspects for an adequately staffed
to procure physicians at greatly depressed all-volunteer Medical Corps.
salaries because of conscription, and this has
been reflected in staffing levels. Efficient CIS 1039
adjustment to the new all-volunteer environment Carroll, Hugh E., II (LCdr., USN); Hunter, Dwight
will entail the provision of medical care with L. (PN2, USN); Lockman, Robert F.; Nay, Robert E.
fewer physicians (and more of various other in- (Capt., USN); McKinley, Harold H., Jr. (LCdr.,
puts). However, there exists no widely accepted USN); Stoloff, Peter H.; and Wojdylak, Marcella,
method of determining physician staffing In Snlisted Selection Strategies, 119 pp., Sep 1974,
either the military or civilian sectors. The AD A014 576
method we have chosen is to compare Navy physi- The efficiency and fairness of procedures
cLan staffing with that of the Kaiser Plan. One used to select enlisted men for the Navy and for
important difference between the two systems schools, jobs, and advancement are examined. The
which makes the comparison especially relevant literature on selection-testing, training, and
is that the Kaiser Plan has had to pay market performance evaluation is reviewed. Ways of
prices for all its resources, as will the Navy increasing personal performance and opportunity
in the future, and staffing patterns reflect are suggested.
this. There are also other important differ-
ences. Our analysis consists of making adjust- an IOU
ments for these differences. Bender, Susan E.; Hale, Robert F.; Jondrow, Anne

S.; Koehr, James E. (LCdr., US); and Kummack.
COS 1023 Richard A., rhe Capital structure for Ocean
arrington, James I.; LaVallee, William . (Cdr.. Science: Final Report of the Ocean Science and

USX); Lloyd, Richmond N., Jr.; and Spruill, Nancy Technoogy Resources Study (ORS). 81 pp., Mar
L., aircraft Periodic Depot Level aintenance 1975, AD A021 217

4 Study. 105 pp., Nov 1974, AD 5002 570 The Ocean Science and Technology Resources
This study examines the Navy periodic depot Study (ORS) determines whether there is under-

maintenance program for aircraft. It includes investment in the capital assets needed for
evidence that Navy aircraft are inducted for future United States efforts in ocean science
periodic depot level maintenance (PDLM) too and estimates costs to meet any underinveetment.
of ten and that too many maintenance man-hours OR3 also determines whether existing capital
are expended when they are given PDLM. The assets are underutilized . Assets considered in
rework men-hours being expended at depot are not OR include ships, aircraft, submersibles/
directly related to operational factors but habitats, and major computers; OR concentrates
rather to the fact that maintenance managers on ships since they are by far the most nuerous
have strong incentives to err on the side of type of assets.
safety by doing more maintenance and doing it
more often than is needed. An alternative PDLK 015 1050
program based on decision logic and reliability Carroll, Hugh E., II (LCdr., USN); Fot, Brian
is offered which corrects this situation and Z.; Jehn, Christopher; Kleinman, Samuel D.;
allows a continuous appraisal. Rudwick, Nancy; Shughart, William F., I (PN3,

* USN); Wojdylak, Marcella; and May, Robert E.
CU L030 (Cdr., USN), rho Use of Reenlistment Bonuses,
Devine, Eugene J.; Wojdylak, Marcella; and 72 pp., 9 Hay 1975, AD B008 573
Matheson, Eleanor S. (Lt., USN), Procurinme and Renlistment bonuses are a powerful tool for
Retention of Naev Physicians, 157 pp., Nov 1973, affecting the retention behavior of enlisted
AD 921 267 personnel. The proper allocation of these

Now can the Navy best attain authorized bonuses across ratings was found to require
physician staffing levels now that conscription information the Navy does not currently possess.
has ended? To answer this question, medical A technique was developed for assisting in this
scholarship pay, proposed variable incentive allocation process when the ideal Information is
pay, and present continuation pay are evaluated not available. Recommendations are made for
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altering or improving the criteria on which CIS 1061
bonus allocations ore based. The Navy's person- Cohan, Lawrence S.; Heider, Charles H.; John,
mel data system and future research needs are Christopher; Mitchell, Thaddeus I.; and Quick,
also evaluated. Beverly J., NydrofoiL& for the Fisheries Law

Inrorcemeat Mission of the U.S. Coast Guard. 3
CN 102 Vale., 283 pp., Jul 1975, AD A020 366; 020 624;

Bender, Susan I.; Bale, Robert 1.; Jondrow, Anne 020 517
S.; oehr, James E. (LCdr., USK); and Kuamack, This study compares the effectiveness and
Richard A., the Capital Structure Supporting costs of hydrofoil craft vith those of con-
Atmpberic Research, 57 pp., Jan 1975, ventional Coast Guard platforms, Including
AD A022 9%5 cutter/helicopter teas, in the performance of

* This report describes a study of the capital the fisheries law enforcement mission.* The
structure supporting Federal atmospheric re- comparisons are made for various fisheries law
search. A base of inventory and utilization data enforcement tasks considered Independently of
for computers, aircraft, and radars was devel- one another and of geographic considerations,
oped through a survey and the future avail- and also in two specific geographic scenarios,
ability' of the capital services from these in waters off New Englnd and Alaska, where each
assets was projected. In addition to the serv- platform is required to perform a specific set
ices from Federally-operated assets, the projec- of tasks. The study also investigates the degree
tions include those from other sources such as to which hydrofoils, engaged in a primary
universities and contractor-operated labor- fisheries law enforcement role, could contribute
stories. The utilization data include both to the search and rescue (SAl) mission without
actual and potential full use of each asset, and undue detraction from their primary role.
these data are used to address the extent of
possible underutilization of the assets . The CoS 1068
projected services are compared with the re- Lockman, Robert F. and Ripsa, Mark G., Chances of
ported requirements of Agency-approved atmo- Surviving the First rear of Service: A New Tech-
spheric research programs. to provide an initial aique for 1se in Making Recruiting Policy and
estimate of the adequacy of the planned capital Screening Applicants for the Navy, 31 pp., Nov
Inventory. 1975, AD 035 257

Recruits who Joined the Navy during the first
Cmg 1060 year of the all volunteer force were tracked
Capra, James R.; Clinensen, Barbara C.; LaVallee, 'through their first year of service. Background
William P. (Cdr., USE); and Schiffer, John R. and selection test data were related to pro-
(LCdr., USN), Aircraft 0ine Maintenance Study, nature discharges from this cohort, and a table
77 pp., Sep 1975, AD A029 485 showing estimated chances of surviving the first

This study reviews three problem areas of year of service was produced. The table can be
aircraft engine maintenance in the Navy: the used for planning recruiting policy and screen-
setting of mauiata operating tines, the par- Ing applicants for enlistment.
formance of overhauls for cause instead of
repairs, and the site of engine repair. All of WS 1073
the problem area affect in some way the number John, Christopher and Shughart, William F., II
of engine overhauls performed annually. The (PN3, USX), Recruiters, Quotas. and the Number of
study assesses the effectiveness of engine over- Baliotuents, 41 pp., Dec 1976, AD A047 180
haul from a safety and reliability standpoint by The effects on the number of Navy enlistments
analyzing Navy data on engine-related aircraft of recruiters, their distribution, and their
mishaps and engine removals. The analysis re- quotas are investigated. Published census data
vealed that within the current range of opera- on the population and on the demographic and
tions, engines wear in but under current economic characteristics of Navy Recruiting _

policies of continued repair/replacement. and Districts, and regression analysis, are used to
relatively short times between overhauls, en- control for differences in enlistment potential
gines as a system do not wear out. Consequently, across districts. Results for CY 1973 and FY
policies which would decrease the umber of 1975 are compared. Improvements to the quota-
overhauls performed annually and increae the setting process are considered.
time between overhauls appear to be reasonable
from a reliability and safety standpoint. Using =9 1077 - Vol. 'I
a model of the engine repair and overhaul pipe- Nunn, Walter R. and Oberle, Richard A., Evalueting
line. the study finds that three now policies, Air COfmfbt MAeuvering Magagents V2 . Z -
two of which would increase the time between Methodology, 46 pp., Sep 1976, AD A050 493
overhauls, result in lower annual maintenance This study describes two stochastic models
costs and Improved spare engine availability, useful in evaluating air-to-air engagements

between high-performance fighter aircraft. The
Maneuver Conversion Model is applicable to en-
gagements where a successful outcome is
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determined primarily by maneuvering effec- personal characteristics. Ship readiness is ine-
tiv-ness of the combatants. The Firing Sequence sured by the material condition of shipboard
nodel is intended for analysis of engagements equipment. Up to now, little has been known .7
where a successful outcome depends primarily on about the relative value of different kinds of
aircrew ability to capitalize on weapon per- personnel. The goal of this study is to improve
formance. Common measures of effectiveness such on the assumptions underlying Navy personnel
as the probability of achieving first weapon policies. Casualty reports from 91 cruisers,

firing and the exchange ratio, may be estimated frigates, and destroyers are used to study how
by these models. The methodology for both models the productivity of enlisted personnel varies
Is based on the theory of semi-Markov processes. systematically with high school graduation,
Volume I presents the analytic methodologist for entry test scores, paygrade, experience, Navy
the models and provides illustrations with simu- training, race and marital status. Six occupa-
lated data. Volume 1I contains an analysis of tions and three subsystems are examined sepa-
data gathered under CNO Project P/V2 (Battle rately. Equipment complexity, ship age, and
Cry), and illustrates the Maneuver Conversion overhaul frequency are accounted for. Implica-
Model methodology. tions are drawn for Navy policies regarding

recruitment, retention, manning, rotation, and
Cos 1080 pay.
Levine, Daniel 3.; Hibbe, Norma J.; Roane, Peter;
and Stoloff, Peter H., Factors Underlying Recent ME 1096
Treands In the Operational Availability of Ship- Kleinman, Samuel D.; Goudreau, Karen W.; barrow,
board Equipment (aterial Support Study), 93 pp., Edward H. (Cdr., USN); Felix, Wendi; Fletcher,
Aug 1977, AD 3025 922 Jean; Maloney, Peter H. (Capt., USN); and Osborn,

This is a study of trends in the operational Harold W. (Capt., USN), An Avauation of the
availability of shipboard equipment and factors avy's URL Officer Accession Programs (rhe Officer

underlying these trends. Using 3-N data, the Procurement, Retention, and Achlovement Study),
study found decreasing operational availability 139 pp., Sep 1977, AD A057 213
for all three kinds of equipment analyzed. The The Navy currently procures unrestricted line
main components of operational availability, officers through nine sources which differ
reliability and mean downtime, were examined to widely in their costs and returns. tn this
determine which was responsible for the de- paper, we construct a linear programing model
crease. The finding that mean downtime was the that solves for the optimal number of accessions
main reason, for electronic and EM&Z (hull, from each source. Life-cycle costs are minimized
Mechanical, and electrical) equipment, led to an subject to the constraint that, for each UNL
investigation of the trends In deferred main- designation, the required number of officers at
tenence actions, supply cims and administrative each rank Is met. The inputs to the model in-
delay times. cluds the present value of costs, the initial

distribution of officers across designations,

an 1066 retention, promotion success, and requirements.
Lockmnan, Robert F. and Gordon, Patrice, Success The study finds that six of the nine officer
Chances of Recruits anterIA the Navy (SCREEN), accession programs consistently enter the opti-
54 pp., Feb 1977, AD A5O0 405 mal accession program mix. The need for indi-

Success Chances of Recruits Entering the Navy vidual programs is linked with certain Navy 7
(SCREEN) are validated and extended from the requirements.

first through the second year of service. Selec-
tion rates and predicted one- and two-year loses CI 1100
rates at different SCREEN cutting scores are Matthews, Warren T.,. Quality of Narines: Pro-
calculated for recruitment planning. Incon- alstmaent Screening Based on Predicted Per-
sistencies in AFQT mental group measurement and formence, 47 pp., Jun 1977. AD A083 446
irregularities in AFQT scores derived from the This analysis examines the mathematical rela-
current Armed Services Vocational Aptitude tions between the performance of first-term
Battery (ASVAB) to the mental groups used in Marines and their test scores and selected
SCREEN are provided, along with revised SCREEN personal characteristics. The objective is to
chances for ASVAB mental group. predict performance when only certain test

scores and personal characteristics are known
CIS 1090 (i.e., at time of application for enlistment). A
Horowitz, Stanley A.; Sherman, Allan (LCdr., US); step-vise linear multiple regression process is
Barris, Nancy; Measell, Barbara; Karon, Steven; used to identify the variables which best pro-
Ripms, Mark; Roan, Peter; and Rose, Sue G., Czew dicet performance. Measures of performance in-
Charactristice and Aip Condition (Mintenance elude early attrition, desertion, early promo-
Personnel Effectiveness Study (EP2)), 68 pp., tion, and rank achieved. A procedure for
Mar 1977, AD AO50 404 expressing the results in terms of the (nev)

The productivity of enlisted personnel aboard ASVkB pro-enlistment test is provided, and a
ships is estimated as a function of their
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method for application of these results to CUS 1160
Marine Corps enlistment screening is presented. Sims, William H. and Hiatt, Catherine, M., Valid&-

tCon of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
35 1152 Battery (ASVAS) Forms 6 and 7 with Applications to

Sims, William H. and Truss, Ann R., A ReexamIn&- ASVAB Forms 8, 9 and 10, 156 pp., Feb 1981
tion of the Mckel.ization of the Armed Servrice AD A110 025
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) Forms 6, 7, This report examines the validity of the
63, and 73, 193 pp. Apr 1980, AD A094 684 Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery

This study checks the normalization of the (ASVAB) forms 6 and 7. Validity in this analysis
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery is the correlation between ASVAB test scores and
(ASVAB) forms 6 and 7 and normalized the ASVAB subsequent performance in military training
forms 6E and 7E. The ASVAB measures the mental courses. Recruits are assigned to specific mili-
aptitude of prospective recruits. Since ASVAB 6 tary training based, in part, on their scores on
and 7 were first used (January 1976) questions subgroups of tests (aptitude composites) con-

" about the correctness of the normalization have tamced in the ASVAB. We determined the most
been raised. We checked the normalization of appropriate aptitude composite, and minimum
ASVAB 6 and 7 and developed the normalization of acceptable score on that composite, for assign-
6Z and 7E using a reference test-AFQT 7. In ment to each training course. ASVAB forms 6 and
this effort we used a large sample of Marine 7 are compared with the recently introduced
Corps recruits. We found that the current ASVAB forms 8, 9, and 10. Based on this compari-
normalization of ASVAB 6 and 7 is too easy; it son we consider the results of our validity
overstates the mental ability of low aptitude analyses of ASVAB forms 6 and 7 to be applicable
recruits by 15 to 17 percentiles. for recruit assignment using ASVAB forms 8, 9,

and 10.

*CU 1156
Levine, Daniel B.; Jondrow, James M.; Hasson, 0W 1166
Deborah L.; Garvey, Kevin B.; and Burke, Robert Goldberg, Lawrence, Salisted SupplY: Past,
H., The Determinants of Base Operating Support Present, and Future
Costs, 59 pp., May 1981, AD A103 823 Vol. 1: Executive Summary and Main Text, 71 pp.,

The study analyzes spending on base operating Sep 1982
support (DOS) activities at 144 domestic naval Vol. 11: Appendixes A-P, 83 pp., Sep 1982
installations. Statistical regression techniques There is concern about the ability of the
are used to derive a cost-estimating relation- armed forces to meet their accession require-
ship (CER) that relates gOS spending to such ments as youth population declines over the next
base characteristics as the number of military 10-15 years. This study addresses this concern
personnel and the total building area. The CER by developing a way to predict the supply of
is then applied to several issues concerning the high quality accessions to all four services.
management of the naval shore establishment: Accessions are then projected for the rest of
whether there are economies of scale in DOS the decade under various assumptions.
spending that could be captured through base Data organized by Navy Recruting District for
consolidation; how a given total 5OS budget the period 1976-1981 are examined to relate the
should be allocated across bases that differ in number of high quality accession contracts to
characteristics; and whether statistically- economic and policy factors, as well as to the
derived cost estimating relationships are better size of the youth population. The pay of civil-
tools for analysis of DOS spending than simple Ian youth, military pay, recruiters, adver-
ratios, such as BOS cost per mission person, tising, and economic conditions were key deter-
that are favored by OSD. minants of recruit supply. GI Bill benefits in-

duced many accessions. Population was important,
mi 1157 but not as important as many expected.
Berning, John A., Jr.; acovern, Robert N. (Lt., Projections indicate that (with minor excep-
USN); and Goodwyn, S. Craig, Ship Overhaul gffec- tions) recruiting goals can be met through the
tiwveess, 132 pp., Jun 1981 AD A109 654 80s if current plans are executed. Over the

Effectiveness of naval shipyard overhauls is longer run, goals can be met if military pay
examined by relating the amount of repair and keeps up with civilian youth pay and if re-
alteration work done in overhaul to ship cruiting resources are made available quickly
material condition during the full period after when the economy strengthens.
overhaul. The relationships are determined sta-
tistically through a model which also includes =5 1176
the effects of other influences on material Clay-Mendez, Deborah G.; Balis, Ellen J.;
condition, particularly personnel and operating Driscoll, Kurt A. (Cdr., USN); Angier, Bruce N.;
tempo. The study focuses primarily on repair and Lockman, Robert F., Balancing Accession and
work. It considers overhauls from FY 72 through Retention (Final Report of Mavy Comprehensive
lF 78, and for each of the 1F-1052, DDG-2, and Compensation Study), 87 pp., Sep 1982, AD A130 812
SS-637 classes separately.
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Recruiting, training, and reenlistment bonus separate recruit screening procedures for Class
costs are calculated for recruit@ with 4-year A school and apprenticeship trainees, and (3)
enlistments in 26 rating groups. A computer rating assignments to Increase retention. Atti-
simulation model is developed to minimize the tudes toward Navy jobs and military life that

sun of these costs while meting manpower re- affect first-term and career enlistment deci-

quirements at career-entry point LOS-5. Sigei- sioes differently also were identified.
flcut net savings In recruiting and training
costs are demonstrated from a policy of target- Repers
ing higher reenlistment bonuses to ratings with
high training costs. a I

Horowits, Stanley, A.; tibbs, Norma J.; Bagby,
S-mmmey Repes James L. (Cdr., USN); Shaman, Allan (Cdr., USN);

rlobuchar, Richard; and Roane, Peter, Relating
CK6 Resources to Readiness, 39 pp., Sep 1979,
Evanco, William N., Developing strategies For AD A113 041
Clas A and C School fTaining, 11 pp., Aug 1979, This study examines the feasibility of devel-
AD A080 605 oping a quantitative resource to readiness

The effects on first-term survival and re- model. A hierarchy for potential definitions of
enlistment of delayed and normal entry Into readiness is presented and the conceptual flow
Class A schools for Initial specialized training of resources Into this hierarchy is illust: .ed.
are analyzed. Ways of timing delayed school Existing data systems and models are survt.yed,
entry to Improve retention are suggested. A and their constraint on a comprehensive model's
model for developing training plans to met development Is discussed . Recomendations are
requirements for man with advanced specialized made for funding and managing future resource to
training in Clauss C schools is sumarized. readiness research.

cNI 7 CMu3
Maurer, Donald E.; Waterman, I. John (LCdr., USX); Bagby, James L. (Cdr., USK); Horowitz, Stanley A.;
and Bunttinger, R. LaVar, Sea/Shore Rotation, 11 Kleinman, Samuel D.; Simmons, Robert H.; and
pp., Jun 1979, AD A081 299 Anger, Thomas I., Shipboard Parts Allowace

The Sea/Shore Rotation Study developed two Pol cV, 65 pp., Jul 1981, AD B061 973
models of the relationships among sea/sbore This paper deals with the stocking on board
rotation, billet structure, continuation, and ship of the parts needed to repair ships'
personnel Inventory. The aggregate model deter- equipment-especially on crulsers, frigates, and
mines the necessary relationships between rote- attack submarines. It discusses the purpose and
tion and continuation for a stable first-term cost of the Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List
and career force and is useful for policy analy- (COSA). It describes and evaluates the
sis. The expanded model dynamically simulates procedure being used to construct COSAL-the
personnel flows and is useful In managing rating Fleet Logistics Support Improvement Program
and detailing co-munities. (FLSIP). It briefly assesses other procedures-

particularly the Maintenance Criticality
8m a Oriented (NCO) COSAL. Lastly, the report recoi-

Lociman, Robert F.; Luria, Philip N.; Thomason, mends two changes In FLSIP and discusses their
James S.; Warner, John T.; Zuhoski, Charles P. effects on readiness and on investment cost.
(Cdr., USN); Rutledge, athye D.; and Simon, Bruce
D., rinal Report Of the Personnel ftgemet in Cm 34
the All-Vob1untor Force StudV, 19 pp., Apr 1950 Palomba, Catherine A%, U.S. Marine Corps Roust-
AD A092 106 mat Sonus Proram, 172 pp., Jan 1983, AD A130 596

The Personnel Management in the All-Volunteer This study is an analysis of the United
Force Study assesses the use of applicant States Marine Corps Enlistment Bonus Program
screening, recruit assigument, and reenlistment (EBP). The study's main objectives were to
bonuses to Improve the retention of enlisted determine the effect of the ESP on enlistment
personnel. supply and report measures of cost effective-

ness, and determine the affect of the EBP on
cm 9 recruit quality, affirmative action, and early
Lockman, Robert P.; Fletcher, Jean .; Lurie, separation from the Marine Corps. Based on our
Philip N.; Mrcus, Alan J.; Thomason, James S.; analyses we believe the EBP should be continued.
Giesler, Kurt L.; and Rutledge, Kathy* P,., Final Also, we believe numerical quotas for the bonus
Report of the fanpomwr ArmAlabilit Study, 27 pp., program should be set high enough so that all
Sep 1981, AD A109 699 funds allocated for bonuses are used.

Ways to expand the Navy manpower pool by
qualifying more applicants for enlistment and am 53
retaining them longer were explored. They in- Stoloff, Peter, Officer Selection Study, 129 pp.,
elude (1) alternative enlistment standards, (2) Jan 1963
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The Marine Corps uses several paper and pan- savings can be made in terms of weight and cost.
ci teasts of mental ability as primary selection It is concluded that so long as both planes have
screens for officers. This study validated two the same mission, both planes will have nearly
of those tests, the Scholastic Aptitude Test the same gross takeoff weight. However, savings
(SAT) and the Electrical (EL) Composite of the in cost appear to be substantial.
Armed Services Vocational Aptidue Battery
(ASVA), against Officer Candidate School (OCS) CaC 2
and The Basic School (TBS) performance measures. Bra, Joseph, rhe Directional Derivative of
The results showed both tests to be valid pre- O(X) - ain V(ry), 8 pp., 12 Feb 1964, AD 439 025
dictors of performance in TBS. Scores on the Necessary conditions for z to yield the

!'" operational selection tests were equated with maximuma of 0(x) - minimum of F(xy) with

each other. The current SAT and ASYB minimum respect to y, subject to constraints, are pre-
qualifying scores were found to be about the wanted. If (x) is concave, the conditions are
same. also sufficient. The function O(x) has been

treated in detail by Danakin. The results given
ca so here generalized previous results of Kuhn and
Horowitz, Stanley A., Coordinator, Conference Pro- Tucker, and Danakin.
ceedings: Bavl manpower Research in the 1980s,
79 pp., 30 Jun - I Jul 1982 CM 3

This is the report of a two-day conference at Bras, Joseph and Weingarten, Harry, Estimation of
the Center for Naval Analyses, designed to sug- Binomial Parameters from Search DAta, 7 pp., 5 May
geat promising lines of research to help the 1964, AD 703 924
Navy cope with the manpower problems of the aid- The parameters of the binomial distributions
to-late 1980s. The conference took place on are the constant probability from trial to
30 June and 1 July 1982. Conference participants trial, and the number of trials. In sampling
included representatives of the Office of the from a binomial population, the number of trials
Secretary of Defense, the Navy and other armed is usually known. Estimates are provided from
services, other departments and agencies of the observed data of the constant probability and of
Executive Branch, the Legislative Branch, re- the amber of trials.
search organizations, universities, and In-
dustry. The report consists of invited papers CW 6
and work6hop reports. Westlund, George A., Weapon Pattern Effectiveness

-ZZx CIA Computer Program J2-64P,. .67 pp., 3 Feb
Conference Pceedhi 1965, AD 473 721

An IBM 7090 computer program is described
@2 that uses a Simpson's Rule integration technique
Rostker, Bernard D. and Cabe, Lewis R., Cnferem e to compute the probability of destroying a rect-
on the Dofanso Planning, Programming, and Bud- angular or line target with at least one weapon
geting Systems (PPM): Pest, Pzesat, and Pature, of a salvo, stick, or pattern of weapons. Flow
198 pp., 4-6 Nov 1982 charts, a listing of the FORTRAN program, and a b

On 4-6 November 1982, the Center for Naval sample problem are Included.
Analyses hosted a Defense-vide conference on the
Planning, Programing. and Budgeting System C C a
(PPBS). This was part of CNA's continuing Bram, Joseph, A Nonlinear optimal Allocation Prob-
research designed to help the Navy, the other 2e, 10 pp. Apr 1965, AD 758 415
services, and DoD improve their procedures for An efficient computing procedure is provided
allocation of resources. This publication con- for a problem arising in the optimal allocation
sists of formal papers, transcripts of presents- of weapons of different types to targets of dif-
tions, and transcripts or summaries of the die- ferent classes. The limited numbers of weapons
cussions that followed, available are assumed to be known.

Rmsacb Contnbudons C2C ii
Smith, Robert L., EVENT, CNA Computer Subroutine

C* I 14-65S, 13 pp., 3 May 1965, AD 469 691
Issacs, Rufus, Differential Games, A Nathematical The Monte Carlo simulation programs used at
Theory with Applications to Narfare and Other CHA require a routine that maintains an ordered
Topics, 560 pp., 3 Dec 1963 (Also published as list of future events, that is, a list that is
book, see B 4) AD 600 022 used by the program to determine the subroutine

execution sequence. The EVENT subroutine is
C I written in FORTRAN and both stores and retrieves
Linnell, Richard D., A Subsonic Analog of the events from the ordered list.
P-lIA Airplane, 13 pp., Aug 1964, AD 761 188

" An engineering examintion is made of sub-
sonic analog of the P-1llA to determine what
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p.b

aC ~12 ERRS), calculates the error function. The second
* Mason, Thomas W., RRO2TA. CNA Computer Program 22- and third, 5-66S(G5 CNA RANUNI) and 6-66S(G5 CNA
a,63S, 14 pp., 6 Jun 1966, AD 485 146 GRNUM) , are used to generate uniformly distrib-

A computer program written in FORTRAN is uted and Gaussian distributed pseudorandom
described which allows the solution of n simul- number sequences, respectively.
taneous, first order, ordinary differential
equations by a variation of the Runga-Kutta CAC 21
method due to Gill. A sample problem is solved, Drecknet, Norman V. and Noah, Joseph W., Costing
and flow charts and a listing of the program are for Syatem Anal ysis, 19 pp., 30 Mar 1966 (Revised
included. version published In "Defense Management," edited

by Stephen Ena, see A LI), AD 636 273
~CL3 Two principal dimensions of system cost anal-
Mason, Thomas W., SZXSW, CNA Computer Program yeis are addressed. First, the comparative anal-
22-63S, 15 pp.. 6 Jun 1966, AD 488 390 yois of alternative systems requires a method of

A FORTRAN computer program is described that structuring and synthesizing cost estimates in
performs single or multiple integration by order to reveal both the total costs of achiev-
Simpson's Rule. A development of the quadrature ing effectiveness and the significant differ---
formula Is given and sample problems are shown, ences to be found among various forcemixes.
Flow charts and a listing of the program are Second, the methods of estimating particular
included. costs are evolving from a history of inappro-

priate or inaccessible data and Sreat uncer-
c 14 tainty concerning the time and cost of ulti"

Mason, Thomas W., DAU Subroutine: CXA Computer mately achieving demonstrated capability.
"roram 13-65S. 17 pp., 26 Aug 1965, AD 758 416 Several Important avenues for further work are

A computer program written in FORTRAN is discuased.
described which allow the facility of free-
format data Input. Flow charts and a listing of C 22
the program are Included. Doeskin. John M.. On Suboptimizatioa: An Example,

S pp., 17 Jun 1966, AD 669 291
Ca5 is n certain allocation problems concerning
Ibrousealian, Vartkes L.. rho Bvaluation of Non- groups of systems, it is possible to allocate by
Narketable Xavoatmenta. 32 pp., 30 Jun 1965 allocating within each system and then combining
(Superseded by SIC 9) AD 622-269 the results.* This paper shows that while this

method is correct for pure maximum problems and
COC 16for cases in which the overall problem is a

Kitchens, Jacqueline, A Computer Method of Analy- game, It is not true for Max-Min problems.
sig of Amphibious Whp-to-Shore Noowmnts: CIA
Computer Program 13-65P, 46 pp., 6 Dec 1965, CIC 23
AD 758 417 Danakin, John N., Solution of a fonlinear Alloca-

This paper describes a computer method of tion Game by Perturbation of the Side Conditions.
preparing certain build-u curves associated 2 p,9Jn16,A 3 5
with the analysis of the operations of emphib- A nonlinear military allocation game is re-
ious ship-to-shore movements. duced by a device to a series of linear gaes,

thus permitting e"sy solution and easy examina-
@Ca 17 tion of the effect of perturbation of side con-
Liguori. Robert R., Monte Carlo Convoy Attack ditions. An application to a practical problem
Probability Model. CNA Computer Program 22-64N, 43 of allocation in antisubmarine warf are is given.
pp., 10 Dec 1965, AD 831 160

A IBM 7090 computer program is described OC24
that uses a Monte Carlo simulation technique for Danskin, John H., 4 oelicopter versus Submarine
determining torpedo hit probabilities. The prob- Search Ge, 16 pp., 9 Jun 1966 (Published in ORSA
lon of m hits on n ships with a delivery of a Joural, Vol. 16, No. 3, May-Jun 1968), AD 636 169

2' salvo of torpedoes by a submarine is found, Hlow should helicopters use their dipping
N where the ships are arranged in a rectangular sonar so as to search for a submarine, now

array. lo w charts, a listing of the FORTRAN submerged and attempting to escape, which had
program, and a mampie problem are Included. been sighted a short time before? The problem Is

brought to a simple 2-person zero-sme g.me in
So2r which ome side juggles areas and the other

Deenberg, Stewart A., Computer ! broutine: probability distributions. The solutions are
-sn(C CIA AUM) S-66( 5 CIA RPA ua), 6-66S(3 exhibited and proved to be solutions by direct
22V), 14 pp., 7 Apr 1966, AD 482 437 application of the definition of optimal

Three statistical subroutines are described strategies for a Same. The solution s ay be
which are presently available as CDC 3400 understood with very Itle mathematical
COWASS subroutines. The first, 4-668(e3 C"A knowledge.

MasnThon ., A no Ca Cmp~er meely ec~evnK deunsZsZd FpeA-7y
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mICis mCK 106
Smith, Robert L.. The Determinatln of a Schad- lsselton. Leslie R., Jr., The Continental Shelf,
Unl R ule for a Computing Center, 107 pp., Nov 44 pp., Dec 1968, AD 686 703
1967 (Published as Master's Thesis, School of The characteristics and extent of the world
Engineering and Applied Science, George Washington continental margin are described. The geological
University, Washington, D.C., Feb 1968), differences between the continental platforms
AD 665 687 and the ocean basins are described and por-

The scheduling of computer time Is a critical trayed. The size and location of shallow water
element In providing efficient service to can- areas of less than 1,000 fathoms are described
puter center users. The search for a scheduling in detail . A bathymetric figure is shown for
rule for the CUA Computer Center is described. A each area with a significant amount of shallow
queuing model Is developed to describe the work water. References for more detailed investiga-
flow. An event-store Mota Carlo simulation tlon are appended.
program was written and is used to evaluate
scheduling rules C 10s

Stotland, Victor G., PFsher Exact Probabllityp 29 ftat, 15 pp.. Jan 1969, AD 849 853
Liguori, Robert i., Exterior Balllstics; CA Cc- The Fisher Exact Prohability Test is defined

pute: Pzrogam 36-665, 132 pp., Jul 1967. and cases where it may be used are shown * A
AD 831 158 FOITRAN program for calculating the required

A method for solving the differential equa- values is explained.
tions of motion of the trajectory of a projec-
tile in air is given along with a description of c 109
the computer program of the method. Tables of Kingslay, &.A., Amphibious Staff Functional Re-
ballistic drag coefficients for various bombs laZtloshlp and Activity Patterns, 59 pp., Aug
currently in use are included. The results of 1969, AD 859 007
polynomial regression analyses of the drag co- Tasks and staff functions of the Commander
efficient data are also given. Amphibious Task Force (CATF) and Commander

Landing Force (CLF) are described. Staff func-
c 30 tional relationships are described in terms of

Diona, Charles J., Wheare I Sytem Analysts? 8 sets and subsets of activities. A method is
pp., 3 Apr 1968 (Presented at 20th Symposiam, presented for determining the most typical
military Operations Research Society, 12 Dec activity pattern of a staff in response to ex-
1967), AD 686 702 ternal events. The method is applied to a sample

A brief discussion of the present state of of 52 hypothetical events to suggest optimal
system analysis.. ways of staff partitioning.

Sc€ 104 IC I10
Schaeffer, George J., escription of the CA Scope aren, Joseph, Some imploe Proofs n Semi-Markov
Operating System, 5 pp., Oct 1968, AD 682 550 Process, 10 pp., Feb 1969, AD 849 854

The characteristics and operational caps- By invoking the ergodic theorem, most of the
bilicies of the CNA Scope Operating System are important averages of probabilistic systems that
described. Emphasis is placed on output can be represented as seml-Markov systems can be
backgrounding and the use of random-access obtained as limits of ratios, precisely as in
equipment. the cases where the law of large numbers is

applicable. The procedure is illustrated with
mC 105 several examples.
Cook, Allen P., Jr. (Capt., USN); Homan, Clifford
C. (Lt.. USN); Mickley, Robert Z. (LCdr., USN); CI 113
Pullin, Millard E. (Maj., USC); and Young, Bart, Robert and Cohan, Lawrence S., Model of
Leonard R. (LCdr., USN), Comnd and Control Roles Antl-Convoy Effectiveness (MACE): A Computer Model
and Staff Functions of Major Aphblous Force/ for Anti-Shipping Wars, 31 pp., Apr 1969,
Croup Commnders, 95 pp., Mar 1969, AD 859 507 AD 854 153

A general concept of large scale amphibious A computer model has been developed to aid in
assault operations is described. The comend and studying naval war scenarios in which anti-
control roles of major amphibious commanders and shipping operations are the main consideration.
the operational task common to all amphibious Performance of the forces involved is specified
operations are ldetifled. The functions of the by probabilities of carrying out assigned ale-
major staffs are determined and grouped opera- aions, such as penetrating escort screens and
tionally into a set of vital functions which are attacking convoyed shipping. The model calcu-

, described in detail. lates expected values of the losses suffered by
these forces. The model is designed to cover a
wide range of problems.
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114 A Monte Carlo simulation program has been
Athay, Robert E., An EconomIC Appraisal of Soviet written in FORTRAN to compute hit probabilities
Merchant Shipping Policy, 152 pp., Apr 1969, of a pattern of weapons against a maneuvering
AD 687 464 target. The aimpoint is specified, and a

This analysis, which assesses the economic bivariate-normal aiming error is assumed for the
* efficiency of the heavy commituent of resources weapon pattern; individual weapons in the

to the Soviet Merchant Fleet in recent years, pattern are assumed to have bivariate-normal k
involves a comparison of the real costs incurred (ballistic) dispersion errors. Target initial

, with the real benefits obtained. Soviet cost velocity, time spent in a straight leg, turning
accounting practices and prices do not neces- radius, and time spent in the turn are speci-
sarily correlate with supply and demand. There- fled, and a normal distribution of errors is
fore, the money costs of ocean shipping as assumed for these parameters. Effects of target
reported by the Soviets are poor indicators of acceleration are included. Flow charts, program
real costs. Since Soviet prices are even less listing, and ample inputs and outputs are

meaningful in reflecting utility than In ind- provided.
cating costs, cash flows arising from merchant
shipping operations could not be used as the CRC 130
primary measure of real benefits. The hard- Hinich, Melvin J., Zntroductlon to Fourier Analy-
currency earnings of the merchant fleet have sle of Data. 37 pp., Nov 1969, AD 703 670
been of particular importance, since they have This is an introduction to the basic elements
been sufficient to offset a significant fraction of Fourier analysis of a time series that is a
of the deficits arising from Soviet commodity sue of deterministic components and a stationary
trade wbth the Wests random process. The concepts are presented in a

basically intuitive manner, intended priarily
CIS for economists and data processors.

Culbertson, Denny D., An Ap.liatlon of Sani-Markov
Chainm to ASW TactIcal System. 8 pp., 26 Sep 1969, CO 131 ...

AD 698 000 Lando, Mordechai I., Measurinq Productivity in the
An application of sami-Markov chains to anti- U.S. Sbipbulld nv Zodustry, 31 pp., Sep 1969,

submarine warfare (ASW) -tactical systems is AD 712 462
Illustrated with a hypothetical example. The This paper measures changes in productivity
example involves estimating the probabilities of and real labor costs in the shipbuilding indus- ..-.

prosecuting false contacts for varying lengths try. Several alternate measures are presented,
of time. The use of Markov chains in the analy- all of which indicate that productivity rose
sis of ASW systems, using Fleet ASW Data Analy- during 1958-1966. It is argued that the increase
sis Program (FADAP) data, is discussed briefly. in productivity was due to increased demand for

ships and not due to the introduction of new
m&C L19 technology. An appendix discusses the available
Lando, ordechai I., Linking A Variable Weight price indexes for the shipbuilding industry.
Series, 11 pp., Hay 1969, AD 695 366

The problems caused by using any particular C 133
month to link a series which has variable dillerman, Neal H.; and Paul, Margaret K., The
weights are discussed. It suggests that a series Calculation P - ure of the CNA Version of the
of this type requires a separate linking con- Code $0 uclear Erchange Model, 408 pp., Feb 1970,
stant for each set of wights. AD 870 O7

The QIA 50 Nuclear Exchange Model permits a
CIC 120 3-strike exchange between 2 opponents. The first
Hall, John V. (Cdr., USK), Distribution of Lossas 2 strikes may each be either counterforce,
in an Zde4lied Ati-Shipping CaMpaign, 25 pp., 9 countervalue, or a combination of both, as
Jul 1969, AD 857 966 desired. The third strike is always a counter-

An idealixed, steady-state and anti-shipping value strike. The assignment of weapons to
campaign carried out by submarines whose opera- targets in each strike is made in an inner cal-
tions are mutually independent is described. The culation, using a Lagrange multiplier method.
probability distribution of the number of Flow charts and a listing of the associated
successful patrols per submarine is derived and computer program are included.
the probability distribution of the total ship-
ping losses (total number of ships hit) is C- 134
approximated. Augusta, Joseph U.; Jenner, Richard A.; and

lyhanych, George W. (Maj., USNC), Intorln Input-
1W Oinutput Remource Allocation Model, 24 pp., 2 mar

Osols, Juris L., CA Computer Program 19-691 1970, AD 866 655
WSapon Pattern Effectivenese XZZ, 34 pp., Oct This model is an "Input-output' model, which
1969, AD 704 107 accounts for and allocates indirect operating

costs created by the may interactions between
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Marine Corps units. The cost model provides 3 In predicting such situations in the future;
types of information. First, it provides direct (2) To identify the major variables involved in
operating cost for all Marine Corps organLa- the various kinds of recent conflicts so that
tions on the east coast, both Fleet Marine these variables will be used appropriately in
Forces (FMF) and non-!M. Second, it allocates the analysis of future conflicts of a similar
the operating costs of the support establishment type; and (3) To provide a data base from which
(normally called indirect support costs) to the important Implications about the nature of
FHF units receiving the support. Third, it pro- recent conflicts may be derived so that effec-
vides estimates of the effect of any specified tive processes of deterrence and control may be
change in the FMF upon the support establish- perceived for future application.
menta' operating costs, and estimates the needed
additional resources, including manpower. ¢.C 147

Palmer, Wilfred W., A Nodeal of Fleet Defense by
CRC 137 Mnterceptor Aircraft, 25 pp., Apr 1970, AD 711 349
Hall, John V. (Cdr., USN); Tyson, James K.; and An iterative Monte Carlo computer simulation
Finucane, James S., A Nodel of Carrior-Suaharins of fleet defense by carrier-based aircraft is
Znteractions, 33 pp., Feb 1970, AD 667 847 described. The model Is completely general in

This paper develops analytic expressions for regard to the size of the committed forces and

the probability that a single aircraft carrier, the capabilities of their weapons, and it allows
opposed by submarines, can remain on station for some diversity in the composition of the defend-
a specified length of time. The threat from both Ing interceptor force. It also permits con-
torpedo and cruise-missile submarines is con- sideration of a variety of tactical options.
sidered. A wide variety of ASW force composi-
tions and tactics can be represented in the CRc 149
parameters of the model. Appendix C presents en Sehrns, Vernon N., Least Squares Fitting of Expon- _
alternative way to formulate the problem and entlal Functions, 31 pp., Mar 1970, AD 706 096
derive the quantities mentioned above. The two In attempting to fit an exponential function
methods produce results that are in excellent to a set of data points by the method of least
agreement. The intention of the authors is to squares, the general situation is that the equa-
provide a tool that can be used to improve tions resulting from partial differentiation are
carrier effectiveness through the study of transcendental in one or more of the parameters
tactics and force interactions. and cannot be solved by the usual algebraic

methods. This paper develops two methods for
CIC 142 dealing with the above difficulty.
Overholt, John L., Sensitivity rests on SLr Com-
puter Sialations using ixperimental Design, 49 OC 154
pp., Jun 1970, AD 716 719 Schmid, Stuart G., General Aviation, Naval Avia-

This paper demonstrates that the statistical tion and Congestion, With an Example from Southern
experimental design technique aids the analysis California, 27 pp., Jan 1971, AD 719 906
of complex simulation by efficient selection of Federal Aviation Authority projections of
the computer runs to be made and thereby saves general aviation activity for 1980 show a 75
computer time. Further the analysis is more percent increase over 1969 levels. This paper
complete, shoving that the variables act Jointly describes a simple computational model used to
and measures the goodness of fit of predicted translate projected general aviation growth into
values. As ao example, the sensitivity tests on implied densities and aircraft interaction fre-
changes in air sortie effectiveness on a land quancies. The model is applied to Southern
campaign are discussed. The techniques, termi- California and a case study is made of NAS
nology and calculation methods with a bib- Miramar at San Diego.
liography are discussed in an appendix.

@RI 15
S ac I" O'Neill, David M., Meeting the Navy's Needs for

R Iichardson, Robert P.; Waldron, Stephen; T0chncally-T'rand Personnel, Alternative Pro-
Derndtson, Charles R.; Brumbach, Lawrence E. cuement Strategies, 38 pp., Aug 1970, AD 715 142

" * (Cdr., USN); llertweck, G.; Roaner, L.R.; Mode, This paper demonstrates two factors regarding
P.J.; Perle, R.N.; Tegger, J.A.; and Whitten R.P., the problem of choosing optimum procurement
An Analysis of Recent Conflicts, 305 pp., Jan 1970 strategies for obtaining technically-trained
(also published as INS Study 14, Annex B), personnel. It shows that the magnitude of the
AD 704 878 resources potentially amenable to different

Three hundred eighty conflicts initiated procurement strategies is not trivial, and that
during the years 1946-1964 are analyzed. The switching to some form of contracting-out system
analysis of recent conflicts has 3 major objec- to procure some or all of its general training
tives: (1) To confirm or counter assumptions would have a high probability of resulting in
about limited warfare situations in the period significant reductions in costs per graduate.
1946-1964 in order to provide greater validity The product of these two factors are the savings
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in total Navy training costs that would be assumptions are combined with income and popula-
achieved from changing procurement strategies. tion projections for each city and an estimated

demand function to forecast levels of passenger
CKC 158 travel between each pair of cities. Airline
Bingham, Origen K., Air-to-Ground Gunnery SLula- flights between these pairs of cities are pro-
tJoni CXA Computer Program 6-70 (Program AZRTOGR), jected under 2 patterns of service that may
49 pp., 30 Nov 1970, AD 718 353 evolve with the further introduction of wide-

This research contribution presents a com- body jets into commercial service.
puter program that employs a Monte Carlo simula-
tion to determine the probability of destroying C 14
a rectangular target with air-to-ground gunnery. Bran, Joseph, A Computer Program for nbmlanced
The effect of correlation of successive ala Analyses of Variance, 17 pp., Oct 1970, AD 718 354
points is considered, and bivariate-normal A computer subroutine which performs an anal-
aiming error and ballistic dispersion are ysis of variance on any set of x1 1k with three
assumed. A flow chart, a listing of the FORTRAN indexes or less, i.e., where the" measurements
program, and a sample program are included.sx 4 .. assumed normal, may depend on up to three

dipre is described. The number of

CRC 160 samples for each (ijk) may vary with
Brumbach, Lawrence E., A Survey of Mavy and Marlne (ij,k). In cases where there are more than
Corps Flight Activity, 129 pp., Feb 1971, three factors, the subroutine can still be
AD 722 698 useful; the user can choose three factors from

A comprehensive data base is presented with the class of relevant factors in various ways
detailed information on the manner in which (essentially aggregating the others). A du-
airspace is used by Navy and Marine Corps opera- plicate of the program deck can be obtained from
tional squadrons. It is based on a nationwide the author.
survey conducted in February and March, 1970. -

The conduct of the survey is described, and CRC 167
examples of the application of selected data are Stoloff, Peter H., Computer Programs for Analyzing
given. With emphasis on the interaction between Manpower Data, 62 pp., Jan 197L, AD 8041 699
operational flight training and the National The MANPOWER program file consists of com-
Airspace System, statistical data is assembled puter programs developed to facilitate machine
on the use of airways, the Positive Control extraction and processing of Five-Year Defense
Area, Warning Areas, Restrictd Areas, and re- Program and other manpower data. The file in-
lated aspects of Naval flight activity. cludes routines for data file building, manipu-

latibn, and data transformation and analysis.
CRC 162 A set of utility routines is described which
DeVany, Arthur S., The Value of Time in Air allows the user to extract and execute any pro-
Travel: Theory and Evidence, 44 pp., Apr 1971, gram on the MANPOWER file without having to
AD 725 480 handle any of the source program carddecks.

The problem of this paper Is to analyze the Using these routines, the MANPOWER program file,
role of time and money cost in the demand for and a data file, the entire process of building
air travel. The first step In the analysis is to and analyzing a data bank could be accomplished
construct the theory of consumer demand under a as a single job. This system has been developed
time constraint and to deduce its theorems. Then for use on Control Data 3400, 3600, and 3800
these theorems are applied to air travel through machines. Modifications to some of the programs
the use of a total price demand function. This might be necessary if other equipment were used.
analysis considers the effects of fare, trip
tnim, airport delay, schedule frequency, trip C&C 169
distance, traveler's vage rates, and non-wage Kats, Leon N., A Simulation and Queuing Model for
income on the demand for air travel . the Study of So Route Air Traffic Systems, 45 pp.,

22 Feb 1971, AD 721 726
CIC 163 Air traffic congestion at airports and along
DeVany, Arthur S. and Carges, Eleanor, A Forecast major jet routes are the primary sources of
of Air Travel Demand and Airport and Alzay Use in concern with the airspace system. This paper
1990, 56 pp., Jan 1971, AD 720 732 describes 2 related mathematical models to study

The demand for air travel between 581 pairs these problems. The first model is a simulation
of domestic cities, which comprise 60 percent of of on route traffic. It defines a quantity
total U.S. domestic air travel, ts analyzed and called the congestion index and relates this to
forecast to the year 1980. An assessment of the level of air traffic and the level of
operating economies of new wide-body aircraft Investment in the air-space system. The second
and alternative trip times likely to be ex- model is a queuing model used to study conges-
perionced by future air travelers is made to tion and average flight delays at points of jet
generate assumptions regarding the structure of route intersections. The models consider only
future fares and trip times by distance. These high altitude Ifl flights but allow for
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parameterization of plane speeds, separation of the job environment (job context) to reten-
criteria, available jet routes, and airport tion behavior and measures of on-the-job per-
operations capacity. formance of first-term Naval enlisted men.

CC170 CXC 180
Forst, Brian E. and O'Neill, David N., The Deter- Augusta, Joseph N. and Hibbs, Norma J., Estimating
minant of Personnel Turnover Costs and Accession U.S. Navy Support Costs, 36 pp., Oct 1971,
Requirements: A Steady-State model, . 16 pp., Jan AD 734 691
1971 (Published in Studies Prepared for the Preai- In an environment characterized by austere
dent's Commission n an Al/-Volunteer Force, Nov budgets and changing force levels, the need to
1970; See also B 13), AD 719 422 provide estimates of support requirements

This research contribution develops a model corresponding to force alternatives has become
which can be used to estimate changes in labor acute. The procedure described here meets this
turnover costs that will result from changes in challenge by incorporating Leontief's input-
a host of behavioral and other parameters: any output analysis into a force cost model. One
voluntary re-enlistment rate; any involuntary advantage to this technique is that it allocates
loss rate; lengths of boot camp and "A' school support resources to the forces, thus giving
training; pupil-teacher ratios in boot camp and insight into the utilization of support by
"A" school; duration of on-the-Job training, forces. However, its real power Is in capturing
etc. Once the various parameter values have been the existing implicit support relationships and
specified, calculations can be carried out in a using them to project support resources con-
matter of minutes on a hand calculator. sistent with specified forces. This approach

does not attempt to find optimal support
CRC 172 policies; it does predict the marginal impact of
Jepson, Joy N., Financial Obligations by DOD for force changes based on a given set of support
Military Research and Development, 26 pp., Dec policies. It can also, if desired, estimate the
1970, AD 725 857 resource impact if support policies are varied.

The amounts of money obligated by DoD during Input-output model described here was developed
1958-1969 for military research and development the U.S. Navy but the method has applicability
are briefly suemarized. General trends are shown to any large interrelated system.
for the total amounts obligated; the amounts
obligated. for the new area of DoD interest UC 1 3
(astronautics) and the 7 traditional areas of Bran, Joseph. Estimating Accuracy Parameters of
DoD interest (missiles, aircraft, ordnance and Rapid Fire Guns, 22 pp., Hay. 1971, AD 724 771 =

combat vehicles, ships and small craft, other To model an engagement involving rapid-fire
equipment, programwide management and support, guns implies the capability of supplying good
and military sciences) and the amounts obligated estimates for the input parameters. Recent CNA
by each department (USAF, Navy, Army, and simulation studies have exhibited enormous vari-
Defense Agencies). The data summarized was com- ability in the estimates calculated from samples
piled from information submitted to Congress of impact data. In this paper, the fundamental
over the past 12 years. reasons for these large variances are brought

out; new estimates (formulas) with moderate

Cl173 variances are derived; lower limits for the
Nillerman, Neal H., The heoretical Basis of the variances are established; and the important

- Code 50 uclear Exchange Model, 101 pp., Sep 1971, parameters, aiming error variance and the round-
AD A043 377 to-round correlation of the airming error are

- The Code 50 Nuclear Exchange Model is a war shown to be impossible to estimate.
" game model produced by the LAMBDA Corporation.

This Research Contribution derives and explains C 8C 15
the basic mathematical models used in the com- Corn, Robert J., An Analysis of Closed-Loop Con- .
puter programs of that model, including models trol of Gun systems, 33 pp., Nov 1971, AD 735 496

. of missile and bomber penetration as well as Gun system operation is represented as a
damage calculation, weapon allocation, and kill first-order arkov process, and an optimum
probability models. Model implementation end linear filter is derived for closed-loop control
integration Into the Code 50 program are also of mean square error. Potential improvement is
demonstrated. then estimated by contrasting the variance in

performance and the auto-correlation for the
AC 177 open-loop system with that for the optimum

Stoloff, Peter N., An Zxploratory Study of Job linearly corrected process.
Satisfaction, Retention, and Performance of Bevy
WIisted man, 30 pp., Feb 1971, AD 723 559

This paper examines the relationship of 2
aspects of job satisfaction: satisfaction with
the work itself (job content) and satisfaction
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186 I" found to be of Joint importance in predicting
grown, George F., Jr. and Perlman, Bernard L. enlistment and reenlistment behavior. Better
(AQF3, USN), Optimal fnventoro Management for measurement of these kinds of variables should
Naval Aviation Support, 38 pp., May 1971 (Pro- result in improved predictions and policy con-
seated at the 41st National Meeting of the Opera- trol mechanisms.
tions Research Society of America, Apr 1972),
AD 731 066 C 202

This paper describes the application of a Bram, Joseph. Estimation of Aim-Error Correlation,
theoretical inventory model to the problems of Aiming Dispersion, and Ballistic Dispersion, 26
management of aviation spare parts. The results pp., Dec 1971, AD 738 486
of this analysis suggest that the use of such This study is based on the attempt to estL-
models can be of significant benefit to the mate efficiently the statistical parameters
Navy, and are relatively simple to Implement. describing a rapid-fire Sun system. It shows how
Recommended stockage and ordering policies for the likelihood function of the unknown statistL-
ten parts currently being provisioned for the cal parameters can be quickly and simply calcu-
F-14 are discussed. Sensitivity analyses suggest lated. The likelihood function is used here as
several areas in which future studies should be the basis for estimating the parameters, and the
undertaken. results of the estimates, applied to a large

nmber of computer simulations are suimarized.
CRC 194
Stephan, Robert A. (Cdr., USN), The Effects of C 203
Shipboard Living Conditions on First-lers Reten- Forst, Brian E., An Analysis of Alternative
tion Rates, and a Model for the Allocation of Periodic lealth Examination Strategies, 16 pp.,
f~wnda Among EabitabIZlity Inprovements, 37 pp., Sep Oct 1972 (Published as a chapter in Benefit-Cost
1971, AD 732 020 and Policy Analysis, edited by William A. Niskanen

Data from a 1969 study based on a question- et al., Aldne Publishing Co., Chicago, 1972),
nalre is subjected to regression analysis to AD 755 494
determine whether shipboard habitability and Data from the Armed Forces were investigated
time in homeport effect retention. Tentative to enable inferences as to the benefits and
results suggest that they do . A methodology that costs of alternative periodic health examination
makes use of the questionnaire responses is strategies. The period health screening program
proposed to determine tfie optimal allocation of is tdeated on two levels: first. it is viewed as
funds among habitability improvements. Further a prodqction process -whose output is the ability.
study is recommended, including a new questiou- of the program to detect Illness and whose in-
astre and survey. puts are the frequency of the examinations and

the scope of an examination. Then, at a second
C&C 197 level, the respective effects of variations in 7

Butterly, Peter J., Position Finding vith S- age and variations in the ability of the
pizical Prior tovledge, 20 pp., Nov 1971 (Pub- periodic health screening program to detect
lished In transactions of the IEEE on Aerospace illness, upon the rate of serious morbidity in
and Electronic Systems, Vol. ABS 8, No. 2, Mar the population, are examined. Implications of
1972), AD 735 112 this and related studies for policy regarding

Information on the position of a source of periodic health examination programs are
radiation is often obtained from bearing obser- discussed.
vations made from two or more known locations.
In this communication some criticisms of cC 206
existing procedures are enumerated and a new Lewis, Chantee (Capt., USN), The Use of SImul-
approach proposed. This approach allows for the taneous Equation Models for Decisions Pertaining
Incorporation of knowledge existing before the to the 'Best' Mix Between Aircraft, Spare Parts.,
observations are made and provides simple coa- Support Equipment and Support Personnel, 126 pp.,
putational procedures for estimating the source Nay 1972, AD 747 972
position and for ascertaining the new state of This is the study of the application of pro-
knovledge from the data furnished by the ductLon functions to sea-based tactical air
observations. resources; aircraft, spare parts, support equip-

ment, and support personnel. The goal is to
c 201 develop objective criteria for allocating money

Allbritton, A. Slagle (TR2, USN); Lockan, Robert among these competing demands using sorties or
F.; and Stoloff, Peter a., otivational Factor& in aircraft reedy hours as the output.
Accession and Retention Behavior, 96 pp., Jan
1972, AD 738 485 CR 207

Notivationel factors In accession and roten- Iiler, John V., Jr. (SN, USN), Analysis of the
tion behavior of'Navy men were identified in a ZInfluence of Federal Air, Wter, and ole "egis-
reanalysis of 3 past surveys. Economics, psycho- letion Upcn Naval Operation, 70 pp., Jun 1972,
logical, and personal history variables were AD A081 191
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Recent actions taken against the Navy arising method of determining requirements for spare
fro. environmental concerns are cited. These parts both in the early provisioning phase and
actions are based upon the National Environ- In later periods of operations vhen demand data
mental Policy Act of 1969, the Clean Air Act of has accumulated.
1970, and the Federal Water Pollution Control

* Act of 1970. The influence upon naval operations CRC 216-
of environmental legislation Is analyzed. Behrns, Vernon N.; Love, J. Duncan; Mandum, Joseph

H., and Duckon, W.E. (LCol., USMC), A Procedure-
CaC 212 for the gvaluation of Proposals, 137 pp., Feb
Birch, Jeffery B. (DPI, USX) and Spruill, Nancy 1973, AD 763 754
L.. User's Guido to the NAN? Workload PleaniV and This research contribution provides an im-
Budgeting Model, 146 pp., Jan 1973. AD 763 476 partial and objective method for selection of

The Navy'sa Aeronautical Depot Maintenance the best among several research and development
*Program, at an annual cost of over $600 million, proposals. It provides for a statistically

Includes the rework of aircraft, engines, and designed evaluation of the proposals by a review
components performed at seven Naval Aircraft board followed by analysis of the evaluation
Rework Facilities, commercial sources, and the scores by an analysis group. Included are
rework facilities of the other services. The guidance for selection of points for evaluation,
User's Guido presents a complete description of a check list of tasks to be accomplished, and
the Workload Planning and Budgeting Model.* This full Instructions for mathematical analysis of
model produces detailed production plans and the evaluation scores.
budgets for the entire Depot Maintenance Pro-
gram. Using the method of linear programming, o 218
the model determines minimum cost workload Brown, Nicholas (Cdr., USN); Carroll, Hugh E., 11
assignments which satisfy all depot maintenance (LCdr., USN); and Stephan, Robert A. (Cdr.. USN),
requirements. COmprisoO of Navy and Air Force administrative

and DisclpJlnary Discharges, 37 pp., Jul 1972,
CRC 213 AD 752 500.
Birch. Jeffery B. (DPI, USN); Blford, Ralph D.; Navy administrative and disciplinary lose
Lloyd, Richmond, N., Jr.; Spruill, Nancy L.; and rates are examined to determine the effect of
Vanni, Ralph, J. (Cdr., USN), Programmer 's Guido mental group and education mix. Navy and Air

* to the KARP Workload Plann-n and Budgeting Model, Force disciplinary and administrative discharge
137 pp., Aug 1973, AD A081 062 rates are compared. Costs associated with the-

This guide presents a detailed description of administration of the Navy's disciplinary system
*the computer programs constituting the Naval are developed. A methodology is presented for
*Aircraft Rework Facility (MARY) Workload Plan- determining the cost of Navy first termers

ning and Budgeting Model. As the guide is in- discharged prior to the expiration of active
tended for use by programmers in making detailed -obligated service.
changes to program coding, coding receives
especial attention in the form of lines-by-lines CRC22
description of wain program listings. A general Perlman, Bernard L. (AQF3, USN) and Schwartz,
description of each program, the program Arnold N., A Phased-Procuremsent Model for Appli--
listings, and flow charts are Included. The Cation to F-14 Spare Parts Provisioning, 20 pp.,

*description of the model is contained in the Nov 1972, AD 758 354
Center for Naval Analyses' INS Study 38, Naval When a new aircraft, such as the 1-14. is
Aircraft Rework Facility Study. A discussion of being bought, decisions on the quantities of
the model's uses is contained in CHA Research spare parts to be bought are made even though
Contribution 212, the Users Guide to the AMP Information on expected demands, operating
Workload Planning and Budgeting Model. programs, and the configuration of the aircraft

is limited.* For high-value, low-usage parts,
COC 214 which are those considered, the minimum-cost
Brown, George F., Jr. and Rogers, Warren F. (Cdr., strategy might be to defer procurement until

*USX), A Bayesian Approach to Demad Estimation and demands occur. During the period of 4eferr,.l,
Invtory Provisioning, 23 pp., Jul 1972, the Navy would buy the needed spare parts from a
AD 748 608 stock carried by the manufacturer or from the

This research contribution addresses the production line if no stock is held.* This paper
problem of explicitly taking Into account un- describes an algorithm for determining in what
certainty about the demand for spare parts in cases this would be the best policy.

*making Inventory procurement and stockage
* decisions. The model described provides for a
* unified treatment of the closely related prob-

lose of statistical estimation of demand and
resource allocation within the inventory system,
and leads to an easily implemented, efficient
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C 223 detailed explanation of the AFPH computer pro-
Allbritton, A. Slagle (CTR2, USN); Lockman, Robert grams and program listings.
F.; McKinley, Harold H., Jr. (LCdr., USN); and
Stoloff, Peter H., Development of the Navy HumAp CC 226
Relations Questionnaire, 70 pp.. Oct 1972, Sasser, John H., User's Guide to Program UPDATE
AD 757 760 for the Navy Resource Model, 17 pp., May 1973

A questionnaire devised by the American In- (Also see K 1013), AD 764 553
stitutes for Research (AIR) for evaluating a The Navy Resource Model (NARZ) is a system of
Marine Corps race relations program was adapted computer programs which provides the capability
for Navy use. This technique was developed for to cost a total Department of the Navy program.
measuring the racial attitudes of Navy person- Attached to the basic cost model are many
nel. The questionnaire is useful in assessing peripheral programs that serve important func-
attitudes of recruits and officer candidates tions. This paper focuses on the use of one such
preparatory to conducting human relations brief- program, UPDATE. UPDATE's function is to provide
ings. It is useful to sea and shore commanders the NARM user with a flexible method of changing
for better understanding the racial attitudes of the data base. It is intended to be a guide for
their personnel. Finally, it can be used before the new or casual user as well as a reference
and after human relations training to evaluate for the experienced user.
the effects of training.

CRC 229

CRC 224 lutterly, Peter J., Position Finding In the
Wilmer, John W., Jr. (SN, USH), Handbook of Presence of Parametric Uncertainty, 19 pp., Jan
Judicial Decisions (through 20 October 1972) 1973, AD 756 251
znvolving Envirmental Zopect Statements, 121 The first part of this paper is a review of
pp., Nov 1972, AD 757 060 previously established results in a general

Reference to recent judicial decisions treatment of position finding, the object of
affords a useful means by which Federal agencies which is to establish comprehensive procedures
can arrive at or confirm their decisions on applicable to-all of the Navy's position finding
environmental impact statements. This handbook problems. This review illustrates how such prob-
presents the reasons of reviewing courts for leas are influenced by quantities that appear as
their decisions, arranged Into a logic of out- parameters in the formulation of the problem.
comes, smmarised in headings, and excerpted The second part extends the treatment to the
from the opinions. Indexes to the cases, the came where knowledge of these quantities is
reviewing courts, and key topics are provided, uncertain.

CRC 225 CRC 232
Klein, Steven W. and Thoureen, Thomas H. (Cdr., Allbritton, A. Slagle (CTR2, USN); Lockman, Robert
USN), Aircraft Force Projection model, Mser's F.; McKinley, Harold H., Jr. (LCdr., USN); and
Guide to APPM, Vol. Z, 289 pp., Mar 1973, Stoloff, Peter H., An Analysis of First-term Re-
AD 767 946 enlstment zntentions, 77 pp., Nov 1972,

The Aircraft Force Projection Model (AlN) is AD 784 971
designed to project the Navy's aircraft inven- Response to a survey questionnaire that in-
tory over a ten-year period and attempts to cluded measures of psychological, economic, and
satisfy the operating requirements of a given demographic variables were related to the re-
set of forces with the projected operating in- enlistment intentions of over 3,000 first-term
ventory. In addition the AFlN generates useful Navy enlisted men on sea duty. The major corre-
characteristics of the aircraft inventory such lates of reenlistment intentions were related to
as projections of the age distributions, attri- satisfactions with various aspects of Navy life,
tion quantities, pipeline requirements, and motivations underlying enlistment decision, and
rework requirements. This volume describes the desires for greater compensation.
input data file, file maintenance procedures,
and how to run the model. *CO 235

Carroll, Hugh E., IT (LCdr., USK) and Jehn,
CIC 225 Christopher, Mvay Recruiting In an All-Volunteer
McCandless, Leslie A. and Thoureen, Thomas H. Enviroment, 32 pp., Jul 1973, AD 779 059
(Cdr., USN), Aircraft Force Projection model, In FY 1972, non-prior service accessions to
Programers Guide, Vol. xx, 210 pp., Feb 1973, US* fell below stated requirements. The causes
AD 913 905 of the FT 1972 Navy recruiting shortfalls are -

The Aircraft Force Projection Model (AYIP) is analysed. Productivity of recruiting resources
documented in two volumes. Volume 1, The Users and alternative recruiting strategies are die-
Guido, describes the input data file, file main- cussed. Data on the draft lottery from January
tenance procedures, and how to run the model. 1970 to August 1972 is used. Recommendations for
Volume It, The Progrmers GuLde, contains a policy changes and future research are made.
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CRC 242 accession requirements and end strength targets.
Sinal, Fred R. (RD3, USK), On Fualig Geometry, 25 It is devoted especially to simulating the
pp., Apr 1973. AD 763 993 Navy's officer promotion system, and provides

The general problem of hitting a moving several options which consider the interactions
target with fragments ejected from a gun pro- of flow point, promotion rate, zone size, grade
jectile is solved, and algebraic relationships structure and end strength, and early and late
of the solution are presented. The problem Is selection. The OPH will also compute annual
posed and solved In the context of a proximity compensation, separation pay, retirement pay for
fused gun-launched projectile intercepting an the remaining life expectancy of projected
airborne target. Solutions are presented for retirees. The model provides management with a
both the case in which the ejected fragments do tool for evaluating alternative promotion
not suffer velocity decay and for the case in policies and retirement proposals, and for :.
which decay occurs. Sample problems are solved studying the interactions of officer end
and graphical representations of the solutions strengths, promotions, and accessions, and the
are given, cost of changes in longevity and grade

structure. The Guide for Users, Volume I,
CC 244 describes the Navy's officer system and the
Bram, Joseph, rhe Discrete svaslon Game, 31 pp., model and discusses the data and policy var-
Sep 1973, AD 769 228 ables to be specified by the user. The Guide for

Theoretical and computational aspects of the Programers, Volume I, provides a detailed
three-mve discrete evasion gme are presented, explanation of the computer coding as an aid to
An evader strategy is given that yields an upper changing, and making special adaptations of the
bound of .2890 for the game-value, and a Marks- model.
man strategy is given that yields a lover bound
.2842. A particular form for the Marksman strat- caC 255
egy is presented which depends on r bits of Areckner, Norman V. and Newlon, Daniel H., The ail L
information, and it Is proved that this type of Security System--An 0.l Zoport Policy for the
strategy Is near-optimal. The results are also VItod States, 66 pp., Jan 1974 (see also B20),
applied to the two-move game, which was solved AD 779 283
earlier by other workers. What should the United States do if some oil

imports are cheaper but less secure than
CRC 245 domestic energy production? In answer to this
Holcombe, Randall C., rho EconomIc impaft of an recurring question, the Oil Security System

Interruption in Valtod State Petroleum morts: provides for more oil security and more imports
1975-2000, 110 pp., Nov 1974, AD *010 914 too. It permits imports from insecure sources,

This paper estimates U.S. dependence on either upon payment of a fee or if backed by
foreign oil for the period 1975 through 2000 and comitments of emergency. oil supplies issued by
examines the economic effect on the U.S. of an suppliers of secure oil. Such commitments,
interruption of this oil. called guarantees, are obligations to sell on

the market oil in an emergency from such sources
CRC 247 as inventories, existing wells operated below
Jehn, Christopher and Carroll. Hugh E., I (LCdr., capacity, capped wells, new wells drilled during
USN), Nethodology for Vsing Draft Lottery Data to the emergency, and diversions of U.S. exports of
estimate true Volunteers, 13 pp., May 1973, crude oil and refined products. In turn, posses-

AD 767 325 sion of a guarantee is the qualification for
Methodologies for estimating true volunteers receiving a fee-exempt import allowance. both"

were evaluated using draft lottery data. An guarantees and fee-exempt import allowances
appropriate method was identified for predicting would be bought and sold. Importers of oil would
the supply of first-term enlistees in a draft- choose the cheaper way of importing between
free environment, paying the fee and acquiring a fee-exempt import

allowance. Under the Oil Security System the
CRC 249 information on guarantees would at all times
Arcuni, Albert A. (LCdr., USK); Kumack, Richard permit the government to maintain a detailed
A.; and Stephan, Robert A. (Cdr., USN), The CNA plan specifying where oil would come from and
Officer Projection Model, Guide for Users, VoI . r, when it would be supplied in an emergency. In
55 pp., Feb 1974, AD 777 479 most situations, substituting an Oil Security

The Officer Projection Model (OPM) projects System for an alternative import policy would
the flow of officers through the ranks of the both reduce the cost of importing oil and in-
U.S. Navy. It projects an initial officer crease oil security in the form of emergency oil
inventory (characterized by length of service, supplies.
grede, and promotion status) in yearly incre-
ments, accounting for attrition, promotion,
legal constraints (Title 10 of the U.S. Code),
and such management policies as minimum

L
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C256 of observation, data is analyzed for selected
Kinkade. Joseph D.; Simons, Robert H.; Davis, intervals up to FY 1973. The results contained
Peter J., Jr.; and Merritt, Frederick D. (Cdr., in this paper are applied in the Manpower
USN), User's Guide to the Report GeCerator for the Compensation Study in determining the cost-
Mary Resource model, 32 pp., Aug L974, AD A004 191 effectivinese of using Reenlistment bonuses to

The Report Generator Is a highly generalized obtain additional careerists relative to first-
information-extracting and report-formatting termers. The techniques of analysis developed in
computer routine. Through a sophisticated this paper, as well as the general findings, are
command language and system of dictionaries, it equally applicable to the selective reenlistment
can report out information in countless formats bonus (SRB).
and degrees of detail. The description of the
Report Generator in this users' guide is for the CIC 271
dictionaries and data files used in the Navy Aucella, John P. (LCdr., USN); Stoloff, Peter;
Resource Model (NARH), at CNA. However, it is McKinley, Harold H. (LCdr., USN); and Kusmack,
possible for the reader to apply the Report Richard A., Estimating the Margrinal Balance of
Generator to his own management information Payments Cost of Overseas Nomeporting, 19 pp., Dec
system by creating his own dictionaries for his 1974, AD A006 783
own data tapes. How to create dictionaries is A procedure for estimating the balance of
described in this guide. payments cost of overseas homeporting experience

is provided in tabular form. By specifying car-
CRC 257 talm characteristics of the overseas houeporting
MccGwire, Michael K.;* McConnell, James M.; and program, such as the ships to be homeported, the
Weinland, Robert G., Admiral Gorshkov on "Navies area, and the availability of base support, Navy
In War and Peace", 122 pp., Sep 1974, AD A003 071 planners can choose the appropriate planning

The series of articles entitled Movies in fr factors to use in the estimation procedure. An
and Peace by Soviet Navy Comander-in-Chief, application of the procedure using planning fac-
Admiral of the Fleet Sergey Gorshkov, are sun- tore is shown.
narized and analyzed by three analysts of the
Soviet navy. Their analyses cover several CI 274
aspects of the Gorshkov articles: the possi- Oberle, Richard A., An Air Combat Maneuver Con-
bility that they reveal an internal debate over verslon Model, 25 pp., Nov 1974, AD AOIO 539
Soviet naval missions and budgets, their impll- A model that characterizes an. air-to-air
cations for the future course of Soviet naval engagmeent as a asml-Narkov process is de- -
construction, and their maning for the use of scribed. Included is a discussion of the model's
Soviet naval forces in wartime and peacetime. assumptions and effectiveness measures vith
Dalhousie University, Canada instructions for applying the model to experi-

ments characterizing offensive and defensive

C266 maneuvering capability in air combat.
Linton, Lewis W., rhe GLOMI, Computer Program end
GLOBE P--A special Purpose hree-lme"nional CW 275
Platter Subroutine, 44 pp., Jul 1974, AD A075 895 has, Christopher B., A Stochastic Model for the

GLOBALL manipulates several smaller computer CLAMP Resupply System, 16 pp., Nov 1974,
programs to calculate globel ranges and surface AD A009 398
areas. GLOBENAP provides a three-dimensional map A method for modeling elements of the Navy's
background upon which the ranges and areas may Closed Loop Aeronautical Management Program
be presented. This paper is not iIstended to be a (CLAMP) resupply system is described and
user's manual but to describe characteristics of examples presented.
these models and possible applications of them.

CRC 278
CRC 269 Sanders, David B., Correlation of DNC-14 Frequency
Kleinman, Samuel D. and Shughart, Willim F., 1 Predictions vith Operational Experience, 39 pp.,
(PN3, USN), The Effect* of Reenlistment Bonuses, Feb 1975, AD AOI0 142
62 pp., Sep 74, AD A009 794 Data on frequencies actually used by Navy

During the period FY 1966-74, the variable ships and communications stations is used to
reenlistment bonus (VU) was the primary policy compare indicators of quality for those fre-
tool used by the avy to increase retention in quencies Iredicted by DNC-14 to propagate more
enlisted occupations (ratings). Placing the poorly. The results indicate the extent to which
reenlistment decision in an occupational choice attention paid to DNC-14 predictions can be
framework, this paper employs regression tech- expected to pay off in reduction of effort
niques to analyse the effect of reenlistment required to maintain circuit continuity.
bonuses on first-term reenlistments, and more-
over on lengths of recommitment and second-term RC 279
reenlistment#, two areas that had not been in- Oberlin, Thomas L., Message Coding, 89 pp., Apr
vestigated previously. With ratings as the units 1975, AD A014 581
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Shortcomings of the Standard Subject Identi- of the final position density and compute the
fication Code (SSIC) are identified, and its values of the parameters necessary for a com-
performance is compared with that of an al- plete specification from the values of the
ternate subject code. Potential uses of the parameters of the initial position density and
extra information that a good subject code pro- the assumed distribution of course and speed. In
vides are developed, as is methodology for this research contribution, the initial position
evaluating message codes, density is bivariate normal. It is assumed that

the distribution of target speed may be approxi-
cac 281 mated by a discrete distribution and that the
Wilmer, John W., Jr. (USN), Handbook of Pederal distribution of target course is independent of
Appellate Decisions (Through Nay 9, 1975) Zn- speed and uniform on the interval 0 to 2 I It is
volving Environmental Xmpact Statements, 182 pp., shown that the final position density is expres-
Dec 1975, AD A023 920 sible as an infinite series of Modified Bessel

Reference to recent Judicial decisions Functions and that a formal similarity with a
affords a useful means by which Federal agencies well-documented density could be utilized in the
can arrive at or confirm their decisions on computation of its values.
environmental impact statements. This handbook
presents the reasons of reviewing courts for CIC 286
their decisions, arranged into a logic of out- Rudwick, Bernard U.; Melich, Michael E.; Kofman,
comes, sumarized in headings, and excerpted Janice L.; Anderson, Catherine E.; and Nunn, Laura
from the opinions. To serve the purpose further, a., Manpover Planning Handbook
indexes to the cases and the reviewing courts Vol. 1: HavCommgta Transmitter Site, 220 pp.,
are provided. Aug 1975, AD 5007 053

Vol. II: avoimsta slectronIcs maintenance
CRC 283 Division, 89 pp., Aug 1975. AD 3007 419
Phillips, Heidi S., Most Pre Coverage of Soviet Vol. III: sCoomata Receiver Site, 138 pp., Jan
Savl Visits to Zslamic Countries, 196-73, 27 1976, AD 3009 345
pp., Jun 1976, AD A035 255 Vol. IV: NavCm'ta Fleet Centor Division, 244

The press of Algeria, Morocco, Iraq, and pp., Aug 1976, AD B014 560
Somalia is examined, to ascertain the country's Results of the transmitter site manpower
reaction to the visits of Soviet warships to its planning analysis are presented. The work syste-
ports. Newspapers of Tunisia and Syria were also matically relates manpower requirements at each
examined, though these countries could not be Naval communications station to the communica-
included as cases. A comparison of client and tions services it provides.
non-client treatment of visits is also made.

CRC 287
C&C 2" Sutterly, Peter J., Random Walk models for Target
Denials, Victory J. and Erdhelm, Judith C., Game racking, 24 pp., Sep 1975, AD A019 102
Werden, 107 pp., Jan 1976, AD A034 269 Knowledge of the position of a mobile target

Came Warden, the U.S. Navy/Vietnamese Navy has often to be ascertained from knowledge of
river patrol operation conducted in South the position at an earlier time and a model of
Vietnam's Delta Region, is described. Enemy the target motion. The models considered in this
resupply and logistic routes and infiltration research contribution are based on random walk
options are examined. Game Warden's response to theory and are applicable where the motion is of
the threat and limitations of that response are a complex, time-varying character. Differences
discussed. in the initial conditions assumed and minor

variations In the model account for the differ-

CRC 285 eant sections. In each case, density and distri-
luttarly, Peter J., Target ,rackF: UnIformly bution functions are derived for the coordinates
Directed Notion from a Hormelly Distributed Pool- of the target.
tio, 15 pp., Sep 1975, AD A019 070

Following observations of a target position, Cc 289
a set of probabilities, or a position density Poore, Rodger E., MArCHAR--A Computer Program for
function, Is obtained. If no further information $stimating Character Error Rate, 46 pp., Doec 1975,
is available, the corresponding probabilities, AD A022 966
or density function, after a time interval of A computer program for estimating character
arbitrary duration, are obtained from the iai- error rate by comparing send and receive charac-
tial probabilities end an assued distribution ter streams Is described and evaluated.
of target course and speed. Point by point cam-
putation of the final position probabilities is cSc 290
alweys poesible, but such a procedure is ineff1- Goudreau, Karen V., Forecasting Outcoaes of Nulti-
cle.t where all of the distributions may be lateral Negotiations: cosputer Programs, Vol I,
specified by means of a few parameters. In this 129 pp., Jan 1977, AD A056 126 and Vol. I, 112
case, a preferred approach is to derive the form pp., Oct 1976, AD A132 389
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The present Research Contribution is a con- correlation theory. We accomplish this only to
panion publication to CNA Research Contribution first order in perturbation theory, thus re-

291, which describes the methodology developed stricting the realm of validity of our results
and used by the Law of the Sea Study to forecast to high frequencies and small refractive index
the outcomes of multilateral negotiations on fluctuations. The structure function of the

issues in law of the sea. All of the maths- logarithmic amplitude we find, generalizes
matical models and most of the techniques were similar results of Tatarski and Chernov away

programed for the computer, and it is this from the transversal, correspondingly longi-

system of computer programs that is treated in tudinal restrictions inherent in their work.
this Research Contribution. Volume I directs the
prospective user in their execution. Volume It C&C 295
describes their logic and dimensioned variables Warner, John T., rhe Fe sbility of a Geographic
for the programmer and specifies the changes Pay Supplement for CONUS M1ltary Personnel,
that msot be made throughout the system when any 73 pp., Sep 1976, AD A032 797
program is changed. This report considers the feasibility and

desirability of making adjustments to military
C 292 pay to correct for regional variation in the

Kaufman, Alfred I., An Analysis of the Search and cost of living in the Continental United States
Dtection Problem 34 pp., Jan 1976, AD A022 574 (CONUS). First the adequacy of existing data

A modification of the Koopman framework for bases for implementing a pay adjustment is
search and detection problems is proposed to assessed. Next the feasibility of using cost-of-
account for nonuniform probabilities of target living indexes for specific items to correct for
arrival. It essentially consists in determining regional differences In overall Living costs is
various physical quantities relevant to the explored. Then, 1975 housing expenditure data
search and detection game for any of a family of provided by the Naval Facilities Engineering
simple target paths, each one of which is Comand Is used to construct housing cost
assigned a given probability of having been indexes for 118 CONUS military installations.
chosen from the family. The actual value of the Various ways of grouping CONUS installations for
physical quantity of interest is then obtained the purpose of implementing a variable housing
by averaging over the family parameters. We allowance .(VUA) are suggested and the costs of
develop this idea to provide probability densi- several alternative VIA plans are estimated.
ties of target arrival and detection environ- Finally, an evaluation of the arguments for and
ment. The mathematical structure of the problem against a geographic pay adjustment is provided.
is shown to reduce a system of iterative equa-
tions, that are easily amenable to numerIcal as m~c 297
well as analytical handling. The most appealing Jehn, Christopher, Setting Mlitary Pay by
quality of our formal structure is the caW Civilian Afge and 7oCb Cobprisons. 90 pp., Jul
billty it has to account for such realistic 1976, AD A032 All
features of the search and detection game as The current comprab i ty process for setting
partial knowledge of target track and cor- Federal civilian and military pay is described
relations along the path of the searcher. and evaluated. Special emphasis is given to

shortcomings of this process with respect to
C&C 293 setting military pay. The possibility of
Kaufman, Alfred I., ModingM the Ocoan-Zntrodc- directly linking military pay to private enter-
tion to wave Propa4ation In a Trbulent Medium, 55 prise pay is considered. Existing wage surveys
pp., Jan 1976, AD A023 041 are evaluated for this purpose, and a neo survey

The observation fundamental to this work is of private sector pay is outlined. The appro-
that the ocean is usually in a state of tur- priate techniques for using currently collected
bulent motion. Correspondingly, the value of the data, or data drawn from new surveys, are also
temperature at every point in the ocean under- discussed.
goes irregular fluctuations. In particular,
since the index of refraction of the ocean is a mc 306
function of temperature, we shall take the Ross, Sue Goetz and Warner, John T., Comparisons
viewpoint that the refractive index is random of Military and Veteran Compensation, 92 pp., Dec
and assume that the Kolaogorov theory of locally 1976, AD A036 779

. homogeneous and isotropic turbulence provides a This paper provides an empirical comparison
sufficiently good description of the refractive of veteran earnings and military compensation.

* index microstructure. To extract information The 1969-1974 Regular Military Compensation
concerning the randomness of an acoustic wave (IE) received by a cohort of enlisted men who
propagating through this turbulent and unbounded entered service between 1963 and 1967 was et- -
ocean, we sake use of the wave equation to con- mated. These AMC figures were compared to the
nect the statistical properties of the random 1969-1974 covered Social Security earnings of a
modim to the implied statistical properties of cohort of veterans who left service in FT 1967;
the wave parameters within the framework of a nearly all of these veterans has also entered
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service between 1963 and 1967. Estimates of Seventeen studies of the economic effects of
military-civilian pay ratios were made for permanent layoff on the displaced workers are
various sub-groups categorized by education, reviewed, and a summary of each is provided.

mental ability, race, service, and military Findings on earnings loss and unemployment are
occupation. A separate but complementary analy- s-mmarized and compared. The effects of employ-
si8 of the civilian sector payoff of military ment trends, labor market conditions, and per-
occupational training was also performed. The sonal characteristics on losses are also sum-
likelihood of veterans using that training In *arized and (for personal differences) compared.
the civilian sector was examined along with the Experience with ways to reduce the compensate
earnings effect due to use of such training .  losses Is reviewed. Suggestions are made for

Improving future research into earnings losses
CRC 307 from employee displacement.
ehrns, Vernon N., A Methodology for Selcti"-

*Slall-Arms Rounds to Meet Military Requirements, C5C 315
149 pp., Sep 1976, AD A055 521 Jacobson, Louis S., Shipyard Worker Emploent and

This paper develops a methodology for deter- urnover, Nov 1976
mining the characteristics of candidate mall- Vol. 1: Description of Data File and Tabula-
arms rounds that satisfy a given set of military clone, 50 pp., Nov 1976, PB 286 649
requirements. Ballistics-related information Vol. 11: abulaetonos, 14. pp., Nov 1976,
required for the methodology (end of genrel AD AD33 850
interest to the mall-arms field) is also pro- Workers employed in shipbuilding often leave
seated. The intended user of the methodology Is the industry for work in other industries or in
the military project officer or analyst rather other places. Shipyards that provide training
than the munitions developer; consequently, the for leavers may thus simply be bearing the
approach taken is primarily operational rather training costs for other industries. At the same
than technical, time, replacing the workers lost to other

industries may be very expeansive. This report
CIC 308 presents tabulations of data about labor turn-
Chase, David E. and Jondrow, James M., An Rvalu- over in shipbuilding. They measure the number of
ation of the GNP Deflator as a Basis for Adjusting workers who leave the industry, by age and
the Allowable Price of Crude Oil, 67 pp., Feb tenure; the industries and metropolitan areas to
1977, AD A036 146 which they go from specific shipbuilding

This paper evaluates the use of the GNP de- canters; and labor turnover by year from. 1957 to
flator to index the allowable price as an Iles- 171. Volume I describes the tabulations and

tion adjustment. To do this, an index of the explains how to read them. Volume II contains
cost of Inputs Into exploration and production the actual tabulations.
was constructed and compared to the GUP de-
flator. The cost Index ws estimated in several CNC 316
forms using varying assumptions and data sets. loss, Sue Goetz, Comparisons of Military Compon-
Each form of the cost index was calculated from sation, 48 pp., Dec 1976, AD A037 189
1965 to the most recent period available in the This paper points out the differences in en-
data. listed compensation between the four Services

and within each. For this analysis, the Regular
CK 311 Military Compensation received in 1969-74 by
Jondrow, James N.; Chase, David Z.; and Gamble, enlisted men who entered service in 1963-67 was
Christopher L., Me Price Differential Between estimated. The details of the differences are
Domestic and Zoported Steel, 40 pp., Oct 1977, set forth in cross-tabulations by race, educe-
AD A075 960 cion, mental ability, experience, and military

It Is often claimed that U.S. industry cannot occupation, as well as Service.
compete with imports; that lower-priced imports
will capture the whole market. This paper is CR 317
about a counter-example. Imported steel has, for Parent, Elias A. and Tyson, James K., The Exact
the last 15 years, often been priced well below Distribution of a Semnov Statistic, 12 pp., Feb
domestic steel. Yet the majority of purchasers 1977, AD A037 641
continue to choose domestic steel. We seek to The exact distribution is given for the
explain why two prices can continue to exist for number of times the vertical steps of an
what is often considered a standard commodity; empirical distribution cross the underlying
why the low-priced product does not drive the theoretical distribution. This statistic was
expensive one from the market. used for Smirnov (1) to derive limiting dis-

tributions of statistics used in Kolmogorov-
mC 313 Sairnov tests, and (2) may be used as a
Solan, Arlene S., Losses to Workers Displaced by goodness-of-fit test In its own right.
PatRC Clou"r or" Ly-Off: A Surve of the Liters-
ture, 45 pp., Nov 1976, AD A096 137
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CRC 318 This study conducted for BCPL, was viewed as
Mfillard, Charles A. (Capt., USHC), A ethodology the first step in a planning process that would
for Comparison of Attrition Forecasting Models, 38 allow assessment of goals, priorities, and
pp., Jul 1977, AD A048 004 policies on a continuous basis. The output of

This analysis develops a methodology for coa- the study was not to be a static five-year plan.
paring forecasting models and examines in detail but the first cycle in a process that would
the ability of available attrition/success become an integral part of the management of
models to adequately predict the service per- BCPL.
formance of nongrduate Marines. Available Primary objectives of the study were:
models will almost always select graduates over 1. To examine the community and its pro-
nongradutes; therefore, It is possible that jected development for the purpose of estab-
these models cannot optimally select from among lishing the environment and anticipated in-
the remaining nongraduates--some of whom the formation service needs of its citizens.
Marine Corps will be forced to accept. The data 2. To determine citizens' needs for Informa-
was disaggregated and the attrition of graduates tion services.

and nongraduates was examined separately. The 3. To review and evaluate current library

results of this analysis indicate that using a programs and capabilities in relation to needs,
separate attrition/success model developed determined and projected.
especially for nongraduate will not signi- 4. To review cooperation of the library
ficantly Improve the accuracy and reliability of system with other types of libraries or in-
prediction. The conclusion, therefore, is that formation resources within the County, with
existing models, which deal with an aggregated other counties, and with regional and state
population, are both appropriate and sufficient. resource facilities.

5. To work with the library administration
C&C 321 and staff in developing goals, objectives and
Kirk, Kerry S. (LCdr., USN), A Radar Detection priorities for the library system for the next
model, 64 pp., Mar 1977, AD A049 261 five years.

This paper presents a FORTIAN language radar
detection model that determines the signal-to- C= 332
noies (S/N) ratio as a function of target range. Willson, Peter L.; Covey, Robert W. (LCdr., USN);
The model determines S/K ratios in a clear or and Donnelly, Thomas F. (Cdr., USN), Alternative -"

noise jaming enviroment, The jaming may be CV PFght Deck Arrangements, 11 pp., May 1977,
created by a self-screening or standoff jamr AD ADSI 963
operating against the radar in the marnlobe This report proposes flight and hangar deck ,.
and/or side-lobe. The threats may have an layouts for carriers that would take advantage
ascending, level, or descending flight profile. of the design opportunities offered by nuclear
The effects of atmospheric attenuation, weather power. The arrangement proposes, among other
clutter, sea state, surface clutter, and Multi- things, a recovery area located amidship, an
path say also be considered. island located on the stern, and a bilevel

hangar bay. Benefits of the new arrangement
C 322 include improved operational efficiency, safety,

Mahoney, Robert B., Jr.; Rill, Jill N.; and and cost. The conceptual CV (CVV) would provide
Erdheim, Judith C., O.S. NAvy Responses to a sore efficient airfield than exists on present
International Incidents and Crises, 1955-197? carriers. Several factors contribute to this
Survey of Mary Crisis Operations, Vol. I, 45 pp., expected increased operational efficiency:
Jul 1977, AD A057 798 improving the flow pattern of aircraft on the

Over the period 1955-1975, the Navy and flight deck; increasing the rate of aircraft
Marine Corps played an active role in U.S. landings; enhancing administration of the flight
Crisis management diplomacy, responding to 99 deck; and permitting air operations in higher
international incidents and crises, exclusive of sea states. Because the proposed flight deck
the Vietuss War. This paper provides a smmary permits redesigning the hangar bay, the ships'
history of these operations, focusing upon major aircraft capacity can be increased.
trends in the Navy's operation over the 21-year
period. Particular emphasis is given to the CRC 333
employment of major projection forces (aircraft Olson, Stephen R. (LCdr., USN), A Methodology for
carriers and amphibious units) in these Quantifying the Operational Effects of ship Sea-
responses. Brief descriptions of the 99 inci- keeping Characteristics, 90 pp., Feb 1977,
dents and responses are also presented. AD A045 443

This paper presents a methodology for quanti-
CIC 324 fying the operational effects of the seakeeping
Palmour, Vernon Z. and Dllasal, Marcia C., to characteristics of ships and docuents the com-
Satisfy Demand: A Study Plan for Public -Library pter program developed for this purpose. Poten-
Service In Baltiaore County, 247 pp., Jun 1977, tial modifications that can be applied to the
AD A042 952 program are also discussed.
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WC 335 CSC 341
Nunn, Walter R. and Deiderio, Anthony M., Seal- Matthews, Warren T., Marine Corps EnlIsted Attri-
Markov Processes: An ZntroductIon, 25 pp., Jul tion, 44 pp., Jan 1977, AD &048 006
1977, AD A046 158 This analysis provides insight into some

This Research Contribution describes the differences in the attrition rates at two
basic methodology for analyzing semi-Markov recruit training depots and in the recruits
processes and demonstrates how to solve the assigned to each one. In addition, a method
necessary equation numerically. Two "mechanisms" of early identification of men unlikely to
for producing semi-Markov processes are perform veil in Marine Corps Units is
described and examples presented. Algorithms presented.
needed to analyze semi-Markov (continuous- and
discrete-time) processes are derived. COG 342

Palmour, Vernon E.; Wiedrkehr, Robert R.V.; and
CIC 336 Bollassai, Marcia C., Costs of Owning, Borrowing,
Mifflin, Thomas L. and Verna, Stephen N., A Method and Disposing of Periodical Publications, 65 pp.,
to Correct Correlation Coeefficitea for the Oct 1977, AD P5274 821
Effects of Multiple Curtailment, 32 pp., Aug 1977, A library or information center satisfies
AD A046 773 user needs for a periodical by either main-

This report examines a general method to tamning the publication in its own collection
estimate the correlation of variables in a or borrowing it from other libraries. At low
large, diverse population from & smaller, levels of use, borrowing is the less costly
selected population In which the ranges of the alternative, while at high levels of use
variables have been restricted. All correlation owning is the less costly alternative. At an
coefficients are corrected simultaneously, so intermediate level of use, called the cross-
that an entire correlation matrix can be over point, owing and borrowing are equally
corrected. Alternate methods are compared. The costly. Crossover points have been estimated
effectiveness of the method is tested, and an as a function of subscription and borrowing
example is given, costs using cost data from three research

libraries and usage characteristics repro-
€O 338 anting collections in either science and
Lockman, Robert F. and Gordon, Patrice L., A technology or humanities and social sciences.
Remised SCRE model for Recruit Selection and These results were estimated by means of a
Recruitment Planning, 27 pp., Aug 1977, cost model written in AP. which can be made
AD AD48 005 available upon request.

A table of Success Changes of Recruits Ea-
tering the Navy (SCREEN) relates a recruit's CRC 343
background characteristics and Armed Forces Matthews. Warren T., Career Planning: Lessons
Qualification Test (APQT) score to his chance of Learned from Xarihes with a Break In Service, 47
completing the first year of service. Opera- pp., Oct 1977, AD A048 007
tional experience vith SCREEN and further work This analysis is based on questionnaire re-
on statistical models sugglested possible ways to sponne of young Marines who served one enlist-

improve it. The revised SCREEN for recruit sent, left the Marine Corps, and then reen-
selection Is described. Recruit input data and listed. These Marines who experienced a break in
projections useful for recruitment planning are service offer a timely and objective view of
provided, civilian life which can be useful in counseling

Marines eligible for reenlistment for the first
CRC 339 time. This report allows the career planner to
Jondrow, James N.; Chase, David E.; Gamble, present his client experience-based data from
Christopher L.; Jacobson, Louis S.; Levy. Robert junior Marines to complement other factual re-
A.; and Vavrichek, Bruce, The Economic Effects of enlistment information on benefits, options, and
Environmental Expenditures on the Construction Marine Corps policy. The young Marine not in-
Zndustry, 129 pp., Sep 1979 clined to accept reenlistment advice from a

Between 1978 and 1985, municipal governments career Marine (career planner or commander) may
and private industry will spend about $111 accept the reported experience of his peer who
billion dollars on construction of now fa- recently tried civilian life and found the
cilities to reduce air and water pollution as Marine Corps more desirable.
mandated by the EPA. This report presents esti-
mates of how these projected expenditures will CIC 344
affect the total level of construction and how Holen, Arlene S., The Economics of Dental
employment, Ses, interest rates, and other Licensing, 64 pp., Nov 1978, AD A075 961
variables will respond to the change in con- With few exceptions, occupational licensing
struction output. Effects on employment in has been viewed by economists as a conspiracy of
selected subclasses of the construction industry suppliers; they have focused attention almost
were also estimated. exclusively on its costs, such as higher prices

I.-
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and restricted opportunities to practice. In ship's fleet (Atlantic or Pacific), ship's
this study, an attempt is made to define and class, and time since overhaul. Steaming's
test for benefits that might flow from dental effects on diesel, JP5, and other fuel are esti-
licensing. In addition, hypotheses about the mated for each of 13 ship classes and also for
determinants of licensing stringency are the typical destroyer.
examined and effects of licensing on the distri-
bution of dentists are investigated. C 353

Brechling, Frank P., 7he Tax Bae of the U.S.
CC 345 Unemploymnt Zraurance Tax: An Mpirical Analysis,

Warner, John T., The Prediction of Attrition From 20 pp., Apr 1978, PB 283339/AS
Military Service, 23 pp., Sep 1978, AD A063 762 In the United States, unemployment insurance

This paper provides a comparison of four sta- benefit payments are financed predominantly by
tistical models for predicting first-year attri- taxes on employers' payrolls. The-base of this
tion from the Navy. The models compared are the tax is, however, not the actuAs payroll but the
individual linear probability model, the grouped ta a - payroll. Because of the legal provisions
linear probability model, the Individual logit according to which the taxable payroll is con-
probability model and the grouped logit prob- puted, precise analytical formulae for the tax-
ability model. For different qualifying scores, able payroll can be derived only for certain
the models are compared in terms of their postulated employment patterns. In a previous
ability to discriminate between attriters and theoretical paper the determination of the
no-attriters. Their ability to predict the taxable payroll for various types of employment
actual attrition rates within future entry patterns was examined. Further, on the basis of
cohorts is also compared. some simplifying assumptions about the employ-

ment patterns and some approximations, a fairly
COC 349 general but approximate formula for the taxable
Brechling, Frank P. and John, Christopher, The Un- payroll was derived. It incorporates all the
employment Znsurance fta end Labor Turnover: An essential features of the specific formulae. In
lNpirical Analysis, 26 pp., Apr 1978, PS 283340/AS subsequent research the validity and adequacy of

In the United States unemployment insurance this general formula were examined empirically.
benefits are financed predominantly by a payroll This paper contains some theoretical extensions
tax on employers. The tax system has several of the previous work as well as the results of
features which give employers incentives to the empirical research.
change their labor turnover patterns, ospecially
their layoff patterns. In this paper, some theo- CR 354
retlcal relationships between the parameters of Jacobson, Louis S. and Classen, Kathleen P.,
the tax structure and labor turnover are ex- Pennsylvania Continuous wage and Benefit History
stined empirically. The results are quite on- codebook, 23 pp., Mar 1978, AD A061 813
couraging. The evidence suggests that most The Pennsylvania Continuous Wage and Benefit
parameters of the tax structure have the theo- History (PA-CWBH) Code Book describes a public
reatLally predicted impact on labor turnover. use data set developed by PRI from Pennsylvania

Unemployment Insurance (UI) administration
CRC 351 records. These data cover 4,000 claimants (0.6%
Jacobson, Louis S. and Classen, Kathleen P., of the covered population). Information about
Arizona ployment and Unemployment Data Code claims activity, such as the number and amount
Book, 65 pp., Feb 1978, AD A076 134 of UI payments, in 1966, 1967, and 1968 and

This report documents the Public Use Version information about employment, such as annual
of the Continuous Wage and Benefit History earnings and principal industry in 1967, 1968,
(CWBH) tapes for Arizona. (See also CRC 354) 1969 and 1970, are included in the data. (See

also CRC 351)
CC352

Goldberg, Lawrence and Hughes, Claire, The ffects CRC 357
of Steaming On Ship Downtime and Fuel Consumption, Pierce, John G., A New Look at the Relation Be-
62 pp., Jul 1969, AD A081 301 tweon Informetion Theory and Search Theory, 62

Regression analysis is used to estimate the pp., Jun 1978, AD £063 845

effects of steaming on a ship's condition and Some apparent contradictions in the opera-
fuel consumption. Equipment condition of tions research literature of search theory and
destroyers, cruisers and frigates is measured information theory are reviewed, and the source
with data from Casualty Reports (CASIRPTs) that of the conflict is isolated. The information
were made between January 1970 and July 1975. A processes connected with a search operation are
separate analysis Is undertaken of steaming's examined by studying the geometric properties of

effects on each of three components of CASRPT Information surfaces in search-allocation space.
downtise--CASREPT rate, supply time, and main- Some new theorems are developed which show that
tenence time. The effects of various factors the connection between search and information
besides steaing are also measured, Including theory is such stronger than previously
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believed. It is demonstrated that the amount of The main problem is that many factors affecting
search effort, C, is a critical parameter in the the relative attractiveness of jobs are left
relation between search and information gain. entirely out of the wage setting system. In
For very small values of C, there is no unique brief, the present system of wage setting for
relation between detection probability and in- federal employees is flawed because it equalizes
formation gain; for very large values of C, the only one item in the total compensation package
optimal whereabouts search policy produces the without reference to many other relevant
greatest information gain; for a broad Inter- pecuniary and non-pecuniary factors.
mediate range of C (including many cases of
practical interest) the optimal detection search CRC 374
policy produces the greatest information gain. Cook, John M. (Cdr., SC, USN) and Winant, Thomas

C. (LCdr., USN), A Model for Analyzing a Straight-
CaC 358 Running Torpedo Attack on a Ion-Brading Surface
Schulte, Diane W., The Rallated Requirements Ship, 23 pp., Mar 1979, AD A072 981
Planner (EMVRP), 219 pp., Oct 1978, AD A079 473 This Research Contribution presents a method-

ENREP projects enlisted manpower requirements ology and a set of computer programs for analy-
by rating and paygrade for any given set of ship sing an attack on a nonevading surface ship by
and aircraft force levels for the 15 years submarine(s) firing straight-running torpedoes.
covered by the PON and EPA. It adds the dimen- The model is compatible with ship vulnerability
sion of quality of personnel to projections of curves and may be used to compute the prob-
requirements and can be used to assess the ability that the target sustains a particular
effects of alternative force mixes and manning level of damage.
policies on requirements. ENREP draws figures
for ship and aircraft forces and their corre- C&C 376
sponding manning factors from the Navy Resource Warner, John T., Alternative military Retirement
Model (NAdN), and a normalized distribution of Systems: Their Effects on Wlisted Retention, 63
ratings and paygrades from the Enlisted Billet pp., Sep 1979 AD A084 805
File. The user can override these inputs and The virtues and criticisms of the current
moreover change the assumptions of the military retirement system are described. Then
projection. an economic model Is developed for analyzing the

effects of different retirement systems on re-
CRC 363 tention. The model also can be used to analyze
Butterly, Peter J., he Computation ot Ti. Di- other kinds of changes to the military compensa-
ferenceo Error Probabilities, 20 pp., Jan 1979, tion systed. Here It is used to estimate the
AD A068 667 effects of three retirement plans on enlisted

In many naval systems position is estimated retention and force structure: (1) a two-tier
from multiple time differences. System accuracy plan that reduces annuities after 20 years of
is thus dependent on the errors in these quan- service, (2) a trust fund plan recommended by
titles. Time differences, however, are not quan- the President's Commission on Military Compensa-
tities for which adequate error information is tion that provides some benefits after 10 years
generally available or readily ascertained but fewer after 20 years, and (3) a two-tier
experimentally. Instead, it is derived from a plan recommended by the Secretary of Defense
knowledge of the errors in the component times that allows early withdrawal of prospective
from which the differences are formed. In this 20-year benefits after 10 years of service.
research contribution, a formal treatment of the
time difference transformation is developed for C&C 377
the case where differences are formed with re- Bagby, James L. (Cdr., USN), The Wandering Search.
spect to a single time. The effect of changing 27 pp., Jul 1979, AD £075 492
this reference is investigated and expressions The aggressive search for a target believed
for computing error probabilities for multiple to be remaining within a specified region is
tie differences sie derived under conditions analytically modeled. The probability of detec-
related to current applications. tion is expressed, both for the random search

path and for any deliberate, non-overlapping
CRC 367 path. The results are valid for any distribution
Brachling, Frank P. and Jacobson, Louis S., The of target positions In the region, for any
Oult Rate A L A Measure of Job and Pay Compar- lateral range detection curve, and for any
ability, 17 pp., Aug 1979, AD A074 506 target presence probability, provided that the

At present, wages and salaries of federal target is not actively observing and dodging the
government employees are determined according to searcher's path. Both the mobile and the
the simple principle that federal workers and stationary targets are considered, and targets
similar workers in private sector jobs should be having stochastic region-departure times are
paid the same hourly wege, and that, as a also considered. All detection expressions are
result, total compensation of federal workers is closed-form and readily calculable.
considerably above that in the private sector.
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CRC 379 First-term retention rates of CY 1973 regular
Grike, Leo J., CalculaCing Sample Size Require- Navy recruits are estimated by rating. The
meats For Military Unit Znspections, 48 pp., Mar effects of given pre-service and early in-

1979, AD A071 108 service factors on retention often differs sub-
Computer programs for calculating sample size stantially across the ratings. Very little un-

requirements are presented and illustrated. avoidable conflict exists between the charac-

Given the desired significance level and the teristics most favorable to first-term survival
desired probability that the sample will achieve and those most favorable to reenlistment. Con-
that level, sample size requirements are calcu- sequently, the results can be exploited in a
lated for determining that a unit rating: (1) rating assignment procedure to improve enlisted
exceeds a criterion on level (with replacement); retention.
(2) is loss than a criterion level (with re-
placement); (3) Is between two criterion levels CW 365
(with replacement); or (4) exceeds a criterion Jacobson, Louis S. and Thomason, Janet, Earnings
level (without replacement). The last calcula- Loss Due rb Displacement, 37 pp., Aug 1979,
tion is done exactly (with the hypergeometric AD A073 658
distribution) and also with a normal approxi- The purpose of this paper is to present the
sation. In all cases, the required sample size beat available information about earnings losses
is calculated as a function of the true unit that result from displacement (job loss) and to
rating. predict earnings losses that might result from

future changes in government policies. Although
CRC 380 workers who lose their jobs are not the only
Waterman, Ralph J. (LCdr., USN); Maurer, Donald individuals who can be adversely affected, they
E.; and Huntzinger, Ralph LaVsr, Agnegate are likely to have the largest per capita
Se/Shore Rotation Node1l (NOSES), 103 pp., Mar losses, and the connection between their losses
1979, AD A072 976 and a policy change is likely to be reasonably

This guide describes a model of the relations clear.
between lengths of sea and shore tours continue-
tion behavior of personnel, and the numbers of C 386
first-term and career personnel at sea and Graham, David t. and Bowes, Marianne, Do Finances
ashore. Equations are developed to represent Influence Airline safety, Maintenance. and Se-
sea/shore rotation systems In which the number vices? 18 pp., Apr 1979, AD A096 135
of persons In each of those four groups remains . This study addresses the question of whether
the same. This mathematical representation financially stressed airlines are likely to cut
(developed further in CHA Professional Paper back activities contributing to airline safety,
256) was programmed for the computer, and the to reduce maintenance expenditures, or degrade
use and operations of the computer routine, service levels. Theoretical analysis shows that
HOSES, are treated here. Listings and flowcharts financially unsuccessful airlines have some in-
of the main routine, and subroutines are centives to cut back in these areas. The forces
included. Influencing such decisions are so numerous and

complex, however, that we cannot predict whether

C&C 361 such cutbacks would or would not occur in any
Maurer, Donald E., Ph. Expanded See/Shore Rotation 4cular case. We do show, however, that
Model, 135 pp., Hay 1979, AD A075 894 v.-.tions in the profitability, liquidity, and

This guide describes a dynamic model which debt-equity leverage of the eleven trunk air-
simulates personnel flows in a Navy detailing lines over the period 1965 to 1977 did not
comunity. Using historical accessions, con- affect their accidents, maintenance expendi-
tinuation rates and promotion probabilities, the tures, and passenger complaints. A summary of
model projects an initial Inventory to future this study and our findings are presented in
periods. In each projection period the his this report.
torical data can be updated to reflect possible
changes. Sea/shore rotation patterns can be C&C 386
altered to produce a desired personnel dis- Goldberg, Lawrence, rhe Influence of Federal R and
tribution between sea, shore and neutral duty. D Funding On The Demand For and Returns ft
All computer programs are listed, and nme flow Industrial R and D, 54 pp., Oct 1979
charts are provided. A steady-state rotation This paper presents estimates of how changes
model is described in CRC 380. in the price of inputs to R&D, and changes in

federal funding of R&D, affect private demand
CRC 382 for R&D. Estimates of the return to privately
Thomason, James S. and Rutledge, Kathye D., First- funded and federally funded R&D are also pre-
Frm Survival and Reenlistment CMnces for Navy sented. Estimates are obtained using regression
Ratings and A SerateT For hair a*e, 84 pp., ay analysis. Data Used in the analysis were for
1979, AD A072 127 fourteen manufacturing industries covering the

period 1958 to 1975.
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CRC 390 C&C 405
Evanco, William M. and Simon, Bruce D., An Analy- Holen, Arlene S.; Feldman, E. Paul; and Jondrow,
sis of Delayed Sntry Zeto Class A Schools, 59 pp., James H., Does Licensing zmprove The Quality of
May 1979, AD A073 980 Servi'e: The Case of Dentists, 20 pp., Nov 1979

This report evaluates delayed Class A tech- This paper presents results of a study of how
nical school entry versus immediate entry after the licensing of dentists affects the quality of
recruit training. The effects of recruit back- services and the dental health of the public.
ground and service characteristics on first-term Using state cross-section data, indicators of
loss and reenlistment probabilities are iea- the stringency of licensing were related to two
sured. Conclusions are drawn about the selection measures of the quality of service (malpractice
of enlistees for A school attendance either premiums and the fraction of dentists who con-
immediately after recruit training or after tinued their education after having been
general duty in the fleet on the basis of their licensed) and to an index of dental health (con-
characteristics. structed from data derived from dental examina-

tions administered to Navy recruits drawn from
CRC 402 41 states). The results show that greater
Lurie, Philip M., Nonparametric Methods For 8stl- stringency of licensing does have some benefits:
mting Recruit Survival With Cross-Sectional Data, it Is associated with higher quality of service
47 pp., Sep 1979, AD A079 418 and with a better state of dental health in the

A survey of nonparametric methods for sur- recruit population.
vival curve estimation is presented. This is
provided as background to the discussion of the C 407
Cox regression model, which can be applied to Brechling, Frank P., The Unemployment Znsurance
cross-sectional data. The Cox model is then ftx and Labor rurnover: Further Empirical Results,
compared to probit analysis on the 1973 recruit 32 pp., Nov 1979
cohort of four-year obligors. Evidence is pre- The research reported here is an extension of
sented to show that the Cox model can be useful a previous inquiry by Brechling and Jehn into
for estimating recruit survival from cross- the relationships between labor turnover and the
sectional data. unemployment insurance tax. First, the data base

was extended through 1977, and the original
CRC 403 models were re-estimated. The original and en-
Millard, Charles A. (Maj., USMC), Factors That larged data sets yielded similar conclusions.
Affect The Career Decision of Marlne Corps Pilot& Second, the influence of the taxable wage base
and Flight Officers, Sep 1979 of the social security tax upon labor turnover

Vol. I: min ext and Appendixes A and B, 104 was examined. This taxable wage base seems to
pp., AD A079 419 have a different impact from that of the taxable

Vol. It: Appendixes C and D, 200 pp., wage base of the unemployment insurance tax.
AD A079 420 Third, the relationships between the seasonal
Over the past several years, the Marine Corps pattern of labor turnover and the unemployment

has experienced an increasingly high rate of insurance tax were examined. The results tended
attrition among its pilots and flight officers. to be weak. Viewed as a whole, the results of
Based on a survey of all active duty and some the new investigation are not as strong as the
recently separated pilots and flight officers, original ones, but they do support the conclu-
this study identifies the issues and attitudes sion that there are significant relationships
that motivate the career decision, between labor turnover and the parameters of the

unemployment insurance tax.
CRC 404
Millard, Charles A. (Maj., USMC) and Buckley, CRC 409
Patricia M., The Effectiveness of Znformation Goldberg, Lawrence, Recruiters, Advertising and
Processing In JvMPS/MNMS 367 pp., Oct 1979 Mavy Elistments, 37 pp., Oct 1979, AD A086 201 -
Vol. I - Hain Text and Appendices A-C, The relation between Navy enlistments by high

AD A088 348 school graduates in 1971-1977 and the number of
Vol. II - Appendices D-1, AD A088 349 recruiters and level of advertising expenditures

This research contribution Is an analysis of is analysed. Allowance is made for changes in
current Joint Uniform Military Pay System/ economic and demographic factors and Navy goals
Manpower Management System (JUIMS/IOCS) per- and policies. A prediction test is made with
formance. Reporting efficiency is examined at data from 1978. Both recruiters and advertising
the base, station, group, and regimental levels are shown to increase enlistments, but there are
and these results are compared with the past important differences in their effects.
performance of JUMPS/MMS.
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Factors of Production: Their Effects on Factor Plant Closings, 75 pp., Doc 1981, AD A110 211
Proportion& and Inflation, 68 pp., Dec 1979 This study estimates the earnings losses of

In the last 25 to 30 years, payroll taxes and workers who lose their jobs in a plant closing.
subsidies for investment have substantially A unique data set was used: Social Security
altered relative factor prices facing firms. earnings records of over 9,000 workers employed
This paper presents theoretical and empirical in plants that actually closed. Separate esti-
findings on how these taxes and subsidies have mates are made for workers by age and sex and
affected long-run factor substitution in U.S. the effects on losses of economic and demo-
manufacturing industries and the short-run graphic variables are also estimated. Alterna-
effects of payroll taxes on inflation in the tive methodologies are discussed and used to
economy as a whole. estimate losses of workers who never work af ter

the plant closing.
C&C 418-
Angier, Bruce N.; White, Thomas B.; and Horowitz, o ,C 425
Stanley A., An Analysis of Commercial Commodity Lockman, Robert F.; Lurie, Philip H.; and
Acquisition, 102 pp., Dec 1979, AD A086 036 Rutledge, Kathye 0., A New Look at Success Chances

The purpose of this study is to determine of Recruits Entering the Navy (SCREEN), 31 pp.,
whether there are potential cost savings avail- Feb 1980, AD A085 396
able to the military through increased purchase SCREEN is a table of chances of completing
of commercial, as opposed to designed-to- the first year of service used in qualifying
specification, equipment and material. This applicants for enlistments The chances are a
study differs from previous work In that It function of educational level, mental group,
tries to develop low-cost, survey information on age.* and dependency status.* Because SCREEN was
potential savings, and it Is designed to be based on regular Navy recruits in 1973, it was
preliminary' to a field test of candidate updated on recruits and extended to reservists
equipment. and women who enlisted in 1977. The 1977 regular

and reservist SCREENs are compared with one
C4L9 another and with the 1973 version. A woman's

Levy, Robert A. and Jondrow, James M., Labor SCREEN is evaluated in light of current
Adjustment to nimports under Rational Z opvctato i , recruiting policy-. A stremlin d version of the
90 pp., Sep 1980, AD A095 984 1973 SCREEN is presented, along with a cost-

The effects of Imports on Industry e mploymnot benefit analysis of the qualifying *core.
are often determined through the use of Input-
output studies. Input-output assimed that c 426
imports cause proportional and immediate effects Thomason, James S., Rating Assignments to Enhance
on industry employment. Increases in Imports Retention, 20 pp., Feb 1980, AD A087 081
will therefore be expected to cause large, The first-term retention gain from exploiting-
sudden decreases in employment. The problem rating-epecified &-irvival probabilities when
arises, however, that actual events are often assigning recruits to ratings is assessed. The
poorly predicted by the input-output model. To reassignment of 28,000 recruits to 37 ratings
better predict the effects of imports an employ- under the some conditions faced in the original
ment, a model of the demand for labor was asegneat is simulated. A sizable gain In
developed that allowed for gradual adjustment in first-term retention rate Is demonstrated.
employment to perceived changes in output, where
these changes arise either from cyclical factors e u d 431
or an increase in competing Imports. What isn owes. Marianne; Brechling, Frank, P.; and Utgoffh
expected to be produced in the future was felt Kathleen P., Evaluating Tax Systems for Financing
to be an important determinant of current the nheitpomen ofsurhace Program, 183 pp., Jun
employment needs and therefore was explicitly 1980 (see also pp 311). AD A095 987
included In the labor demand model. According to Unemployment insurance (Ut) benefits are
our findings, expectations of future output are financed by state taxes on employers. The wide
Important determinants of industry employment diversity of tax systems among states has re-
demand in the majority of industries studied. o eived a great deal of attention recently
Perhaps, more surprisingly, imports induce a because many state U funds have run out of
slower adjustment in employment than does an money. When such a fund does run out, the state
equivalent change in GNP, the measure used to borrows from a Federal Trust Fund that is
represent cyclical factors. Our results suggest financed by a tax on employers in all states.
Input-output studies overestimate the effects of There is a great deal of disagreement over how
competing imports on employment in the Industry, and when debts to the Federal Trust fund should

be repaid. o one wants to add to the tax burden
on firms, especially during a recession, but
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there is growing concern that the tax systems of COC 440
some states can not support their benefit Utgoff, Kathleen P., USing guit Rates to Set
schedules. These states are being subsidized by Compensatioa nLevels In the Public Sector, 43 pp.,
stats that have higher taxe and never need to Jan 1981, AD AlOO 450
borrow from the Federal Trust Fund. F&I con- The goverment can not base the amount it
ducted a study for the National Commission on pays its employees on the market value of the
Unemployment Compensation to help UI adin- services it provides. Instead, it tries to set
istrators evaluate tax systems and predict how pay for each job at a level equal to pay f or
changes In tax systems would change fund comparable work In private employment. Although
balances. Several models of UI tax systems wre a survey of pay for private sector workers is
developed, and their predictive powar was taken each year, there are indications that the
tested . The best models wmre ued to predict survey is faulty and that goverment pay levels

Sfund balances under a variety of hypothetical are too high. One indication is that quit rates
tax systems, are considerably lower in the goverment than in

* the private sector. Quit rates are a function of
CRC 432 pay levels. Other things equal, comparable quit
Wald, Abraham, A Reprint of 'A Method of ZftI- rates indicate comparable pay.
nating Plans Vlnerability Based an Damage of
Survivors'* by Abraham Meld, 91 pp., Jul 1980, CD 41"
AD 091 073 Trost, Robert P., rho Value of stable Suployment

This research contribution consists of a as Znftrred fivm Market Wages, 12 pp., Fob 1980,
series of eight memoranda originally published AD A102 926
by the Statistical Research Group at Columbia This paper estimates the value employees
University for the National Defense Research place on stable employment. Here the term stable
Coommittee In 1943 on methods of estimating the emplosat means a relatively low probability of

* vulnerability of various prts of an aircraft temporary end/or permanent layoffs. This value
based on damage to surviving planes. Tbhe method- is estimated by regressing Individual wage rates
ology presented continues to be valuable In on exogenous variables and proxy variables for
defense analysis and. therefore, has been Instable employment. The sign and sixe of the
reprinted by the Center for Naval Analyses In coefficients on these proxy variables in the
order to achieve wider dissemination, wage equation measures the value of stable em-

ployment In terms of the hourly wage rate. The
C 436 wage equation is estimated using the Michigan
Warner, John T., Military Copenstioand nten- and Parses survey data. The results. indicate
tlm An Analysis of Alternltve Modls and a that the wage elasticity with respect to insts-
Simulation of a sew Retention aobl, 47 pp., Ang bility is .3. This means that if one industry is
1981, AD £105 466 50 percent more stable than another, then other

four major models for predicting the effects things equal, the more stable industry would
of changes in military pay on retention are have a 15 percent lower wage rate.
described and compared. The most sophisticated
model called the Stochastic Cost of Leaving or C 42

SSCL model, Is simulated to demonstrate the Bowes, Marlae, Overhaul Costv In Public and
effects of several changes in military compense- Private Shipyards: A Case Study, 38 pp., Oct 1981,
tion on retention. AD £108 574

This study investLgated whether overhaul
C 436 costs differ in public and private shipyards,

- Sims, William H. and Truss, Ann R., Mormelization using data on overhauls of the Sturgeon class of
of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery nuclear attack submarines between 1971 and 1979.
(ASA) Forms 8, 9, and 10 Uaing a Sample of We began by estimating a cost function and using
Service Recruits, 85 pp., Dec 1980, AD £104 020 the regression coefficients to estimate the

AL£ branches of the Armed Services use the production cost of a hypothetical overhaul for
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery each shipyard in each year. For the most part,
(AJVAD) to measure the mental aptitudes of it was found that estimated naval shipyard costs
prospective recruits. New forms of ASVYR are did not differ significantly from estimated
introduced periodically. Before now focus are private yard costs. There ware, however, several
introduced they must be normalized (i.e., the instances In which novel yard costs were sig-
proper relationship must be established between nificantly higher than private yard costs.

_ the namber of questions answered correctly and a
standard score scale). This process ensures that 4 "7
a certain score an the new forms represents the Bering, John A., Jr., A Comparison of CdSREP- and
sa ability level as that em score on pre- ngineeria Uwe In Measuring ship Materi el Cand-
vious forms of the test. This report documents tIon, 48 pp., Apr 1981
our analysis of the normalization of ASVA3 torm Measurement of ship material condition my be

* 8, 9, and 10. based on equipment downtime, using either
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Casualty Reports (CASUPs) or ship engineering CC 452 -

logs. Measurements based on these sources are Thomason. Janet and Jacobson, Louis S., The Aval- V
compared, and the correlation between them is ability of Admnistrative Data to Analyze Trade
studied. Data for this statistical analysis Adjustment Assistance and Displacement, 51 pp.,
represents 13 hull, mechanical, or electrical Sep 1981, P182 169954
ship systems from F7-1052 class ships. This report presents information about the

availability of state unemployment insurance
rc 448 (Ui) administrative data. In particular, the

Lockman, Robert F. and Marcus, Alan J., Alternate project is aimed at assessing the feasibility of
Enlistment Standards, 40 pp., Apr 1981, using such data to monitor the Trade Adjustment
AD LO1 376 Assistance (TA) program of the U.S. Department

This paper examines alternative enlistment of Labor. The report discusses the TAA program
standards to increase the supply of recruits and the types of data sets necessary for an
while maintaining current retention standards. evaluation of the effects of TAA. An overview of
The use of additional ASVAB tests, changes in the kinds of data routinely maintained by state
waiver policy, equivalency diploma quality U offices is presented followed by a closer
measures, and separate SCREENS for A school and examination of data collected by 12 states that
apprenticeship trainees are studied as possible have the most potentially useful data. In a
policies to increase recruit supply. number of these states, sufficient data already

exist to undertake an examination of the TAM
CXC 450 program.
Lurie, Philip M., Continuous Estimates of SurvIv*l
Through Eight rears of Service Using .T 1979 CIC 453
Cross-SectIonal Data, 56 pp., Jul 1981, Thomason, James S. and Rutledge, Kathy* D., A
AD A103 781 Rating Assignment Procedure to zncrease irst-rerm

Survival curves for UPS sale recruits were Retention, 64 pp., Aug 1981, AD AlD8 699
estimated through eight years of service using Recruits who are 17 years old, or have fewer
the FY 1979 cross-sectional data base. Separate than 12 years of education, or did not par-
analyses were performed for Class A school ticipate in the Delayed Entry Program, and show
attendees and uon-A school attendees, holding no preference among A-school assignments can be

constant the effects of age, educational level, assigned to A-schools in 60 ratings in a way
and mental group. Mean survival times (the areas that will increase their chances of completing
under the survival curves) were calculated for the first term of service. The stability of
each recruit profile. A cost-benefit analyst& these assignment guides is demonstrated across
was then performed on the mean survival times three recruit cohorts. The procedure can be
calculated over four years of service to dater- incorporated easily and inexpensively into the
line optimal qualifying scores for enlistment. Navy's rating assignment procedure.

451 g 454
Jacobson, Louis S. and Scharz-lller, Ann, rhe Fletcher, Jean W. and Giesler, Kurt L., Relating
Effect of UZ Administrative Screening on Job Attitudes Toward Navy Life to Reenlistment
Search, 34 pp., Jun 1981, AD A114 088 Decisions, 52 pp., Sep 1981, AD 4111 760

Unemployment insurance (Ut) is intended to Attitudes toward both compensation and non-
help people who are temporarily unemployed and monetary attributes of military life were used
seeking suitable employment. It is not intended to predict reenlistment decision for a variety
for individuals who are unable or unwilling to of Navy ratings. Both quantifiable job charac- .. 2

work. Although there are rules stating uho is teristics (such as medical and recreation ser-
eligible to receive benefits they are not always vices, liberty time, and housing availability)
easy to apply. To distinguish applicants who and intangible characteristics (such as job '. '
meet the criteria from those who don't, claim- challenge, guidance, and autonomy) were included
ants are screened in U! offices to determine in the analyses. The identification of sources

* .whether they are truly eligible for benefits, of discontent that adversely affect reenlistment
This paper examines the degree to which probability provides potential alternatives to
screening reduces unemployment and whether the compensation for personnel management.
screening procedures used are appropriately
targeted on individuals who have little interest CIC 457
in returning to work. The primary focus is on Maler, Milton H. and Truss, Ann R., Original
the "work test" which is a form of screening Scaling of ASW Forms 3/6/7: Pmat Nnt Wrong, 153
designed to determine if an otherwise qualified pp., Mar 1981, AD A129 499
individual is actively seeking suitable work. ly April 1976, 4 months after it was

introduced, the traditional meaning of scores on
the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery,
forms 5, 6, and 7 (ASVAB 5/6/7), was being
questioned. Scores were found to be too high
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compared with the traditional reference of the attendees exhibit the opposite pattern of
ASVAB score scale in the above-average range. By survival with respect to age, but to a lesser
1980, scores were also verified to be too high degree. These- recruits have an optimal
In the below-average range. Our analysis to find recruiting age of 17-22.
the errors in the score scale suggested three
reasons: RC 461

e Incorrect scoring of the reference test Feldman, E. Paul, Availability of Matchable
used with the sample of Navy and Air Force Employment and Health Data, 38 pp., Mar 1982,
recruits AD Al15 684

* Coaching in the reference test used for It is difficult to find reliable industrial
Army examinees and occupational histories of individuals who

a Using operational test scores as the have been identified as suffering from par-
reference variable for Army examinees and ticular diseases, such as cancer. State Employ-
excluding those who did not qualify for sent Security Agencies (SESA) maintain records
enlistment from the calibration sample. of employment of all workers covered by Unem-

ployment Insurance. To determine the avail-
C-C 458 ability of useful data maintained by these '.

Jacobson, Louis S., rhe ffect of Declining agencies, SESA in twelve states were visited and
Mployent In Buffalo and Providence on Workers' the characteristics and availability of archived
earnings and Nobility, 30 pp., Jan 1982 data were verified. A telephone survey was also

Most studies of worker dislocation focus on conducted to determine the characteristics and
manufacturing workers who lost their jobs due to availability of death certificates and other
permanent layoffs and plant closings. Employment health data in those states.
reduction and lose of payroll in one industry,
however, may affect other workers In the same CRC 463
labor market. This paper describes the Misrahl, Maurice M., 7RAZL: A Ship-lralling Model,
comunity-wide effects on employment, earnings, 42 pp., May 1982, AD A119 387
and labor mobility of severe employment declines This Research Contribution describes a meth-
in major industrial sectors In the Providence, odology for assessing enemy ability to trail
R.I. and Buffalo, N.Y. SSAs in the period 1960- friendly ships at sea. It consists of four
1970. The analysis is based on examination of parts. The first part treats the search for a
work histories for a sample of over 35,000 lost quarry by shipborne helicopter or long-
workers in the two areas. range reconnaissance aircraft. The second -

describes a Markov model yielding the fraction
C460 of tine the ship is free of trail . The third
Lurie, Philip M., o-we.rm Survival of Female Per- part estimates enemy aircraft requirements to
sonneol, 53 pp., Feb 1982, AD A113 681 achieve specific search results. The last part

Survival curves for UPS female recruits were presents and documents an APL program, TRAIL,
estimated through eight years of service using that performs all required calculations.
the FY 1979 cross-sectional data base. Separate - "
analyses were performed for Class A school C C -4

attendees and non-A school attendees, holding Grike, Leo J., A User's Manual For Retention Goal
constant the effects of age, educational level, Calculationa, 61 pp., Jul 1982, AD A118 387
and mental group. Mean survival times (the areas This report is a user's manual for a set of
under the survival curves) were then calculated programs used to calculate Marine Corps reten-
for each recruit profile. We found that no tion goals for individual commands, given over-
further screening based on expected months of all Marine Corps retention goals. The programs
service is feasible. This is largely due to the allow adjustments to differentiate between usual
fact that the NPS female population is already and early reenlistments and to account for
highly screened. As expected, educational level differences in the situations of Individual com-
has the greatest impact on survival. Women with mands. Current goals consider commands' occupa-
a high school diploma survive an average of 3-4 tional field compositions; programs are also
months longer than those with a GED certificate. provided for the case in which occupational
The effect of mental group on survival is quite fields are not considered.
different for A school and non-A school atten-
dees. Survival across mental groups is essen- CRC 466
tially constant for A school attendees but dis- Marcus, Alan J.; Quester, Aline 0.; Fletcher, Jean
plays a downward trend as mental group declines W.; Nakada, Michael S.; Evanco, William M.; and
for non-A school attendees. For A school atten- Lockman, Robert F., Advances In the Measurement of
does, there appears to be a generally increasing Personnel Productivity, 24 pp., Jun 1982,
trend In survival as age Increases. Purely from AD A120 409
the standpoint of survival, ages 22 and older Determination of trade-offs between personnel
are the optimal recruiting ages for these with different characteristics is vital to
recruits. On the other hand, non-A school attaining a high ratio of personnel productivity
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to costs. Personnel trade-offs are evaluated have been lifted, the Common Market Countries
using unit performance, individual performance, have complained that the price controls sub-
and survey data as measures of productivity. For oidized U.S. exports of energy products,
each approach, previous work is briefly re- particularly petrochemicals. In this study, we
viewed, then models for improving productivity have analyzed the effects of the price control
measurement art presented. road-based proposals programs to determine if they, in fact, sub-
are made for advancing personnel productivity aidized U.S. petrochemical exports, and if so,
measurement in the Navy. what were the effects on world petrochemical j

prices and U.S. and foreign productions levels?
C 472 We found that the controls on domestic crude oil

Goldberg, Matthew S. and Warner, John T., Zarnings prices did have sone important effects: They
of military %terdns, 37 pp., Jan 1983, AD 128 570 reduced the marginal price paid by U.S.

This research contribution analyses the refiners; they reduced the domestic supply of
civilian earnings of a group of approximately crude oil; and they increased the demand for
24,000 individuals who seperated from all four imports. It was not the price controls them-
branches of military service in FY 71. We find selves that reduced the price of U.S. supplied
that potential civilian earnings grow while an crude oil, but the entitlements program, which
individual remains in the military. owever, equalized the cost of crude oil across refiners.
they grow less rapidly than they will once the Despite the subsidies, the effects on world
individual separates from the military. There- petrochemical prices and U.S. and foreign pro-
fore, the growth in potential civilian earnings duction levels appear to have been relatively
is retarded as long as the individual remains in small. Our results indicate that the effects of
the military, the entitlements progra were to increase U.S.

production of petrochemicals by between 2 and
aC 476 6.25 percent and to decrease foreign production
Goldberg, Matthew S. and Warner, John T., Deter- by between I and 4.5 percent, depending upon the
minants of XNav Reenlistent and gstnsan Rates, products studied and aseuptions sade. Controls
46 pp., Dec 1983, AD A132 718 on natural gas were changed in 1978. Until then,

This paper analyses the effects of regular however, by controlling prices in one large
military compensation and reenlistment bonuses segment of the market, they gave U.S. producers
on the probabilities of reenlistment and exten- access. to cheaper energy feedstocks than were
sion among first-term and second-term Navy en- available to foreign competitors. The effects on
listed personnel. We find that the pay elastici- trade in petrochemicals made frem natural gas
ties vary substantially acroes occupational (e.g., urea) were small. U.S. production rose
categories. For example, the elasticity of the less than 4 percent due to the controls program
total probability of staying with respect to in place for the pre-1978 period. Ivan this
regular military compensation ranges between small effect m reduced, if not reversed, after
I.L2 and 2.72 for first-term personnel and the controls were changed in 1978.
between 0.94 and 3.78 for second-term personnel.
We recomend adopting occupation-specific pay €OC 490
elasticities in forecasting since the all-Navy McConnell, James 14., Me Sevlot hift in Bbasis
pay elasticity will yield misleading results. From Nucleer to Conventional,. Jun 1983 (Abbre-

viated version published in World Politics, Ott
CRC 42 1984)
Lurie, Philip M., Analysis of CLauthorized Vol 1 I: rhe ong-i'ezm PerspectIve, 53 pp.,
Absencs and Desertions, 68 pp., Mar 1983, Jun 1983
AD A132 818 Vol. 11: The MIfd- em Perspective, 91 pp.,

An analysis was performed on patterns of un- Jun 1983
authorized absences and desertions In the Navy These volumes detail the shift over time in
during the period Fy 1979-fY 1981. Separate the Soviet selection of military options. VolIme
analyses were done for absences in Class A I deals with changes in their long-term perspec-
school and during permanent duty. The effects of tive on military development. Having achieved a
rating and apprenticeship group, as well as nuclear counter to the U.S. strategy of massive
personnel and unit characteristics, on absence retaliation in the early sixties, Moscow at
patterns over time were also examined. first favored a long-tern conventional emphasis

as a follow-on, but abandoned this in 193 in
GRC 486 favor of nuclear options. However, in 1976-77,
Levy, Robert A. and Jondrow, James 14., U.S. Price the Kremlin returned to a primary conventional
Cantzrols on fne*gy and the Aneoational Peego- orientation, rounded out recently with a de-
chemical market, 73 pp., May 1983 elared policy of no first use of nuclear

During the last decade, mst energy weapons All these shifts seme to have been
. products-crude oil, natural gas, gasoline, and reflected in changes in Soviet deterrence

other refined products-have been subject to criteria and, considering their character and
price controls. Though some of these controls
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timing, may perhaps be best explained as Profemiosnd Pape-
asymetrical reactions to concurrent U.S. plans.

Volume U1 deals with the lmplementation of Pp I
the long-term perspective In mid-term doctrinal Brown, George F., Jr. and Lloyd, Richmond H., Jr.,
increments that coincide with the five-year Stat c models of Bank credit Zzpanason, 27 pp., 23
plans. In each of the doctrinal periods since Sep 1969 (Published in the Journal of Financial
1960, the Soviets have managed to introduce a and quantitative Analysis, Vol. VI, No. 3, Jun
new independent optiont all-out nuclear war 1971), AD 703 925
(1960-65), a conventional local war in the Third The effects of uncertainty on optimal epan-
World (1966-70), limited intercontinental eion are investigated. particularly in deter-
nuclear warfare (1971-75), theater nuclear war mining whether a bank would ever expand more
(1976-80). and protracted conventional war than if it ware faced with a certain world. The
between the two coalitions (1981-85). effects of a fixed penalty charge assessed

whenever the reserve requirement is not met is
mC 497 "xmined, in addition to a proportional charge
Quester, Aline 0., l aisted Accesalow of nMav on the deficiency. It is shown that the struc-
fteran to the Selected Reserve, 57 pp., Aug 1983 ture of the model does not in Soneral guarantee

Enlisted accessions of Navy veterans In 51 a finite optimm solution, end further that the
ratings to the Navy's Selected Reserve are stated Federal Reserve penalty structure could
aodeled over a 5-year period. Nonlinear probit easily suggest an infinite expansion to an

. estimates of the probability of enlistment are optimally behaving bank, if it ware not for a
obtained for 23 rating Sroupe. The probabilities finite demand for loans at the going interest
of enlistment are found to be positively related rate. Finally, the effect of the change in
to reserve pay, the unemployment rate, and the Federal Reserve policy concerning reserve
Navy rating. requirements is examined in a static framework.

Thomason, Jae S.. Would a Draft Save the Navy Lando, Eordechai E., The Ser-Differentla In
eyMV? A no Look. 27 pp., Jul 1983 Canadian Memplop ent Data, 5 pp., 9 Jan 1970,
This report assesses the Navy's potential AD 699 512

budgetary avings from a return to peacetime This paper attempts to show that the Canadian
conscription. Previous estimates are summarized Labour force Survey underestimates the number of
first. Then the report explores the sensitivity married women who ore in the labor force, but
of results to assumptions about key factors, are unemployed. Two estimates are made of the
Including the nambers of draft-induced acces- number of unemployed trried woman. Others have
alons, first-torm pay, and recruiting costs as noted that Canada is the only Industrial country

wall "s reenlistment probabilities of draft- where females haes lower unemployment rates than
induced accessions. Implications for the future sales. This paper suggests that the anomaly is
of the All-Volunteer Force are addressed. due to the undercount in the Labour Force

Survey. One of the corrected estimates leads to
C 511 a reversal of the sex-differential and a higher

Quester, line 0. and Thomason, James S., unemployment rate for females then for ales.
Projecting the ,tention Of niavy Cazeerist,
36 pp., Dec 1983 pp 3

This report quantifies the link between grown, George F., Jr.; Corcoran, Timothy M.; and
civilian job growth and military retention for Lloyd, Richmond N., Jr., A Dynamic InventorV Modea-
Navy enlisted personnel. The magnitude of this with bell vrV Lag and Rfeper, 16 pp., 1 Aug 1969,
effact is identified-t both the first and AD 699 513
second reenlistment decision poLtse-for highly An inventory Is to be operated over a horizon
technical ratings and for ratings which are not of T periods during which demands for spare
highly technical. The effect that future civil- parts arise due to part failure. Successive
Ian job growth will have on the chances that demands are assumed to be independent and
Navy personnel will reenlist or leave is then identically distributed random variables. The
projected, using occupational forecasts for the model considers the periodic review of a single
next decade provided by the Bureau of Labor part with backlogging of demand. The decision
Statistics. variables are the amount of initial inventory to

stock before departure and the amount of new
parts to be ordered during the cruise. New parts
are received I periods after an order is
placed. Failed parts are repaired with a given
probability and are returned to the inventory 2
periods after failure. It is assuned that the
order lead time is not less than the lead-time
repair. Ordering costs include fixed plus unit
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charges, and linear holding and penalty charges opinion on continental shelf problems becomes
are assessed on end-of-period Inventory. The especially important in the right of the passage
model is put into a dynamic programing frame- of a resolution which calls for the convening of
work. Optimal ordering policies are shown to be a new international conference to deal with law
of the (s,s) form, and the existence of an of the sea problems. Such patterns are discover-
optimal initial inventory level is shown, able, and, In fact, have already emerged. The

tool for explicating these patterns is a quanti-
PP 4 fled thematic content analysis of the seabed de-
Kadane, Joseph B., A MAment Problem for order bates in the General Assembly and its organs
Statistics. 14 pp., 13 Jan 1970 (Published in during the 22nd and 23rd Assemblies.
Annuals of Mathemastical Statistics, Apr 1971)
AD 699 514 w a

Necessary and sufficient conditions are given Rose, Marshall and White, Alex, A Comparison of
for a triangular array of numbers to be expecta- the Zmportance of Economic versus Son-Economic
tions of order statistics of some non-negative Factors Affect ing the Residential Housing Market
random variable. Using well-known recurrence During the ro Decades Subsequent to World War ZZ,
relations, the expectations of all order seta- 122 pp., 15 Jan 1970, AD 699 517
tistics of the largest sample sie, a, in the This paper analyzes the various factors
triangular array, or the expectations of the which, a priori, appear to have had a sub-
smallest of every sample size up to and in- stantial Influence on the postwar residential
cluding n are sufficient to determine the whole housing market. These variables include the age
array. The former are reduced to a Stleltjes distribution of the population, migration
moment problem, the latter to a a-usdorff moment trends, income levels and changes, and the
problem. These results are applied to show that availability of mortgage credit.
for every sample size, there is a positive
random variable with geometrically increasing pp 9 -

expectations of order statistics with arbitrary Rose, arsball, A Thesis Concernnlg the Existence
ratio and expectation of smallest order seta- of Exc"s Capcity at Navel Shipyards Prior to the
tistic. However, only the degenerate distribu- Escalation of Moetilities in Southeast Asia In
tions have eo&metrically Increasing expectations 1964, 67 pp., 9 Jan 1970, AD 699 518
of order statistics for more than one sample Simple and multivariate statistical tech-
size, even when the ratio and mean of the niques have been employed to quantify ship over-
smallest order stat.stic. can depend on the haul policies to determine if excess capacity
sample size. These results wert required for. a existed in Navy qhipyards prior to the @scala-
study of participation in discussion groups tion of hostilities in Southeast Asia in 1964.

pp S Pp 11
Kadane, Joseph B., Optimal Xboreabous earth, 28 O'Neill, David M., rhe Effect of DIscrImination on
pp., 13 Jan 1970 (Published In Operations Rer- Earnings: Evidence From Military rast Score
search, Vol. XXX, 1971), AD 699 515 Results, 19 pp., 3 Feb 1970 (Published in the

An optimal whereabouts search maximizes the Journal of Human Resources, Summer 1970),
probability of correctly stating, at the end of AD 703 926
a search, which box contains the object. This The purpose of this paper is to utills data
can be accomplished either by finding the object on the test scores of young men on the Armed
in the search or by guessing correctly, at the Forces Qualification Test in order to mak
end of an unsuccessful search, which box con- estimates of what the relative importance of
rains the object. Generalizing work of ToSntti, current and past discrimination were in ex-
this paper shows that an optimal whereabouts plaining 1960 racial differentials in earnings.
search never searches the box to be guessed. An A quantitative method is devised that, although -
algorithm is given for finding an optimal where- crude, leads to results that are interesting.
about* search strategy.

1P12
IP 7 Brown, George F., Jr. and Lloyd, Richmond M., Jr.,

Fridheim, Robert L., rhe Continental Shel Zasue Dynamic Models of Bank Credit Expansion uader
at the OMited Nations: A uantitatIve Content Certainty, 29 pp., 3 Feb 1970, AD 703 931
Analysis, 25 pp., 7 Jan 1970 (Published in Pace The purpose of this paper is to investigate
in marihus, Vol. 3, edited by Elaine H. lurnell the effect of the Federal Reserve policy change
and Piers von Simeon, Center for the Study of of September, 1968, on credit expansion by a
Democratic Institutions, Santa Barbara, Cali- single bank in response to a change to its
forala, The Royal University of Halta Press, 1971) reserve level. Prior to that date, the reserves
(See also PP 28), AD 699 516 and deposits which fulfillment of the legal

Zt is Important to know what states have said reserve requirement was computed were measured
In the debate about the problems of the con- over the sae time period. Since that date,
tineul shelf. Knowledge of such patterns of required reserves for any period are based upon
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deposit levels two periods prior, creating a This paper is concerned with calculating the
different environment under which banks must significant measures of supply effectiveness for
operate. A dynamic prograsming model, treating activities which involve the resupply of repar-
all parameters as if they were known with car- able items (spares). The approach that is taken
taInty, is used to investigate the nature of is to derive an expression for the number of

N optimal credit behavior under these two unsatisfied demands existing for the items at a
environments. point in time. This expression can then be em-

ployed to calculate the desired measures of
M 13 supply effectiveness which describe the behavior
Overholt, John L., Analysis Dete Znputa and Sean- of the model. Several numerical examples illus-
sitivity ftsts In war Games, 29 pp., Mar 1971 trating the model's use are also presented.
(Presented as a seminar lecture on war gaming at
the Navy Postgraduate School, 19 Oct 1970), I1P 17

- AD 722 658 Brown, Lee (LCdr., USK) and lose, Marshall, An
Discusses war gaming as an analytical tool icemental Production for the /od-Ztem Repair

for examining the effectiveness of various Process, 17 pp., 3 Mar 1970 (Published in Annual
alternate courses of action or of military Conference of the American Institute of Industrial
equipment and the role analysis has in the game. Engineers Transactions, May 1970, Cleveland,
The role of historical data and statistical Ohio), AD 702 453
experimental designs for testing the sensitivity This article discusses the case of a firm
of outcomes to changes in the input variables in that owns a fleet of end-items and a repair
war gaming are presented. facility for conducting periodic scheduled

maintenance of the end-items. If the number of
p 14 units of operational end-items is lees than

Rose, Marshall, D Optimal required, the firm can correct the deficiency by
Investment In Rod Products and Repair Resources, taking several courses of action. The optimal
38 pp., 18 Feb 1970 (Published in the Annual set of actions to be taken by the firm under
Meeting of the American Association of Cost Engi- various assumptions is determined. A tmerical
nears Proceedings, Jun 1971, Nontreal, Canada), example is solved using both mathematical and
AD 702 450 graphical methods.

This paper demonstrates how to determine the
minimal cost combination of end products and 1 18
investment in repair service capability in order lose, Marshall, Znventory and the rheory of the
to maintain a given level of operating end Firm, 14 pp., 18 Feb 1970, AD 702 454
products. The model is then applied to the prob- A serious criticism of the inventory models
lea of determining the optimal size of the presented in the literature is that they often
Navy's F-4 aircraft pipeline, seek to minimize inventory costs rather than to

minimize total costs for a specified production
Pp Is level. This neglect is caused, in large measure,
Rose, Marshall, Computing the zpectoed 8nd Product by a failure to consider inventories as factors
Service Time Using Extreme Value Properties of of production, with substitution possibilities
Sampling Distribution, 29 pp., 18 Feb 1970 between other types of inputs. This paper in-
(Published in Operations Research, Vol. XIX, corporates these substitution possibilities into
1971), AD 702 451 the analysis, and formulates en inventory model

In this paper an expression is derived for within the theory of the firm.
the expected completion time of a repair proj-
ect, such as the servicing of end products, when pp 19
the servicing is composed of a sequsnce of Rose, Marshall, A Decomposed Network Computation ..-

repair activities on parts of the end product. for ad Product Repair Cost Curves, 24 pp., 18 Feb
Each part of the end product is subject to 1970, AD 702 455
repair with a specified probability and, at This paper is concerned first with deter-
first, it is assumed that the completion time of mining the relationship between the repair times
each activity is constant. Subsequently, this of recoverable items and the service time of end
assumption is relaxed so that an arbitrary products. Afterwards, an algorithm is developed
probbility distribution can be specified for for generating the end product service-time cost
the repair time of each activity. The concluding curve.
parts of the paper show how to compute the
expected service time for a particular class of VP 20
repair activity-time probability distributions. Brown, George F., Jr.; Corcoran, Timothy H.; and

Lloyd, lichmond M., Jr., Zoventory Models with a
PP 16 Type of Dependent Demand and Forecasting, with an
ose, Marshall, Study of Reparable Ztem Resupply Application to Repair, 4 pp., 10 Feb 1970 (Pub-
Activities, 35 pp., 18 Feb 1970, AD 702 452 lished in Management Science: Theory Section, Vol.

17, No. 7, Mar 1971), AD 702 456
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In general, the single-product inventory the beginning of 1967 through the end of 1969.
model in which demands in successive periods are The project was called the Aircraft Pipeline
not independent Is difficult to treat. This Study. This paper describes the theoretical and
paper defines a large class of such problems, empirical findings of Phase I of the study.
when there is a positive Lead time for delivery,
which can be treated by the classical formula- P? 24
tion with a single state variable. All results Lloyd, Richmond M., Jr. and Sutton, S. Scott, An
which hold for inventory models with a constant Application of Network Analysis to the Determine-
delivery Lag can be shown to hold also for this t1an of Ni niu Cost Aircraft Pipeline Factors, 51
model. An application is made to a system in pp., Hay L970 (Presented at NATO Conference on

. which demands are generated by part failure and Problems in the Organization and Introduction of
in which a portion of these failures are re- Large Logistic Support Systems, Hay 1970,
paired after a given (constant or probabilistic) Luxembourg), AD 703 536
time. An important budgeting problem in the U.S.

Naval aviation program is to determine the
L 21 number of aircraft to procure so that a desired
Silverman, Lester P., Resource Allocation in a level of operating inventory of aircraft is
Sequential flov Process, 21 pp., 5 Mar 1970, maintained, given that some aircraft will not be
AD 702 457 operational as a result of certain maintenance

A stochastic flow process consisting of procedures. This problem became especially
severaL independent sub-process stages is con- important during the Southeast Asia build-up
sidered. At each stage, a probability density when Navy procurement managers were urged to
function of time to successful completion of the scrutinize sore closely the trade-offs between
stage by any of the (assumed homogeneous) proc- buying new aircraft and reducing the number of
see items is a function of parameters which are aircraft tied up in maintenance.
in turn functions of the budget at which each
sub-process is supported (decision variables) 1 25
The process is generalized to allow for the Saperstone, Stephen a., An Approach to Semi-farkov

" possiblity of the auxiliary processing at each Processe, 38 pp., 23 Har 1970, AD 703 537
stage. The problem is to determine the minlmun This paper reports on some of the mathe-
total budget which will yield a desired con- matioal results obtained while seeking to refine
fidence in the total process being completed by Markov chain models used in air-AS tactical
some deadline. The problem Is solved under dLf- analyss. In an effort to take into account the
ferent assumptions about the functional rela- waiting time in each, a non-Narkov process was
tionship between expenditures and the resulting postulated. Subsequent Investigation showed the
improvement in process parameters. The funda- process to be a reformulation of a semi-Markov
mental purpose of this paper is to introduce the process. In the present case, the equations for
concept that, In complex systems, the implice- the flow resemble a multi-dimensional renewal
tions of expenditures often are ot known with process. The behavior of the system is described
certainty but can be viewed as altering the by a probability density which characterizes the
nature of the underlying stochastic process. process at the time t > 0, given that the

states of the process were defined at time
PP 22 t a 0. It is shown in the special steady state
Gorlin, Jacques J., Zaraeli Reprisal Policy and case that the probability distribution yields
the Limits of U.S. Wnluence, 27 pp., 23 Har 1970, results which are equivalent to those previously
AD 703 534 given.

This paper is useful as a remedy for the
intoxicating effect of the Arab and Israeli PP 26
presses. Readers of those presses and generally Brown, George I., Jr. and Corcoran, Timothy M.,

Interested persons will find this paper helpful 2ho Reliability of a Complex System with Spares,
in striking a balance betwsen what the two Repair, and canalbelization. 45 pp., 23 Her 1970,
presses state or imply about the extent of AD 703 538
formal U.S. influence over Israel. It argues The reliability of a complex system is in-
that U.S. influence is indeed quite limited, as vstigated. Special cases of the system include

.the Israelis claim, the spare parts or standby redundancy problem
and the repair problem, both of which have re-

if 23 ceived wide attention in the literature. Also
Rose, Marshall. An Aircraft Rework Cost-Benefit included in the system is the opportunity for
Mubl, 13 pp., 12 ar 1970 (Published in the 5th cannibalization. A theorem is given Indicating
Amual Do0 Cost Research Symposium Proceedings, the proper use of this activity. The spare parts
Ner 1970; Available from Zeroz-systems Anslysis problem and the repair problem are analyzed
Section, Webster, New York), AD 702 514 separately. Methods of combining the two asaly-

This paper concentrates on one part of a see are then gIven in order to obtain bounds and
study made at the Center for Naval Analyses from approximations to total system reliability.
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PIP 27 institutions that separates the present analysis
Fain, Janice A.; Fain, William W.; Feldman, Leon; from other research on the economic determinants
and Simon, Susan, Validation of Combat Models of family size. The effect of such institutions
Against Historical Data, 18 pp., 14 Apr 1970 as private property, welfare programs,
(Published in 9th Symposium of the National Gaming educational programs, the "perfection" of the
Council Proceedings, Apr 1970), AD 704 744 market for human capital, and the legal rights

This topic is divided into two parts. First, of women, can be analyzed within the framework
model validation in general. In this part some provided by, the model developed here, A
of the difficulties in dealing with historical heuristic development of the Implications of
data is covered and sow of the previous valid&- some possible forms of these institutions is
lon efforts are discussed. In the second part offered. Of central importance in the analysis

some of the authors' recent work at the Center is the effect of some given institution on the
for Naval Analyses on an attempt at the valida- private value of an additional child to the
tion of our Tactical Warfare Simulation Program family relative to the social value,
using data from the 1950-53 gorea War is
described. PP 31

DeVany, Arthur S., time in the Budget of the
IeP 28 im or, 51 pp., 27 Ap 1970, AD 704 747

."Friedhet, Robert L.; Redone, Joseph B.; and The addition of time in the consumer's budget
,Gabia, John, Quantitative Content An•alys of the yields new theorems from demand theory while

"~td M tons Seabed Dobtes Xethodo,/ogg and a preserving the logical validity of the old ones.

Continental S £ Case Study, 32 pp., 24 Mar 1970 These new theorsom concern additional Slutsky-
(Published in International Organization, Sm r type equations relating quantities of goods
1970), AD 703 539 demanded, hours worked, and total income to the

Patterns of state preference have emerged and wage rate, non-wage or time-independent income,
are discoverable through the analysis of the and the relative time or price intensity of
sea-bed debates. further, a method of analysis goods; the Slutsky equations with respect to
of the data is developed which is appropriate to price are preserved. These new equations place
the problem o The technique is a particular additional behavioral restrictions upon the
application of quantitative thematic content standard consumer demand functions and permit
analysis. Sow and why this technique can be the consumer's labor supply to be derived from
applied to U.S. debate material, the nature and his demand for goods. Since all the theory's
problems of the method, a case wtdy demon- variables are ebsarvable, it can. be tested by
strating som@e of the subetantive results that estimating these functions.
were reached, and a statement of our future
research priorities are discussed. ff 32

Overholt, John L., Fitting Korean War Data by
It 29 Statistical Methods, 11 pp., 5 May 1970 (Presented
Saperstone. Stephen H., Controllablity of zLnear at the 9th Symposium of the National Gaming
Oscillatory SVstems 7sing Positive Controls, 27 Council, Apr 1970, Washington, D.C.), AD 705 349
pp., Apr 1970, AD 704 745 Korean war data obtained from the records of

A linear autonomous control process is con- all services is related to U.N. divisions
sidered where the null control is an extreme engaged with North Korean and Chinese Communist
point of the rearaiat set 1. Zfn the event that troops in central Korea in May 1951. The daily
n - [0,1] (hence, scalar control) necessary and record for each division was considered: the
sufficent conditions are given so that the strengths and casualties of opposing forces, the
reachable set from the origin (in phase space) amount of ground gained or lost, and fire
contains the origin as an interior point. For support as measured in artillery rounds and air
vector valued controls with each component in sorties. Various graphs display changes in
[0,1, sufficient conditions are given so that individual variables and in combinations of
the reachable set from the origin of a non- variables, from day-to-day and with undulations
linear autonomous control process contains the In the battle line as forces concentrated to
origin "n an interior point. attack or withdraw. These plots suggested more

sophisticated treatment with the use of multiple
p 3i regression to fit various proposed relation-
DeVany, Arthur S., the Effect of Social PolicV an ships. These were relationships between ordnance
the Social and Privare Value of a Child, 20 pp., fired, the intensity of the battle, and the
27 Apr 1970, AD 704 746 exposure of the troops as indicated by ground

This paper outlines a hypothesis that relates gained or lost. Lanchester equations of various
family else to parental income, potential wage types were examined by the Incorporation of
earnings of children, life expectancy of firepower Into the strength and casualty
children and certain legal and social Lnstitu- relationships. Som empirical equations were
ties that affect the value of a child to the also prepared.
family. It is the concern with these
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DeVany. Arthur S., A Thoor V of Household Domand DeVany, Arthur S., Time In the Budget of the
and Labor Supply. 23 pp., 5 May 1970, AD 705 350 Consumer: The Theory of Consumer Demand and Labor

This is a model of household consumer unit Supply Under. a Time Constraint, 151 pp., 15 Jun
with two working members. Working time of the 1970 (A dissertation submitted in partial satis-
wife is allocated to household work or market faction of the requirements for the degree of
work according to her market wage rate, and her Doctor of Philosphy in Economics), AD 708 348
productivity in household work depends upon the The purpose of this study is to develop and
goods consumed by the household, the husband's test a modification of the standard theory of
wage rate, and the family's non-wage Income., consumer demand that yields implications con-
Theorems derived concern the effect of changes cerning the consumer's allocation of time to
in these income parameters and the prices of consumption and income producing activities.
goods on the labor force participation of the Unlike the demand for leisure model, the theory
wife, hours worked by the husband and the goods presented here does not treat leisure as a good
bundle consumed by the household. One theorem, or work as a bad. The consumer's time does not
for example, states that an income copensated enter his utility function, only the quantities
increase in the wife's market wage will Increase of goods consumed do. The consumer's time enters
her labor force participation and shorten the his budget constraint only. At a sufficiently
husband's work week. high level of income, time may also become an

additional constraint independent of the budget
FP 34 constraint.
Kadane, Joseph B. and Fisher, Franklin N.,* rho
Covariance Matriz of the Limited nformation Eati- PP 37
astor and the Zdontificatin T rt Commnt, 6 pp., Kadane, Joseph B., Testing a Subset of the Over-
14 HMay 1970, AD 706 310 Identifying Reatrictions, 7 pp.. 19 Jun 1970

In a recent article, Liu and Breen made 2 (Published in Econometrics), AD 708 349
major points: (1) they attacked the estimator Anderson and Rubin derived the likelihood
of Chernoff and Divinsky for the asymptotic ratio statistic for testing a particular over-
covariance matrix of the Limited Information . identified model against the alternative that
Estimator, because it is not the same as a new the model is just or underidentifled. One prob-
estimator they proposed, and (2) they questioned lea with this test is that consequences of
the traditional interpretation of the test of rejecting the null. hypothesis are not clear:
overidentification as set forth by Koopmans and what restrictions were wrong? Additionally,
Rood. This paper shows that -here is no roson possibly some of the restrictions are suspect
to suppose that the Cheroff-Divinsky and Liu- but others, enough to overidentify the model, -
Breen estimators should be the same. A choice are not. ow the suspect overidentifying
between them should be made on their statistical restrictions can be tested is the subject of
properties. Also the test of overidentification this paper. The likelihood ratio statistic for
is examined, and found to do what it is adver- testing a particular overldentified model
tised to do. against an alternative overidentified model,
Zopartment of Economics, NOeaausetta DWntI- where all the restrictions on the alternative

trte of Technology. are restrictions on the null hypotheses are
studied.

Pp 35
Lando. Hordechai E., Fall Employment and the N w pp 38
fRcaeamcs--A Coment, 4 pp., 14 May 1970 (Pub- Saperstone, Stephen H., The Rigenvoectors of a Rele
lishd in the Scottish Journal of Political Econ- Symetric Natrix are Asymptotically Stable for
omy, Vol XVII, Feb 1969), AD 706 420 Some Differential Equation, 19 pp., Jul 1970,

Professor Kllingsworth's paper Full Employ- AD 708 502
ment and the New Zconamics which appeared in the Let A be a real symetric n x n matrix.
February 1969 issue of the Scottish Journal of For each real unit vector x we compute numbers
Political Economy, contains many controversial U - l(x) and a a a(z), which have the property
hypotheses. This paper avoids the pitfalls of that Iu + a, u - ), contains an eigenvalus of
the aggregate demand versus structural change A. We establish an autonomous differential equam-
controversy, and comments on some of the tion, dependent on A, which admits asymptoti-
strained interpretatlons Killingsorth places on cally stable solutions of the form, I - sigen-
the data. vector of A. This is achieved by noting v2(x) is

a Liapunov function, and tends monotonically to
aero along solutions of the differentigl equa-
tion. The set of critical points of '(x) are
shown to comprise a finite union of products of
spheres.
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PP 39 the Armed Forces. This paper examines some of
Hardy, William C. and Blyth, T.S.,* QUOIS-Resid- the evidence for this assumption.
voted Napping* and Baer Assemblies, 21 pp., 14 Jul
1970 (Published in the Proceedings of the Royal PP 43
Society of Edinburgh, Vol. LXIX, Part II (No. 12), Forst, Brian E., Estimating Utility Functions
1971), AD A071 317 Using Preferences Revealed Under tcrta ty, 11

This paper considers, for a given ordered set pp., Jun 1971 (Presented at the 39th National
E with minimum element 0, the sei-group Q of Meeting, Operations Research Society of America,
O-preserving isotone mappings on E and examines ay 1971), AD 726 472
necessary and sufficient conditions under which Those who take the normative point of view of
an element F c Q is such that the left (resp. decision making under uncertainty typically
right) ideal of Q is a principal left (rep. suggest, sometimes explicitly, that it is suf-
right) ideal of Q generated by a particular type ficient to estimate utility functions on the
of idempotent. The results obtained lead the sole basis of responses to hypothetical ques-
authors to introduce the concept of a Baer tions. This paper, which also takes the norma-
assembly which is used to extend to the case of tive viewpoint, criticizes that approach on
sialattice the Beer semigroup coordinatisation several grounds and proposes the alternative of
of particular types of semilattice. combining that technique with observations of
Mathematical Zostitute, University of St. choices made under uncertainty In real life. The

Andrew. thesis is demonstrated using a fairly comeon
problem in the clinical setting, the case of

Pp 40 severe abdominal pain in a young woman. Central
Foret, Brian E. and Silverman, Lester P., Zvatu- to the argument is the distinction between
ating Changes in the Mealth Care Delivery Sy - internal inconsistency among a set of responses
ton: An Application to Intesivo Care M onicku7n, to abstract questions on the one hand, and
19 pp., 1970, AD 710 631 disagreement between the choice deemed optimal

This paper proposes a tool for evaluation of by the theory and the choice actually revealed
potential changes in the system for the delivery as mest preferred by the decision maker, on the
of health care. Starting with a definition of a other. While the former type of inconsistency is
community health production function, the paper the kind st widely treated in the Literature,
introduces the concept of nested production it is reflection upon the latter which will
functions in health care. The production func- resolve whether the decision maker should rely,
tion approach is seen as providing a mechanism e post facto, upon decision analysis for . a
for explicit consideration of the substitution particular problem under uncertainty.
and optimal input combination questions which
are the basis of all evaluations of chenges In PP 44
the health care delivery system. The discussion Schick, Jack M., Conflict and Zategration in the
of this technique Is followed by an application ear Bast: Meionallsm and the Study of Crisis, 43
to intensive care monitoring. While actual data pp., Oct 1970 (Presented at the 66th Annual
has not been gathered, we formulate a model for Meeting of the American Political Science Asoci-
evaluating the effect of computerization of ation, Sep 1970)
certain intensive care monitoring procedures. The research reported here attempts to sup-

plement regional studies about the Near East in
PP 41 two ways. First, it is a study of the regional
Piersall, Charles H., Jr. (LCdr, USN), An Analysis effects of four Near East crises as well as of
of Crisis Decision-waking, 55 pp., Sep 1970 (Pub- actors' decision-making which is a frequent
lished in the American Political Science Review), focus of crisis studies. The effects of external
AD 719 705 actors upon other external actors in a Near East

This paper analyses two real crisis situa- crisis, of external powers upon local actors,
tions for the United States; the Cuban Missile and of local powers upon each other are con-
Crisis, 1962, and the Gulf of Tonkin Incident, sidered. Secondly, as a comparative study of
1964. A crisis decision model is presented to four crises over a period of ten years, it
explain the sequential behavior in the identifies changes in the crisis roles of actors
referenced cases. in the Near East.

PP 42 pp 45
Sullivan, John A., Measured Mental Ability, Set- Brown, George F., Jr. and Lloyd, Richmond M., Jr.,
vice School Achievement and Job Performance, 22 Fixed Shortage Costs and the Classical Dventory
pp., 31 Jul 1970, AD 720 359 Model, 13 pp., Jul 1970, AD 713 057

Since World War 1I the Services have used the Many recent economic and inventory studies
Armed Forces Qualification Test (AIQT) to screen have included various types of fixed or lumpeum
draftees and enlistment applicants. This pro- costs as important determinants of optimal
cedure asomas that higher scores on the A1QT behevior. In this paper, the classical inventory
indicate a higher productivity of individuals to model is augmented to include fixed shortage
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costs. In general, the presence of fixed The B34T program calculates -multiple linear
shortage costs -can lead to complex optimal regression in a stepwise manner, inserting at
solutions. The purpose of this paper is to each step that variable which is eligible and
establish a set of sufficient conditions which has the highest partial correlation with the
guarantee the existence of an optimal ordering dependent variable, given that the previously
policy which is unique. The resulting optimal selected variables are in the equation. This
policy is described by a unique set of critical paper is intended as a day-to-day guide to the
numbers which are bounded and decrease nono- use of S34TC A. It tells how to punch control
tonically over the horizon for which the cards and implement the options available in the
Inventory system is to be operated. program.

P7 46 M 49

Hardy, William C. and blyth, T.S.,* A Coordinat- Friedheim, Robert L., Zntemnacional Organizations
isatlon of Lattices by Ons-Sided Beer As mblies, and the Uses of the Ocean, 88 pp. Oct 1970 (Pub-
21 pp., Jul 1970 (Published In the Proceedings of lished in Hultinational Cooperation: Economic,
the Royal Society of Edinburgh, (A) Vol. 69, 4, Social, and Scientific Development, edited by R.
1971172), AD A950 180 Jordan, Oxford University Press, 1972), AD 714 387

The notion of Baer assembly vms introduced in The purpose of this paper is to examine and
an earlier publication (PP 39), and applied to evaluate a select number of international
obtain a coordinatisatlon theory for semi- organizations that have important oceanic
lattices. This was achieved by considering the responsibilities. Their structure and present
semigroup of quasi-residuated (i.e., O-pre- functioning are examined and questions about how
serving and isotone) mappings on a bounded semi- well they do their job are raised. In addition
lattice. In the present paper we consider the it must be asked hey well do these organizations
SemiSroup of quasi-residuated -homomorphism relate to each other and whether the overall
(or hemimorphlns) on a bounded lattice and thus organization of international ocean affairs is
shows how a particular type of one-sided Baer satisfactory. Also briefly discused is the
assembly can be used to provide a coordinatisa- present state of the debate on seabed minerals
tion theory for lattices and in particular for in the General Assembly.
complemented, modular distributed lattices.
M lathematical Ditlituto, M&Iverslty of St. PIP 50

Andrew. Friedheim, Robert L. and IKadane, Joseph B., Ocean
Science In the United Nations Political Arena, 45

PP 47 pp., Jun 1971 (Published In the Journal of Nsrl-
Silverman, Laster P., Resource allocation In a time Law and Commerce, Vol. 3, No. 3, Apr 1972),
Sequential Flo' Pbocea vith an Application to the AD 731 865
Naval Resupply Svstem, 18 pp., Oct 1970 (Presented The study of the seabed debates can illumi-
at the llth American Meeting of the Institute of nate attitudes on the use and abuse of science.
Management Sciences, Oct 1970; Presented at the In this paper the view of states on two broad
26th Heeting of the Military Operations Research questions, freedom of scientific research and
Society, Nov 1970), AD 713 028 the future of the Intergovernmental Oceano- ,

This paper considers the problem of optimiz- graphic Commission, are measured. In order to
ing the benefits to be realized from allocating place the political problems of ocean science in
resources In a stochastic flow process. The their proper context, those issues in the larger
Naval resupply system ts viewed as consisting of debate on the future of the oceans which are
several processes, from the requisitioning, to most closely related to these two questions of
processing, to transportation of spare parts. ocean science are found. Finally, how science
The time necessary for completion of any of the might fare in a future international attempt at
processes by any of the assumed homogeneous legal regulation is estimated.
items is a random variable described by a dis-
tribution function whose parameters are fun- pp 51
tions of the budget at which each process is Saperstone, Stephen H., Global controllability of
supported. Having delineated alternative budget Lea" r SYCems with Positive Controls, 29 pp., Nov
levels and associated parameter improvements at 1970, AD 714 650
each stage, the problem is to allocate a fixed In a previous paper by the author and J.
budget so that the probability of completion for Yorke, necessary and sufficient conditions were
any item over the whole flow system before a given for local controllability of linear
given deadline is maximized. autcmonous systems using only bounded positive

controls. The present paper extends tbose re-
n1 4 solts to obtain conditions for global- control-
Gray, Burton C., Writeep for 234=A - A Step-Wise ability with both bounded and unbounded positive

ualtlple Regression Progra, 15 pp., Oct 1970, controls.
AD 713 029
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Pp 52 techniques of dynamic programming. Discussed in
Brst, Brian Z., A Decision-Thoretic Approach to the paper are the effects of uncertainty about
Medical Diagnosis and Treatment, 14 pp., Nov 1970 reserve losses, various types of penalty costs,
(Presented at the Fall 1970, l1th American Meeting costs of adjustment, uncertain future interest

* of the Institute of Management Science, 21 Oct rates, and of various institutional structures
1970), AD 714 651 under which the bank must operate.

This paper sets out to replace good medical
practice with something better by proposing a PP 56
structure to the clinical decision problem which Horowitz, Stanley A., Economic Principles of Lis-
is, in a particular sense, optimal. The intended bIlity and Financial Responsibility for oil
contribution of this paper Is the proposal to pollution, 23 pp., Mar 1971 (Prepared as part of a
estimate multidimensional utility functions pri- study by the Program of Policy Studies in Science
marily on the basis of observed behavior rather and Technology of the George Washington
than on the sole basis of response to hypo- University, under U.S. Coast Guard Contract
thetical lotteries, as is usually done. DOT-CG-10-235A), AD 722 376

This paper examines the economic issues
PP 53 involved in the Imposition of liability for the

- Kadane, Joseph B., On DVirsics of the Question, 12 damages caused by disasters in general and major
pp., Nov 1970 (Published in Public Choice, Fall oil spills in particular.

*, 1971), AD 714 652
Suppose a committee is to write a platform I 57

- taking positions on many issues. Suppose also Lando, Mordechai E., A Comparison of the Military
that the alternatives for each issue can be and Civilian Health Systems, 20 pp., Dec 1970,
ordered so that each member's preferences are AD 716 897
single-peaked, and that the Issues are separable This paper compares the civilian health eye-
in the sense that the outcome on one issue does tam in the United States to the military's
not affect preferences on the others. The com- prepaid (at zero price) hospital based group
mittee may consider the issues one-by-one, practice system. The military system is found to

* leeding to a platform p* of the majority view of have higher per capital costs and to use a
each issue. Alternatively, the comittee may higher ratio of health personnel to the popu-
consider the intire platform as a single motion. lation. Morbidity data indicates that male
If so, there may be a cycle of platforms each of civilians are in poorer health than armed forces
which defeats all platforms not in the cycle. p* personnel. Despite lower morbidity rates,
is in the above cycle if there is a cycle; If hospital utilization is much higher in the
not, P* defeats all other platforms. If division military sector.

" of the questions on amendments is automatically
I imposed, P* defeats all amendments and from any pp 56
other platform a sequence of successful amend- Kadane, Joseph B., Chronological Ordering of
ments leads to Ph. This theory is applied to Archeological Deposits by the Minimum Path angyth
explain why state constitutional amendments tend method, 12 pp., Jun 1971, .AD 726 475
to fail when submitted as a package, and pass A new method of ordering archeological de-
when submitted separately. posits, called the minium path length method,

is introduced and discussed in relation to
PP 54 previous work on the problem. Among Its advan-
Kadane, Joseph B., Nov to Burgle If You Must: A tages are easy computability, independence of
Decision Problem, 10 pp., May 1971, AD 723 850 input order, and minimization of a reasonably

A burglar with an initial fortune is conte- intuitive function of the similarity matrix.
plating some possible burglaries. This paper Also when the similarity matrix is a Robinson
considers the maximization of the probability of matrix, (which is perfect data for this problem)
successfully stealing a target amount and the the minimum path length permutation yields the
maximization of expected fortune for the Robinson order (which is the correct order for a
burglar. The burglar model can be extended to Robinson matrix).
include possible policing strategies, as sug-
gested In Anscombe's paper on disarmament and pp 59
arms control Inspection. Dyckman, Zachary Y., An Analysis of Negro Employ-

ment in the Building rades, 309 pp., Jan 1971
PP 55 This study determines the existence and

grown, George F., Jr., Optimal Management of Bank degree of racial discrimination by construction
Reserves, 35 pp., Aug 1970 (Published In Journal unions and contractors, and examines changes in
of Pinancial and Quantitative Analysis, Dec 1972), them that have occurred during the middle and
AD 715 569 late 1960's. It examines employment patterns of

In this paper, the effects of various forces Negroes in the building trades and compares
on the optimal expansion of credit and holding their earnings and employment stability with

" of reserves are investigated using the those of whites. A theoretical framework Is
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developed to assist In understindLg soe of the sufficiently large sample of data has been
economic incentives to discriminate or not to collected to justify statistical analyses of
discriminate against Negroes and some of the these measures along with other background and
ramifications of racial discrimination in employment characteristics of applicants and
employment. It empirically tests hypotheses hLrees.
concerning Negro employment and racial dis-
crLmnatLon in the building trades and examines PP 64
current efforts and programs to Improve Utgoff, Victor A. and Kashyap, ft. L.,* On Behavior
employment opportunities for Negroes In con- Strateg Solutions in Two-Person Zero-Sum Finite
structLon and to prognosticate future develop- Extended Games with -perfect Wnormation, Part X:
ments in the area. A Method for Datezmination of minimally Complex

Behavior Sextvgy Solutions, 35 pp., Feb 1971

Pp 60 (Published in the SIAM Journal on Applied Hathe-
Lando, ordechai I., gealth Services In the All- atics, Vol. 22, No. 4, Jun 1972. This work was
b.lunteer Armed Force, 33 pp., Jon 1971 (Published partially supported by NASA under Grant NGR

in Studies Prepared for the President's Cemniss n  15-005-021, NSF under Grant GK-1970, AFOSI under
oan an All-tblunteer orce, Nov 1970; See B 13), Grant 69-1776; See also PP 73), AD 720 361
AD 716 899 In any two-person zero-sun finite extended game

This study was undertaken In the hope of with imperfect information, an upper bound on
finding methods to keep down the cost increase the quality of each player's strategies is
for doctors and medical services in the Armed established by his choice of a schme for
forces In the absence of the draft. It is gathering and retaining the information that
assumed that the services nov provided will becomes available to him as the Same progresses.
continue in the volunteer context. Given this Further, for a given gam, strategies of the .
assumption the analysis attempts to find methods uaximum possible quality may exist for each
by which these services can be provided more player on a amber of Information schemes of
efficiently. widely differing complexities. By analyzing the

relationship between any given two-person zero-
Pp 61 sum finite extended game with given information

Robinson, Jack A., Classificatian xunat schemes for its players, and an associated.
raining and Operations, 13 pp., Jul. 1971 (Pre- N-person non-cooperative Some, a heuristic

tented at the 7th Annual Sanar, National Classl- scheme is uncovered for searching for minimally
fication Management Society, Washington, D.C., Jul complex information schemes which support
1971), AD 727 719 behavior strategies having within of the maxi-

This paper presents an approach to classifi- am possible quality, for any given . In the
cation management training and operations. course of this analysis, a linimax theorem in

behavior strategies is obtained, which is
PP 62 similar to Von Neumann's minimax theorem in
Brown, George F., Jr. and Schwartz, Arnold N., The nixed strategies.
Cot of Squadron Operation: A Theoretical and S ChwoL of Electrical RngineerIng, Purdue
-pirlcaL Investigation, 10 pp., Jan 1971 (Pub- munvoersty

lished In Transactions of the 1971 American Asso-
ciation of Cost Engineers International Meeting, pp 65
Jun 1971), AD 722 377 Gray, Burton C.; Horowitz, Stanley A.; and

The purpose of this analysis is to determine O'Neill, David N., Educational Equality and
the relationship between the cost of the re- Expenditure Equalization Orders: The Case of
source inputs employed by Naval aviation squad- Soboan V. Ransen, 43 pp., Feb 1971 (Published In
rons and the level of output produced by then. Journal of Hman Resources, Vol. 7, No. 3, Smner
Such squadrons "mploy a mixture of aircraft, 1972), AD 720 362
maintenance labor, and spare parts in the In May, 1970, Julius W. Robson brought suit in
production of tactically available aircraft. the U.S. District Court for the District of
Since these inputs are both substitutes for and Columbia to seek an order requiring the Washing-
complements to one another, the minimum cost ton, D.C. School Board to equalize expenditures
combination of inputs capable of producing the per pupil, within a five percent range, among
desired level of output is sought. all elementary schools In the system. The major

issue In this case is whether ordering equaliza-
163 tion of teacher expenditures per pupil will in
Loc man, Robert F., Analyaes of selection and fact lead to, or even help move In the direction
Performance easoures for CA Support Personnel, 41 of the attainment of the objective.
pp., Feb 1971, AD 720 360

The main purpose of the report is to study
the validity of the Short Imployment Teats
scores in relation to the performance ratings of
Center for Naval Analyses support personnel. A
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Schwartz, Arnold N.; Sheler, James A. (LCdr., Rogers, Warren F. (Cdr., U4), Exact Mall Distir- k
USN); and Cooper, Carl R. (Cdr., USK), Mar 1971, buttoa for Rank r Ft Statistics. 45 pp., Mar
Dynamic Programming Approach to the Optimization 1971, AD 722 380
of avel Aircraft Rework and Replacement Policies, Efficient algorithms are developed for in-
(Published in the Naval Research Logistics verting the probability generating functions of
Quarterly 18, 395/1971) AD 720 363 the distributions of rank test statistics. A

There is a strong effort within the Navy today method is given for deriving probability
to Improve the aircraft maintenance program. generating functions in a form suitable for
This interest results from the rapid rise In the inversion. Cases treated include one and two
number of Naval aircraft unavailable for sample linear rank statistics, the general
squadron use during the current Vietnam conflict scores test for regression, and the Kolmogorov-
for reasons of maintenance. Sirnov test statistics.

pp67 PP 70
Kumack, Richard A., Measures of the Potential Rogers, Warren F. (Cdr., USN), On A Theorem of
iconomic ooa from Oil Pollution, 12 pp., Mar 1971 Vegl, 13 pp., Mar 1971, AD 722 381
(Prepared as part of a study by the Program of If A is a Lebesque measurable subset of the
Policy Studies in Science and Technology of the Interval [0,11 and t is any irrational number
George Washington University, entitled, Legal, in that interval, then by a well-known theorem
Economic and Technical Aspects of Liability and of Weyl, the frequency with which the integer
Financial Responsibility as Related to Oil Follu- products of T modulo one fall in A converges to
tion under U.S. Coast Guard Contract the measure of A. This result may be used to
DOT-CG-10255-A), AD 722 378 evaluate asymptotic error in certain approxLa-

The specific problem addressed Is that of tiona. For a special case, Weyl's theorem is
empirically estimating the potential Impact of a shown to extend to rational numbers t and a
large scale oil spill Into the public waters on lower bound on frequency is derived.
the economy of a nearby coastal comunity.
Taking two areas as case studies, the san- 1 71
sitivity of their economies to exogenous charges Lloyd, Richmond M., Jr., Dynamic Programting
in income is estimated using an economic base Models of sort 7erm Bank Reserve Management, 219
model. The potential, loss is than calculated pp., Jun 1971 (Submitted in partial fulfillment of
from the amount of income directly susceptible' the requirement for the Degree Doctor of Philoso-
to oil pollution damages. phy, University of Rochester), AD 727 724

A member bank of the Federal Reserve System
PIP GO is required by law to hold a certain percentage
Blechman, Barry M. and Solt, James T., Costi of its deposits in the form of reserves. The re-
Bffectlveness Analysis of Foreign Policy Alterna- serve requirement must be satisfied on average
tis : Need, Approach, and Prospects, 36 pp., Mar over a reserve period. Several dynamic program-
1971 (Presented at the Western Regional Meeting of ming models of this short term reserve manage-
the Internatinal Studies Association; 26-27 vent problem are developed. The objective is to
March 1971; San Francisco, California Panel C-I: minimize the discounted expected cost of opera-
rhs Relationship of ouanttative Research to tion over the reserve period. The bank is
fflolicy-Making), AD 722 379 restricted to one reserve adjustment mechanism,

Three existing macro-approaches to the evalu- buying or selling funds on the federal funds
ation of foreign policy alternatives are iden- market. One decision is made for each day within
tified. It is suggested that a variant of one the five day reserve period. The optimal policy
such approach, cost/effectiveness analysis, is for each model is shown to be of a simple form.
the most promising candidate to effect a
rigorous, systematic, comprehensive, and funds- IP 72
mental evaluation of U.S. foreign policy. The Kadane, Joseph B. and Iversen, Gudmund t., Sati-
paper outlines eight steps comprising a cost/ nation of Nultinomial Process when only the Sun
effectiveness analysis, describes the sub- and the Number Governed by Bach Process Is Ob-
analyses and other processes contained in ech, served, 13 pp., Apr 1971, AD 722 382
discusses relevant data sources, and Identifies This paper considers the estimation of multi-
major problems that would be confronted by any- noial probability vectors when only the sum of
one undertaking such an analysis. The paper also several multinomial processes is observed, and
explores the prospects for adoption of the pro- when the number of individuals governed by each
posed methodology in various sectors of the process is known. The relationship of this prob-
analysis coemunity and concludes that such lan to the previous literature is discussed, the
prospects are not favorable, likelihood function is given, the identification

problem is also considered, and an algorithm is
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proposed for finding maximm likelihood pp 7-
estimators. Stoloff, Peter RI., The Navy Personal Response
iver ty Or Vichigan. Program.: Review, rvaluatIon, and Rcomndation,

21 pp., Jul 1971, AD 727 725

PP 73 The Navy Personal Response Program is a
Utgoff, Victor A. and Kashyap, R.L.,* On Behavior crose-cultural training program aimed at
Strategy Solutions In rVo-Person Zero-Sum Flnito developing the skills necessary for effective
te nded Gemes vith Zaperfoct aformatIon, Part comunicatLon with our foreign hosts. The
US: SetozminetIcn of a f Imunlly Compler Behavior purpose of this paper is to review the Navy's
strategy Solution In a Nedical Docision Process, Personal Response Program end to define the
20 pp., ay 1971 (Published In the SIAN Journal on steps necessary to make it a workable program.
Applied Mathematics, Vol. 22, No. 4, Jun 1972.
This work was partially supported by NASA under PP 76
Grant MR 15-005-021, by MST under Grant C-1970, Cams, Michael E., NMeaaureaent and Selection of
by the AFOSR under Grant 69-1776; See also PP 64), Defns, 19 pp., Aug 1971, AD 731 868
AD 723 851 This paper suggests a measure of the value of

A medical decision process is considered in defense; nmealy, reduction in the cost of
which a doctor must make a sequence of treatment repairing or replacing capital items subjected 6.-
and operate-don't operate decisions for a to attack. Using this measure, a decision rule
patient on the basis of treatment and diagnosis is advanced that allows calculation of how much
information which the doctor gathers as he pro- resource to devote to defense. The suggested
ceeds. By examining a set of -parson non- decision rule is argued to be superior to two
cooperative ges which can be associated with alternatives: (1) a budget rule that maximizes
the given medical decision process, a search is defame subject to a budget constraint, and (2)
carried out for a behavior strategy for the a recqzreants rule that minimizes cost subject
doctor which: (1) coMes acceptably close to to a required level of defense. The practical
maximizing the minima expected lifetime extew- use of the suggested decision rule is discussed
sion of the patient for all possible unknown and some possible applications given.
statistics which may describe the patient's
response to inappropriate treatment, and (2) Fl 77
requires the doctor to gather and retain the McConnell, James M., rhe Soviet Navy in the nd-an
minimum amount of information. The search yields Oman. 15 pp., Aug 1971, AD 731 869
a behavior strategy with more than 90 percent of Though Soviet warships have been in the
the effectlvemass yet Less. than 10 percent 'of Indian. Ocean since 1968 Western analysts are
the complexity of the most effective behavior. still wrestling with the problem of motivation.
strategy. The reason. for the Soviet presence Is the sub-
SSchool of anglnering, Pui'due niversity. jct of this paper. Soviet naval missions are

discussed, illustrated with examples of Soviet_-
IPF 74 actions, and Soviet requirements and activities -'
Brow, George F., Jr.; Silverman, Lester P.; and In the Indian Ocean itself are examined. Obser-
Perlan, Bernard L. (AQF3, USU), Optimal Pw- vations on Brezhnev's recent proposals for naval
loninag o I:nvzCori Stock In a MLti-Icholon limitations in both the Mediterranean and the

Systo, 33 pp., May 1971 (Presented at the 39th Indian Ocean are also included.
Annual Meeting, Operations Research Society of
America, May 1971), AD 723 852 Pp 7

This paper considers optimal stockage and re- Blechman, Barry M., A Quantitative Description of
supply policies for an inventory system in which Arab-Israeli. Iteractions, 1949-1969t Data Sots
the cost and time for resupply can be altered by and Processor, 40 pp., Sep 1971, AD 731 870
various logistical expenditures, including the This paper documents two sets of data co-
prepositioning of parts at intermediate echelons piled by the author which describe some aspects
of the system. At stations on the lowest ache- of Arab-Israeli relations between 1 Jul 1949 and
Ion, demands arise due to part failure. With 30 Jun 1969. The data sources, coding procedures
some probability, the part can be repaired st and possible biases incorporated in each set are
this echelon. Spare parts may be obtained from discussed. In addition a computer program, Sid-
inventory, through repair, or by ordering after est, is documented, which can be used to pro-
a delivery lag. Miniau cost stockage and re- cese one of the data sets.
ordering rules are derived for each echelon, as
a function of .the delivery lag. This analysis is 1 79
combined with a study of the effects of expendi- brown, Nicholas (Cdr., USN) and Wilson, Desmond
tures on the resupply system Itself. An applica- P., Jr., trraze at Sea: 2hreat of the Seventies,

ton of the procedure to the Naval aviation 14 pp., 4 Nov 1971, AD 734 856
support system is described. This article contends that a new strategic

environment is emerging. It is an environment in
which the rivalry between the Great Powers will
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have an increased potential for developing Into Decision analysis provides a framework which
direct armed conflict In the maritime areas. In is vel-suited for the doctor who, when pre-
this environment where both U.S. and Soviet seated with a complicated patient management
capability for massive retaliation against a problem, would like to augment his judgment by
thermo-nuclear attack is unquestioned, the novel breaking down the problem into components that
element is the Soviet Navy. It has attained a he can sore readily think about. The doctor's
size and operating proficiency that transforms diagnosis and treatment strategy options are
the USSR into a maritime power fully capable of evaluated by calculating the expected disutility
threatening the security interests of the eco- of each. The axioms upon which this criterion is
noically-advanced nations of the Free World. A grounded are presented in this paper in non-
a consequence U.S. military planners, who have formalistic language, and the analysis is
been accustomed to thinking in terms of direct demonstrated using a problem quite coemon in the
conflict in Europe, must now also think In terms clinical setting.
of the growing potential for direct conflict at
sea. Indeed, it is the authors' view that of PP 83
these two areas for opening conflict, the sea Is Morowitz, Stanley A. and Weiher, Rodney F., The
the more likely, with the limited involvement Relative Casts of Formal and On-the-Job raining
chiefly of naval forces. This is a possibility for Mary nalisted Occupations, 44 pp., Nov 1971,
that has significant Implications not only for. AD 734 857
our allies, but also for our total force The purpose of this study is to determine in
planning. as many ratings as possible:

1. which major skills can be learned on the
pp so job;
Weinland, Robert G., rhe Changing Aision Struc- 2. the time paths of skill acquisition--the
Cure of the Soviet Mary, 14 pp., Nov 1971 (Pro- learning curves-for non-A-school grads
@anted at a meeting of the International Institute and for A-school grads. This goes one
for Strategic Studies, London, Oct 1971; Published step further than merely determining if a
in Survival, XrV, No. 3, Kay-Jun 1972; Reprinted skill can be learned on the job;
in Congressional Record, 31 Jan 1972), AD 734 077 3. the relative costs of training third-

This paper discusses significant changes in class patty officers via formal training
the character of Soviet naval operations and how and OJT. This makes it possible to
these changes reflect a modification of the eauin whether skills should he taught

Navy's mission structure. It points out that the on the job, once it is known that they
West should he more aware of the changes and can he taught on the job.
their implications.

pp84
lp $1 Borowitx, Stanley A. and eiher, Rodney F., A
Forst, Brian E., rhe grisly Analytics of Death, Production Fbnction for rrained Recruits, 27 pp.,

isability, and Disbursements, 18 pp., Nov 1971 Nov 1971, AD 734 858
(Presented at the 40th National Meeting, Opera- The purpose of this study is to determine the
tions Research Society of America, Oct 1971), output capability, or capacity, of the Navy's
AD 732 555 initial entry training bases under current and

In a large class of decision problems under alternative operating policies, as well as under
uncertainty, death, disability, and reductions various output requirements associated with
in wealth enter the analysis as crucial argu- alternative force levels. This paper also exam-
mants in the utility function. Much of the lit- ines the question of whether the Navy should
srature in public health and safety programs, have more or less than three training bases, and
insurance programs, and clinical decision making how output should be divided among these bases
concerns itself with optimal behavior in the in the short-run. The basic framework of the
presence of risk in these variables. This paper study is an econometric estimation of a produc-
sets out, primarily, to describe the assumptions tion function for trained recruits. A discussion
which typically underlie these analyses and of production function is included.
demonstrate why they may be too restrictive for
models which deal with the death, disability. FF 65
and disbursement variables . An alternative Brown, George F., Jr., Comparison of Forecast
scheme is proposed. Accuracy meon the Disturbanceo Are Small: Directly

EStimatod Reduced Forms vs. X-Clas Znduced
FP 82 Reduced Forms, 17 pp., Dec 1971 (To he published
Forst, Brian Z., A Doctor's Introduction to Do- in the Journal of the American Statistical Associ-
cllon Analysia, 17 pp., Nov 1971 (Presented at ation), AD 736 355
the EnSineering Foundation Conference on Quantita- In this paper, we consider forecasts based
tive Decision Making for the Delivery of Ambula- upon (1) reduced forms estimated directly and
tory Care, Jul 1971), AD 732 556 (2) reduced forms derived from structural equa-

tions estimated by K-class methods. Using the
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method of small-asymptotics, the asymptotic A social policy is always imbedded In a feed-
expected mean squared error of any linear coo- back- structure and associated with the man-
bination of forecasts is derived in both cases. agent of one or more social conditions. The
Except in special cases, we show that neither of policy controls at least some of the actions
the two methods of estimation dominated in the influencing the condition. Information about the
sense of having a lower expected mean squared condition (usually incomplete, late and in- %
error, regardless of which k-class method is accurate information) is the input to the
used. This result confirms earlier findings of policy. Policy, therefore, operates in a
the same nature based upon a large ample feedback structure in which actions change the
asymptotic efficiency criterion. condition, and the changed condition, acting

through the policy effects future actions.
Pp 86 Because feedback loops from the basic element of
Harrison, Robert A., Nultivarato Regression structure In system dynamics models this method-
Aalya s and Slaughter Livestock. 33 pp.. Dec ology is well suited to dynamic analysis of
1971, AD 736 356 social policy. System dynamics provides the

Throughout its history, the econometric descriptive power of coupled non-linear differ-
analysis of slaughter livestock has been charac- ential equations. But the methodology also
terted by diversity of opinion on numerous permits the analysis to be easily comunicated
fundamental issues. The issues Include the to people who have never studied calculus.
relationships between slaughter weight and System dynamics also provide a useful approach
prices, changes In consueer preferences for to the validation of policy simulations.
meat, the interdependence of slaughter livestock
prices (such as hog, fed cattle, and nonfed pp 90
cattle prices), the interdependence of prices Hider, Charles H., An N-Seep 2-Variablo Search
and storage stocks, and seasonality. The resolu- Algorithm for the Component Placement Problem, 58
tion of these issues is discussed in this paper. pp., Oct 1972 (Presented at the 41st National . -

New techniques are proposed, and regression Meeting, Operations Research Society of America,
models based on these techniques are given The New Orleans, Louisiana, 27 Apr 1972; Published in
regression equations ware used to make monthly Naval Research Logistics Quarterly, Vol. 20, No.
predictions for a two-year period beyond the 4, Dec 1973), AD 740 996
period of the data base for the equations. The component placement problem is a special . -

case of the quadratic assignment problem in

PP 87 which the imbedded linear assignment problem is
Harkins, James A., Computer SoftWOar: A Naejr absurd. An Important application of the com-
Mapon System Component, 6 pp., Ian 1972 (Pro- ponent placement problem is in the design auto-
sented at the ACH 10th Annual Symposium, .ashing- motiom of electronic systems development where a
ton Chapter, Jun 1971), AD 736 357 satisfactory placent of component modules con-

It is not computer hardware that determines tributes greatly to the successful completion of
the success of an application but rather it is the more difficult task of interconnection
computer software. The development of new mili- routine. In this paper, an improved search alSo-
tary systems or new uses for old systes may or tithe is introduced which has the capability of
may not involve now computer hardware but, producing near optimal solutions to the coo-
invariably they involve new software. Thus, In ponent placement problem which are completely
fact, it is computer software that has become an reproducible at an acceptable expenditure of
integral component of contemporary military computational resources. A second objective is
systems, and must be explicitly considered when the assessment of the question of how close to
either evaluating or developing such systems optimal are the near optimal solutions.

1 pp 91
Lockman, Robert F., An Nvaluetion of the Applicant Piersall, Charles H., Jr. (LCdr., USK) and
Znterftw /arm for CZA Support Jobs, 17 pp., Mar Borgstrom, Robert Z. (DP2, USH), Cost Analysis of
1972, AD 740 995 Optional Methods of Shipboard Domestic Meats Dia-

A detailed study of the reliability and posal, 23 pp., Jan 1972 (Presented at the Annual
validity of the CKA applicant interview for sup- Northeast Regional Anti-Pollution Conference at
port staff positions is carefully evaluated in the University of Rhode Island, Jul 1972),
terms of standardization and future performance AD 744 192
of applicants. The problem of sewage and waste disposal from

U.S. Naval ships is recognized by the highest
Fp 9 authorities in the Navy. This paper discusses
Barney, Gerald 0., System Dpwoicar and the Ana l- four optional methods for the disposal of ship-
&s of Social Policy, 26 pp., Apr 1972 (Presented board domestic wastes. The annuali ed investment
at the XIX International Meeting of the Institute and operating cost associated with the imple-
of Management Sciences, Houston, Texas, 4-8 Apr mentation of each of the options are presented.
1972), AD 744 L91 The model considers non-nuclear, seagoing
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surface ships with a manning level greater than Mediterranean. These data have been drawn from
50 sen. Estimates were developed on a per ship entirely public sources, but heretofore they
per class basis and aggregated for the total have not been readily accessible, nor have they
surface fleet. This approach permits the been drawn tosethar in this manner, and in this
investigation of different combinations of the sense, they do represent something new and
options by srely specifying the number and type revealing.
of ships to be considered in any option.

PIP 92 Robinson, Jack A., rbe Brit sh Official Secrets
Forst, Brian E., Decision Analysis and edical Act: An zramination, 23 pp., Jul 1972 (Presented
flalprectice, 28 pp., May 1972 (Presented at the at the 8th Annual Seminar, National Classification
41st National Meeting, Operations Research Society Management Society, Palo Alto, California, 18-20
of America, New Orleans, Louisiana, 27 Apr 1972; Jul 1972), AD 745 043
Published in ORSA Journal, Vol. 22, No. 1, Jan-Feb It has been recommended that the British
1974), AD 744 193 Official Secrets Act be adapted by the United

Normative decision theory has been applied to States. The purpose of this paper is to present
the problem of evaluating alternative diagnosis- the available Information on the British law,
treatment strategies. The courts rely upon a discuss some facts about its relationship to our
different set of doctrine in performing the same own, and offer some observations about its
sort of evaluation. This paper investigates the effect on operations.
differences. It is suggested that the alleged
malpractice crisis results largely from the 1 96
application of a set of ambiguous and mutually Powers, Bruce F. and Goldberg, Martin,* Simulation
inconsistent aedico-legal principals such as ot Rapid Ship unloading by Ifel€copter. 11 pp., Jul
reasonable medical certainty, standards of good 1972 (Presented at the 5th Conference on the
medical practice in the community, and prohi- Applications of Simulation (also known as the 1971
sates cause. The expected utility criterion of Winter Simulation Conference sponsored by ACM/
decision analysis is proposed as an alternative AIIE/IFZE/SAR.iSCI/TIMS), New York, Nay York, Dec
to this melange, both for the purposes of estab- 1971), AD 748 791
lishing the existence of negligence and for do- This paper describes a simulation model of
termining the proper amount of compensation. the rapid unloading of a ship by helicopter. The

commander must decide at what distance to eta-
1 93 tion the ship from the unloading point ashore,
Zedlewski, Edwin W., Estimatlon and Znferonce In how many of his helicopters to use for the un-
Lnary Repono Refgessimon, 51 pp., May 1972, loading, and the grouping of the participating
AD 744 194 helicopters. This paper describes a simulation

The purpose of this paper is to expand the model which can assist the commander with his
methodology available to binary response reSres- decisions and enable him to unload his ship as
sion. Estimation procedures that do not require rapidly and effectively as possible.
replicated experiments are derived for the * Northwestern University, xndustrlal EnTineering
multi-parameter logistic model, and inference Department.

* procedures are developed for an analog to the
analysis of variance. The investigations of the pp 97
distributions of small-sample tests and of Friedheim, Robert L., A Law of the Sea Conference-
locally optimal experimental plans are cursory, Nho Mods Zt? 30 pp., Aug 1972 (Presented at the
but they suggest directions for further Symposium on International Relations and the
research. Future of Ocean Space, sponsored by the Institute

on International Studies, University of South

P194 Carolina, Colunbia, South Carolina, Apr 12, 1972.
Weinland, Robert G., Soviet Transits of the ft'k- Published in SAIS Review, Fall 1972; Reprinted in
JIb Straits: 1945-1970--An Historical Aote on the the Development Digest, Agency for International
*Nstab. L wtmm and Dimensions of the Soviet Naval Development, Apr 1973; Published as a chapter in a

Presence In the Mediterranean, 19 pp., Apr 1972, book entitled, International Relations and the
AD 745 042 Future Of Ocean Space, edited by Robert G.

This paper discusses Soviet naval activity in irsing, Columbia, South Carolina, University of
the Mediterranean based on data from 1945 to South Carolina Press, 1974), AD 748 792
1970. Although the Soviet naval presence has This paper assesses the state of the oeSoti-
clearly played a mot influential role in the ations on the law of the sea. It explores the
Mediterranean, little empirical data on these usefulness and productiveness of the discussions
operations has been readily accessible, This In the U.N. Seabed Coimittee-constituted as the
discussion attempts to specify a mmber of the preparatory €omittee of the Law of the Sea Con-
dimensions of these operations, and to provide ference. It raises not only the questions of
an empirical basis for making some rough approx- whether there will be sufficient progress to
Imations regarding Soviet naval activity in the hold a plenary Law of the Sea Conference in 1973
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but also the question of what substantive direc- the N-step, Z-variabLe search algorithm. Running
tion the discussion seem to be taking. It brings time reductions as wall as improved solution
out the fact that the world comunity is relying values are demonstrated for the Steinberg test
solely upon this single, ldeflnLte, universal problem.
law-making conference to resolve the multiple
problems of the increased uses of the sea. PP 101

elder, Charles H., A CcputatIonally Simplified
IV so Pai-Rxcbane Algorithm for the Quadratic Assign-

row, George I., Jr., Structural Ese ition by mene Problem, 28 pp., Nov 1972, AD 756 503
X-Clawa methods and Reduced Form Fzoecasetim, 207 Recently, considerable Interest has been
pp., Aug 1972, AD 748 793 generated in efficient assignment problem

In this study, small disturbance asymptotic algorithms as a result of computer-aided design U
approximation methods are employed to study the automation system projects. Currently available t
properties of forecasts based upon directly QAP algorithms can be characterized as being
estimated reduced forms and upon K-class -induced computationally complex and requiring medium to
reduced forms. Theorems are presented giving the large scale computers for Implementation.
small-disturbance asymptotic bias ad mean Computer-aided design applications, however, are
squared error of forecasts based upon reduced frequently centered around small process control
form estimated directly or derived from the computers with limited available memory so that
K-class estimates of structural parameters. It the more sophisticated QAP procedures cannot be
is shown that neither method of reduced forn utilised. This paper presents a computationally
estimation dominates asymptotically In terms of simplified palr-exchange algorithm which has
having a smaller man squared error for any proven to be comparable with the currently
linear combination of forecasts unless the co- available QAP algorithm and which is imple-
variance matrix of structural disturbances is mentable on a smell computer.
diagonal; then K-class induced reduced forms
dominate in the above sense. These results are I 102
useful for problems In which the properties of Schneiderman, S. Bernard, Raid RecognItion Proba-
linear combination* of parameters in different bilities for Sensor-Oriented Surveillance Systems,
equations of the system are of Interest, as wall 42 pp., Nov 1969 (Presented at the 36th Annual
as in the study of forecasting. Operations Research Society of America Mesting,

Nov 1969), AD 761 673
P99 The problems of raid recognition, the ability

Ealpern, Abraham N., Pekin and the Problem of to discern the occurrence of essay movement in
Japan, 191-72, 42 pp., Jul 1972, AD 749 576 the midst of innocent background traffic, Is

This paper deals. with a specific period of studied In the context of sensor-oriented our-
China's age-old preoccupation with her most veillance systems for anti-vehicular and anti-
powerful Asian neighbor, Japan. In analyzing the personnel surface operations.
developments of the past four years, the tactics
of the Chinese approach to Japan have been care- Pp 103
fully observed and considered. Used on these Friedhelm, Robert L., Political Aspects of Ocean
observations, the study presents the possible volong, 55 pp., Feb 1973 (To be published as a
objectives which have influenced Sino-Japanese chapter of Nho Protects the Oceans? Published by
relations, and points out similar actions which the Joint Working Group on Ocean Environment of -7
characterized China's approach to Japan over the the American Society of International Law),
years. It emphasize@ the variations to past AD 757 936
actions as well, and develops the Idea of a It is the purpose of this paper to discuss
newly emerging context of Chinese foreign policy some fundamental aspects of politics, outline
where Japan is concerned. the nature of the world political system and its

relationship to ecological problems, and point
IF 100 up a amber of politically derived problems on
Holder, Charles H., A /ecopooltion Procedure for bargaining on ecological questions.
the Quadratic Assignment Problem, 21 pp., Nov 1972
(Presented at the 42nd Ntional eeting, I 104
Operations Research Society of America, Nov 1972), Schick, Jack N., A Review of James Cables' 'Gom-
AD 751 215 boat Diplomacy: Political Applications of Limited

The Quadratic Assignment Problem is one of Naval Force', 12 pp., Feb 1973 (Reviewed in the
many combinatorlal optLsation problems en- American Political Science Review, Vol. LXVI, Doc
countered in operations research where the reia- 1972)
tionship between the computational running time
of the available algorithm and problem size is IF 105
an Increasing polynomial. This paper presents a Corn, Robert J. and Phillips, Gary i., Optimal
decomposition procedure for reducing the running Correction of onfire Errors, 27 pp., mar 1973,
time of large QAPs. The procedure Incorporates AD 761 674
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Stochastic control of error In a discrete reflected by the Current Population Survey of
@yetsm is analysed for so error model comprised the Bureau of the Census.
of zero msen uncorrelated and Morkovian proc-

*esses plus a tandom bias of known functional Pr 110
form. It Is show that the optimal solution in Augusta. Joseph R., A Wrtique of Cost Analysis, 7
the cease of minimum mean square error Is pp., Jul 1973, AD 766 376
realised with a Kalman filter, a linear pre- This paper concentrate* on two broad areas of
dietor, and a storage-feedback device.* The concern to today's coat analysts; one is pro-
system used to Illustrate this application is a curement costing, the other is force level
gam system, and performancet comparisons are costing. Both these types of cost analyses have
given for It. beams strengthened to recant years; the latter L

because of the change in the way 0SD manages the
PI 106S planning system-the introduction of Fiscal
Stoloff, Peter H., Urn's QuIds for Ger.llmed Guidance-and the former because of the change
Factor Analysis frograa. 42 pp., Feb 1973, in the procurement system-the DUIC and the
AD 756 824. with addendum, 7 pp., Aug 1974, Independent review system. It discusses how the
AD 766 311 fiscal Guidance System works in the Navy; and

Factor analysis Is a statistical procedure the us of the Navy Resource Model, or MARK, in
*useful In reducing a large set of variables to a estimating the resource Implication of a force

smaller, more manageable sat.* The factor analy- change.
tic model and its uses are discussed.* A detailed
description of program card preparation, compu- Hr III
tational procedures a"d a sample run are earrick, Robert W., rhe USI 'a 'lue Doet of
provided. Det 'Cocep:A Unified Nilitary ln o

One of Corxess, PArlsfeio 1,W 1966 Sovi, Deene iise
to rivde as parsimognos desription, 20 ppI sec s atte2r Cmmnif stdr Prtyc

Intrrlaiosmung ar system of variables.Ti he nor any other Soviet leader or publicist has
peper presents a method by which factors eve wr again referred to In the public media: We
exogenous variables can be correlated without stand treagull;g and oflldnt~alIy In the
the numerically cumbersomes proces of computing defense of the peacefti work of car people, the
factor scores. awoe so amw mben the creation of the Bue mae

HISS of Dafmse ba* been complted for our Stets.
pp IftThis statement generated a wave of journalistic

NcConnll, Jams M. and Kelly, Anne M., Superpower speculation an to the nature of the bl1e Belt
Naval Dipommy In the Lado-Pakistani Crals, 17 system and the Soviet forces Involved. Emining
pp., Feb 1973 (Published, with revisions, In various media statements, and other open source
Survival, Nov/De 1973), AD 761 675 coments, the paper concludes that the Soviet

This paper discusses the deployment of U.S.* system Is not purely noval. Although the Blue
and Soviet fleet units to the Indian Ocean Belt Is solely concerned with the seahorne
following the outbreak of the Indo-Pakistani War nuclear threat from the strike carriers and
on 3 December 1971.* The time sequence of Soviet missile submarines of the United States and
and U.S. chip deployments Is traced with the other N*M? states, the defense against this
attempt mede to discern underlying policy threat Is a mission shared jointly with other

* objectives of such novas.* service branches.

Derghooe a, Fred, G., SAlarIee-A Preuswoz* for Ginsberg, Lawrence U., ILF Atmosphere Sol"e Level
the Study of trends, 15 pp., De 1972 (Published Statistics for Project Sanguine, 7 pp., Apr 1974
in Review of Income and Wealth, series 18, Mo. 4. (Published In lIKE Transactions on Coemunications,
Dee 1972) Vol. 0011-22, No. 4, Apr 1974), AD 766 969

This paper proposed that salary structures Statistics of narrow-band extremely low fre-
and the development of salaries over time be quency (ZLF) noise for use In Sanguine systems
considered within the framework of the die- analysis ware obtained at locations In Malta and
tribution of Income over time.* In particular, it Cuem. The results of four seasons of ILF atnos-
enemines certain saLary scales in the United pheric noise measurmnts are discussed.* In

*States and the progressions of typical mndi- particular the contributions of local thunder-
* viduals' salaries during the period 1948-1269, storms to high noise levels, i.e., the 1 percent

In comparison with the percentile distributions exceedance levels are shown. Spectra of the
of household income in the se period, as 1 percent and 50 percent exceedance levels of
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the magnetic-field intensity component, obtained abundance, and how it shove that they follow our
from the sensor aligned for maximum reception open literature very closely. The -third section
from northern Wisconsin are plotted, looks briefly at each of the several Soviet

books on military operations research with some
PIP 113 comparisons with our own literature. The final
Ginsberg, Lawrence H., Prop gation Anomalies section looks at what can be discerned from the
Du.ring Project Sanguine Izperiments. 6 pp., Apr literature taken as a whole with regard to per-
1974 (Published in IZZZ Transactions on Communica- sonalities, organization, and trends.
tions, Vol. CON-22, no. 4, Apr 1974), AD 786 968

Extremely low frequency (ELF) electromagnetic PP 117
wave propagation was investigated by measuring McWhIte, Peter S. and Ratliff, H. Donald*, Doe
the amplitude of a CV signal transmitted from fending a Log itics System Vhder WlMnn Attack, 24 . -

the Sanguine site In North Carolina to receiving pp., Aug 1976 (To be submitted for publication in
* .sites located in Now York State, Labrador, and the Naval Research Logistics Quarterly),

Iceland. AD A030 454
A fundamental problem in mine warfare defense

PP 114 is to deploy mine countermeasure resources and
Maloney, Arthur P., Job Satisfaction and ob l urn- to route supplies so that shipping Losses are
over. 43 pp., Jul 1973, AD 768 410 minilized. The shipping losses at a port are a

Change models are considered In relation to function of the mining attacks, the quantity and
studies of factors affecting job-change de- duration of countermeasure efforts, and the
cisions. This background serves s a framework amount shipped from the port. Models and solu-
for critical reviews of recent research on job tion algorithms are developed in this paper to
satisfaction end job turnover. The reviews are optimally apportion scarce countermeasure re-
followed by an analysis of job turnover during a sources when the quantity of supplies shipped
seven-year period at Alpha Corp., a medium-sise out of each port is not subject to control and
operations research organisation. for the case when one can control both flow

routing and countermeasures deployment. When the
PIP 115 shipping schedule is fixed, the models are
Silverman, Lester P., The Determinants of Aer- special cases of minimum cost network flow pro-
genc v and Elective Adissions to nospitals. 136 blame. For the more general problem, an enumera-
pp., Jul 1973 (To be published in the Journal of tion algorithm Is developed and computational
the American Statistical Association (Chapter 1) results presented.
and Health Services Research (Chapter 2)), Unive ritg o Florida
AD 766 377

Studios of the demand for hospital services P 11s
have generally ignored the determinants of Darfoot, C. Bernard, NaZkoV Duels, 13 pp., Apr
arrivals of different types of patients at 1973 (Published In Operations Research, Vol. 22,
individual hospitals In a geographic area. To No. 2, Mar-Apr 1974)
enable efficient resource allocation, the Narkov duels aro a general class of stochas-
hospital should be able to forecast the demand tic duels in which each weapon has Markov-
for admissions of three categories of patiet, dependent fire, that Is, the outcomes of shots
emergency, urgent, and elective, in specific by each weapon form a Markov process. This paper
diagnosis/ae classes. This paper examines develops duel models for the situation in which
properties of alternative models for predicting the outcomes form a finite stationary Markov
daily emergency admissions in Allegheny County, chain and both weapons have an unlimited supply
Pennsylvania, structures a cross-saction time- of emnition, fire at constant intervals of
series model of emergency admissions to in- time, and duel until one is killed.
dividual hospitals, and formalizes and tests a
descriptive model of hospital admissions Pp 119
decisions on urgent and elective patients. Locbma, Robert P. and Stoloff, Peter H., Devel-

offaisst of the Navy Raman Relations guestionnaize,
it 116 2 pp., May 1974 (Reprinted from the Proceedings,

ihn, Allan S., An Assessment of Military opera- 81st Annual Convention, APA, 1973), AD 779 240
tim Research In the USi, 19 pp., Sep 1973, The purpose of the present study was to de-
AD 770 116 sign a questionnaire to measure the racial

This paper has four sections followed by cort- attitudes of Naval personnel. Analysis of the
cluslons and an assessment. The first section responses to the questionnaire would identify
concerns the historical development of opera- the various attitudes it measures, their inter-
tions research in the USSR and related areas relationships, and differences in attitudes
along with om coments on the political back- between groups.
ground in which this occurred. The second sec-
tion discusses open Soviet military literature
In general end is Intended to point out both its
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* Schrimper, Ronald A.* and Sith, Michael V., Sco- Friedhel, Robert L. and Jehn, Mary E., Antiei-

omic Analusis of the .atCrec.i Dispersian of pating Soviet Bhavior at the Third US Law of the
Crimambl Activity, 29 pp.. Jun 1974 (Presented at Sea Conferene: USSR Positions and Dilemmas, 37

, the Economic Society Heeting, 30 Dec 1973), pp., Aug 1974 (To be published in Soviet Naval
AD 780 538 5G! Policy, edited by Michael MccGuire; New York:

The particular objectives of this study are: Praeger), AD 783 701/6GI.
(1) to develop a theoretical model of the crime The purpose of this paper is to assess the
flows between areas of a city or other urban known probable Soviet positions on a number of
region, identifying factors determining the major substantive ocean law Issues and examine
flows; (2) to test hypotheses concerning the some serious problems the Soviet Union will face
effects that casual factors, especially the eco- in developing its bargaining strategy for the UN
nomIc variables, identified in the model have on conference to be held in the susmer of 1974 in
the generation and occurrence of property crime. Caracas, Venezuela.

* North Carolina State U lver ity 1PP125.

PIP 121 inland, Robert G., Soviet Nva.l Operations-7an
Devine, Eugene J., Procuremsnt and Retention of rears of change, 16 pp., Aug 1974 (To be published
Navy Physiclans, 21 pp., Jun 1974 (Paper presented In Soviet Naval Policy, edited by Michael
at the 49th Annual Conference of the Wesctern Eco- Ncchwuire; New York: Prasger), AD 783 962/4GI
nomic Association, Las Vegas, Nevada, 10 Jun The Soviet navy has now been operating con-
1974), AD 780 539/3G tinuously on the high seas for a decade.

* This paper addresses the problem of Navy Although its first pest-war cruise took place in
physician procurement and retention In the all- 1953, and a contingent of Soviet submarines vas
volunteer environment, and particularly to based in Albania from 1958 to 1961, it was not
"sees the scholarship program and the bonus until 1964 that the Soviet navy established a
legislation. This paper is based upon a major significant permanent presence outside its
study which was essentially completed in the coastal waters. Since then, both the scope and
summer of 1973 (CIA 1030). It was not plausible Intensity of this presence have increased -
to update the study, but we have had to take markedly and the Soviets have begun to make
account of certain mew developments, especially active use of their deployed naval forces-not
the bonus legislation just enacted. only in the forward defense of their homeland

bet in the protection and promotion of their
pp121 overseas interests as well.
Kelly, Anne N., 22e Soviet Naval .remence During
the .raq-X ltl Borde: Dispute: lUsrch-ApriZ 1973, PP 127

34 pp., Jun 1974 (To be published in Soviet Naval Dragnich, George S., The Soviet Union'& guest for
Policy, edited by Michael IccGuire; New York: ACCORS to Naval FacilitiesID V pt Prior to the
Praeger), AD 780 592 June Mar of I 67, 64 pp., Jul 1974, AD 786 318

The subject of thie paper is the visit of This study seeks to identify and elucidate
Admiral Gorshkov and a contingent of Soviet Soviet attempts to secure access to naval facil-
naval ships to Iraq in April 1973, at the time LtLes in Egypt before the June War of 1967. As
of the Iraq-Kuwaiti border dispute. First, the far as possible, it describes the methods which
events which occurred prior to the arrival of the Soviets employed towards that end. The study
the Soviets behavior are discussed, end a plans- also seeks to explaia why the USSR perceived a
ibls explanation is suggested. The paper con- need for those facilities, and attempts to iden-
cludes with observations on the implications of tify landmarks In the Soviet effort to obtain
this diplomacy, access to them. The study also examines the Suez

crisis of 1956, the Syrian-Turkish crisis of
PP 123 1957, and the Lebanon crisis of 1958 for the
Petersen, Charles C., rhe Soviet Port-ClearIng light which they shed on Egypt's subsequent re-
Operation in angladeah, March l972--scember sponse to Soviet persuasion and pressure for
1973, 35 pp., Jun 1974, AD 780 540/1G! access to its naval facilities. Where relevant

This paper includes first, an account of the to this question, Egyptian views of the Sixth
port-clearing operation in langladesh; second, Fleet and other Western naval forces are
an analysis of the political objectives sought examined.
by the Soviets in undertaking the operation; and
finally, an assesment of the political impact pp 128
and significance of the operation. Lockman, Robert F. and Stoloff, Peter H., IBalu-

ticon of Naval Officer Performance, 10 pp., Aug
1974, AD 784 012/7G-

The Navy officer performance evaluation form
was revised to provide more comprehensive and
behaviorally-oriented measures of human
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relations and task-oriented performance. Super- judgments on the meaning and importance of
visors completed current nd revised performance Navles In Nar and Pence.
evaluation forms for a representative sample of -

1,121 naval officers. A factor analysis of the P 132
revised form Items produced three factors, Eleiuman, Samuel D., Racial Differences in Hours
representing bumn relations, and task-oriented Marked In the Market. A Preliminary Report, 76 pp.
performance and formal comunications ability Feb 1975 (Paper read on 26 Oct 1974 at the Eastern
for officers of each rank sampled. Convergent Zconoac Association Convention In Albany, New
and discrimlnant validity across forms was York), AD A005 517
demonstrated by the multitralt-multinothod Racial differences in the labor market have
procedure. been the concern of numerous economic studies in

recent years. &lack-white differences in earn-
p in ings, unemployment and labor market activity
sosle, Arlene S. and Horowits, Stanley A., Partial have been extensively explored for both males
MwasqZopent lnsurance Benefits and the /ueat of and females. Invariably, the studios show racial
Partial ftemlopsent, 3 pp., Aug 1974 (Published differences to persist even after standardixaton
In The Journal of Human Resources, Vol. IX, No. 3, of the population. It is the intent of this
Sumer 1974), AD 764 010/IG1 paper to continue the investigation of labor

In a paper appearing t Zbe .luatl of UNman supply difference. It will draw on a model with
Resources, Raymond Hunts examined the patterns the multiple individual household as the center
and incentive effects of partial unemployment of analysis.
insurance benefit schedules. Using evidence on
individual workers receiving partial benefits in pP 133
Wisconsin, Hunts demonstrated that Implicit Squires, Michael L., A Stochastic Model of Regime
marginal tax rates on &aings can have dramatic Change In Lati America, 41 pp., Feb 1975,
effects on work behavior. Workers tend to adjust AD A007 912
their earnings to increase combined earnings and This paper presents a mathematical model of
benefits. Re did not present evidence on other regime change in Latin America; the model is a
sources of variation in partial unemployment finite Narkov chain with stationary transition
benefits. This note reports on a study that probabilities. A first-order Markov chain was
investigated the work incentive effects of per- found to fit the data satisfactorily, although
tial unemployment benefits across states, taking there wore indications that systematic biases
into account all sources of variation that may existed. More sophisticated models which relax
effect labor market activity. some of the assumptione of finite arkov chains

may result in a better fit. between model and
IPIp data.
Dismukas, N. Bradford, Roles and issions o•
Soviet Nvel General Purpose Force In Vsrtie: PP pp 134
Pro-SS Operations? 19 pp., Avg 1974, AD 786 320 Root, Richard N. and Cunniff, P.F.,* A Stud of

This paper deals with the relationship be- the Shock Spectrum of a 2No-aegroe-of-Frooe m
tweet CPT force levels and capabilities and the Nonlinear Vibratory SVstem, 38 pp., Dec 1975 (Pub-
SSW1 security issue from the Soviet naval policy lished in Journal of the Acoustical Society of
to re-examine the body of available evidence by America, Vol. 60, o. 6, Dec 1976)
asking two questions which have thus far been The shock spectrum due to the motion of the
liven scant attention: what kind of threat to foundation or isolator mass of a two-deagree-of-
their own SSW5's do the Soviets perceive in freedom vibratory system was studied. The system
Western ASW systems? What has been their re- had a cubic hardening elastic nonlinearity in
action, If any, to this potential threat? the foundation or isolator restoring force. The

system we mpulsively shocked, and analytical,

PIP 131 experimental, and numerical methods were used to
- Mainland, Robert G., An Analysis of Admiral determine the resulting shock spectrum. The

Grshkovs 'Navis in Par and Peace', 44 pp., Jul system was studied theoretically in two differ-
1974 (To be published in Soviet Naval Policy, at ways. An analytic solution was developed
edited by Michael MccGwuLre; Now York: Praeger), uig perturbation expansion of the nonlinear
AD 766 319 equations of mtion, combined with an analytic

The first objective of this paper is to de- solution for the shock spectrum due to the
scribe the publication of Navles in Lar and motion. A numerical solution to the nonlinear
Peace and sumarize the arguments advanced there equations of notion was developed as wall and
by Adiral Gorshkov. The second objective is to used to verify the range of validity of the
aemis potential L.nks between the publication solution developed from the perturbation

of his statement and the domstic and inter- expansion.
national contexts in which it appeared. The * Departent of Mchanical B eieerng, Oniversity
third objective is to present some summary of 1"ryland.
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PP 135 processing, and the programming of special-
Goudreau, Kenneth A.; Kuxmack, Richard A.; and purpose applications.
Wiedemann, Karen, Ar tlIsia of Closure Alternativea
for Naval Stations and Naval Air Stations, 44 pp., PP 139
Jun 1975 (Published in Rearing before the Sub- organ, William F. Jr., Beoand Folklore and Fables
committee on Military Cozntruction of the Coop- In Forestry to Positive Zconomics, 12 pp., Aug
mIttee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate, 93rd 1975 (Paper presented at the 1974 Annual Keting
Congress, Lot Session, Part 2, 22 Jun 73), of the Southern Economic Association, Atlanta,
AD A074 561 Georgia, Nov 1974), AD A015 293

This paper compares the demand for support To push economics beyond the stage of folk-
resources at Naval Stations and Naval Air Sta- lore requires that ue adopt scientific methods
tions by ship and aircraft loadings planned for In Judging the validity of our hypotheses or
PY-74 with the support actually provided in theories. The process of sorting valid from
PY-69. It is found that many stations have the invalid hypotheses by exaninlog implications
capacity to support additional ships and air- about the behavior of decision-makers is an
craft at standards no worse than those that exercise In positive economics. It relies on
prevailed in FY-69. determining vhat Is rather than what ought to be

or what Is thought to be. Positive economics in
PP 136 this sense is the bread-and-butter of applied
Stallings, William W., Cybernetics and Behavior economics, and yet forest economists have often
2herapy, 12 pp., Mar 1976 (Published In Journal of failed to grasp its significance in some of
Cybernetics, Vol. 4, No. 1, 1974) their important analytic work. This failure has

This paper discusses the contribution that led to the wholesale acceptance of beliefs that
cybernetics can make to the practice of behavior are of questionable validity.
therapy. It is proposed that the processes
underlying behavioral disorders cam best be IT 140
understood using the concepts of cybernetics and Mahoney, Robert S. and Druckman, Daniel,* Simula-
that a cybernetic analysis of a given behavioral cin, Experimentation and Conae, 36 pp., Sep
situation can be helpful in developing a there- 1975 (Published in Simulation & Games, Vol. 6, No.
peutic strategy. To make these ideas concrete, a 3, Sep 1975)
specific example--the analysis and treatment of There is a noticeable trend among simulation
the fear of flying-is discussed. Following this designers toward the construction of models of
example, conclusions are drawn concerning the the middle range that are designed in an attempt
Implications of the cybernetic point of view for to resolve the tension between the contextual

* behavior therapy. Finally, what might be called particularity of events and the apparent order
a cybernetic theory of man is introduced, and and organization of events in the form of
its relevance to behavior therapy Is discussed. general laws and theory. This paper is presented

% "as an attempt to underscore this preference both
1 137 in comparison to more abstract expertsients

- Petersen, Charles C., The Soviet Union and the designed to uncover general laws and real world
Reopening of the Suez Canal: Nineclearing Opera- experiments designed to describe the uniqueness
tin In the Gulf of Sues, 29 pp., Jun 1975, of particular even an exercise in positive
AD A015 376 economics. It relies on determining vhat Is

The Soviet Union is a seapover which, like rather than what ought to be or what Is thought
the United States, has sought to meet naval to be. Positive economics in this sense is the
requirements through diplomatic effort. This bread-and-butter of applied economics, and yet
publication will contribute to a fuller ap- forest economists have often failed to grasp its -

preciation of the degree to which naval re- significance in some of their important analytic
quirements condition Soviet policy in this area work. This failure has led to the wholesale
of the world. acceptance of beliefs that are of questionable

validity.
pIp136 * athematica, Inc.
Stallings, William W., BRIDGZE An Interactive Dia-
logue-eneration Facility, 4 pp., Aug 1975 (Pub- pp 141
lished in 1E11 Transactions on Systems, Man, and NLrahL, Maurice M., Generalized Hermits PoI V-
Cybernetics, May 1975) nomials, 5 pp., Feb 1976 (Published in Journal of

An Interactive programing system for the Computational and Applied Mathematics, Vol. 1, No.
generation of man-computer dialogues is Lntro- 4, 1975)
duced. The system consists of an integrated set Rermite polynomials of several variables are
of tools that are used to define and generate defined by a generalization of the Rodriques
the software for a variety of dialogues. The formula for ordinary Hermits polynomials.
system is capable of generating dialogues for Several properties are derived, Including the
computer-assisted Instruction (CAI), data differential equation satisfied by the
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polynomials and their explicit expression. An" PP I4
application is given. Durch, William J., rhe Navy of the Republic of

Chin--flstory, Problems and Prospects. 40 pp.,
PP 142 Aug 1976 .(Published in A Guide to Asiatic Fleets,
Jehn, Christopher; Lockman, Robert F.; and Naval Institute Press), AD A030 460
Shughart, William F., Il (PN3, USK), Models for This paper includes the following topics: the
Sstimating Premature Losses and Recruiting RCN in 1975; historical development, contempo-
District Performance, 35 pp., Jan 1976 (Presented rary role; contemporary political clout; and,
at the RAND Conference on Defense Manpower, Feb present trends, future prospects.
1976), AD A020 443

Navy concern about early losses of ftrst-term PI 145
enlistees led to this study. Nearly 30 percent Kelly, Ann* N., Port Visits and the 'Znternation-
of enlistees in 1970 had prematurely discharged alist Mission' of the Soviet Navy, 36 pp., Apr
by the end of 1974, and projections for sub- 1976, AD A023 436
sequent years were even higher (1,2). The Navy This paper begins with a brief summary of the
was concerned not only about the effects of the level of the Soviet port visit effort through
losses on training plans and fleet readiness, 1974. Then a composite of the typical Soviet
but also about the dollar costs. The average port call by visit type is discussed. Inferences
cost of getting one recruit to his first duty are then drawn about the larger objectives of
station following graduation from recruit this activity. It is concluded that Soviet naval
training exceeded $3,000 In FY 1975. strategy in the third world is driven not only

Consequently, the goals of this study were by the ueed to counter imperialist fleets but by
to: the requirement to secure access to hospitable

1. Develop a model of losses during the ports in specific regions of the third world to
first year of service that could be used support forward deployments. These deployments
to evaluate recruiting policy changes and serve both wartime and peacetime objectives.
improve the screening of applicants for
enlistment; and p 146

2. Develop a model for evaluating the pro- Palmour, Vernon E., Alternatives for Zncreasing
ductivity of Nvy Recruiting Districts Access to -Scientific Journals, 6 pp., Feb 1976
that could be used in setting quotas, (Published in IEEE Transactions on Professional
allocating canvassers, and assessing Communication, Vol. PC-18, No. 3, Sep 1975),
recruiting performance. AD A021 798

The nation's libraries are currently faced
1 143 with severe budget problems-. One of the more
Horowitz, Stanley A. end Sharman, Allan (LCdr., critical areas for the large academic research
USK), Maintenance Personnel Effectiveness in the libraries is the acquisition of scientific
N avy, 32 pp., Jan 1976 (Presented at the RAND Con- journals. Faced with the requirement to reduce
ference on Defense Manpower, Feb 1976 and pub- the number of journal titles to stay within
lishod In the Conference Proceedings), AD A021 581 budgets, many librarians are considering

Very little ia known about the relative per- cooperative activities to share resources. At
formance of personnel who differ in education, the same time the number of available current
experience, ability, training in the Navy, and titles still appears to be increasing. The
race. Efficient allocation of Navy personnel dilema is basically how to spread reduced real
requires that variations in productivity among dollars over an increasing number of titles
individuals reflect variations in their cost. competing for the funds. Based upon a recent
Thus, knowledge of how personnel differences are study by the Association of Research Libraries,
likely to contribute to effectiveness dif- two alternative approaches for improving the
ferences is necessary for rigorous analysis of access to periodical resources are examined. The
Navy policies regarding the level of manning, two basic configurations are 1) a single new
recruitment, assignment, rotation, and pay. This national facility with a comprehensive collc-
paper focuses on maintenance as an activity tion, and 2) a regional resource network based
contributing to effectiveness. Our feeling is on designated existing library collections.
that if we are successful in attributing varia- After a brief description of the approaches,
tione among ships in the level of maintenance to they are compared on the basis of estimated
differences in the makemup of the portion of the costs and satisfied demands. Additional noncost
crew responsible for maintenance, we will have factors are included in the final decision for a
an important step toward more informed analysis single new national center.
of defense manpower issues.

PP 147
Kessler, J. Christian, Legal Xasues In Protecting
offshore Structures, 31 pp., Jun 1976, AD A028 389

The purpose of this paper is to examine what
legal authority exists under which the Federal
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government could provide for the security and in the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean;
defense of structures built off the coast of the Brezhnev's 1974 proposal for the withdrawal of
United States for economic purposes. The legal ships carrying nuclear weapons from the
.Jurisdiction of the U.S. is examined In terms of Mediterranean; the political environment in
regulation, criminal law enforcement, and which the proposals were made; the qualitative
defense. Potential changes in U.S. authority changes in Soviet naval diplomacy which became
resulting from the UN Law of the Sea Conference apparent beginning in 1973; and the current
are also briefly discussed. apparent absence of Soviet interest in the

forward-based systems (FBS) issue, as reflected
p I"8 in the results of the November 1974 summit

McConnell, James N., liltary-Polltical ?eska of meeting at Vladivostok. It should be granted at
the Soviet Navy in Mar and Peace, 61 pp., Feb 1976 the outset that there are a number of problems
(Published in Soviet Oceans Development, Senate in assessing the intent and motivations of the
Coemerce Cowmittee, Oct 1976), AD A022 390 Soviet public statements proposing naval arms

Over the course of 1972-73 the monthly limitations. First, there is the question of how
journal of the Soviet navy, lbs Naval Digest, serious the Soviets are in pursuing naval
published a series of eleven articles by Its limitations. Secondly, assuming they are
Commander-in-Chief, Fleet Admiral of the Soviet serious, there is the difficulty of under-
Union S.G. Gorshkov. For Gorshkov this was an standing what kind of agreement is desired, and
unprecedented effort and it is understandable what specific weapons systems an agreement along
that the series should have aroused attention in Soviet lines might affect. Finally, there is the
the West. Unfortunetely, Western analysts have problem of discerning the minimum Soviet
not been able to come to a meeting of the minds bargaining position: taken at face value, for
either on the content of the articles or on the example, Brezhuev's 1974 proposal offers no
question of whether Oorshkov eas lobbying or Soviet concession to match a withdrawal of U.S.
speaking authoritativeoly-and this too is strategic naval weapons platforms from the L
understandable, since he does not make it easy Mediterranean. Because of this vagueness and
for us to interpret him. The author takes the ambiguity, varying interpretations of these
position that Gorshkov is probably speaking proposals are taken account of here.
authoritatively, that his work represents, not a
doctrinal statement as such, but what the 1 151
Soviets refer to as a concrete expresison of Horowitz, Stanley A., The Economic Consequences of
doctrine. i.e., a work rationalizing particular Political Philosophy, 8 pp., Apr 1976 (Published
tenets of military doctrine that apply to the in EconoLc Inquiry, Vol. XIV, No. 1, Mar 1976)
Navy. Worker's incentives to seek employment and

remain employed are affected by a number of
Pp 149 government policies. The policies themselves are
Squires, Michael L., Coontertorc. $ffectiveness: A in turn influenced by the political beliefs of
Comparison of the raipis 'k' Memre and a Com- the electorate about what working conditions and
putr Simulation. 24 pp., Mar 1976 (Presented at incomes should be. Using a simultaneous equa-
the International Study Association Meeting, 27 tions model of political climate and labor mar-
Feb 1976), AD A022 591 ket conditions, this study shows that political

The data used by Robert Leggett in projecting liberalism nay lead to decreased labor force
U.S. and Soviet counterforce effectiveness participation and higher unemployment, partict-
through the 1980's is re-examined using ARM, a larly for women.
computer simulation of strategic war. The coun-
terforce effectiveness of the U.S. and Soviet PP 152
strategic forces, as measured by number of sur- Mizrahi, Maurice M., On Path Zntegral Solutions of
viving CdM, surviving warheads, or surviving the Schrodinger Equation, Without Limiting Pro-
meatonnage, does not confirm Leggett and cede, 10 pp., Apr 1976 (Published in Journal of

- Taipis' findings. Mathematical Physics, Vol. 17, No. 4, Apr 1976)
Techniques for integration in function spaces

Pp 150 which are not necessarily vector spaces are
Kelly, Anne . and Petersen, Charles C., Recent presented in the light of DeWitt-Morette's re-

Changes In Soviet Naval Policy: Prospects for Arms cent redefinition of path integrals, which does
LImItations in the Mediterranean and Zndian Ocean, not involve the usual limiting process, and is
27 pp., Apr 1976, AD A023 723 therefore free from the ambiguities inherent in

This paper discusses recent Soviet initia- this approach. General translated Gaussian mnsa-
tives for agreement with the United States on sure. defined by their Fourier transforms are
naval arms control, and attempts to evaluate introduced on various path spaces and used to
their significance in the context of the Soviet derive generalized moments formulas, and what is
navy's Increasingly active role in support of essentially the Feynnan-Kac formula for the
Soviet foreign policy. It considers: Brezhnev's expression of solutions of the Schrodinger equa-
1971 proposal for naval deployment limitations tion as functional integrals.
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PP 153 HS - - 32 Sc /3q aiqb, and
Kizrahi, Maurice H., wKA UXpansiona by Path Znte- -i ca
grail, vith Applicationa to the Anhbaecnlc Oscil- -I 2
lator, 137 pp., May 1976 (Submitted for Publics- "Kt (H - iga/atb)KWKB - O"2)
tion in Annals of Physics), AD A025 440

We further investigate the new approach to
% path Integrals in quantum mechanics recently It does not matter what ordering rule is chosen

* introduced by C. DeWitt-Morette, which has the to pass from H. to the operator H, within car-
advantage of not resting on the usual limiting tain restrictions. Differential equations for r
process. It defines the suitable masures on the higher-order corrections can be generated at
infinite-dimensional function spaces by their will. This generalizes the results of J.H.•.
Fourier transforms, which are simple, closed- VanVleck, C. Horatte, W. Paull and B.S. DeWitt
form expressions. In this paper, we study linear to arbitrary iamiltonians.
mappings in path space of the type

• '- Lpp 155"

Squires, Michael L., Soviet Foreign Po.Licy and
q'(t) - q(t) + A K(t.s)q(s)ds and use them to Third World Nrations, 26 pp., Jun 1976 (Presented

at the Midwest Political Science Association
Meetings, 30 Apr 1976), AD A028 388

extend widely the class of functionale one can Soviet aid contacts with 109 less developed
integrate. This enables us to define new nations are found to form a Guttman scale.
Gaussian measures which, by absorbing more of Measures of Soviet presence or penetration are
the functional to be Integrated, lead to much developed and compared to previous work for the
improved and more meaningful series expansion 1954-62 period, which shows a remarkable stabil-
for transition amplitudes (e.g., Uhlenbeck- Ity in Soviet-LDC relations.
Ornstein or WKS expansions, where some or all of
the terms in the expansion of the action func- PP 156
tional up to and including the second variation Stallings, William W., Approachos to Chinese
are rolled into the measure). The relationship Character Recognition, 12 pp., Jun 1976 (Published
between the small disturbance operator and the in Pattern Recognition (Pergamon Press) 1976, Vol.
path integral approach is than investigated. 8), AD A028 692
Finally, a detailed discussion of the classical Work on the recognition of Chinese characters
and quantum-aechanical anharmonic oscillator Is reviewed. All of this work has been reported
(leading to a standard prototype field theory) in just the last nine years, ad most of it
Is presented, as an application of the preceding since 1970. The topics covered are: printed
material. Chinese Character Recognition-half a dozen

groups have tackled this problem, using methods
1154 as varied as syntactic description, projection

Hisrahl, Maurice M., On the Semi-Clangical Xx- profiles, template matching. Fourier transforms,
panaion In guantum Mechanics for Arbitrary SRadl- and hierarchical processing; handwritten Chinese
eonans, 19 pp., may 1976 (Published in the Character Recognition-this is a somewhat more
Journal of Mathematical Physics, Vol. 18, No. 4, difficult problem. The approaches tried include
Apr 1977), AD A025 441 a stroke generation technique and a statistical

It is shown that if the quantum-mechanical Markov chain analysis; on-line recognition-
propagator, satisfying the n-dimensional several investigators have reported on work in
Schrodinger equation on-line Chinese Character Recognition. Input for

on-line recognition is dynamic, using a suitable
device such as a tablet. Because the strokes are

(H - ii --) < 9, b 9ata > 0, isolated In time and their sequence known, this
9tb is a substantially easier recognition task; on-

line Analysis-Less ambitious than on-line
with Recognition Is the on-line Analysis of Chinese

characters falling short of recognition. Several
useful applications have been reported,

(9b' tb 9e , tb) ( 6 9 b- 
9a) including CAI and dictionary-lookup.

PIP 137
and arbitrary classical Kamiltonian H., admits a Horgan, William F., Jr., Memploymnt and the"
sei-classical (WKS) approximation, then the Pentagon Budget: o There Anything In the AptV
latter is of the form Pork lar"l? 22 pp., Aug 1976, AD A030 455

A recent paper, The Zmpty Pork Barrel: Une".-
K,13 0 constant x A-'. 2 (det ,)1/2 exp (iSt/), pobt n the Pentagon Budget, published by

the Public Interest Research Group in Michigan
where Sc is the classical action, (PIGC) concludes that the level of unemployment
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is directly related to the size of the defense Pp 160
budget. Before members of Congress and the press Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., The U.S. SIxth Fleet and
rush to tout the conclusion of rho Rmpty Pork the Conventional .efense of Surope, 48 pp., Sep
Barrel, as the truth, they would be well advised 1976, AD A030 457
to scrutinize the analysis upon which it is This paper looks at the reasons the Sixth
based. If they do, they will discover the analy- Fleet and its centerpiece weapon, the aircraft
sis is bad. It contains serious errors. carrier, are in trouble. The issues addressed

include the military and political problems the
1 Fleet faces in a Mediterranean environment given

Haskell, Richard D. (LCdr., USX), xperzinmtal Soviet military capabilities In both the land
Vl&idatlon of ProbabAlty Predictiona, 25 pp., Aug and sea areas of Europe; U.S. initiatives to L
1976 (Presented at the Military Operations retain the Floet's viability; Fleet deployment
Research Society Meeting, Fall 1976), AD A030 458 alternatives; and some longer-tern Implications -

A cowmon type of simulation used in military for NATO of a possible reduction in the carrier
operations research estimates the probability of force in the Mediterranean. The paper focuses on
a particular occurrence, such as detection of a the attack aircraft carrier In a conventional
submarine. Because of the constraints on opera- warfare environment. Along with embarked Marine
tional exercises which examine these events, forces, the aircraft carrier is the heart of the
there is seldom sufficient replication for Fleet. Moreover, attention Is given to the car-
traditional validation. The purpose of this rier as an aviation platform-the blue-water
paper is to derive the methodology for using part of the problem. For reasons of time, space,
classical test statistics In the validation of and a subject of nore then enough controversy,
these simulation models, using a small, varied less attention is paid to the effectiveness of
data bese. Two specific types of experiments are the carrier wing in a European eonvironent-not
considered: lernouli trials and truncated that this Is loe Important or free of problems.
lernoull trials. for each type of experiment, On the contrary, the effectiveness of tactical
tests are suggested which exsmine overall bias aviation, whether sea-based or land-based, is
of predicted probabilities, te variance of the itself an issue of great importance and of
experimental sequence, correlation of the pr&- controversy.
dicted probabilities with observed euccese, sad,
where adequate data is available, agrnemnt over I 161
the range of probability predictions. slich,. Michael E. and Feet, Ray (VAda., USN

(Retired)), Fleet Comnders: Afloat or Ashore? 9
TP M pp., Aug 1976 (Published in U.S. Naval Institute
McConnell, Jms M., rhe Gao, rahkov, Article, fte Proceedings, Jun 1976), AD A030 456
Now Vorshov Book and 6e@dz Weiation to PolicV, 93 A mjor fleet exercise In 1970-comianded by
pp., Jul 1976 (Published in Soviet Naval In- Admiral Poet and subsequently evaluated by Dr.
fluence: Domestic and Foreign Dimension, edited by Mlich-left both man with a lot of questions. ,
-ccomeire and McConnell), AD A029 227 The principal one, still officially unresolved,

The Gorshkov referred to in the title is, Is whether a fleet comuader needs to be-r
Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet Union Bergey even can afford to be-on the bridge of a flag-
Gorshkav, Comander-in-Chief of the leIan ship in view of modern sensor and comunications
navy. The debate among Western analysis, now capabilities.
over three years old, is about a ri eS of or-
ticles which he published under the title of PP 162
movies in War and Peace, in his navy's monthly Friedhsm, Robert L., ParlIamentary Diplomacy, 106
Journal, The Naval Digest. over the course of pp., Sep 1976, AD A033 306
1972-73. This paper was originally Intended to Although UN politics has been under serious
sun up the state of the debate dealing with the study since the founding of the organization,
arguments of all the participants. This plan was ad the docision-making process, or "parlia-
changed by the publication, in February of this oentary diplomacy," has been given scholarly
year, of a book by Gorshkov, entitled The Sam attention since the middle 1950s, there is no
Power of the State. which has to be dealt with. single adequate description available of parlia-
The theme Is the same as the series, and much of mentary diplomacy. The purpose of this essay is
the data is only repetition, but here and there to provide an overview of the present state of
a point that is only adubrated in the series knowledge of parliamentary style multilateral
(e.g., cosmand of the sea) is expanded into an negotiations, particularly as practiced in the
entire section, and even when the book only ON General Assembly or General Assembly-
supplement@ the series, it often firms up what sponsored conferences. Although parliamentary
could previously only be inferred, diplomacy is a tern that can legitimately be

used to describe decision-making within all
parts of the United Nations and other multi-
lateral organizations, it will be used here only
to describe the decLsion-aking processes of
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those activities of the UN system that operate In analyzing the relative merits of free and
on the formal one-state/one-vote rule for pur- restricted trade, economists have tended to
poses of representation and to a lesser extent concentrate on the not long-run effects: whether
for decision. Where the patterns diverge between the gains to one group exceed the losses to
A ssembly and Conference, we will follow most others. However, it is also important to look at
closely the behavioral history of conference the gains and losses of specific groups, to
diplomacy since the purpose of this essay is to inquire whether gains to some come at the
provide the descriptive framework necessary to expense of heavy, suddenations: The United
model the decision process of future multi- Kingdom, France, and West Germany. Its purpose
lateral conferences and current conferences such is to trace out patterns in public and elite
as the UN Law of the Sea Conference. attitudes on security issues and to show what

implications these patterns have for American
163 defense policy. The presentation is based on

Lockman, Robert F., Model for Predicting Recruit work conducted independently at the Center for
Losses, 9 pp., Sep 1976 (Presented at the 84th Naval Analyses and the Swedish Institute of
Annual Convention of the American Psychological International Affairs. It employs USIA poll data
Association, Washington, D.C., Sep 1976) (Pub- and a content analysis of elite perspectives on
lished in Defense manpower Policy, The RAND the state of East-West tension in Europe con-
Corporation, 1979), AD A030 459 ducted by Dr. KJell Goldmann of the Swedish

Congress and the Defense Department have been Institute. The elite data covers the period
concerned about the premature loss rates of 1946-1970; the USIA polls run from the late
recruits in the all-volunteer force. The Navy is 1950's to the 1970's, with a gap in the mid-
concerned not only about the effects of pre- 1960's.
mature losses on fleet readiness, but also about
their dollar costs in the face of increased PP 166 (Rev)
recruiting costs and military pay. Consequently, Feldman, E. Paul, Why Xt's Difficult to Change .
the objective of this paper was to develop a Regulation, 13 pp., Oct 1976, AD A037 682
model of losses during the first year of service Focuses on the factors that prevent desirable .-
that could be used to evaluate recruiting policy changes in regulations from being made. There
and applicants for enlistment, are three-law, morality, and a desire for

order-and the author touches on each of them.
1 164

Mahoney, Robert B., Jr., An Assessmant of Public PP 167
and Slite Perceptions in france, the United .leiman, Samuel D. ROrC Service Commitments: A
Klgdom, and the Federal Republic of Germany, 31 Coment on Thomas and Bierman's Paper in Public
pp., Feb 1977 (Presented at a Conference on Soviet Choice (Fall 1975), 4 pp., Nov 1976 (Published in
Perceptions, April 1976, Sponsored by Advanced Public Choice, Vol. XXIV, Fall 1976), AD A033 305
Research Projects Agency), AD A036 599 In a recent note published in Public Choice,

This presentation examines elite and public Thomas and Bherman argue that the military
perceptions in three allied nations: The United should consider reducing the minimum service
Kingdom, France, and West Germany. Its purpose requirement for ROTC candidates. Although we
is to trace out patterns in public and elite agree that the services should consider the
attitudes on security issues and to show what tradeoff between accessions and minimum obli-
implications these patterns have for American gated service, we find no theoretical basis for
defense policy. The presentation is based on the authors' contention that supplV will be
work conducted independently at the Center for increased and that there will be a higher quali-
Naval Analyses and the Swedish Institute of ty of candidates in the program.
International Affairs. It employs USIA poll data
and a content analysis of elite perspectives on PP 168
the state of East-West tension in Europe con- Lockman, Robert F., Revalidatlon of CNA Support
ducted by Dr. KJell Goldmann of the Swedish Personnel Selection Measures, 36 pp., Nov 1976
Institute. The elite data covers the period The relationship of selection tests and back-
1946-1970; the USIA polls run from the late ground characteristics to job performance of CNA
1950's to the 1970's, with a gap in the mid- support employees were studied several years
1960's. ago. Periodic revalidation of any selection

program is needed to insure that it is operating
PIP 165 efficiently and fairly. In this case, not only
Jondrow, James H., effects of 'rade Restrictions the passage of time, but also the implementation
on Imports of Steel, 67 pp., Nov 1976 (Presented of the CNA equal opportunity program since the
at the ILAB, Labor Department Conference, Dec last validation study, made a new evaluation of
1976) (Published in roe Impact of International the selection program especially desirable.
rrade and Znvestment on mplopeent, William 0. Further, in addition to the usual test, back-
Devald, ed., GPO, 1978), AD A094 798 ground, and employment data, the latest annual
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salary data for each current and former employee PP 171
was available. Ralston, James M. and Jordan, A.S.* A Diffusion

Model for GaP Red LED Degradation, 10 pp., Nov
PP 169 1976 (Published in Journal of Applied Physics,
Jacobson, Louis S., Sarnings Losse of workers Vol. 47, Oct 1976)
Displaced from manufacturing Industries, 38 pp., The long-term degradation of GaP Red LED's
Nov 1976 (Presented at ILAB, Labor Department has been analyzed in terms of a diffusion model.
Conference, Dec 1976), AD A039 809 In this paper, the reduction in electro-

This paper presents estimates of how job dis- luminescent efficiency (n 1 ) during aging time
placement would affect the long-term earnings of t) at elevated junction temperatures (T-) and
workers in 11 industries. The study described under forward current stress (Z) is attAbuted
here was sponsored by the Bureau of Internation- to the formation of nonradiative recombination
al Labor Affairs of the U.S. Department of Labor centers near the junction.
as one of a series of studies examnag how Bel1 Laboratories
changing restrictions on imports would affect
the U.S. economy. It was designed to assist In M 172
determining industries In which trade liberali- Classen, Kathleen P., Unemployment nsurance and
zation would impose large losses on workers, and the Length of Unemployment, 15 pp., Nov 1976 (Pre-
to determine how m uch compensation would be sented at the University of Rochester Labor Work-
adequate to offset losses due to job shop, 16 Nov 1976)
displacement. This paper presents evidence that UI does

prolong the duration of unemployment for covered
PP 170 workers. Although this is only one of several
Brechling, Frank P., A lime Series Analysis of channels through which U! could affect the un-
Labor 2urnover, 73 pp., Nov 1976 (Presented at a employment rate, this evidence lends consider-
ILAB, Labor Department Conference, Dec 1976), able weight to the argument that the effects of
AD A096 630 UI should be considered when the unemployment

There are several alternative data sources rate is used to judge the health of the economy
which can be and have been used for the estima- or as an input in determining the appropriate
tion of attrItions and dislocations. In the stance of fiscal and monetary policy.
research underlying the present paper, the time
series data on labor turnover which have been PP 173

..published by the tureau of Labor Statistics Kleinman, Samuel D., A Note on Racial Differences
since 1958 have been used. The neture and short- in the Added-Worker/Dlecourage-Worker Controversy,
comings of this data sample are discussed 2 pp., Dec 1976 (Published in the American Econ- -*

briefly in Part II of this paper. Nmermesh's omist, Vol XX, No. 1, Spring 1976)
model, which can be used without much alteration The debate over whether high unemployment
for the estimation of attritions and disloca- expands or contracts the labor force has been-
tions, is presented in Part II. Since with us for a number of years. Recent contribu- - -

Hamermesh's primary research aim was not the tions to this literature have been made by Bowen
estimation of attritions and dislocations, his and Finegan (1965), Cain (1966), Cain and Mincer
approach may not be the most suitable for (1969), and Mincer (1966). The issue raised con-
present purposes. Hence, an alternative model earns the relative impacts of two opposing
has been developed and estimated. It is pre- forces. The reduced income of households result-
sented in Part IV. Since it is rather difficult ing from high unemployment operates to reduce
-to ascertain by analytical methods the full its members' nonmarket activity: bringing them
implications of a model which consists of six into the labor market in search of jobs. On the
dynamically interdependent equations, it was other hand, the expectation of a longer search
decided to simulate the model for a few period has a discouraging effect on those pre-
industries. In all cases, the model turned out sently searching the market or about to enter
to be dynamically stable in the sense that the it.
turnover rates and the level of employment
approach their steady state values and, in the PP 174
absence of autonomous shocks, remain there. In Mahoney, Robert B., Jr., A Comparison of the
order to obtain estimates of attritions and BrooatIngs and CNA znternational Zncidents Proj-
dislocations, the industry under consideration ects, 12 pp., Feb 1977, AD A037 206
was assumed to be in a steady state initially This paper compares the preliminary findings
and then it was subjected to an exogenous output of the Brookings Institution and CNA later-
reduction of 10 percent. The resulting movements national incidents projects. Since both projects
in the turnover variables and the employment share the goal of identifying the crisis manage-
level were then traced and used to estimate ment responses of the Navy and Marine Corps
attritions and dislocations. The simulation (their employment by the National Comand
exercise is described in detail and its results Authorities in response to international
for one industry group reported in Part V. incidents and crises), their aggregate findings
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can be validated against one another. This is an PP 177
important comparison. It appears likely that the Lockman, Robert F. and Warner, John T., Predicting
Brookings study (relying as it does upon open Attrition: A Test of Alternative Approaches, 33
sources) will become the standard work on this pp., Mai 1977 (Presented at the OSD/ONR Conference
subject in the academic community. The Navy has on Enlisted Attrition Xerox International Training
a vital interest in this research because it Center, Leesburg, Virginia, 4-7 April 1977).
"1ill greatly affect the Informed public's con- AD A039 047
siderarion of the roles played by the Navy in This paper describes (1) the background of
support of national policy. Furthermore, the predicting premature enlisted attrition in the
comparison is valuable from a methodological military service, (2) four competing approaches
perspective. Confidence in the findings of both to predicting this attrition, (3) a test of
studies will increase to the extent that they these approaches, and (4) the implications of
present similar profiles for the response. the results for recruiting policy.

PP 175 PP L78
Levine, Daniel B.; Spruill, Nancy L.; and Stoloff, Kleinman, Samuel D., An Evaluation of Navy Llhre-
Peter H., Public Drug Treatment and Addict Crime, strIcted Line Officer Accessions Programs, 23 pp.,
28 pp., Jun 1976 (Published in The Journal of Apr 1977 (Presented at the NATO Conference on
Legal Studies, The University of Chicago Law Manpower Planning and Organization Design, Stresa,
School, Vol. V, 2 Jun 1976). (See also P11 75-4) Italy, 20 Jun 1977), AD A039 048

This study, Intended to help in the *value- The Navy currently acquires unrestricted line
tion of treatment policy, shows that public drug officers through nine sources that differ widely
treatment In the city of Detroit has led over a In their costs and returns. In this paper, we
recent four year period to the desired reduction construct a steady state linear programming
in property crime. In reaching this finding how- model that solves for the optimal number of
ever, we have avoided the problems associated accessions for each source. Costs are minimized
with self-reported crime and limited sampling, subject to the constraint that, for each Navy
by relating the monthly enrollment in all occupation, the required number of officers at
Detroit treatment agencies to monthly changes in each rank is met. The inputs to the model in-
the total level of property crime reported to elude the present value of costs, the Initial
the Detroit police. This aggregate approach distribution of of ficers across occupations,
obviously cannot &never questions of the clini- retention, and promotion success.
cal level about the behavior of particular sub-
classes of drug addicts. Nor do we evaluate the M1 179
benefits that treatment centers provide their Stoloff, Peter Hi. and Balut, Stephen J., Vacate. A
clients through job training, psychological Model for Personnel Inventory Planning Unider
counseling and family services. It does provide Changing Managemet Policy, 14 pp., Apr 1977
a statistically reliable test of the major (Presented at the NATO Conference on Manpower
assumption underlying public policy on drug Planning and Organization Design, Stresa. Italy,
abuse, that drug treatment reduces property 20 Jun 1977), AD A039 049
crime.* A model is described for projecting inventor-

is of enlisted Naval personnel expected to
PP 176 result from management policy aimed at con-
Felix, Wendi, Correlates of Retention and Pro- trolling the size and experience mix of the
mot-ion for USNA Graduates, 38 pp., Mar 1977, inventory. The effects of policy changes are
AD A039 040 modeled as changes in flow probabilities into

The Navy spends over $70,000 to produce one and through an inventory partitioned along
officer from the Naval Academy. Later on, It dimensions of experience level (length of
spends additional money to provide these service) and time until end of obligated
officers with graduate education. The question service. An example is presented which illus-
arises as to whether the Navy retains the top trates several innovative features of the model
graduates and whether these graduates are more which lead to an improved planning capability.
likely to be the most successful officers. Continuing efforts to improve the model are
Furthermore, does the Navy benefit from the discussed.
graduate education it provides by retaining
these officers and does this investment provide Pp 1SO
the Navy with more successful officers? To Horowitz, Stanley A. and Sherman, Allan (LCdr.,
answer these questions data was collected for USN), The Characteristics of Navel Personnel and
all graduating members of the classes of 1947 Personnel Performance, 16 pp., Apr 1977 (Presented
and 1950. Retention and promotion tables were at the NATO Conference on Manpower Planning and
constructed and regression equations estimated. Organization Design, Stress, Italy, 20 Jun 1977),

AD A039 050
The productivity of enlisted personnel aboard

ships is measured as a function of their
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personal characteristics. Ship readiness as mua- consistent with the development of Soviet forces
suted by the material condition of shipboard and operations.
equipment. depends on the sise and composition
of a ship's crm, the complexity of equlpment, Pp 184
and other factors. The productivity of enlisted Lockman, Robert F., An Overiew of the OW/IONR
personnel varies systematically with high school Condtornce on First Torm Enlisted Attrition, 22
graduation, entry teat scores, payogeds, experi- pp., Jun 1977 (Presented to the 39th MORS working

once, Navy training, race, and marital status. Group on Manpower and Personnel Planning, Annap-
The Importance of particular factors varies by olis, Maryland, 28-30 Jun 1977), AD A043 618
occupation. More complex equipment is in wore The OSD/ON& First Term Enlisted Attrition
condition and requires higher quality personnel. Conference was held in early April at the Xsrox
Ship age and overhaul frequency also affect International Training Center in Leesburg,
material condition. Virginia. The Conference presented the view-

points on causes and solutions to premature

pP i11 attrition of (1) the research community in both
Nalut, Stephen J. and Stoloff, Peter R., an Znven- the goverment and universities; (2) military
tors Planning Model for Navy Eisated Personnel, service manpower managers; (3) OSDUE, repre-
35 pp., May 1977 (Prepared for presentation at the sented by Col. Henry Taylor, and workshop chair-
Joint National Meeting of the Operations Research men; and (4) the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Society of Merica and The Institute for Manage- Defense for Planning and Requirements, Hr. Irv
sent Science, 9 May 1977, San Francisco, Cali- Greenberg. The purpose of the conference was to
forn1a), AD A042 221 describe and stimulate research needed to help

The model specifies annual accessions plus manpower managers solve attrition problems.
minimum allocations to formal and on-the-job
training needed to maintain future inventories PP 185
within specified limits of manpower require- Kassing, David B., New Thchnology and Naval Forces
sents. Plans aoe derived simultaneously for many In the South Atlantic, 22 pp., Apr 1977 (This
skill categories over several years. Rstric- paper was the basis for a presentation made at the
tions are Imposed on the lse of annual invet- Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, Cambridge,
tories, flows between skill categories and Massachusetts, 28 Apr 1977), AD A043 619
smoothness of flows Into formal training. This paper examines the implications of the
Exprience levels within skill category are new technologies for the naval situation in the
explicitly accounted for by allowing specifi- South Atlantic. It begins with an examination of
cation of up to three length-of-service groups. maritime interests and the current state of the
The methodology is linear progra ,ing. which can navies there. Next cones a disusesion of new
he extended to stochastic programing to account technologies for naval warfare, concentrating on
for uncertainty in projections of future weapon systems directed against surface ships
requirements. Plans derived using actual Navy and submarines. The paper ends with a discussion
data are presented. of the prospects for proliferation of new con-

ventional technologies into the South Atlantic
PP1l and the Implications for naval warfare in that
Murray, Russell, I, rhe guest for the Perfect area. Because there are many naval missLonas,
Study or Np First 1,135 Days at X, 57 pp., Apr many now technologies, and many nations, what is
1977 offfered here should he viewed as a sample of the

Paper on the i review process-on wt N Important Issues.
expects from Its analysts, and what it se to

e getting. p .
ai BChnestzate, Maurice ., Phase Space Path ntegrals,

p 3withut Uitig Procedure, 31 pp., May 1977 (Pub-

Kessing, Divid B., Ch I Sot Nv Fc, Ushed in Journal of Mathematical Physics, Vol.
33 pp., Nov 1976 (Published a a chapter In a book 19, No. 1, Jan 1978), AD A040 107
published by The National Strategic Information This paper defines path integrals in phase
Center), AD A040 106 space without using a time-division approach

In a recent book, Se&pmw of the State Ad- followed by a limiting process, thereby gen-
miral Gorshkov suggests some of the ideas that oralixing a similar procedure used In config-
underlie the transformation of the Soviet navy uration space. This is useful since the path
under his command. Though the book considers all integral approach cannot always be formulated in *
aspects of senpower, it concentrates an the configuration space (e.g., when the Namiltonian
history and developmsnt of the Soviet navy and is arbitrary) but can always be formulated in
concludes with a lengthy discussion of problems phase space. The most general Gaussian measure,
An the an of naval warfore. We cannot determine absorbing the quadratic portion of the func-
the accuracy of what Gorshkov says about the tional to be integrated, is constructed, and
*issions and capabilities of the Soviet navy, large classes of path Integrals are evaluated
but we can so* whether what he says Is with respect to it. Applications are given to
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the perturbation expansion and the semiclassical methods. The unconventional uses of on-line
(WKS) expansion for arbitrary Hamiltonians. information retrieval systems are becoming more

common as we learn how to search using non-
PP 187 subject information fields. Author's name,
Coil*, Russell C., Nomography for Operations organizational affiliation, journal's name, year
Research, 35 pp., Apr 1977 (Presented at the Joint of publication, etc., can now be searched for
National %testing of the Operations Research easily. However, sometimes there are problems.
Society of America and The Institute for Manage- For example, If the name of the author in a data

s ment Services, San Francisco, California, 9 May base such as MEDLINE is given with initials for
1977), AD AD43 620 first and middle names, Sloggs, J. B. may be !6

Nonographs have been found to be useful in confused with Blogg8, J. 5. since Joseph
operations research. These charts for graphical Blackwell SlogSs may be a mathematician while
computation have the advantages to the user of James Blackwood Sloggs is a chemist. it would
being non-electronic, quick, and easy to use. seem worthwhile for those responsible for
They can be designed to present complicated management of these mechanized information
mathematical formulas in a simple format to non- storage and retrieval data bases to attempt to
mathematical people. Disadvantages are the use all economically feasible error-detecting
slide-rule type accuracy and the possible lack and correcting schemes to reduce the error rate
of "feel' that families of curves might possibly as much as practicable.
give. Research on applications of mnographs in
solving operations research problems has led to 1 190
development of some procedures for simplified Mahoney, Robert R., Jr., Suropean Perception& and
design of nomographa. Examples of nomographs for East-West Competition, 96 pp., Jul 1977 (Prepared
acoustical design, radar, and sonr illustrate for presentation at the annual meeting of the
these procedures. International Studies Associatioa, St. Louis, Mo.,

Mar 1977), AD A043 661
p 105 This paper has been written for a panel deal-
Durch, William J., Znformatlon Processing and Out- ing with the systematic assessment of Soviet-
come Forcarting for iNultilateral Nogotiations: American competition. It focuses upon one pay-
resting One Approach, 55 pp., May 1977 (Presented chological dimension of this competition, per-
to The 18th Annual Convention of the International ceptions of Western European leaders concerning
Studies Association, Chase Park Plaza Hotel, St. the state of East-West tension in Europe. Its
Louis, Missouri, 16-20 March 1977), AD A042 222 goals are to show, in a systematic manner, the

ultilateral negotiations generate enormous course taken by these perceptions in France, The
amounts of written materials, which resemble United Kingdom, and the Federal Republic of
useful information In about the some way that Germany, and to relate these perceptions to
iron ore resembles steel. The processing of other elements in the system of East-West compe-
those materials into useful Information Involves tition that has existed since WW I.
extraction of data, its storage and reduction to
summary indicators of trends in bargaining, p 191m
participants' positions on key issues, and so Sawyer, Ronald E., rhe Independent Field Assign-
forth. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate ment: On* Man's Vlew, 25 pp., Aug 1977
a data base management system for multilateral There is a discusson of commands at which
negotiations developed at the Center for Naval there is a single independent analyst and how
Analyses. The paper will principally report the the influence can be either a positive or nega-
results of two tests, designed by the author, to tive influence towards how our clients value,7
determine the reliability of the project's the- CNA's support and analytic efforts.
matic content analysis and policy-scaling tech-
niques. The paper deals with methodological pp 192
rather than substantive or policy issues. Bolen, Arlene S., Effects of nmeaploymen; xn-

surance Etitlement on Duration and Job Search
p in Outcome, 6 pp., Aug 1977 (Reprinted from

Coils, Russell C., Error Detection Zo Computerized Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 30,
Znformation Retrieval Data Bases, 13 pp., Jul 1977 No. 4, Jul 1977)
(Presented at the Sixth Cranfield International This study uses data drawn from UI systems in
Conference on Mechanized Information Storage and five different states to examine how variations
Retrieval Systems, Cranfield Institute of Tech- in UI benefit levels, maximum weeks of eligibil-
nology, Cranfield, Bedford, England, 26-29 Jul ity, and work-test enforcement affect the dura-
1977), AD A043 580 tion of compensated unemployment and the outcome

The introduction of on-lin interactive lit- of job search.
erature searching systems In recent years has
made it possible for information scientists to
conduct bibliometric studies which might have
been difficult or impractical to do by =mual.
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pp 193 dominated by degradation of bulk radiative
Horowitz, Stanley A., A Ad2l of Vaemployment efficiency on the P-side of the junction, a'
Insurance and the Nork Test, 7 pp., Aug 1977 conclusion at variance with earlier studies. The
(Reprinted from Industrial and Labor Relations damage is Induced during degradation only in the
Review, Vol. 30, No. 40, Jul 1977) presence of forward bias current and is

A growing body of literature seems to indi- localized at the p-n junction within a range of -' "
cate that ore generous unemployment insurance several microns. Bulk material damage is also

* (UI) systems lead to higher rates of unemploy- observed on the n-side of the junction.
ment. Host of these studies have examined the D 5.22 Laboratories
effects of variations in weekly benefit amounts
and in benefit durations. One recent study, PP 197
however, estimated independent effects on the Wells, Anthony R. (LCdr., Royal Navy), The Centre
unemployment rate of disqualification policy for Naval Analyses, 14 pp., Mar 1977, AD A049 107
toward UI applicants; It found that the higher This paper is a review of CNA by a LCdr of
the proportion of claimants In a state who were the Royal Navy. *.

denied benefits because they either quit their
last job or failed the work test (i.e., the IF 198
requirement that UI beneficiaries look for new Classen, Kathleen P., he Distriburioml Effects
jobs), the lower the unemployment rate. This of Zmployment ansurance, 25 pp., Sep 1977 (Pre-
paper expands on that study and analyzes the sented at the Hoover Institution Conference on
basis for its results in more detail. It also Income Distribution, 7-8 Oct 1977), AD A054 423
Incorporates the effect of Ul on both uneploy- On the surface, Unemployment Insurance (UI)
ment and labor-force participation. appears to have a significant impact on the

distribution of Income. In fiscal 1976, payments
p 194 under all unemployment compensation programs

Classen, Kathleen P., The Effect of ftseployment totaled close to $20 billion, more than the
Insurance on t" Duration of Mamplojmnt and combined payments under Aid to Families with
Subsequent Zsrnlngs, 7 pp., Aug 1977 (Reprinted Dependent Children (AFDC) and the Food Stamp
from Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol. program. Moreover, UI provides benefits to those
30, No. 4, Jul 1977) who have lost their labor income, and labor

This paper presents empirical estimates of income is the major determinant of the income
the effects of the level of weekly benefit distributon in the United States. The reality
payments on the duration of unemployment and on behind this appearahce is the subject of this
the monetary returns of the jobs accepted by UI paper. Using several sources of data we find
recipients from Pennsylvania and Arizona In the that although low income famIlies get very
late 1960s. The findings support the hypothesis little in the way of Ul benefits, their share of
that an Increase in benefits leads to an Ul benefits is greater than their share of
increase in the duration of unmployaent, income from other sources. Thus, based on the

distribution of benefits, UI appears to equalize
PIP 195 Income. The distribution of UI benefits is,
Brechling, Frank P., Unemployment Insurance Taxes however, only part of the story. The net impact
and Labor Turnover: Suary of Theoretical Find- of the UT program on the distribution of income
Ins, 12 pp., Aug 1977 (Reprinted from Industrial depends on not only who get UI but also who pays
and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 30, No. 40, Jul for It. We present evidence that wages adjust,
1977) at least to some extent, to levels of unemploy-

This paper summarizes the findings of an ment Insurance. If wages do fall when Ul is
extensive theoretical study designed to discover Increased, this market adjustment mitigates the
the incentive effects on individual firms of the equalizing effect of UT receipts.
unemployment Insurance (UT) tax as it is cur-
rently operated In most states. This research 11 199
has yielded, first, some interesting and role- Durch, William J., Revolution From a F.A.R.-The
vant insights that have important Implications Cuban Armd Forces In Africa and the Middle Rast,
for economic policy and, second, a number of 16 pp., Sep 1977, AD A046 268
testable propositions that will be analyzed In 1975, when Fidel Castro sent thousands of
empirically in the near future. combat troops to support the Popular Movement

for the Liberation of Angola (the !PLA), many
1F 196 observers were taken aback at what they presumed
Ralston, James N. and Lorimor, Orval B.,* Degrada- to be a radical and dangerous departure in Cuban
tCa of Bulk Electroluminescent Efficiency in ZN, foreign policy. At best it seemed to signal
O-Doped GaP LED's, 3 pp., Jul 1977 (Reprinted from renewed Cuban Interest In the export of revolu-
IZEZ Transactions on Electron Devices, Vol. ED-24, tio, and at worst, a new round of superpower
No. 7, Jul 1977) competition in the Third World, in the form of

Experimental evidence Is presented that the var by proxy. Two years later, as Cuban troops
degradation of red-emitting GaP LED's is remain mired In Angola, the issue of Cuban
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military missions overseas remains one of the entitled to their marginal product. The conclu-
stumbling blocks to further improvements in sions are that imperfections in knowledge,
U.S.-Cuban relations. A close look at chese mobility, and competition should be removed by
missions, their origins, purposes, and likely court action as a matter of distributive
future, is long overdue. justice, and that collective goods, including

income redistribution, should be paid for by
P 200 those who demand the goods. Compensation is

Powers, Bruce P., The Ointed States Navy, 38 pp., appropriate when government changes the rules it
Dec 1977 (Published in American Military Machine, has itself imposed or when it recognizes new
as a Chapter for the book), AD A049 108 property rights where they did not formerly

The U.S. Navy--the ships and aircraft in it exist.
and how it is used-has been shaped by many
forces. This chapter begins by identifying them. PP 204
The composition of today's Navy is described, as Wells, Anthony R. (LCdr., Royal Navy), The 1967
well as changes in its composition that can be Juno Waxr: Soviet Naval Diplomacy and The Sixth
foreseen. Unanswered questions concerning the Fleet--A Reappraisal, 36 pp., Oct 1977,
Navy's future are examined. AD A047 236

The June War marks a turning point in Soviet
PP 201 deployments to the Mediterranean. The USSR
Durch, Willia J., The Cuban Nilitary In AfriCe doubled its forces during the crisis period and
and the Middle East: From Algeria to Angola, 67 force levels have continued to rise ever since.
pp., Sep 1977, AD A045 675 Furthermore as a direct result of the war the

In 1975, when Cuba sent thousands of combat Russians were able to gain access to both
troops to support the Popular Movement for the Alexandria and Port Said, which had hitherto
Liberation of Angola (the MPLA), many observers been denied them on the scale and for the
were taken aback at what they presumed to be a periods which they had desired. Such was the
radical and dangerous departure in Cuban foreign rate of Soviet increase that by the October War
policy; the more dangerous because It m In 1973 the United States Sixth Fleet was out-
assumed to have been in large pert dictated to numbered by Soviet units. Unlike 1967 the
Cuba by the Kremlin, a calling-Ln of Cuban debts Soviets were able to deploy amphibious ships in
that led Cuban troops to fight as Moscow's all large numbers and also used anti-carrier tac-
purpose mercenaries in a war by proxy. With tics. Although Soviet activity was still mar-
other potential conflicts looming in Africa, It ginal compared, with its later efforts the 1967
becomes important to -know whether these assump- war is important because the Soviets were
tions are correct; whether the Soviet Union ean observed attempting to use naval power in ways
indeed direct the dispatch of Cuban troops to which would have been impossible a decade
Third World countries as it wishes. earlier.

PP 202 FF 205
Feldman, E. Paul, why Regulation Doesn't Work, Coil*, Russell C., A Bibliometric ,xaainiation of
8 pp., Sep 1977 (Reprinted from Technological the Squae Root Theory of Scientific Publication
Change and Welfare in the Regulated Industries and Productivity, 6 pp., Oct 1977 (Presented at the
Review of Social Economy, Vol. XXI , No. I annual meeting of the American Society for Infor-
Mar 1971 mation Science, Chicago, Illinois, 29 Sep 1977),

If regulation is intervention in the market, AD A047 237
it is clear that it is not restricted to the A postulated model of scientific productivity
activities of independent regulatory agencies. asserts that half of all scientific papers in a
Import quotas, minimum wees, zoning regula- field are contributed by a few highly productive
tions, etc., even down to the support of higher authors numbering approximately the square root
education, all would qualify as regulation. This of the total of scientific authors. Available
paper discusses regulation of agriculture with data has been examined to judge the validity of
particular reference to cotton production, and the theoretical model on the basis of empirical
discusses some of the results of the regulation. evidence.

F 203 P F206
Feldman, E. Paul, Cee.iclency, Distribution, and McConnell, James M., St-ateogr and Nisions of the
the Role of Government In a Narket Economy, Soviet Navy in the rear 2000, 48 pp., Nov 1977
19 pp., Sep 1977 (Reprinted from the Journal of (Presented at a Conference on Problems of Sea
Political Economy, Vol. 79, No. 3, Nay/Jun 1971) Power as we Approach the 21st Century, sponsored

To evaluate government programs, it is nacee- by the American Enterprise Institute for Public
eary to say what individuals are entitled to in Policy Research, 6 Oct 1977, and subsequently
regard to wealth distribution. This paper ex- published in a collection of papers by the Insti-
plgres the nornative implications for government tute), AD A047 244
action of the presumption that factors are
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This paper first deals briefly with some Shanghai incident of 1932, and that it marked
feature of Russian naval development that have the and of a form of naval activity that had
persisted over tine, as well as some that have predominated in the Far East since the arrival
shown changes and fluctuations, especially those of the Europeans four centuries earlier.
revealing regularities even in the process of

*change. It then discusses at greater length PP210
trends in our own period, since the 1950's, Kassing, David 3., Protecting the Fleet, 40 pp.,
drawing on evidence from allocations, capabil- De 1977 (Prepared for the American Enterprise
Ities, operations, and espec4lly stated inten- Institute Conference on Problems of Sea Power as
tion*. In the final section strategy and ale- We Approach the 21st Century, 6-7 Oct 1977),
aione for the year 2000 are projected bearing in AD A049 109
mind pest and current trends, pointing out areas This paper considers some of the problems
where history Is a very uncertain guide, and involved in allocation resources to protection
paying attention to requirements and limitations of the fleet. It concentrates on the contribu-

*Imposed from the political side, as well as tion of surveillance, antisubmarine, antiair,
purely naval requirements and the state of the and autiourface ship systems to protection of
art and technological potential for satisfying the Navy'a main fleets.* The paper begins with a
these requirsnents. discussion of some of the concepts involved in

thinking about protection of the fleet, and then
PP 207 e xamtines some of the major changes In technology

*Goldberg, Lawrence, Cost-Zffectivnsms of Paten- and forces that have made protection more diffi-
* tal Federal Policies affecting Rtesearch a Bevel- cult.* The threats to the fleets are described

CPeent Expenditures In the Auto, Steel and Food briefly. The discussion then shifts to the prob-
Zndustries, 36 pp., Oct 1977 (Presented at lens of protecting the fleet in two kinds of
Southern Economic Association Meetings beginning conflict with the Soviet forces-tactical
2 Nov 1977), AD A"6 269 nuclear war and non-nuclear war. Finally, there

This paper contains our preliminary analysis is a brief &asement of the problem of pro-
of the demand for company financed research and tecting the fleet from attack by third-country
development expenditures (CRA) in three ant- forces.
facturing industries: motor vehicles and other
transportation equipment, ferrous metals and P r211
products, and food and kindred products. Based Nisrahi, Maurice M., On Aprozimating the Circular

.upon estimates of the demand for CUD, we esti- Coverag Function, 14 pp.,Feb 1978, kD A054 429
mated the costs and effects of the following This paper presents tables and graphs ase -
public policies that could be utilized to affect sing the accuracy of a formula (programmable on
R&D expenditures: (1) changes In the level of a desk calculator) for approximating the cir-
federally financed R&D expenditures, and (2) cuLar coverage function of a circular-normal
changes in the cost of private R&D through tax probebility distribution. Use of this formula
credits A capital theoretic fremework is devel together with the error curves presented here
aped in which we assumed that C D generates enables one to calculate the circular coverage
kmoledg or research capital that nay Increase function with a maximum error on the order of
output demand or reduce costs. B ased upo" c,;r 0.0002 for offsets up to 50 and covering-circle
capital theoretic framework, the demand for the radii up to 4.50.
research capital stock is estimated using
Industry level tine-series data for the period PP 212

*1956-74. These time-series data enable us- to Mangel, Marc S., On Singular Characteristic
obtain the first measures of changes in the nitial Value Problems with Unique Solutions, 20
Price of knowledge upon the demand for Ch, and pp., Jun 1978, AD A058 535
also to measure the impact of changes in federal e consider a special class of characteristic
&D expenditures upon C-R. -ir- ntrder initial value problems

r(x ,, .o',pp2) - 0- The initial value problem
PIP206 arises in the asymptotic solution of parabolic
Roberts, Stephen S., rhe Declin e of the overseas and elliptic equations. The problem is charac-

*station Fleet.: rhe Muited States Asiatic Floor tensxed by a singular, characteristic initial
and the Shangai Crisis, 1932, 18 pp., Nov 1977 manifold. Namely, initial 'data is given on a
(Reprinted from The American Neptune, Vol. XVII, characteristic curve. The characteristic curve
No. 3, Jul 1977), AD A047 245 is also singular in that there is a point on the

The Manchurian crisis is often cited as the initial manifold where
main event that upeet the previous hlance in
the Far East between Japan, China and the
Wedtern powers, loading ultimately to at least Fh + . A2 n
the Pacific phase of World War I1. However, It 1 2 P
Is not so often realized that the crisis also
had its naval side, centering around the
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We prove that such problems have unique frequency distributions of scientific
solutions. The theorem also has an interesting productivity of econometricians and mathe-
interpretation In terms of the calculus of maticians. Correction of these errors suggests
variations, that the Beta function gives a better fit. .-

PP 213 PP 216 7,
Hangel, Harc S., Fluctuations In System with Coils, Russell C., Lock's Frequency Distribution
Multiple Steady States, Application to Lanchaster of Scientific Productivity, 20 pp., Feb 1978 (Pub-
Equations, 14 pp., Feb 1978 (Presented at the lished in the Journal of the American Society for
First Annual Workshop on the Information Linkage Information Science, Vol. 28, No. 6, Nov 1977),
Between Applied Mathematics and Industry Naval AD A054 425
Postgraduate School, 23-25 Feb 1978), AD A071 472 In 1926, Alfred Lotka examined the frequency

We consider the effects of small random per- distribution of scientific productivity of chea-
turbatione deterministic systems of differential ists and physicists. After analyzing the number
equations. The system of interest has a steady of publications of chemists listed in Chemical
state that is a saddle point. A first exit prob- Abstracts 1907-1916 and the contributions of
lea is formulated. The quantity of basic inter- physicists listed in Auerbach's Geschichtstafeln
est is the probability of exit from a band der PhysLk, he observed that the number of per-
around the deterministic separatrix through a eons making a contributions is about 1/n of
specified boundary, conditioned on initial posi- those making one and the proportion of all con-
tion. A technique for the approximate calcula- tributors that make a single contribution is
tion of this probability is given. As an about 60 percent. Recently, investigators study-
example, ve show how .the theory applies to the ins the applicability of LoOta's La to the
calculation of the probability of victory in a humanities and to map librarianship may have
combat that has a stochastic component. misinterpreted Lotka's law and have concluded

erroneously that the law applies to these
PP 214 fields. Corrected calculations indicate that
Weinland, Robert G., A Somewhat Different Viow of Lotka's Law does not apply.
the Optimal Naval Posture, 37 pp., Jun 1978 (Pre-
sented at the 1976 Convention of the American PP 217
Political Science Association (APSA/IUS Panel on Coils, Russell C., Biblometric Studies of Scien-
Changing Strategic Requirements and Military tific Productivity, 17 pp., Mar 1978 (Presented at
Posture, Chicago, Illinois, 2 Sap 1976), the Annual Nesting of the American Society for
AD A056 228 Information Science held in San Francisco,

This is a deliberate attempt to survey a Califortia, Oct 1976), AD A054 442
familiar problem from an unfamiliar perspec- In 1926, Alfred J. Lotka examined the scien-
tive-not for the sake of novelty, but because tific publishing productivity of chemists. Us.
this perspective shows that there is more than bibliometric study of the number of chemists
one set of steps that can be taken to improve listed In Chemical Abstracts who had published
the situation. The problem under consideration one, two, three, etc. papers in a ten-year
is the optimal U.S. Naval general purpose force period was the first of many such studies. Lotka
posture. The paper has four Imediate objec- proposed an Invore square law of scientific
tives. The first is to examine the costs of productivity in which the frequency of authors
concentrating too closely on the capabilities of publishing x papers varied inversely as the
forces and not closely enough on their intended square of x. Bibliometric research Is underway
and actual uses. The second objective is to to explore the applicability of other frequency
describe some of the more Important aspects of distributions including Fisher's logarithmic
current U.S. Naval operations. The third is to series, Yule's Beta function and the Weibull
Identify the changes taking place in the distribution.
requirements for the Navy's employment. The
fourth is to outline modifications in its opera- PP 219
tions that would put it in a better position to Euntzinger, 1. LeVar, Market Analysis with Re-
meet those requirements. tional Expectations: 7heory and Estimation, 60

pp., Apr 1978, AD A054 422
PP 215 This paper presents an approach for analysis
Coils, Russell C., Cmets On: Principles of and estimation of dynamic market structures with
ZnformatIon Retrieval, 10 pp., Mar 1978 (Published rational expectations. Certainty equivalence is
as a Letter to the Editor, Journal of Documenta- maintained and aggregate behavior represented by
tion, Vol. 31, No. 4, Doe 1975), AD A054 426 linear equations with some expected prices as

Nathematical errors in Manfred Kochen'a book, arguments. Conditions imposed by the market
Principles of ZnformatIon Retrieval, give the structure are solved for an equilibrium, fixed
reader the erroneous impression that the log- point, price sequence. In this framework prices,
normal distribution is a better fit than Yule@ current and expected, are linear functions of
Beta-function distribution for predicting exogenous values and elements of a state vector.
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The structure poses an interesting estimation A path-integral representation is constructed
problem and suggests effective estimation pro- for propagators corresponding to quantum
cedures. Results for an application to the Uamiltonian operators obtained from classical
broiler chicken market using three years of Hamiltonians by an arbitrary rull of corres-
weekly data are discussed. pondence. Each rule yields a unique way of

defining the path integral in the context of a
PIP 220 formalism which does not require a limiting
Maurer, Donald E., DIagonalization by Group process. This formalism is. more reliable than
Matrices, 26 pp., Apr 1978, AD A054 443 the usual lattice definition in that all the

In a 1955 paper, 0. Taussky studied rational expressions it entails are well-defined for
- integral matrices of the form AtA (At denotes computational purposes and it allows the expli-

the transpose of A) where A is an integral uni- cit evaluation of large classes of path inta-
modular cIrculant. Subsequently this work was grals. Direct substitution in the Schrodinger
extended to arbitrary integral circulants of equation shows that there are no restrictions on
prime dimension. More generally, let R be a the Hamiltonian operator. Examples are given.
commutative ring with an identity and let G be a
finite group. A G-group matrix A (over R) is a PP 223
matrix of the form A - c P(g) where a z1 and Kingel, Marc S., St- *sti Mechanics of Molecule-
P is the left regular Feprisentation. Xcently Ion Molecule Reactions, 21 pp., Jun 1978,
Thompson and Garbanati studied the problem of AD A056 227
deciding when two non-singular group matrices S We give a treatment of molecule-ion molecule
and T are C-congruent; i.e., when is there an reactions based on stochastic mechanics.
Lnvertable group matrix A such that S - AtTA Stochastic mechanics is a semi-classical theory
over R. Garbanati obtained computable criteria in which one assumes that particles move as a
when G is abelian and R is a field. The purpose stochastic diffusion process. It is shown that
of this paper is to study the related problem: the reaction probability and reaction rate can
given a group G; when Is a matrix G--congruent be determined from the solution of certain par-
to a diagOndi matrix. tial differential equations (pde). Asymptotic

solutions (for h 0) of these pde are con-
PP 221 structed in terms of incomplete special func-
Weinland, Robert G., Superpower aval Diplomacy n tions. The results derived using stochastic
the October 1973 Arab-sraell "ar, 76 pp., Jun mechanics are compared with results derived
1978 (Edited version published in Sea Pover In the using other semi-classical approximations.
Mediterranean: Political Utility and Military
Conr, taints, The Washington Papers No. 61, Beverly Lr 2 --
Hills and London: Snge Publications 1979), Menel, Marc S., Aggregation Bifurcation, and SX-

AD A055 564 tInction in Exploited Animal Population, 48 pp.,
-. Examination of U.S. and Soviet military in- Mar 1978 (Portions of this work were completed at

volvement in the October 1973 Arab-Israeli War the Institute of Applied Mathematics and Statis-
can serve several useful purposes. It can tics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
provide insights into superpower policies and Canada). AD A058 536
practices with regard to local conflicts in the In this paper, we consider the following type
Middle East-the conditions under which they of harvesting problem. An animal population is
have elected to become involved, their objec- divided into two stocks: an underlying popula-
tives and some specifics of their modas operandi tion and a surface population. We assume that
in such involvement, and the limits beyond which there Is a natural exchange between the two
they appear to be unwilling (or unable) to take population levels. The predator or harvestor
their involvement. These insights can serve as a affects only the surface population and does not
guide to what might occur should the ame situa- influence the underlying population directly.
tion arise in the future. Integrated with other Such a situation occurs, for example, in the
information, these insights can also help to off-shore Eastern Tropical Tuna Fishery (e.g.,
explain superpower policies and practices in IATTC, 1975). In this case, tuna associate with
other areas and situations. Such an examination porpoise schools. The fishery harvests only
also serves a more narrow purpose. It provides those tuna associated with porpoise. Con-
insights into the influence each superpower's sequently, the underlying population of tuna is
actions can have on the behavior of the other. not sampled by the fishery. One may wonder what

information measurements on the surface, har-
1p22 vested population provides about the unobserv-
Kiarahl, Maurice M., correspondence Rules and Path able underlying population. Furthermore, it is
Zategrels, 30 pp., Jun 1978 (Published in Springer interesting and important to know if the stan-
Vrlag Lecture Notes In Physics 106 (1979) dard, linear relationship between harvest and
(Invited paper presented at the CNRS meeting on effort is valid in an aggregating population.
Nethemetical Problems In Founn's Path Integrals, Clark and Mangel (1977) study some of these
Narseille, Prance, 22-26 May 1978), AD A03 563 questions, as they relate to the tuna fishery.
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They constructed a number of models of the fish- PP 227
cry and analyzed the steady state behavior. Mangel, Marc S., Uniform Treatment of Fluctuations

at Critical Points, 50 pp., May 1978, AD A058 539

Pp 225 A generalized critical point is characterized
Mangel, Marc S., Oscillations, Fluctuations and by the vanishing of certain linear relation-
the Rop£ Bifurcation, 43 pp., Jun 1978 (Portions ships. In particular, the dynamics near such a
of this work were completed at the Institute of point are completely nonlinear. In this paper,
Applied Mathematics and Statistics, University of we analyze fluctuations at such points of
British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada), AD A058 537 spatially homogeneous systems. We discuss

We consider the effects of small .random thermodynamic critical points as a special case;
perturbations on deterministic systems of but the main emphasis is on stochastic kinetic
differential equations. The deterministic equations. We show that fluctuations at a
systems of interest have oscillatory dynamics critical point cannot be characterized by a
and may undergo a bifurcation (the Nopf bifu- Gaussian density, but more sophisticated
rcation). We formulate a first exit problem for densities yield reasonable results. Our theory
experiments beginning near stable and unstable is applied to the critical harmonic oscillator.
limit cycles. The unstable limit cycle is sur-
rounded by an annulus. Of interest is the prob- PP 228
ability of first exit from the annulus through a Mangel, Marc S., Relaxation at Critical Points:
specified boundary, conditioned on initial Deterministic and Stochastic Theory, 50 pp., Jun
position. The diffusion approximation is used, 1978, AD A)58 540
so that the conditional probability satisfies a A generalized critical point is characterized
backward diffusion equation. Approp;i4te solu- by totally non-linear dynamics. We formulate the
tions on the backward equation are constructed deterministic and stochastic theory of relaxa-
by an asymptotic method. The behavior of the tion at such a point. Canonical problems are
stochastic system in the vicinity of stable and used to motivate the general solutions. In the
unstable limit cycles is compared. When the deterministic theory, we show that at the criti-
deterministic system exhibits the Bopf bifur- cal point certain modes have polynomial (rather
cation, the above analysis must be modified. than exponential) growth or decay. The stochas-
Uniform solutions of the backward equation are tic relaxation rates can be calculated in terms
constructed. The solutions are analogous to of various incomplete special functions. Three
Hadamard's solution of the point source problem examples are considered. First, a substrate
for the wave equation. Numerical examples are inhibited reaction (marginal type dynamical sys-
used to compare the theory with Monte Carlo tea). Second, the relaxation of a mean field
experiments. ferromagnet. We obtain a result that generalizes

the work of Griffitfis et al. Third, we consider
P 226 the relaxation of a critical harmonic
Ralston, James M. and Mann, J.W.,* reiperature and oscillator.
Current Dependence of Degradation In Red- mittIng
GaP LED&, 34 pp., Jun 1978 (Published in Journal pp 229
of Applied Physics, Vol. 50, May 1979), Mangel, Marc S., Diff ion Theory of Reaction
AD A058 538 Rates, Z: Formulation and Einstein - Snoluchovski

Experimental studies have been performed on Approximation, 50 pp., Jan 1978, AD A058 541
several aspects of the degradation of electro- The diffusion model of reaction rates,
luminescent quantum efficiency in ZN, O-Doped originally due to H. Kramers, is rederived and
GaP light emitting diodes. The dependence of extended. The derivation follows the work of
degradation on stress temperature, stress cur- Il'in and Khasinskii and is based on a clear
rent (experienced during accelerated aging) and physical picture of the molecular events. The
measurement current (at which quantum efficiency origin of the stochastic forces is also clearly
is evaluated) has been empirically determined treated. Classical mechanics is used throughout.
from experiments on several lots of devices. It In this paper, we us* the Einstein-Smoluchovski
is shown that degradation is dominated by a approximation and, thus, consider a diffusion
decrease in bulk p-side radiative recombination model in position space only. We non-dimension-
efficiency. The degradation of other factors alize the diffusion equations and obtain a
(such as injection efficiency and injection number of singular perturbation problems. By
ratio) contributing to the overall electro- using the diffusion model, one can treat number
luminescent efficiency has only a secondary of problems involving reaction rate theory. We
effect. Moreover, it is shown empirically that derive a new form of transition state theory. We
the dependences of degradation on temperature calculate reaction rate constants, transmission
and stress current are separable. coefficients and the lifetime of the activated
Sell Telephone Laboratories. Inc. complex. Kramers' result is the leading term in

the asymptotic expansion of the rate constant
that we calculate. We show how absorption
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spectra can also be derived by use of the PP 234 I Revised
diffusion model. Jondrow, James M. and Levy, Robert A., Does

Federal Expenditure Displace State and Local
PP 230 ZxpenditCur: The Case of Construction Grants, 25
Mangel, Marc S., Diffusion Theory of Reaction pp., Oct 1979 (Published in American Economic
Rates, XZ: Ornstein - thlenbeck Approximation, 33 Review: Papers and Proceedings, forthcoming, Nay
pp., Feb 1978, AD A058 542 1984), AD A061 529

The diffusion theory of reaction rates is In this paper we examine the Construction
considered in the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approxi- Grants Program administered by the Environmental
mation. The rate constant is calculated by using Protection Agency. This program supports the
a modified Kramers (elgen-value) method and by construction of sever lines and sewage treatment
using the expected time formulation. The trans- plants. The stated purpose is to eliminate the
mission coefficient is calculated. It is shown pollution generated by municipal wastewaters, a
how correlation functions can be calculated. In task the municipalities themselves are con-

* the last section, a model problem is considered. sidered unwilling or unable to accomplish.

PP 231 PP 235
Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., Naval Projection Forces: Mizrahi, Maurice H., The Semiclassical Lxpansion

. The Case for a Responsive MAP, 10 pp., Aug 1978, of the Anharsonic-Osci.llator Propagator, 41 pp.,
- AD A058 543 Oct 1978 (Published in the Journal of Mathematical

The contingency of a short-warning, conven- Physics, Vol. 20, (1979)), AD A061 538
tional attack by the Warsaw Pact against Central This paper shows how to calculate the terms
Europe poses one of the most severe defense of a semiclassical (WKB) expansion of the
problems facing the United States and its quantum-mechanical propagator corresponding to
allies. While the United States has taken the quartic anharmonic-oscillator potential,
initiatives to improve its forces already in V m 9 Z q

2
/2 + Aq

4
/4. This nonperturbative

Europe, little progress has been made in im- trestment expresses each term in the series as a
proving the rate at which U.S.-based rein- path integral, which is then evaluated in the
forcements can be employed. Because reinforce- framework of a formalism, introduced by
ment by sea is thought to take so long, defense C. DeWitt-orette, which does not entail the

* planners continue to look to additional airlift, usual time-slicing operation followed by a
rather than to sealift, to help offset NATO's limiting procedure. The Gaussian measure used
early deficit in forces. However, it Is possible absorbs all the quadratic terms in the expansion
to improve the responsiveness of forces coming of the action functional about a classical path.
by sea. One such possibility is to employ the The covariance of this Gaussian measure is
amphibious force earlier, rather than later, in Feynam's Green function for the small-
a NATO contingency, disturbance operator of the system. This

function can be obtained by varying the con-
ZP1 232 stnts of Integration in the classical solution,

Jacobson, Louis S., Can Policy Changes Be Made and therefore the coefficients of the expansion
Acceptable to Labor? 18 pp., Aug 1978 (Submitted depend only on this classical solution. If the
for publication in Industrial and Labor Relations latter Is chosen to be the one which tends to
Review), AD A061 528 its harmonic counterpart when A-0, then it is

This paper focuses on some of the practical seen that the propagator also tends to its
problems of compensation: (1) who should receive harmonic counterpart when A-0.
it; (2) how much should be paid; and, (3) how
should it be paid. PP 237

Maurer, Donald E., A Natrix Criterion for Normal
PP 233 Integral Bases, 9 pp., Jan 1979 (Published in the
Jacobson, Louib S., An Alternative 8xplanation of Illinois Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 22, No. 4,
the Cyclical Pattern of Quits, 20 pp., Nov 1978 Dec 1978)

This paper presents evidence that, at least Let KIP be a finite Galois extension of an
for the steel industry, a change in the prob- algebraic number field F. In certain circum-
ability that individuals will quit is not the stances it is known that the ring of integers OK
major reason why aggregate quit rates are has a normal integral basis. The uniqueness of
cyclically sensitive. The alternative ex- such a basis has been studied in [21 and [3). In
planation that is tested here is that changing this paper we give a characterization of the
quit rates is an aggregation phenomenon structure constants of an order, over an
traceable to changes in the tenure distribution integral domain, having a normal integral basis.
of the employed work force.
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PP 238 consider experiments beginning near the deter- .
Utgoff, Kathleen P., Unemployment Inurance and ministic separatrix and formulate a stochastic
the Unemployment Rate, 18 pp., Oct 1978 (Presented first exit problem. The deterministic separatrix
at the Conference on Economic Indicator* and is surrounded by a band. We calculate the first
Performance: The Current Dileama Facing Government exit probability u(x) and mean exit time (z)
and Business Leaders, presented by Indiana from this band, conditioned on initial position.
University Graduate School of Business). Fluctuation formalisms connecting the Langevin
AD A061 527 equation and deterministic kinetic equations are

This paper is .discussion of three ways that discussed. We use the diffusion approximation so
UT is believed to effect the unemployment rate: that u(x) and V(x) satisfy (backward) diffusion
through its effect on employers and through its equations. Approximate solutions of the diffu-.
power as a counter-cyclical program. sion equations are constructed by an asymptotic

method that involves various incomplete special
PP 239 functions. Two applications are discussed: (1)
Trost, Robert P. and Warner, John T., The Zffects the spontaneous asymmetric synthesis model of
of military Occupational rraingng on Civilian F.C. Frank; (2) fluctuation effects on substrate

Earnings: An Zncome Seolectivity Approach, 38 pp., inhibited reactions in open vessels.
Nov 1979, AD A077 831

There have been several studies on the re- Pp 242
turns to military occupational training. For Simpson, William R., The Analysis of Dynamically
examples of these studies see Cutright (1973), Znteractive Systems (Air combat by the Sumbers).
Jurkowitz (1969), Hassell and Nelson (1974), "160 pp., Dec 1978, AD A063 760
Gieecke (1975), and Norrblom (1976). In these Dynamically interactive systems are charac-
studies, the returns to military training are terised by a mutual interaction in which each of
measured by the earnings differences between the systems responds to each of the other sye-
veterans who take civilian-related jobs (I.e., tems according to its perception of the problem
civilian jobs which are related to their sit- and its perceived methods of achieving a goal or
tary jobs) and similar veterans who take un- objective. Examples of the problem class are:
related jobs. The usual procedure in these (1) Aircraft collision avoidance; (2) Destroyer/
studies is to estimate dtiny variable regression Submarine Encounter; (3) Air Combat; and (4) The
equations where earnings are regressed on Child's Game of Tag. The analysis of dynamically
several explanatory variables and a dummy var- interactive systems is approached from a non-
able which takes a value of I for veterans in deterministic viewpoint. This relaxes the more
related jobs and 0 for others. traditional assumptions of perfect information

and perfect response and allows for adaptation
PP 240 responses not normally included in such analy-
Powers, Bruce F., Goals of the Center for Niavel see. The analysis is applied directly to
Analyses, 12 pp., Dec 1978, AD A063 759 experimental data.

The Navy Department spends about $40 billion
each year. There are many competing views on how P 243
that money should be spent. Each viewpoint has Simpson, William R., A Probabilistic Formulation
its advocates, and debate is vigorous. CNA's of Murphy Dynamics As Applied to the Analysis of
role is to conduct independent research that Operational Research Problems, 18 pp., Dec 1978,
will help the Navy and Marine Corps decide what AD A063 761
forces to buy and how to use them. CLa's special The author contends that the formulation of
contribution stems from its systematic measure- Murphy's Law as presently accepted in the
ment of the capabilities of existing forces, its open literatuare is useful only as a general
growing understanding of what those capabilities statement of life patterns, but meaningless
imply for forces of the future, its freedom to to the application of operational research
pursue questions that CNA considers important, problems. In fact, the direct application may
and its comitment to no particular viewpoint in be dangerously wrong. A more satisfactory
the debate. statement is that if anything can go wrong,

it might. This formulation not only better
PP 241 fits the facts of life, but can lend itself -
Mengel, Marc S., Fluctuations at Chemical nSta- to a mathematical formulation that can be
bIlItie., 12 pp., Dec 1978 (Published in Journal used in the analysis of operational research

of Chemical Physics) Vol. 69, No. 8, 15 Oct 1978), problems. Such a formulation is presented
AD A063 787 based on a probabalietic model of operational

We consider the effects of fluctuations on realizations. Numerous examples of direct
chemical systems that have multiple steady application are cited.
states. The systems of interest have two stable
steady states and one unstable steady state (a ".-
kinetic saddle point). As parameters vary, two
or three of the steady states coalesce. we
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PP 2"ce~a viscosity tensor are in qualitative agreementSheman Alan(LCdr., USN) and Horowitz, Stanley with experimental observations. Steps leading toA., a~taanc Coss o Comlex Squln , calculation of the shear viscosity tensor in
*20 pp., Dec 1978 (Published by the American this particular case are discussed.
* Society of Naval Engineers,* Naval Engineers
*Journal, Val. 91, No. 6, Dec 1979), AD A071 473 PP 249

The increasing complexity of shipboard equip- Glasser, Kenneth S., A Socrotarv Problem with a
ment is often cited as a cause of maintenance Random Number of Chces., 23 pp., blar 1979
problems and poor material readiness.* This paper In this paper, the best-choice Secretary
focuses on the extent to which alternative per- Problem Is modified to allow the player to maka
sonnel assignment policies might alleviate these more than one choice.* The probability of
difficulties. Regression analysis is applied to selecting the best object is computed. The
91 Cruiser/Destroyer type ships. Their material optimal starting time is characterized, and

*condition, as measured by Mission Degrading expressions are derived for the expected number
*(CASRIP) Downtime, is examined as a function of of objects chosen and the expected number of

the type of equipment on-board and the charac- objects sampled by this procedure. Asymptotic
teristics of maintenance personnel responsible results are also derived.
for the equipment. The analysis is performed for,.
men in each of six ratings. It Is found that pp 250
more complex equipment suffers far more downtime klangel * Marc S., Modeling Fluctuations In Macro-
than less complex equipment. It is also found sapic Systems,, 22 pp., Jun 1979
that higher quality personnel are often better Macroscopic systems are often modeled by
at keeping complex equipment in good material deterministic differential equations (DDE), such
condition.* as x a f(x,t). Here, 1(t) is a macrovariable and

represents an average over some set of en-
PP 245 sombles. A possible extention of such a model to
Simpson, William R., fte Accelerometer Methods of include fluctuations is to &somie that a random
obtaining Aircraft Portorusnce Prom Flight rest variable 1(t) satisfies a stochastic differen-

*Data (Dynamic Perfoarmsnce Testing), 369 pp., Jun tial equation (SDE), X f(X,t) + a(X,t)E(t). In
1979, AD A075 226 som sense, x(t) should be the &verge of X(t).

This document Is compiled as a guide for the I f Is linear and a(Xt) is a constant then
*Accelerometer Method of Obtaining Aircraft Z X(t)l - x(t). If f(X,t) is nonlinear, then

Performance from Flight Test Data.' Elf(X,t)I 0 f(E(X),t) generally and some authors
feel that the SDE is not a correct extension of

W24 the DDE. A procedure will be Introduced here so
Dreckling, Frank P., Layoff and Uneeployoet that an appropriate conditional average of 1(t)
Insurance. 35 pp.. Feb 1979 (Presented at tbe NBZR is x(t) . Thus, there is an underlying consis-

*Conference on Low Income Labor Markets, Chicago. tency between the deterministic and stochastic
Jun 1978) AD A096 629 formulations.* The procedure also provides a

In recent years researchers have paid in - prescription for the calculations of a (X,t),
creasing attention to the impact of the unem- which Is usually not constant if f(x,t) Is non-
ployment Insurance system on various labor .ioar * Two examples are studied to Illustrate
market phenomena. Two strands of research In the application of the procedure. First, the
this area can be distinguished. In the first, logistic equation of population dynamics is
researchers have been concerned with the In- studied in deterministic and stochastic ver-
flu*=* of unemployment benefits on labor supply *ions. Second, stochastic effects on a chemical

*and unemployment. In this work, the decision to oscillator are analyzed.
participate in the labor force or to end a spell
of unemployment rests with the Individual per- pp 251W
son. Unemployment benefits are viewed as a sub- Trost, Robert P., The BatImation and Interprete-
sidy to participation, leisure or search and, rtlon of Several Selectivity Models, 37 pp., Jun
hence, both labor force participation and 1979, AD A075 941
unemployment duration should Increase with In recent years there have been a large nun-
unemployment benefits. ber of studies that deal with the problem of

selectivity bias in the data. Here the term
pp" soloctLvitV bias refers to non-randomly dis-

Thomas, James A., Jr., rho l'ransport Properties of tributed observed data. This non-randomness can r
Dilate Cases In Applied Fields, 183 pp., Mar 1979. occur whenever the data we have are generated by

*AD A096 464 the choices that individuals make. A review of
The shear viscosity of an atom-diatom mixture selectivity problem in econometric models can

*In an applied magnetic field Is treated In be found In two papers by Maddale (1977). The
detail. The basis set is truncated and the purpose of the present paper is to review
diatomic species is restricted to low concen- several models not discussed in Maddala's (1977) -

trations. The expressions obtained for the shear papers, and to give a further interpretation of
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the covariance terms that are particular to purpose of this paper is to describe models to
selectivity models. assist personnel managers in making these policy

decisions.
252

Nunn, Walter I., Position Finding with Prior 11 257
Knovledge of Covariance Parameters, 5 pp., Jun Thaler, Richard H., Discounting and Fiscal Con-
1979 (Published in IEEE Transactions on Aerospace straints: Why Discounting Is Always Right, 10 pp.,
& Electronic Systems, Vol. A2S-15, No. 3, Mar Aug 1979, AD A075 224
1979) In a recent article Rolf Clark says, Unstead

Sutterly presents a Bayesian approach as an of woadering mbe ther deaemne managers should
alternative to the classical methods for solving discount future costs., one should ask, Are
the position-finding problem. Sutterly assumes defense managers fiscally constrained? He con-
that bearing errors are independent and normally cludes that under the existing institutional
distributed with known variances. In the paper, arrangements defense managers should not dis-
the assumption of known variances is relaxed and count. In this paper I will argue that, even
it is shown that uncertainty about these var- under the existing institutional arrangements,
ances can be incorporated into the model while they most certainly should discount.
also retaining the computational advantages of
the lutterly formulation. It is also shown that P 258
the Bayes estimate and the classical maximum Mangel, Marc S. and Thomas, James A., Jr., Analy-
likelihood estimate will agree in certain cases. tical Methods In Search =heory, 86 pp., Nov 1979,

AD A077 832
Pr 253 This work. Is an expanded version of a set of
Glasser, Kenneth S., rhe d-Choice Secretary Prob- lecture notes corresponding to a course given by
lem, 32 pp., Jun 1979, AD A075 225 the author during the period November 1978 to

In the classical Secretary Problem, the January 1979. Analytical methods for the solu-
player tries to choose the best object of a se- tion of moving object search problems are devel-
quentially ordered set of size N. The value of oped from first principles. The approach taken
each object is given by its rank only. At any Is tutorial, In that the solutions of harder
stage, the player knows the rank of the current problema are motivated by the solutions of
object relative to those already seen. Once simpler problems. There are exercises inter-
rejected, an object cannot be chosen later. In spersed throughout the work; the solutions of
this paper, a generalized Secretary Problem is harder problems are motivated by the solutions
diacussed* The player is given d-choics to of simpler problems. There are exercises inter-
choose all of the best objects. The optimal spersed throughout the work; the solutions of
procedure is found by converting the d-Choice some of these are given in the appendix. This
Secretary Problem into a walk in a two- work is concerned with mathematical analysis and
dimensional grid. A simple approximation to the not with modeling target notion or detection
optimal strategy rule is also presented. functions and not with the development of

computer codes.
PIP 254 W,
Mangel, Marc S. and Quanbeck, David A., Zategra- PP 2.5
tlan of a Sivariate Normal Over an Offset circle, Glass, David V.; Hsu, Ih-hing; Nunn, Walter R.;
14 pp., Jun 1979, AD A096 471 and Pern, David A., Analysis of a Layered Defense

In this paper, a formula is derived for the model, 15 pp., Mar 1980 (Submitted for publication
calculation of the coverage integral in the most in Operations Research), AD A077 833
general case. A sample problem is presented and We examine a class of Markov matrices which
in the appendix A Fortran code is listed for arise in a simple model of a defense system. The
implementing the formula on a computer. model illustrates a Markov chain which is not

tine-homoseneous but is still amenable to analy-
PF 256 tic treatment. The matrices are shown to be
Maurer, Donald Z., Using Personnel Distribution comutative and the class is shown to be closed . 1

Models. 28 pp., Feb 1980 (Submitted for publics- under matrix multiplication. The matrices are

tion in Management Science), AD A082 218 also shown to be diagonalizable and the seigen-
The objective of the Navy's rotation policy vectors have a simple form, namely composed of

is to provide sufficient opportunity for en- elements of Pascal's triangle. A description of
listed personnel to serve ashore, but at the the defense system model is given and the implh-
same time have enough personnel rotating to sea cations of the mathematical results for this
to maintain established sea manning levels, model are discussed.
Rotation which promotes morale and retention,
however, may not produce acceptable sea/shore pp 260
distributions. Consequently, rotation policies Mangel, Marc S. and Cope, Davis K., V Rate
must be determined which provide a compromise and Swep Nidth In Visual Search. 14 pp., Nov .
between these conflicting considerations. The 1979, AD A077 834
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The relationship between sweep width and H we find our results in the strong potential
detection rates is re-evaluated. The result limit to be in qualitative agreement with exact .

derived in eZG Report 56, W 2(2 K/VR)1/2, is quantum mechanical calculations. The angular
the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of distribution for a given product state broadens
the exact solution. This result is valid when a as the initial relative kinetic energy is in-
nondimenaional parameter, q -KH/V1 , is large. creased, in agreement with classical trajectory
When q Is small, W 2 H. calculation (F + H2). The angular distribution

is also predicted to broaden as the final rela-
IF 261 tive velocity increases, in agreement with
Vila, Carlos L.; Zvijac, David J.; and Ross, John, experiment (H + Cl2 , F + 12) , 

Finally we intro-
?renck-condon Theory ot Chemical DOnaice, VZ. duce several simplfying approximations to our
angular Distributions of Reaction Products, 14 analytical model and find that, for exothermic
pp., Nov 1979 (Reprintec from Journal Chemical reactions like F + 12, the radial contributon to
Physics 70(12), 15 Jun 1979), AD A076 287 the r matrix is dominated by certain features of

We calculate planar and three-dimensional the potential: the barrier width, the slope of
angular distributions for the products of atom- the potential on the reactant side, and force
diatom chemical reactions by means of the constants in the region of maximum overlap. Our
Franck-Condon (IC) model. The wave functions on analysis provides a basis for the formulation of
the reactant and product quasiadiabatic surfaces reduced variables which may be of use in com-
are expanded in partial wave series. A local paring reactions. Finally we discuss some suf-
uncoupling of the different degrees of freedom, ficient conditions for the separability of
as justified earlier, Is assumed and conse- product velocity and angular distributions.
quantly the individual members of the partial
wave series can be separated into products of PP 262
angular factors and rovibracion-translation Patersen, Charles C., Third orld Mfilitary Elites
factors. To evaluate these factors, we consider In Soviet Perspective, 50 pp., Nov 1979, -

the limit of weak and strong potential, and weak AD A077 835
and strong kinematic couplings. The center of The Importance that military aid has assumed
mass differential cross section Is obtained by in Soviet dealings with Third World governments
means of the r matrix formalism, where the r has long been recognized by Western students of
matrix is approximated by a generalized Franck- Soviet are transfers, and a large number of
Condon overlap of the matrix fotmalism, where monographs on the subject have bon published in
the r matrix is approximated by a generalized the last decade. Even so, available treatments
Franck-Condon overlap of the reactantike, and have been largely confined to statistical analy-
product-like wave functions. We use several see of aggregate data on Soviet outlays for
further satisfactory approximations, e.g., military assistance, tabulations of hardware
linearizaton of the potential in the region of deliveries, or case studies of bilateral aid
maximum overlap, and semiclassical approximation relationships. But a systematic effort to
to the oscillator wave functions, beyond those uncover the system of political-ailitary views
of the FC model to obtain an analytic expression that informs Soviet policy toward and dealings
for the 7 matrix. For assumed LEPS surface of with the armed forces of the Third World has yet
the systems to be undertaken. For all the tactical oppor-

tunism of their behavior, the Soviets do possess
H + H H2 + H, H + F iH + H such a system of views-views which have changed

significantly over the years, and without an
and awareness of which no understanding of the

Soviet military aid program would be complete.
14 Cl - HC Cl , These views are not, to be sure, set forth in2 Soviet writings that treat the subject directly

we calculate angular distributions of reaction -it is much too sensitive for that. But the
products in the various coupling limits for Soviets do write about their clients, the mili-
ranges final states. The angular distributions tary netblishments of the Third World, and in
in the strong potential coupling limits have a particular about the role of these establish-
Gaussian shape peaked about the backscattering enats in the societies of which they are
angle ( ) (the hard sphere deflection angle for ambers. And an understanding of Soviet percep-
the chosen critical configuration) for each of tions of this role is the key, to an under-
the three reactions studied. In all three cases standing of the outlook that conditions Soviet
the 3D angular distribution is narrower than the military aid policy in the developing nations.
planar (20) angular distribution. Our calcu-
lations show no difference between the angular PP 263
distributions of the weak and strong kineaatic Robinson, Kathy I., Using Cmercial ankers and
coupling limits. The angular distribution of the Conmatnershipa for Nay V UndeZ wy Replenishment, 25
2D weak potential coupling case are broader than pp., Nov 1979, AD A077 836
those of the strong potential coupling. For 4 +
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With Increasing shipbuilding costs, the Navy has been rising fairly steadily since 1950.
has been considering the use of commercial ships Moreover, not much attention has been paid in IL
in Its support missions. The approach used in the literature to taxes in the possible role as
the analysis is to look at the missions that causes of inflationary pressures.
these tankers and containerships could perform.
These ships can be compared to existing Navy PP 267
designs to see what additional equipment could Vogel, Robert C. and Trost, Robert P., The Re-
enhance the commercial ship capabilities. The sponge of State Government Receipts to Economic
costs of these modifications, and the ship's Fluctuations and the Allocation of Counter-
resulting capabilities can then be compared to Cclical Revenue Sharing Grants, 11 pp., Dec 1979
Navy needs. (Reprinted from The Review of Economics and Sta-

tistics, published for Harvard University. Copy-
11 264 right, 1979, by North-Holland Publishing Company,
Weinland, Robert G., rhe U.S. Navy in the Pacific: Vol. LZI, No. 3. Aug 1979)
Past, Present, and Glimpses of the Future, 31 pp.. The main purpose of this paper is to estimate
Nov 1979 (Delivered at the International Symposium the responsiveness of receipts of 49 state
on the Sea, sponsored by the International Inati- governments to fluctuations in economic activity
tute for Strategic Studies, The Brookins Institu- and to use these estimates to evaluate the
tion and the Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, 16-20 Oct allocation of counter-cyclical revenue sharing
1978), AD A077 837 funds among state governments.

Three factors play a major role in determin-
Ing the strength and composition of the U.S. PIP 268
Pacific Fleet and the character of its deploy- Thomason, James S., Seaport Dependence and Znter-
aents in Asian waters. The first factor is the State Cooperation: rhe Case of Sub-Saharan Africa,
complex of threats perceived to be poaed to the 139 pp., Jan 1980, AD A081 193
U.S., its allies and its interests in the This is a study of cooperation among 18 sub-
region. The second factor is the estimated Saharan African states during their first post-
requirement for U.S. forces in the region. The colonial decade (1962-1968). Five major hypo-
third factor is the actual availability of U.S. theses about cooperation are tested. The states
forces for use in the region. This discussion were selected from each part of independent sub-
concentrates on two of those factors: require- Saharan Africa. The unit of analysis is the
ments for and availability of forces. dyad; a pair of social actors considered

together as a relational unit. -

11265
einland, Robert G., War and Peace in the North: pp 2"

Some Political moplicatIone of the Changing Kill- Weiss Kanneth G,, rho Soviet Involvement In the
tary Situation In Northern Serope, 18 pp., Nov Ovadea ar, 42 pp., Feb 1980 (Presented at the
1979 (Prepared for presentation to the Conference Southern Conference on Slavic Studies, Oct 1979).
of the Nordic Balance In Perspective: the Changing AD A082 219
Military and Political Situation, Center for Moscow's involvement in the Somali-EthLopian
Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown conflict in 1977 and 1978 culminated in the most
University, 15-16 Jun 1978), AD A077 838 impressive exercise of Soviet politico-military

This discussion is focused on four points: diplomacy since Angola. An analysis of that
(1) how a var in Europe night start; (2) one of involvement then can help us approach those
the two principal ways in which what happens at questions that have been asked regarding Soviet
sea in the North could have a decisive impact on policy formulation in Third World crises. In
the outcome of a European war; (3) what has been regard to motivation in Soviet policy, these
referred to rather widely as the military questions include: To what extent is Soviet
buildup on the Kola Peninsula-this will be an crisis behavior purposive? To what degree is
attempt to provide both a military assessment Soviet policy reactive? Concerning the modality
and a political assessment of the changing of Soviet policy: Is Soviet crisis policy
Soviet force structure in the North; and (4) a activist or cautious? In regard to Soviet per-
menu of actions (or, more accurately, reactions) formance in these crises: How well have the
for the West-explicitly designed to raise ques- Soviets done during crises in light of their
tions rather than provide answers. policy objectives? Before evaluating Soviet

foreign policy in the Ogaden War in terms of
P 266 these questions, it is first useful to summarize

Utgoff, Kathleen P. and Brechling, Frank P., razes the salient events in the Horn in 1977 and 1978.
and Inflation, 24 pp., Sep 1979, AD A081 194 After doing so, we will discuss Soviet involve-

This paper contains the results of a prelim- ment in terms of the questions raised above.
cary investigation into the role that taxes may

have played in the inflationary process of the
past two decodes. Such an analysis seems timely,
because the proportion of GN devoted to taxes
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i 270 nonmarket time, or their corresponding supply
Remnek, Richard S., Soriet Policey In the Horn of functions of labor.
Africa: The Decision to Zntervene, 52 pp., Jan
1980. (Published in rb Soviet Uhion JA the rhird IPP 274
-"orld: Success or Pallure, Westviev Press. Nunn, Walter I., A Result In the theory of Spiral

N! Boulder, Co., Simmer, 1980), AD A081 195 Search, 9 pp., Mar 1980, AD A112 481
This paper attempts to evaluate recent Soviet This note presents a result in the theory of

policy on the Horn of Africa. Its temporal focus spiral search which does not sea to be avail-
is the period immediately preceding and during able in the literature in spite of its straight-
the Somali-Ethiopian conflict in the Ogaden, forward derivation and obvious applicability in
roughly from 1976 to late 1977. It ws then that certain types of real li.o search problems. The
the Soviet Union made critical commitments to result gives the probability of detection as a
support the Dergue, Ethiopia's radical military function of time for a class of prior distri-
goverament. These decisions ultimately brought butions of search-object, I.e. target, position
about a major diplomatic realignment in the centered at the origin of the x,y plans. We
Horn. This period can therefore be considered a restrict attention to a spiral-type search in
major turning point in Soviet policy on the which the searcher covers the AOU (area of un-
Horn. certainty) in concentric rings, moving out from

the center. In the comon case that the prior
PP 271 density is circular normal, the time to detec-
McConnell, James ., Soviet and American Strategic tion is seen to be approximately exponentially
Doctrine: One Mor ime, 43 pp., Jan 1980, distributed. This is a somehat counter-
AD A081 192 intuitive result In that the detection rate is

In recent years. in connection vith the SALT constant, since it would appear that detection
debate and concern over the Implications of rate must decrease with time as the searcher
emerging Soviet capabilities, there has been a moves from high probability areas to low prob-
revival of interest in comparing Soviet and ability areas.
American doctrines. In spite of the sharpness of
these Western discussions, there is a certain PP 275
consensus among the participants, as to both Goldberg, Lawrence, Recruiters, Advertising, and
doctrinal similarities and doctrinal differ- Nav Ballatmeats, 34 pp., Mar L980, AD A082 221
ences. All seen to. agree that war Is not re- This study analyses the effects on Navy high
gardd as an expedient policy by either Moscow school graduate enllstmnts of various factors,
or Washington, and that the common objective is including recruiters, advertising, unemployment
the peacetime political manipulation of force rates, and others. Effects are measured using
(deterrence, bargaining from a position of regression analysis with quarterly data from
strength, etc.). 1971 to 1977. The study should be of interest to

those concerned uith the problem of military
PP 272 manpower procurement, and to those interested in
Weiss, Kenneth G., rbe Azores In Diplomacy and measuring the effects of advertising.
strategy, 1940.1943, 43 pp., Mar 1980, AD A0SS 094

This paper will examine the smell but im- PP 276
portent pert the Azores played in the conduct of Goldberg, Lawrence, Delaying an Overhaul S Ship's
World War I. In doing so, it will study the squipment, 40 pp., May 1980, AD A085 095
diplomacy surrounding the Anglo-American This study analyzes the effects of delaying a
acquisition of military bases in the islands, ship's overhaul on the condition of its equip-
cheir importance In the allied anti-submario sent. Data on 14,000 CASREPTs for destroyer-type
campaign and in the air ferry and transport ships in 1970-75 are used to measure equipment
service between the United States and the condition; and regression analysis Is used to
various theaters of the war. measure the effects of delaying a ship's over-

haul, holding constant the effects of other
PP 273 factors such as its steaming history, class, and
Nakeda, Michael K., Labor Supply of Wives vith fleet. The frequency of CASREPTs as well as
nusbands amployed E ther Pull time or Part rime, their maintenance and parts' supply times are
39 pp., lab 1980, AD A082 220 separately analyzed. The results are used to

In conventional studies of demand, the estimate the effects on equipment conditions of
utility function has as its erguments market delaying a ship's overhaul for one year.
goods and, as is the case here, leisure time of
the husband and wife. Total time available to PP 277
either husband or wife is divided Into market Mangel, Marc S., Small Fluctuations In Systems
and onmarket, or leisure, cle. Thus, mazi- with Multiple Limit Cycles, 18 pp., Har 1979,
mising the utility function subject to the (Published in SIAN Journal Appl. Math, Vol. 38,
household's budget constraint will yield the No. 2, Feb 1980), AD AO6.229
demand functions for the husband's and wife's
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The effects of small random perturbations on these f lavs suggests a basic misunderstanding of
deterministic systems of differential equations the requirements for sound analytical work in
are considered. The deterministic systems of international relations. This essay attempts to
Interest have multiple limit cycles and may alleviate this problem in two ways. First, by
undergo a bifurcation (the Hopf bifurcation). A briefly outlining the basic requirements for
first exit problem for experiments beginning evaluating the importance of the armed forces a
near stable and unstable limit cycles. The un- a purely political Instrument. Second, the
stable limit cycle, surrounded by an annulus, methods used In Force, Without er are discussed
are formulated.* Of Interest is the probability and an attempt to reveal the major shortcomings
of first exit from the annulus through a speci- In both the methods used and the conclusions
fied boundary, conditioned on Initial position. reached is made. (Appendices I and 11 published
The diffusion approximation Is used, so that the as CKA (80-0056).)
conditional probability satisfies a backward
diffusion equation. Approximate solutions of the PP 280
backward equation are constructed by an asympto- Goldberg, Lawrence, Estimation of the Effects of a
tic method. The behavior of the stochastic eye- Ship's steamiing on the Failure Rat* of its Equip-
tem in the vicinity of stable and unstable limit aent: An Application of Econometric Analysis, 25
cycles is compared. When the deterministic sys- pp., Apr 1960, AD A085 096
tam exhibits the Nopf bifurcation, the above Regression analysis is used to estimate the
analysis must be modified. Uniform solutions of effects of a ship's steaming on the failure rate
the backward equation are constructed. Numerical of its equipment, holding constant the effects
examples are used to compare the theory with of other factors such as a ship's class, fleet,
Monte Carlo experiments, time since overhaul, and point In the deplayesent

cycle. Equipment failures are measured with data
PP 275 on 14,000 CAIREPTa for destroyer-type ships in
Mizrahi, Maurice M., A r'arreting Problem: Exact 1970-75. It is widely thought that steaming
v*. Expected-Value Approaches, 23 pp., Apr 1980, would Increase the number of equipment failures
(Submitted for publication in Operations because of more wear-out.* However,* we find the
Research), AD A085 096 failure rate of equipment seoes to decrease with

This paper solves a targeting problem exactly stesting in the long run.
and compares the exact solution with several
reasonable expected-value approaches In order to IP 281
gauge their accuracy.* The scenario consists of Miarahi, Maurice H., Comet On 'DIsceetization
air-to-surface missiles fired simultaneously at Problem of Funional Integrals In Phase Space,
a ship formation defended. with point defenses. 2 pp., Mey 1980, (Published in Physical Review D.
The problem is to find the probability that a Vol. 22, No. 8, 15 Oct 80), AD £094 994
given ship will survive the raid.* Each ship is It Is shown that the definition of path inte-
present with a given probability and possesses a grals without limiting procedure does not live
targeting weight determining the likelhood that rise to unresolved factor-ordering ambiguities.
it will be selected for targeting among the Any inference from the recent work of Langouche
other ships present. The method can be extended et al. [Phys. Rev D 20, 419 (1979)] that one is
to further layers of defense under certain forced to resort to discrotization (time
conditions. Each solution is presented In 2 slicing) to resolve these so-called ambiguities
forms: a finite sum and a definite integral, is thereby shown to be incorrect.
each being easier to handle than the other under
certain conditions. Examples are given. One PP 22
important conclusion is the spectacular break- Levy, Robert A. sod Jondrow, James H., Labor
down of reasonable expected-value approaches. Adjustment Under Rational Expectations, 36 pp.,

De 1980, AD A094 796
PP 279 This paper is an application of the theory of
Walt, Stephen H., Causal Zaferences and the Use of rationel expectations to the demand for labor in
Force: A Critique of Force Without War, 50 pp., 11 two-digit industries. There were several
May 1960, AD £065 097 specific goals: (1) to test the hypothesis that

A recent Brookings Institution study, Force firms, to some extent, look past cyclical
Without War, illustrates both the difficulties changes in determining their demand for output;
Involved In assessIng the role of the armed (2) to try to explain the estimated finding of
forces In purely political situations, and the increasing returns to scale implied by most
problems that result from inadequate attention labor demand models; (3) to illustrate how the
to the methodological requirements one's sub- assumption of rational expectations is useful in
stantivo interest imposes. The study haa distinguishing speeds of adjustment to different

9attracted a great deal of favorable attention sources of output change--in our case, between
since its publication, despite the fact that it cyclical changes and Imports; (4) to make an
contains a number of major methodological flaw@. explicit comparison with a model which assumes
The apparently widespread failure to recognise
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that expectations are static, i.e., the usual Pp 285
partial adjustment model. Ramnek, Richard B., Superpower Security Znterests L

In the Zndian Ocean Area, 26 pp., Jun 1980,

PP 23 AD A087 113
Dismukes. N. Bradford, Zxpected Demand for the From today's perspective, the Indian Ocean
U.S. Nmv to Serve as an tstrument of U.S. resembled a veritable zone of peace just a few
Foreign Policy: hinking About Political and years ago. In 1977, prospects for a U.S.-Soviet

ilitary Uravirnmental Factors, 30 pp., Apr 1980, agreement to stabilize their respective naval
(Prepared for a Conference on Future Role of Naval presences in the area seemed reasonably good.
and Marine Forces: Political and Environmental The vacuum of military power left by the with-
Factors Affecting the Future Projection of Force, drawal of the British fleet from eat of Suez a
Sponsored by the Georgetown Center for Strategic & fey years before appeared to have been replaced
International Studies, Apr 1980), AD A085 099 by a new equilibrium in which regional powers

It is probably fair to say that there is wide aspired to play a major role in keeping the
agreement that since World War II the U.S. Navy peace. The Islamic revolution in Iran wholly
has made valuable contributions to the nation's upset the balance. Even before U.S. hostages
foreign policy In peacetime. Mst analysts agree were seized in Tehran and Soviet combat forces
that in principle the power to threaten violence Invaded Afghanistan, the volatile situation in
or act violently from the sea retains utility Iran had Impelled the United States towards
today. But one finds considerable disagreement adopting a stronger military posture in the
about the range of practical contingencies in area. The Soviet invasion has of course super-
which U.S. seapower can be usefully employed at charged the political atmosphere, and raised the
acceptable cost and risk. To help provide a specter of war between the superpowers breaking
comon departure point for the conference, this out in Southwest Asia. This atmosphere of
paper will provide: (1) a brief review of a few heightened international tensions has raised the
necessary terms of reference; (2) a discussion crucial question, Are the superpowers on a
of the specifics of how requirements to use the collIsion course In the Zndlan Ocean? The
Navy In support of policy are likely to arise; crystal bell that could furnish a definite
(3) an assessment of the factors affecting the answer has yet to be invented. However, an
Navy's utility in a political role, particularly assessment of how these events in Southwest Asia
as compared to the other instruments available; have jeopardized the major interests of the
and finally (4) a brief summary look into the superpowers and how their policies appear to be
future. changing in response to these threats say reduce

some of the uncertainty and give us a better
PIP 284 understanding of the issue.
NMun, Walter R., Keilson, J.* and Somita, U.,* te.
Laguerro transform, 119 pp., May 1980, (Published Pp 26"
In Applied Mathematics and Computation Journal, Misrahi., Maurice M., On the UN Approximetion to
Vol 5, 1979 (Part I only), AD A085 100 the Propegator for Arbitrary amfiltonLans, 21 pp.,

A novel transform is presented which maps Jun 1980, (Published in Journal of Mathematics and
continuum functions (such as probability Physics, Vol. 22, Jan 1981), AD A091 307
distributions) Into discrete sequences and This paper presents a general expression for
permits rapid numerical calculation of con- the WKS approximation to the propagator cor-
volutions, multiple convolutions, and Neumann responding to an arbitrary Hamiltonian operator
expansions for Volterra integral equations. The , For example, if the correspondence rule used
transfor Is based on the Laguerre polynomials, to pass from the classical Hamiltonian ac to aj
associated Laguerre functions, and their co- is such that It associates
volution properties. Part 1 of this paper deals
with functions having support only on (0,-). The +.
resulting unilateral Laguerre transform finds aPi + (l-a)2 1i to pq.
applications in convolution of such functions,
inversion of Laplace transform, and in solution then the formula gives
to renewal and related Volterra integral equa-
tions. Part 2 of this paper deals with functions 2 i
having support on (--,- ) via a bilateral L,1D- K~exp (1/2-a) (32H /3q api)
Lasuerre transform which is an extension of the| T .-"
unilateral transform. Applications of this tech-
nique include convolution of such functions and (q c(t),pc(t)•t)dt
analysis of the Lindley process.
D alversiey of Rochester

where (VV - (2j,%) "n12 (det M)1 /2 exp (iSc/t ) is
Van Vlock's well known formula, S being the
action functional evaluated at the classical
path (qc, p,) and HiS -23sc/aqi3qb j . More
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generally, the formula presented here applies to to their implications on training and capability
any system described by a function of f(x,t) of those who must make derivative classification
whoqe time evolution is given by (ij(x, ka/3x, t) decisions. Aspects of the problem and the impli-
+ kO/3t)f(x,t) a 0, regardless of the form of j. cations are addressed along with some sugges-
The Schrdinger equation of quantum mechanics tions on what needs to be done.
and the Fokker-Planck equation of diffusion are
obvious examples. Hany examples are discussed. 1 290-

Watson, Gregory H., Eva.ustion of Computer Soft-
p. 87 were In an Operational Environment, 17 pp., Aug
Cope, Davis K., Limit Cycle Solutions of Reaction- 1980, AD A091 213
Diffusion Equations, 319 pp., Jun 1980, (Disserta- This paper examines general procedures for
tion submitted to Vanderbelt University in partial testing military real-time operational software
fulfillment of requirement for degree of Doctor of from the user's perspective. A summsry of indus-
Philosophy in Mathmtics, Aug 1980), AD A087 114 trial software testing is given with an evalua-

This thesis studies certain problems con- tlon of its applicability to the military's
nected with reaction-diffusion equations which requirement for operational testing. The opera-
are systems of partial differential equations of tional test environment is examined to determine
the form the extent of verification, validation or cer-

tification of computer software that is possible
given the constraints of this environment.1!1t " (u) Vu %, i

pp 291
Trost, Robert P. and Maddala, G.S.,* Some Exten-

where u Is an N-dimensional vector, X Is a non- sions of the Merlovo-Press Model, 17 pp., Oct
negative-definlte diffusion matrix, and IC(p) is 1980, AD A091 946
a vector reaction function. It will usually be In two interesting papers, Nerlov and Press
assmed that K is diagonal, which is usually the (1973, 1976) discuss methods of analyzing quali-
case in application (but not always, see the tative data with multivarlant log-linear models.
Keller and Segel work described later in this The purpose of the present paper is to suggest
section). If K is posltive-defInite, of course, an alternative method of analyzing the problems
a linear transformation of j exists such that that Nerlov and Press considered in terms of
the diffusion matrix In the new variables is unobserved variables and dimny indicator vari-
diagonal. The kinetic equations of (1.1) are the ables. Herlov and Press (1976) give two ex-
equations without the spatial terms: amples: agricultural practices of Philippino

farmers, and sexual attitudes of undergraduates
of Northwestern University. In both these prob-

- 7(u).• lew our main interest is not on which exogenous
variables affect which main effects and interac-
tIons but on the determinants of an underlying

The kinetic system (1.2) will generally be unobservable variable (adoption of modern
assmed to possess a stable limit cycle solution avricultural methods, sexual permiassiveness 6.

j.(t) with period T, which is then a solution of etc.) for which we have dmmy indicator
(1.1) also. This thesis is basically a study of variables.
the limit cycle as a solution of (1.1) with * University of Florida.
related results arising in the course of the
study. pp 292

Thomas, James A., Jr. and Curtiss, C.F.,* 'he
p268 ransport Properties of Binary Gas Mixtures In
Golman, Walter, Don't Let our Slide Flip You: A Applied Magnetic Fields. 10 pp., Sep 1980,
Painless Guide to Visuals that Really Aid, 17 pp., (Published in Journal of Chemical Physics 72(10),
Oct 1980, AD A092 732 15 May 1980)

" Discusses when slides should be used; purpose Employing methods introduced by L.W. Hunter,
* of slides; and, how slides should be prepared. Scalar equations are obtained for the transport

properties of binary gaseous mixtures in applied
PP 289 magnetic fields. The collision integrals
Robinson, Jack A., Adequate Classification occuring in these equations are generalizations
Guidance - A Solution and A Problem, 7 pp., Aug of those discussed by L.W. Hunter and 1.1.
1960, AD A091 212 Snider. The shear viscosity of an atom-diatom

The advent of a continuing requirement to mixture in an applied magnetic field is treated
identify precisely the classification of each in detail. The basis set is truncated and the
portion of a classified document is relatively limit in which the concentration of the diatomic
new on a government-wide basis. So too is the species is low is considered. The expressions
requirement to issue classification guidance. obtained for the shear viscosity tensor are
The two requirements have not been assessed as
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shom to be of the same form as earlier that formal empire was resorted to only if in-
theoretical expressions, formal methods failed.

STheoretical chemistry Zntitute, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. Pp 296

Dismukes, N. Bradford and Petersen, Charles C.,
PP 293 Maritime Factors Affecting Z/orian Security, 14
Thomas, James A., Jr. and Curtiss, C.F.,* pp., Oct 1980, AD A092 733
Rvaluation of Kinetic Theory Collision Znegrals Enduring geopolitical realities have given
Using the Genserallsod Phase Shift Approach, 12 special weight to maritime affairs in the
pp., Sep 1980, (Published in Journal of Chemical history of security planning for the Iberian
Physics 72(10), 15 May 1980) Peninsula. aritime factors remain important

The collision integrals arising in the treat- today. This paper will review the threats to
sent of binary Sas mixtures In applied magnetic Iberian security that would arise directly or
fields are shown to be straightforward Senerali- indirectly from maritime axes in the context of
zations of those partially evaluated by L.W. a major war between East and West today and in
Hunter and 1.F. Snider, and utilized by Hunter the near future.
in his treatment of the effects of a magnetic
field on the shear viscosity and thermal con- iP 298
ductivity of single component diatomic gases. NiarahL, Maurice N., A Markov Approach to &arge
These collision Integrals are further developed Missile Attacks, 28 pp., Jan 1981, AD A096 159

* by use of the generalized phase shift formalism, An exact Markov approach is used to calculate
which permits the evaluation of several suma- the attrition suffered by a number of identical
tions and angle integrations and leads to con- targets subjected to sequential missile atracks.
siderable simplification of the expressions. Various missile-allocation situations sar ox-
Theoretical Chemistry Institute, University of &mined. An APL program is presented.

Wisconsin, Madison, W iconsin.
pp299

PP296 Jondrow, James M. and Levy, Robert A., Wage
Roberts, Stephen S., French Naval Policy Outside Leedership In Construction, 19 pp., Jan 1981,
of Europe. 29 pp., Aug 1978, (Prepared for presen- AD A094 797
tation at the Conference of the Section on Kill- Wage leadership is the theory that wage In-
tary Studies, International Studies Association, creases in one sector lead to imitative. in-
Klawsh Island, S.C., 8 Nov 1978), AD A091 306 treases elsewhere. In this paper we test this

French naval policy, as outlined by senior theory In a large industry where wagse leadership
naval officers and informed observers, is in is supposed to be dominant-construction. Alter-
many ways similar to French defense policy. In native theories of wage determination (excess
particular, the navy's views on strategic demand, real wage bergaining) are also tested,
nuclear deterrence and the defense of metro- along with the efficacy of the 1971-73 wage
politan France are the logical maritime controls.
equivalent of those of the Army, Air Force, and
Ministry of Defense. However, in the area of PP 300
defense policy outside Europe, French naval Jondrow, James K. and Schmidt, Peter,* On the
writings go further than those of the other Estimation of Technical Znefficiency In the
services or the ministry. The naval writers have Stochastic FrontIer Production Function model, 11
defined an additional threat, Indirect strategy, pp., Jan 1981 (Published in Journal of Economics,
that they feel France faces overseas, and they Vol. 19, No. 2/3, Aug 1982), AD A096 160
have adapted French deterrence theory in an In this paper, we propose a method of
effort to respond to it. separating the error term of the stochastic

frontier model into its two components for each
if 295 observation. This enables one to estimate the
Roberts, Stephen S., An Zadicator of Informal level of technical inefficiency for each
Bopire: . atterns of U.S. Navy Cruising on Oversees observation in the sample, and largely removes
Stations, E869-1897, 40 pp., Sep 1980, (Presented what had been viewed as a considerable dis-
at the 4th Naval History Symposium U.S. Naval advantage of the stochastic frontier model
Academy, 26 Oct 1979), AD A091 316 relative to other models (so-called deter-

Several historians, notably Gallagher and ministic frontiers) for which technical
Robinson in England and William Appleman inefficiency was readily measured for each
Williams in the U.S., have expressed the theory observation.
that nineteenth century Imperialism Included not Michigan state University.
only the well-known formal empires but also what
Gallagher and Robinson call informal ipiroe over
much of the rest of the world. They add that the
latter was the preferred mans of control, and
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PP 301 The empirical literature on interregional
Hughes. Claire; Jondrow, James H.; and Levy, migration, particularly that concerned with

Robert A., Technical Change and Employusnt in migration within the United States, is almost

Steel, Autos, Aluminum, and ZrOn Ore, 17 pp., Mar exclusively focused on cross-sectional studies.

1981. AD A099 394 The reason for this lack of attention to time-
Technical change enhances the potential series analyses is that until recently

standard of living for society. Yet in the appropriate time series data on migration within

particular industries where technical change is the U.S. were simply nonexistent. In the present

occurring, there are conflicting effects: (1) study we used recently developed annual data on

the price of output will fall so that more is migration, employment, and earnings for 171

demanded and (2) the demand for some or all regions and for 18 years to examine changes in

inputs for given output will be reduced. With the structure of a model of annual interregional

respect to labor, the first effect increases migration and employment change.

demand, the second diminishes it. This paper OklversIty of Colorado
presents estimates of the net effect of tech- * Arisona State Uiversityj

nical change on labor demand in four industries.
Using an economic model of these industries, we I 305
estimate what would have been the effect on ?unn, Laura H., An Znrroduction to the Literature
employment if no technical change occurred in of Search Theory, 32 pp., Jun 1981, AD A1OO 420
each since 1959. The purpose of this paper is to survey the

one-sided search problem, starting with

PP302 Koopman's work in 1946 and continuing to the

Levy, Robert A. and Jondrow, James N., rho Sffect present. The paper summarizes some basic results
of Mports on Employment Ghder Rational £Xpecta- for both the optimal allocation of effort prob-

tio, 19 pp., Apr 1961, AD A099 392 lea and the best track problem for stationary
A number of studies have concluded that the and moving targets; but, it is intended as an

demand for labor depends on both current and introduction to the literature of the field

expected future output. Though many of these rather than an exposition of it.

studies rely on the assumption of rational ex-
pectations, none has recognied and made us ff 306
aware of a unique characteristic of the theory Anger, Thomas Z., What Good are Warfare Models? 6
of rational expectations: that in the process of pp., May 1981, AD AOO A21

generating measures, of expectations information Aside from a natural urge for certainty,

is automatically created on the extent to which faith in quantitative models of warfare springs
different variables affect expectations. leonce, from the experience of World War 11, when they
the differing response to alternative causes of seemed to lead to more effective tactics and

output change can be estimated. In this paper, equipment. But the foundation of this success
we focus on imports as a distinct cause of out- was not the quantitative methods themselves.

put change. We test the hypothesis that employ- Rather, it was the fact that the methods were
msent reacts more rapidly to output changes when applied In wartime.
they are due to changes in imports than when
they are due to the business cycle of other IP 307
influences. Thomason, James S., Dependence, Risk, and Vulner-.

ability, 41 pp., Jun 1981, AD AI02 698

PIP 303 The purpose of this paper in to articulate a

Thomason, Jams S., rhe Rarest Comodity In the framework for interrelating the concepts of
coming Resource wars, 3 pp., Aug 1981, (Published dependence, risk, and vulnerability. To do this

in the Washington Star, 13 April 1981), we first distinguish dependence (susceptibility

AD A104 221 to utility losses) from risk (the probability
When top government officials suggest that such losses will be inflicted). Then we relate

* without various exotic minerals from remote these two concepts through the idea that vulner-

developing countries the U.S. would suffer aco- ability is the expected value of such potential
nomic calamity and be nearly unable to produce utility losses. Among other things, this ap-

vital defense goods, they foster exaggerated proach enables us to highlight those strategies

fears and divert attention from far more press- that attempt to reduce vulnerability by lessen-

- ing national concerns. Iug dependence and those which aim to reduce
vulnerability by lowering the probability that

pp 304 such utility losses will be imposed.
Duffy, Michael K.; Greenwood,* Michael J.; and
McDomell ,

e  
John M., A Cross-Sectional Model of pp 306

Annual Znterregional Migration and Zoployment lisrahi, Maurice M., Correspondence Rules and Path
Growth: Zntertumporal Svidence of Structural integrals, 17 pp., Jul 1981, (Published in T1

Change, 1935-1075, 31 pp., Apr 1981, AD A099 393 Nuovo Cimento, Vol. 61 B, No. 1, 11 Genuaio 1981),
AD A102 699
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A path-integral representation is constructed PP 311
for propagators corresponding to quantum Bowes, Marianne; Brechling, Frank P.; and Utgoff,
Hamiltonian operators obtained from classical Kathleen P., An 1valuation of UI Funds, 13 pp.,
Halton ans by an arbitrary rule of correspon- Hay 1981, (Published in the National Comission on
dence. Each rule yields a unique way of defining Unemployment Compensation, Unemployment Compensa-
the path integral in the context of a formalism tion: Studies and Research, Vol. 2, Jul 1980),
which does not require a limiting process. This AD A100 424
formalism is nore reliable than the usual Unemployment insurance (UI) benefits are --
lattice definition in that all the expressions financed by state taxes on employers. The wide
it entails are well defined for computational diversity of tax systems among states has re-
purposes and it allows the explicit evaluation caLved a great deal of attention recently be-
of large classes of path integrals. Direct sub- cause many state Ul funds have run out of money. 7
atitution in the Schrodinger equation shows that When such a fund does run out, the state borrows
there are no restrictions on the Hamiltonian from a Federal Trust Fund that is financed by a
operator. Examples are given, tax on employers in all states. There is a great

deal of disagreement over how and when debts to
ff 309 the Federal Trust Fund should be repaid. No one
einland, Robert C., An (Vw?) xplanation of the wants to add to the tax *burden on firms,

SoVIet ZMnvaIOn of Afghanistan. 44 pp., Nay 1981, especially during a recession, but there is
(A summary of this paper was presented at the growing concern that the tax systems of some
AAASS Conference, Nov 1980; A distillation was states can not support their benefit schedules.

*published in the Washington Star, 30 Jan 1981), These states are being subsidized by states that
AD AIO 422 have higher taxes and never need to borrow from

This paper begins with a brief description of the Federal Trust Fund. PRI conducted a study
the problems facing any analysis of Soviet in- for the National Commission on Unemployment Coa-
tentions and the approach to their solution pensation to help U1 administrators evaluate tax
adopted here. Next, the context in which the systems and predict how changes in tax systems
actions under examination took place is sketched would change fund balances. Several models of Ul
out. The discussion then turns to a review of tax systems were developed, and their predictive
the course of events in Afghanistan and the role power was tested. The best models were used to
apparently played by the Soviets there. Follow- predict fund balances under a variety of hypo-
Ing this, the motivations judged most likely to thetical tax systems.
have precipitated the envasion are outlined. The -

. discussion concludes with a brief treatment of PP 312 (Nv)
sme of the implications of this conclusion. A Jondrow, Jame M.; loves, Marianne; and Levy,
listing and evaluation of other, less plausible Robert A., rhe Opt ium Speed Limit, 21 pp., Jul
explanations of the Soviet decision to invade 1983 (Published in Economic Inquiry, Vol. XXI, No.
are appended. 3, Jul 1983), AD 100 425

In this paper, we describe an Improved method
Pp 310 of measuring the private and social benefits and
Stanford, Janette N. and Wu, Tai Te,* A Predictive costs associated with speed and give some sin-
method for Determining Possible Three-Dimsnsion l plified numerical examples. The examples Illus- -

* Foldings of Iauunoglobulin Backbones Around Anti- trate that, without arbitrarily judging the
body Combining Sites, 18 pp., Jun 1981, (Published value of human life, it is possible to: (1)
in J.Theor.Siol. (1981)88, AD A100 423 estimate the optimum speed limit; (2) estimate

. A method has been developed to replace seg- the cost, per life saved, of a speed limit below
ants of a protein backbone by other segments the optimum, which can be compared with the cost

!" with standard peptide units and given (*, 4,) of saving lives in other ways; and (3) specify
angles. Restrictions were Imposed by fixed the types of information needed to Improve
orientations of the N- and C-terminals and by estimates of the optimum.
the absence of steric hindrance between non-
bonding atoms. This procedure was applied to the PP 313
prediction of three dimensional backbone con- Roberts, Stephen S., tho U.S. Navy in the 2980s,
formations of antibody combingin sites based on 36 pp., Jul 1981, (Submitted for publication in
the amino acid sequences of the six comple- the Review Maritime (France)), AD A102 696

* mentarity determining regions. In particular, The task of U.S. Navy planners today is to
the detailed backbone structure around the ensure that the Navy retains the impressive
combining site of imunoglobulin NOPC-315 was capabilities that it has today and that it is

" predicted. Atomic co-ordinates of all non- able to establish and maintain a substantial, if
* hydrogen backbone atoms including Cp of the not absolute, margin of naval superiority over

predicted structure were given so that future the Soviets in the future. It appears that
c comparisons with experimental data and other current plans for the future of the U.S. Navy,
predictions could be made. notably the budget increases ordered by the
N orthwestern University. Reagan Administration, can achieve this
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objective. The purpose of this article is to navies in five of the most important recent
examine these plane as they existed at the end Mediterranean crises, and by estimating how
of March 1981, particularly those that will these actions were related to the political
determine the future of the Navy's ships and objectives of national policymakers. It will
aircraft. conclude with some speculations concerning the

ability of the U.S. Navy to continue to support
PP 314 political objectives in future Mediterranean
Jahn, Christopher; Horowitz, Stanley A.; and crises.
Lockman, Robert F., exaLAlng the Draft Debate, 19
pp., Jul 1981, AD A106 192 PP 318

The draft debate has heated up recently. Vego, Milan N., Yugoslavia and the Soviet Policy
Prominent retired military men, like Maxwell of Force In the nediterranean Since 1961, 187 pp.,
Taylor and William Westmoreland, have written Aug 1981
columns supporting a return to the draft. It is the intention here to describe and
Nevsweek has called the draft inevitable. The analyze how politico-mLlitary cooperation
WLL Street Journal has come remarkably close to between Belgrade and Moscow began and developed
endorsing national service - something we after 1961, when the matter of granting access
thought we'd never see. What is this all about? to Yugoslav ports and ground air facilities and
Why is the all-volunteer force (AVF) so often overflight rights was first raised. Also,
deemed a failure? Are these claims valid? Is changes over time will be explained and an
there any reason to believe a draft would be analysis attempted of the similarity or identity
better? Will we be able to make it through the of ideological, political, economic and military
80's without a draft? We will address these interests that made cooperation between Belgrade
questions. and Moscow and other progressive Arab regimes.

Some of the internal developments and crises in
PP 31.5 Yugoslavia that affected relations between
Buck, Ralph V. (Capt., USN), Le Catastrophe BV Any Belgrade and Moscow will be described. Finally,
Other Nsme .... 4 pp., Jul 1981, AD A102 697 the changing attitudes and policies of the

General discussion of the Catastrophe Theory Yugoslav leadership toward the Soviet and U.S./
and a combat example. NATO military presence, respectively, will be

discussed, because these implicitly justified
PP 316 Belgrade's support of Moscow's policy of force
Roberts, Stephen S., Weste=n Suropean and. *NAf0 in the Mediterranean.
Navies, 1980, 20 pp., Aug 1981, AD A104 223

The 14 navies of Western Europe and NATO (eax- P 319
eluding the U.S. Navy) include some of the Smith, Michael W., Antair Warfare Defense of
largest and best equipped fleets in the world, Ships at Sea, 45 pp., Sep 1981, (Presentation
excluding those of the two superpowers. Most of given at Naval Warfare Systems and Technology
them have significant ongoing procurement pro- Conference, American Institute of Aeronautics,
grams, some of then in the context of long-term Washington, D.C., 12 Dec 1980) AD A106 191
naval progra-laws. Their naval armamento in- Discusses AAW defenses in general, to give a
dutries are now equipping not only their own broad perspective on the AAW problem. Includes
fleets but also those of most of the world's briefing text and slides.
smaller navies. While none of then are large
enough co rival the navy of either superpower, PP 320
the non-U.S. NATO navies together constitute a Troet, Robert P.; Lurie, Philip M.; and arger,
major Western resource that could tip the Edward E., A Mote on Estimsting Continuous Time
balance in a naval conflict with the Warsaw Decision Models, 15 pp., Sep 1981, AD A106 193
Pact. Several studies have chosen (or implied) as

the dependent variable of interest some measure
p 317 of continuous time, whether it be in percentage
Roberts, Stephen S., Superpower Naval Crisis terms or actual years. In some of these papers
management In the Mediterranean, 35 pp., Aug 1981, (e.g., Mincer and Polacheck [1974) and Hyman
(Presented at a Colloquium on Military Systems and [19801) this dependent variable is studied by
Defense in the Mediterranean, France, Oct 1980), looking at its mean value (actual or predicted)
AD A104 222 in various age and education subgroups. In other

This paper will first describe the postures studies (e.g., Mincer and Ofek (19801 and
adopted by the U.S. and USSR navies In non- Shapiro and ttt [19791) the determinants of the
crisis periods to enable them to respond to dependent variable are estimated with regression
crises as well as carry out their other analysis. While the estimation of continuous
missions. It will then examine the ways in which time models is a step in the right direction
nval crisis management is currently practiced (away from discrete time choice models), the
in the Mediterranean by describing .in soe de- purpose of our note is to point out that the em-
tall the specific actions taken by the two pirical results In these otherwise excellent
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theoretical papers may be biased. The source of distributions which have been used in radar
this bias lies in the way censored observations clutter modeling and analysis are the log-normal
are handled In the empirical analysis. The rest and Weibull distributions. That clutter echoes
of the paper 1 divided into the following sac- can often be described by a log-normal
tions. In Section Two we discuss a potential distribution leads to a convenient way of
source of bias In previous studies. In Section simulating them. Because of the very simple
Three we propose an alternative method for esti- transformation which relates a log-normally
mating time decision models and in Section Four, distributed random variable to one which is
me consider two different applications of this merely normally distributed, it is easy to
method. Section Five contains the conclusion, construct log-normal sequences with specified

autocorrelation functions. This problem has in
pp 321 fact been addrested in the literature. The
Duffy, Michael K. and Ladman, Jerry R.*, he method involved the direct generation of a
Simultaneous Determination of Zmcore and Mplo- normally distributed sequence with a specified
ment In Us* United Stata-Nexrico Bader Region covariance matrix followed by an appropriate

cono les, 32 pp., Sep 1981, AD A106 540 transformation. This paper adopts a slightly
This paper expands upon a model developed by different approach based on a Discrete Fourier

Ladman to provide a vehicle to explain not only Transform of the appropriate spectral density.
the historical development of the border area Since this can be iaplemented by means of a
economy, but also to provide a useful Instrument standard FFT routine It my be faster than the
to predict the impact of changes in economic direct method. The remainder of this paper will
activity in the two-nation region. The nature of not deal In detail with properties of radar
the mdel clearly demonstrates the interrelated- clutter per se, but rather with the techniques
ness of the two-nation border economies with of generating correlated log-normal sequences by
specific reference to trade and coemrce, It using correlated normal sequences. Further dis-
also specifies the role that tourim and other cussion with particular quantitative application
exogenously determined economic activity play. to radar clutter modeling will be presented in a
To this end the paper is organized as follows, forthcoming paper.
First, a conceptual idea of the historical
development of the border area is presented. 11 324
Second, specific model of a border area is orowits, Stanley A., Ouantifying Seapover Rodi-
specified. Third, the policy applications of the nes, 5 pp., 1981, (Published in Defense Manage-
model are described. fourth, recomendations for ment Journal, VoL. 18, No. 2, Second Quarter
future research are set forth. 1981), AD AL1O 220

O Arizona State V rive"rIt The Navy devotes a large share of its budget
to maintaining ship readiness. While recent OSD

PI 322 guidance highlights the Importance of readiness,
Warner, John T., Issues In Navy Manpower Research decisions regarding resources needed to Improve
and POliCy: An Econooat'sa PerspectIve. 66 pp., Navy readiness are made with Imprecise knowl-
Dec 1981, AD A110 221 edge. This article examines an Integrated readi-

The purpose of this paper is to sumarlae ness-research approach to the resources-to-
what is known about Navy manpower problem and readiness questions for ships.
what is not known, and to point out areas where
future work would be most profitable. To do PP 326
this, a framework for thinking about navy man- Roberts, Stephen S., Western Suropean and NAIO
power problems is provided. The economist's ap- Navies, 1981, 27 pp., Jul 1982, AD 118 703
proach to specifying such a framework is taken. Professional Paper 326 reports on a survey of
The framework involves viewing the Navy manpower the history of the navies of Western Europe and
system as a market and discussing issues In Canada since the creation of NATO, with emphasis
terms of supply and demand. Compensation and on the evolution of their force structures. This
personnel policies are treated as the mechanisms paper examines the current force procurement
which equilibrate the supply and demand sides of plans of each navy, to the extent that they have
the market. Finally, the policy issues, hish- been made public, and estimates their impact on
lighting the one's thought to be most serious, future force structure.

i323 P 327
Douse, Frederick M., Generatlon of Correlated Log- easson, Colin (Capt., USN) and Graham, David t.,
Normal Sequences for the Simulation of' Clutter BJtimetion and Analysis of Xsvy Shipbuilding Pro-
$aboes, 29 pp., Dec 1981 gram Disruption Costs, 12 pp., Har 1960, (Pro-

The present investigation arose in connection seanted at the Ninth Annual DoD/FAl Acquisition
with an attempt to simulate radar clutter Research Symposium, 1980), AD £112 514
echoes. Such echoes are random and usually Changes In ship design or specifications
correlated over several radar pulses. Among the disrupt work on a ship, and can disrupt work
detector envelope probability amplitude throughout an entire shipyard. This increases
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costs. Additionally, goverment-directed changes Military personnel attrition can be divided
may be the legal basis for claims when the into two categories, premature and unwanted.
contractor overruns cost and schedule for any Premature attrition refers to losses before the
reason. Outstanding claims for equitable adjust- expiration of the first-term of service due to
ment based primarily on alleged delay and dis- performance and motivational problems. Unvanted
ruption due. to Government changes reached the attrition refers to losses of trained, qualified
unprecedented level of $2.5 billion In 1978. personnel who choose not to continue beyond
Many within the Navy would like to move the dis- their ters of service due to economic and atti-
ruption issue out of the courts by paying the tudinal reasons. The alternative approaches
full cost of changes as they are implemented. described in this paper for controlling these
This paper reports a test of the feasibility of types of attrition pertain to all of the milL-
a statistical method for fully pricing ship- tary services. Specific attrition management
building change manhours, programs and models that have proven successful

are drawn from Navy experience, but many of them
3? 328 are relevant also to the other services. The
Weinland, Robert G., Northern Water&: Their paper concludes with a description of what is
Strategic significance, 27 pp., Dec 1980, needed for total attrition management in
AD A112 509 economically achieving military manpower

That the North Atlantic-orwegian-arents Sea objectives.
area is of importance to those who use it Is
patently obvious. How each of them uses it-uot 3P 331
to mention the degree of importance that each Roberts, Stephen S., The turkish Straits and the
attaches to that use--is not so obvious. Some Soviet Navy In the Mediterranean, 15 pp., Mar
things, however, seem clear. One is the poten- 1982, (Published in Navy International, Oct 81) -
tial importance of control of the North This paper examines how the Soviets have
Atlantic-Norweagan-Barents Sea area to the out- designed their patterns of operations in the
come of a major Continental conflict. A second, Mediterranean in order to overcome the barriers
derivative of the first, is the virtual car- of the Montreaux Convention treaty and the
tainty that control of this area would be con- Turkish and Balkan land masses, and to vhat
tested vigorously if such a conflict were to extent limitations remain on the flexibility of
occur, A third, derivative of the second, is the Soviet Naval forces in the Mediterranean that
equal certainty that this contest would affect can still be exploited by the West.
every state in the region, regardless of the
role it eight elect to play in the larger con- 1f 332
flict. Each of these points deserves amplifies- John, Christopher, The RDF and Ampiblous Marfare,
tion. Because of the welter of factors involved, 36 pp., Mar 1982, AD A113 592 .. -.
this must begin in the abstract; the discussion Paper presents the argument that amphibious • -

nevertheless will move toward the concrete. Per forces almost surely ought to be the first to
the reasons cited above, however, it cannot invade because they deliver forces with tactical
arrive there. integrity and forcible entry capability that is

essential to creating the benign envirionment
PP 329 that the rest of the EDJTF requires. A rapid
Mangel, Marc S., Applied NathematIcians and Naval deployment force without amphibious forces is
Operators, 24 pp., Sep 1961, AD A116 596 simply not credible. Also points out that the

This is a personal view of applied mathe- rapid deployment force of today has some serious
notice in a truly nonacademic setting (an opera- deficiencies: excessive reliance on airlift,
tional Uavy Comand), based on experiences as a sustainability problems, and medical problems.
field representative of Che Operations Evalua-
tion Group. The principles that can make analy- PP 333
sis effective In such a setting are described Trost, Robert P. and Lee, Lung-Pei*. estimation of
and explained. The intermeshing of people and Some Limited Dependent Variable Nodels vith Appli-
personality is as important as the fields them- cation to ousing Demaend, 25 pp., Jan 1962, (Pub-
salves. The traits that a mathatician needs to lished In Journal of Econometrics, Vol. 6, 1978),
affect change by his analysis are discussed. A AD £112 536
number of specific examples are provided to A model which extends the switching regree-
illustrate the kinds of problems that can be sion models and combines several different
encountered. limited dependent variable models into a general

framework is introduced. Methods to get con-
ff 330 sistent estimates and asymptotic efficient esti-
Lockman, Robert F., Alternative Approache" to mates are derived. Our estimation procedures are
Attrition Neagement, 30 pp., Jan 1982 (To be then used to study a housing expenditure model
published In Defeme Management Research focus), which takes into account the simultaneous
AD £112 510
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determination of whether or not to own, and how Pr 337
such to spend. haner, John T. and Goldberg, hatthew S., The

* dkvervity of Minnesota. 2aIfluence of Non-Pecwl;iomy Pactors on Labor
Supply: rhe Cose of Navy Elisted Personnel, 23

p 334 pp., Dec 1981 (Published in Review of Econolce
Trost, Robert P.; Kennye Lawrence V.; Lee,** and Statistics, Feb 1984), AD A113 094
Lung-PaL; and Naddala, G.S.,* Returns to College This paper develop@ and estimates a model of
Education: An Inavetretion of Seal-Selectlon Bias the first-term reenlistment decisions of Navy
Bosed on the Project femot Dats, 14 pp., Jan enlisted personnel. The results suggest that sea
1982, (Published in International Econmic Review, duty exerts a significant influence on the ren -
Vol. 20, No. 3, Oct 1979), AD A112 480 listment supply functions of Navy enlisted per-

This paper will discuss some methods for sonnel. Additional sas duty serves both to re-
analyzing the self-selection bias problem in duce the elasticity of the reenlistment supply
estimating the return to coll*e education function and to shift it leftward. The results
using the Project TALENT data. The paper takes have significant Implications for the management
into account both the self-selection problem and of the Navy's reenlistment bonus prosm as well
the simultaneity problem. Again, the self- as for other compensation and personnel
selection problem is that sme individuals policies.
choose to go to college and others do not. The
simultaneity problem is the aLmultaneity betweem Wl 338
the equations: years of college education and Feldman, E. Paul and Jondrow, Jams K., Conores-
earnings after college. As will be seen later, sional Elections end Local Pederal Spending, 24
in the model we consider both these problems are pp., Dec 1981 (Published In American Journal of
interrelated and non-separable. Sections of the Political Service, Feb 1984. Vol. 28, No. 1)
paper will first present a discussion of the It is often assumed that changes in federal
data and the model and then given the results spending in a congressional district affect the
and the conclusions. incumbent's prospect of reelection. This study
" .Uveraity of Florida. teasts that assumption, using cross-section data
O Wniversity of Minnesota. to analyze voting for candidates for election to

the U.S. House of Representatives in 1976, 1978,
pp 335 and 1960. While variables reflecting party
Trost, Robert P.; Lee,* Lung-Psl; and Nsddala,e*  affiliation, the incumbent's vote in the last
G.5., Asymptotic Covriance Mtric" of Nho-Stags election, and scandal associated with incumbents
Probit and rwo-Stage robit ethods for Simul- are Important detarmn nts of the vote, changes
taneous quations odels wth Selectivity, 12 pp., in both local federal spending on construction
Jan 1982, (Published in Econometrica, Vol. 48, No. and federal civilian employment since the last
2, Mar 1980), AD A112 483 election are shown to have no effect on the

The paper discusses the two-stage estimation share of the vote going to incumbents. They also
method for switching simultaneous equations have no effect on campaign expenditures by
models where the criterion function determining either challengers or incumbents.
the switching is of the probit type and the
tobit type. It derives the asymptotic covariance PP 339
matrices of these estimators and shows that when Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., the Fersen Gulf and the
the criterion function is of the probit type the National Znterest, 11 pp., Jan 1982, AD A112 505
correct covariance matrix is underestimated when This paper evaluates rho importance of Per-
the hteroscedasticity introduced in the first sLan Gulf oil to the United States. It counters
step is ignored, whereas the same is not noces- argutents node by several optimists on energy
srily the case for one of the regimes when the supplies that the current oil glut will lead to
criterion function Is of the tobit type. a reduction in the strategic importance of the

UiLvernItV of Minnesota. Gulf producers. The paper eaphasizes the criti-
-, Uiversity of Florida. cality of conventional oil supplies through the

end of the century, the shortage of new oil to
P 1336 replenish that which has been produced, the dif-

O'Neill, Thomas, NO=frl" Fuels for the Navy, 13 ficulties in developing liquid substitutes for
pp.. Jan 1962, (To be published in the Naval In- petroleum, and the fact that two-thirds of the
stitute Proceedings) AD A112 511 world's reserves are in the region of the

It i desirable to supplement dwindling Persian Gulf. These circumstances, along with
petroleum reserves with other sources of energy. the influence that large-volue producers have
However, a number of problems would first have over market prices, are likely to increase, not
to be solved before alternative fuels could be reduce, the strategic importance of the Persian
employed on a large scale. This paper examines Gulf.
alternative mobility fuels, fuel quality,
effects on engines, and fuel availability.



W340 data is needed. The purpose of this paper is to
Lurie, Philip H.; Trost, Robert P.; and Berger, propose such a method. In Section I the hybrid
Edvard Z., A Method for Analyzing Multiple Spell procedure is presented. In Section 11 the pre-
Durat.on Data, 34 pp., Feb 1982, AD A112 504 dictive pover of the hybrid estimates are

While the heterogeneity bias and duration de- compared vith the predictive power of the pooled
pendence issues are certainly worthwhile pur- and non-pooled estimates. Section III contains
suits, there is no documentation offering a the conclusions.
sinple methodology to smmariae the information * Southern Zll nois University.
contained In multiple spell data. The purpose of -
this paper is to fill that gap in the licrs- PP 342
ture. Although we do not focus our attention on Trost, Robert P.; Nsddala,* G.S.; and Lee, *

e Lung-
the heterogeneity problem, we do present a Pei, ftestIng for Structural Change By D-Methods in
method that easily summarizee multiple spell Switching Simultaneous Equations Models. 6 pp.,
data, even when the number of spells is large Feb 1982, AD AL12 482
(vs demonstrate our method with two examples, Goldfeld and Quandt (1972) considered a
one with eight spells and another with twelve). switching regression model with two regimes:
Since very little work in economics has been
done with multiple spell data, we feel that our
method provides a useful tool for researchers. YL - a + b xi +uU (1)
For example, employers may want to know how un-
employment and employment spells of highly edu-
c ated married women differ from those of less y " a2 + b2xI + u2i (2)
educated married women. Similarly, the military .
may want to compare the promotion histories of 2 2
enlistees with high and low mental test scores. uli IN (o, 1 ) and u, IN (o, 2
In the lacter example, a spell is defined as the
duration of an individual in a particular pay-
grade. As will be seen, our method offers a They assume that there is an identifiable vari-
straightforward way of making the above able Z, such that if Zi < 7-0 then the observa-
comparisons. tions are generated by (I) and if Z > Z0 then

the observations are generated by (2f.-They then
P 341 define the step function
Trost, Robert P. and Vogel.* Robert C., Pzediction "
with Pooled Cross Sectio and rim. Series Data.
mo Case Studies, 6 pp.. Feb 1962, AD A112 503 D(Zi) - I if Z < Z0  (3)

When estimating models with pooled cross-
section and time-series data (e.g., estimating
demand equations for all 50 states) one has to * 0 if Z > z
decide whether or not to pool the data. The i
usual procedure is to first test for the overall
homogeneity (equality) of the coefficients. If Later. instead of considering the step function. -
this hypothesis is not rejected, then a single they consider D(Zi) to be a cumulative normal
equation is estimated with pooled data. If the given by
hypothesis is rejected, further hypothesis
csting may be necessary. For example, if the
model contains more than one coefficient the D(Z) - 1 if Z < z0 + -
equality constraint may be rejected for only a
subset of the coefficients. In this case the
data is pooled and duny variables are used with - 0 if Zi >. Z0 + I
the subset of coefficients for which the quality
constraint does not hold. There are at least
three problems with this procedure of pooling where gi IN (0, 1). The model considered by
(or not pooling) after some preliminary tests of Goldfeld and Qusndt Is an exogenous switching
significance. First, as noted in Naddala (77; model because o is assumed to be independent of
pp. 332-333) it raises problems about inference uli and u2i. dfeld nd Qudt (1973) Live an
from the pooled model. Second, there is the re- extension of the switching regression model to
lated question of what significance level to use simultaneous equations systems but the extension
when deciding whether or not to pool. Third, the is still in the framework of exogenous switch-
choice of estimates to select from is quite ing. Haddala and Nelson (1975) discuss exten-
limited. That is, one must pick either the sions of the Goldfeld-Quandt switch-regression
pooled or the non-pooled estimate, even if these model to the case of endogenous switching. Many
two estimates are very different. These problems of the practical problems one encounters-
suggest that an alternative (or hybrid) method disequilibrium models, selectivity models etc.,
of handling pooled cross-section and time-series are all switching regression models with
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ondogenous switching. The present paper extends annual contracting methods. Because of the risks
the D-method suggested by Goldfeld and Quandt to inherent in ulti-year contracts. the government
switching simultaneous equations systems with does not want to use aulti-year procedures un-
endogenous switching. less the expected benefits are very high. This
Univeralty of Florida. paper analyzes the effects of legislative
W Okeralty of Ninnesota. changes sought by DoD on the price of weapons

systems. Budgeting and funding practices are
pip 343 also discussed because these practices play an
Goldberg. Matthew S., Projecting the Navy aliated Important role in choosing the best type of
Force Level, 9 pp., Feb 1982, AD All2 464 contract. There are several important conclu-

Compensation managers must be able to project sLns drawn in the paper. We show that the
the effects of alternative compensation packages changes in contracting regulations sought and
in order to compare the desirability of these obtained by DoD to facilitate multi-year pro-
packages. For this reason, several models have curement will lover prices only under certain
been developed to project the size and composL- circumstances that may, in fact, not exist. If
tion of the military enlisted force as a func- these conditions do not exist, multi-year con-
tion of military compensation and other var- tracts could easily raise defense prices.
ables. The most widely used of the current Cornell MIversitv
generation of projection models is the Annuali-
zed Cost of Leaving (ACOL) model developed by 1 36A
John Warner at the Cnter for Naval Analyses. osetker, Bernard D., Selective Service and the
This paper assesses the accuracy of the ACOL All-olfunteer Force, 23 pp., Mar 1982, AD A113 096
model projections for the Navy over the period The Selective Service System is caught
FY 78-FY 80. Although the model's projections squarely in the middle between those who support
are found to be quite accurate, several modifi- the AlF and those who desire a return to peace-
cations are introduced which improve its time draft. In truth, Selective Service is both
accuracy still further. a complement to the AVF, as well as its substi-

tute. As its complement, a strong and responsive
PP 34 Selective Service System adds to the viability
Fletcher, Jean V.. Navy Oua&ity of Life and Re- of the AVY by insuring the ability of the Nation
enlistment, 13 pp., Nov 1981, AD A113 095 to mobllixe during an emergency. As its substi-

The military services have devoted much tute, it is an alternative means of procuring
attention in recent years to Improving the military manpower during both peace and war. In
quality of military life. Quality of life (QOL) the next pages ve will consider Selective Ser-
is a broad term used to describe the non- vices In these roles and argue that a strong and
monetary aspects of military living and working viable Selective Service System has a genuine
conditions. Housing, recreation, counselling, place in Aerica's defense posture regardless of
and medical services are examples of QOL-related themilitary personnel procurement policy the
programs. The research reported here examines Nation follows.
the extent to which the quality of life of Navy
enlisted personnel affects their reenlistment Pp 347
decisions. Identification of areas of discontent McConnell, James ., Possible Counterforce Role
that adversely affect reenlistments can provide for the Typhoon, 24 pp., Mar 1982 (Published in
guidelines for efficient allocation of QOL pro- Narine-Rundschav, Jan 1983 (in German)),
gram funds, and point out alternatives to con- AD A116 601
pensation for increasing reenlistment rates. A recent (August 1981) article by Vice-

Admiral K. Stalbo, one of the most eminent
PP 345 Soviet naval spokesmen, merits interest for
Utgoff, Kathleen P. and Thaler,* Richard H. ?he revealing what appears to be a new role for the
Bconomics of Rultl-Year Contracting, 47 pp., Mar Soviet Navy's ballistc-missile submarines
1982, (Paper presented at the 1982 Annual Meeting (SSSNe). In our judgment this is a significant
of the Public Choice Society, San Antonio, Texas, statement by Stalbo, all the more credible for
5-7 March 1982), AD A114 732 being esoterically expressed. It strongly

The current plan for multi-year contracting Implies, given the modalities of Soviet dis-
is supposed to capture the benefits of multi- course, that their SSBNs have a strategic
year procedures while avoiding the pitfalls of counterforce role over and above that assigned
the pest by carefully selecting programs that them In the past. In this paper the 1960s and
are to be multi-year funded. DoD has a list of 1970s backgrounds necessary for a proper under-
criteria for the selection of programs for standing of Stalbo's August 1981 statement are
multi-year contracting. Five of the six criteria discussed. Finally, Stalho's statement itself,
deal with the inherent predictability of the together with its implications and the require-
program, but the first one restricts multi-year ments for further research in other fields are
to progress that yield substantial cost analyzed.
avoidance or other bon t. when compared to
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f348 PP 350
Jondrow, James It. and Trost, Robert P.. An Levin, Marc R., A Nethod for Increasing the
Depirical Study of Production Znefficency In the Firepower of Virginia Class Cruisers, 10 pp., Apr
Presence of Errors-in-th-VtrIablos, L4 pp., Fob 1982 (To be published in U.S. Naval Institute
1962, AD A113 591 Proceedings), AD A116 602

The concept of a frontier production has been This article examines a possible way of
attacked on the grounda that alsmeasuremant of getting additional cruise missile firepower to
output makes it impossible to separate efficient sea in the near term. Virginia class (CGN 38-41)
from inofficient firms, i.e., what looks like cruisers were chosen because of their unique
inefficiency may actually be emeasurement of design-they are the first U.S. ships since
output. In this paper, we illustrate one method World War II designed with a stern hangar. There
for estimating a frontier production relation Is no place where additional missiles could be
when output is poorly measured-leading to installed on the weather deck without structural
errors-in-the-variables. The technique, based on changes or limiting the azimuth of the current
Goldberger's [19741 factor analysis model, is guns and/or aissiles. The hangar, though, pro-
meant to avoid not only spurious findings of vides the opportunity to add two additiotal quad
inefficiency but also an overestimate of scale launchers without modifying the ship's struc-
economies. Our empirical example involves a ture. Currently these ships are required to be
military application: U.S. Naval Bases. In this able to launch, recover, and stow either an SU-2
example, our taking account of the errors-in- or SH-3 helicopter. While they regularly recover
variable problem does not decrease the indicator and launch halos, they have never deployed with
of average inefficiency. It does, however, sub- a helicopter. The hangars have been used for
stantially reduce the measured economles of various other purposes such as a crew's recrea-
scale. tion area or as additional storage room. A

decision should be made to require these ships
PP 349 to stow a helicopter or alternatively to be able
Brackenridge,* W. H. and Halin, 0. Kim Col1i- to launch additional cruise missiles.
sional frtramultiplft Relation of Cd(SsSp "3Po , )
by Alkane ydrocarbos, 7 pp., Jul 1981, (0 .- PP 351-
lished in Journal of Chealcal Physics, Vol. 76(4). Coutre, S.K.'; Stanford. J.H.; Hovis, J.G.*;
15 Feb 82), AD A113 093 Stevens, O.W.*; and Wu, T.T.*, Possible Three-

Very rapid collisional intramultLplet relaxa- Dimensional Backbone Folding Around antibody
tion of the intial distributin of Cd( 3 P9 1 2) COmbining Sit* of lmunolobulin XOPC 167, 18 pp.,
quan&tu states produced in the process Cd( k + Apr 1982 (Published In Journal of Theoretical
E ( 3 + EN, where IR are the aline Biology)

hydrocare om, has been obeerved. This relaxation Using a recently developed method of
has been characterized by pulsed lacer excitat- predicting possible three dimensional foldings
ion of Cd(IPI) and determination of Cd(JP2 1 0) of imunoglobulLn backbones around antibody
relative populations at short time delays a-sing combining sites, we have attempted to construct
laser-in uced fluorescence. The population of the structure of imunoglobulin HOPCI67 which
the Cd(P ) state was also monitored by time- could bind phosphorylcholin. A small pocket was
resolved fluorescence at 3261 A. It was shown present in the middle of the predicted structure
that not only are the cross sections for colli- similar to that of another phosphorylcholine
sioial conversion of Cd(-P 2 )  to Sd(P,) or binding imunolobulLn, McPC603, the tertiary
Cd( 'PO ) quite large, but that the Cd( P.) states structure of which has been determined by X-ray
are produced with substantial amounts of trana- diffraction studies. Although detailed atomic
lation energy in the Cd(IP )-alkan deactivation co-oridnates of HcPC603 were not available, a
process, thus increasing the effective rough comparison between these structures
Cd( 3P 0  ) collision frequency at short times. strongly suggested that the foldings of
Using "inetic simulation techniques, lower compleentarity determining regions were alike
limits were estimated for the cross sections for only for those with identical lengths and
intramultiplet relaxation of Cd( 3 P2 Yy several similar amino acid sequences. The predicted
alkane hydrocarbons. Analysis of PPl) fluo- structure of NOPCI67 as compared with the
rescence data at longer delay times, where previously predicted structure of HOPC315, a
translational equilibrium had been established, 2,4-dinitrophenol binding immunoglobulin,
allowed the determination of cross sections for further suggested that the light chain of one
intramultiplet relaxation of Cd( P ) to Cd(

3
PO) Lamunoglobulin could indeed combine with the

by the alkanes studied. The magnitudes of the heavy chain of another imunoglobulLn but might
cross sections are discussed within the frame- not result in a reasonable site for binding
work of the Baylis-Krause theory of electronic- antigens.
to-rotational energy transfer originally devel- Departments of Biochemistry and Molecular
ope$ to explain the intramltlplet relaxation of Biology, and RagIneering Sciences and Applied
Cs( P3 /2) by the Isotopic methanes. Mathematica, orthwestern University
OtIvers ty of Utah, Dept. of Chemistry
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PP 351 PP 356
larfoot, C. Bernard, Aggration of Ccaditionel Cylke, Steven; Goldberg, Matthew S.; logan . Paul;
Absorbing arkow Chains. 7 pp., June 1982, and alirs, Lee, Nat i n on of the Personal Di,-
[Published in Cybernetics and sptems Resech, R. Count Rate: Rvidence from Military Rseeolitmeat
Trappl ad., North Rolland Publishing Co., 1982 D-c80o, 19 pp., Apt 1982, AD A122 419
(Proceedings of Sixth European Meeting on This paper presents some estimates of the f.

Cybernetics and Systems Research, held at personal discount rate of Navy enlisted per-
University of Vienna, Apr 1962)] AD A116 603 sonnal Many of these individuals can receive a

When modeling a process by means of a finite bonus payment of up to $20,000 if they choose to
Markov chain, it is soetimes necessary or reenlist after completing their initial term of
desirable to stratify the process Into sub- service. Prior to April 1979, the reenlistment
processes and model each of theme subprocesaes. bonus vas paid in annual installments at the
The resulting Markov chain for each subprocess beginning of each year of reenlistment. In f is-
becomes a conditional Narkov chain in that its cal year 1979 (FY79), the Department of Defense
transition probabilities are relative to its requested sufficient funds to begin making lump
associated subprocess. This paper derives the sum payments and, starting on 1 April 1979, the
method for aggregating conditional abeorbing entire bonus has been paid as a lump-sum at the
Markov chains (each of which has the sme state date of reenlistment. The rationale for this
space) into a single (unconditional) chain that change is a familiar one. Because individuals
is representative of the total process and haa discount deferred payments, lump-sum bonuses
the same state space as the conditional chains. should induce more reenlistment than installment

bonuses. By comparing the effects of bonuses
PP 353 before and after the policy change, we were able
Barfoot, C. Bernard, Some Mathematical imtbods for to estimate the differential impact of lump-sum
Nodeln the Performanco of a DIstrIbuted Data and installment bonuses. We then use these
B- SWsem, 18 pp.. Jun 1982 [Presented in estiastas to compute the Implied discount rate.
Adneuto Modeling of systems, H. Wedde ed.,
SprLnger-Verlag, 1983 (Proceedings of the Inter- PP 357
national Working Conference on Model Reallsm)J, Goldberg, Matthew S., Discrimination, o.potiss,
AD Al16 604 and Long-Run Wage Aifforentlals, 13 pp., Sep 1982,

This paper presents some mathematical methods (Published In Quarterly Journal of Economics, May
for evaluating the performance of a distributed 1982)
daia base system (DDBS). Performance is measured The wage discrimination model developed by
by the speed and accuracy with which data are Becker has been criticized for predicting that
transmitted from one location to another. lve competitive forces will lead to the disappear-
techniques are described: the Data Flow Nodel, a ance of racial discrimination In the long run.'
smL-Markov model for determining the spatial We have reformulated the model in terms of
and temporal distribution of data that are to be nepotism toward white workers rather than
transferred from one location to another; OptL- disctimination against black workers. In this
8ml Sample Size Estimatlon, a method for deter- new framework, both nepotistic and taste-neutral
mining the amount of date to be collected for firms are expected to survive the competitive
input to the Data Flow Model; Confidence Inter- struggle In the long run. Therefore, the new
val Estimation, a method for estimating confl- framework is consistent with long-run as well as
dence intervals for the outputs of the Data Flow short-run racial wage differentials.
Model; Sensitivity Estimation, a method for
estimating the sensitivity of DDBS performance PP 358
to changes in the parameters of the Data Flow Askt, George, Bvaluating ractical Command and
Model; and the Aggregation of Stratified SemL- Control Systems--A hree-Tiered Approach, 12 pp.,
Markov Processes, a method for combining semi- Sep 1982 (Published in Proceedings of the 49th
Markov Data Flow Models developed for subsystems Military Operations Research Society. Jun 1982),
(e.g., geographic regions) into a single model AD A122 478
that is representative of the entire DDBS. The United States Marine Corps is developing

a Comand and Control system called the Tactical
PP 354 Combat Operations (TCO) system as part of a
Hall, John V. (Cdr., USN), Why the Sort-ar larger command and control architecture. This
Scmalo Is WVrog for Naval Planning, 6 pp., Jul analysis was designed to assist the Marine Corps
1982, AD A118 702 in deciding whether or not to continue develop-

Is it sensible to plan U.S. naval forces for ment of TOO. We identified seven alternatives to
a short war with the USSR? This paper argues TOO, which included variants of TCO, non-Marine
that the answer is a firm, clear no. The systems and the current manual system. We first
discussion focuses on conflict duration. Other examined the costs of the alternatives. Next, we
important elements of planning, such as Soviet analyzed the effectiveness at three different
goals and strategy and the roles of nuclear levels. The first level looked at performance.
weapons, are posited but not analysed. The next level examined how improved performance
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assists in forming perceptions, which in turn Pr 362
are used to allocate resources. The final level Horowitz, Stanley A., Zs the Military Budget Out
focused on overall battle outcome. tn order to of Balance?, 10 pp., Sep 1982 (Published in
compare all alternatives fairly, me constructed Proceedings of the Naval Institute, Feb 1983),
equal-cose forces by augmenting the lees expen- AD A122 368
.ve alternatives with additional tank ht- The purpose of this paper Is to show that
talions. These forces were then compared usnlg a support can be evaluated on the same yardstick
computerized model. as procurement. It appears to be very much in

the interest of the logistics and manpower
1p 39 comtunlties to insure that such comparisons are
Quester, Alins 0.; Fletcher, Jess V.; and Marcus, made. The task of logistics and manpower re-
Alan J., Vaeraf stacu as a ftromein Device: searchers Is to develop the tools for asking
Cment, 26 pp., Aug 1962, AD A123 658 them on a routine basis. If they are successful

De Tray's test of the value of the veteran we will spend a larger fraction of the defense
status signal is both conceptually cnd empiri- budget on support and our defense posture will
cally flamed. In this note, me examine D Tray's be Improved.
tests. First, we discuss the logical Lncon-
sistency of De Tray's central hypothesis that Wf 363
the proportion of veterans in the civilian Marcus, Alan J., Peronnel Substltution and Mavy
population should be positively related to the Aviatloa Readiness, 35 pp., Oct 1982, AD AL22 420
veteran premim . Second, empirical problems, The Navy's ability to carry out its peacetime
Including measurement error, incorrect aci- and wertimse msslons depend heavily on the
fication, and test interpretation are discussed. quality of its enlisted force. Thirty percent of
We supplement D Tray's tests by considering the the Navy' s annual budget is spent on personnel
value of veteran status as a certification compensation. Despite the large expenditure on
screen. Finally, we construct our own test of personnel each year it is still an open question
veteran status as a signal, our results lead us whether current personnel requirements provide
to reject De Tray's conclusion that veteran an efficient allocation of manpower resources.
earning premiuma ar Importantly due to the The work reported here is one of a series of
signalling value of vetet status. analyses underway to determine whether manpower

requirements can be developed that will lead to
pp 361 increases In the Navy's level of readiness. The
Qumanback, David B., ethods for Gumating effects of experience, education, mental ability
Aircraft rrajectorles, 51 pp., Sep 1982, and skill level of enlisted personnel on the
AD A122 386 performance of aviation squadrons are estimated.

Methods for generating three dimensional a£i- The degree- of subtitutability among various
craft trajectories necesesary for quantitatively categories of squadron maintenance personnel is
ameusing aircraft tactics are documented in analysed as well. This information can be con-
this report. glaments conventionally used in blood with cost data on different types of per-
modeling aircraft motion e assembled to form a so-nel to determine a cost-mLniaLzing force mix. %
model governing aircraft translation, fuel use,
and attitude. • ssamptione on the functional PP 364
dependence of the aircraft external forces end Quester, Aline 0. and Make", Michael K., The
specific fuel consumption result in a system of Mlitary's MBonopoony Pmuwr, 29 pp., Oct 1982
seven equations and eleven variables governing (Published in astern Economic Journal, Vol. IX,
aircraft trejectories. To provide flexibility in No. 4, Oct-Dec 1983), AD AL23 657
prescribing aircraft trajectories, the problem On efficiency grounds should the allitary, as
of solving the equations is formulated for five a provider of a public good, ignore its poten-
separate sets of known variables. These sets tial sonopsony power because of resulting
include variables defining aircraft controls, inefficiencies? More basically, does the
velocity attitude, and velocity magitude. military currently prof1t mariies and exploit
*Itensions to rhe problem formulations allow it's monopony power? In product markets one
flight path normal acceleration to be pre- compares price and marginal cost. Eara one
scribed, also. A method to prescribe known should compare the enlistee's marginal revenue
variables is presented that ensures continuous product with his vage. Unfortunately, data
aircraft acceleration and angular velocity, deficiencies preclude such comparisons. Thus,
Numerical integration, finding roots of squa- although we cannot prove that the military does
tions, and interpolation of function values are exploit what power it has, me will asme, as
required to solve the trajectory generation sot researchers appear to, that it does.
problems. Application of selected elgorithms for Clearly, the military, and society in general,
mmerical solution of the equations is can be mae better off by moving to the coa-
discussed. petitive equilibrium, the Parert optimal solu-

tion. Nowever, even if the competitive solution
is not politically possible, the present
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monopeony solution for the AVY is preferred to a PP 366
draft. Cooper's 1975 analysis has shown that the Veinland, Robert C.. Me Evolution of Soviet
draft Is not the better alternative to the AVY. Requiremnts ftr Naval Forcesa-slvi the
Be demonstrates that the welfare loss associated Problems of the Marly 1960&. 41 pp., Dec L982
with & draft will exceed the welfare lose ase- (Published In Survival, 26-1, Jan-Feb 1984),
0dated with the All Volunteer Force. AD A123 655

Soviet Intentions with regard to the objec-
PP 365 tives, conditions, and manner of use of their
Greer, WILLi L. and Bartholomew, Jas C. (Cdr., naval forces have undergone a number of sLgni-
UU), Maychologica Aspects of Rim -arfare, 15 ficant changes over the last 20 years. So have
pp., Oct 1982, AD A128 24 those forces themselves. These changes are

This paper examines historical and psycho- obviously related; but the character of that
logical data concerning mine warfare. It then relationship is not as well understood as it
goes beyond thoese observations to consider how should be, or might be. Clarifying the linkages
the psychological warhead In minfields can he between Soviet intentions and the capabilities
exploited. they acquire to implement them is thus one of

the two objectives of this discussion. Its
36 second, and in nom respects more important,

Spruill. Nancy L. and Gastwirth, Joseph L.*, On objective is the identification of the role U.S. -S
the Estimation of the Correlation Coefficient From actions appear to have played in the evolution
Grouped Data, 9 pp., Oct 1982, (Published in the of Soviet Intentions and capabilities during
Journal of the American Statistical Association, this period. Hsre not only the character of the
Sep 192, Vol. 77, No. 379, Theory and Nethods relationship, but the question of Its very
Section), AD A122 382 existence (which has been challenged widely in

This article proposes two estimators of the the academic community) must be addressed.
correlation coefficient, a, when statisticians
will not construct a mater file on Individuals PP 369
because of confidentiality issues. The approach Quester, ALma O. and Locbian, Robert F., rho l-
depends on grouping the data according to the V.Znteer Force: A Positive Perspective. 29 pp.,
values of one of the variables. Group means and Jan 1983 (Abbreviated version entitled Forewined
total variance for both variables are required Is Forearme, Published in Naval Institute Pro-
to calculate the estimators. The complete ceedlngs, Vol. 110, No. 2, Feb 19 4), AD A128 279
bivariate sample need never be rompiled. The While some continued concern about VF man-
estimators are shown to be asymptotically ning is understandable, one might have thought
normal. Asymptotic and Wnes Carlo results are that today's healthy recruiting environment
examined. For 1,000 observations in 10 groups, would have alleviated concerns about manning the
these results Indicate that the ratio of the active force with volunteers. Sut such is not
mean squared error (MR) for one of the proposed the case. Concerns continue to be expressed
estimators relative to that for the usual about the supply of young sn, their quality and
estimator of p ranges from .82 to .95 as p representativeness, and how much Lt will cost in
ranges from .9 to .25. The proposed estimators the future to obtain them. We will address each
are more efficient than previous estimators for of these concerns in turn.
grouped data.
Departueat of Statistics. Ceowge Wshington PP 370

4 Oiveraity. loatker, Bernard D., uMan Resource Dadola: An
Overview, 17 pp., Nov 1982, AD A123 656

PP 367 Highlights the different types of human
Petersen, Charles C., Soviet fctic for ftrfare resource models, and points out problems that
at Sea, 64 pp., Nov 1982 model builders should consider when they develop

This paper focuses primarily on the develop- new models of this type. Considers: (1) the
mat of Soviet views on anti-surface warfare basic nature of human resource models. (2) the
(ASM . The period with which this analysis various types of human resource models; and (3)
deals begins in the early 1960s, when Soviet the future of human resource modeling.
theorists first began to weigh the Implications
of their Navy's acquisition of nuclear-missile pp 372
wapon on its tactics. Only a thorough under- Burley, Willism J., An Overviev of Acoustic Detec-
standing of the lsos raised in this debate tin Analysis, 46 pp., Jan 1983, AD A128 316
will enable us to assess the meaning and Import Reviews the approach usually taken in analy-
of Soviet tactical writings today. zig the acoustic detection process, and some

methods that are used to check whether our
descriptions bear any resemblance to what
actually happens. Discusses the nature of the
detection process, how we typically approach the

analysis of it, some computer tools that are
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currently available and. finally, some aspects PP 376
of how we compare our theoretical predictions Weiss, Yenneth G., Powr Grows out of the aarrel
with real-world data. of 4 Gunboat: The U.S. in Sino-Soviet Crises. 136

pp., Dec 1982, AD A130 561
PP 373 Since the U.S. has a declared interest in
Jacobson, Louis S., Rosarch to Quantify the China's security, the question then becomes how
effect of Permanent change of Station Moves on can the U.S. Influence Sino-Soviet crises? And
wIves' Wages and Labor SUpply, 35 pp., Jan 1983, closely related to that question is how can the

- AD A128 300 U.S. orchestrate its politico-military Lnstru-
This paper presents a research design to ments, especially naval ones, in such crises. To

measure the hidden costs imposed on the Navy by answer these questions, we will look at U.S.,
policies that require Navy families to relocate Soviet, and Chinese behavior in two serious
about every two years. Although the work is crises in the past that involved all three
tailored to the evaluation of a specific Navy powers: The Ussuri River Crisis (1969) and Sino-
policy, the analysis itself addresses the Vietnamese Border Crisis (1979). Once we have
broader question of how relocation affects the done so, we can project the key features of
wages and labor supply of married women. The their future behavior and analyze the 'measures
paper Is divided into four sections. The first the U.S. can take to influence such crises.
section describes the problem associated with
relocation (permament change of station) from PP 377
the Navy's point of view, and sketches some of Ager, Thomas E., Tho Outlook for N1litary
the ways the Navy is trying to deal with andl/or Operations Research, 14 pp., Apr 1983
evaluate the problem. The second section Discusses the beginning of Military
describes the relocation problem from the point operations research with its genesis in WII as
of view of a family facing relocation. A model operations analysis. Surveys subsequent
of time allocation is presented to describe how developments -In warfare and military operations
wives react to a relocation. The third section rsearch, to see what lessons they say hold for
describes how the full costs of relocation to the future.
Navy families can be estimated and discusses
problems stosming from self-selection bias. the P 379
final section describes a data set that can be Jondrow, James M.; Chase, David E.; and Gamble,
used to carry out the empirical work and some Christopher L., The Price Differential Between
tabulations of the data. Domestic and Imported Stee 17 pp., Nay 1983

(Published In Journal of Business, Vol. 55, No. 3,
PP374 July 1982)
Clay-Nendes, Deborah 0. and Salim, Ellen J., In this paper two attempts to explain why
Balancing Accession and Retention: Mhe Diaggre- domestic steel retains most of the market, even
gate Model, 25 pp., Aug 1982, AD A131 569 though imports usually cost less are considered.

This paper smaraes a model that balances (See also CRC 311).
the costs of accession and retention for non-
prior servics male recruits with four-year PP 380 .

service obligations. We find that a policy of Salis, Ellen J., Balancing Accession and Reten-
higher first-tet reenlistment bonuses and tIon: Cost and Productivity Tradeoffs, 38 pp.,
smaller cohorts of recruits would enable the March 1983, AD A130 560
Navy to meet its career-force requirements at In this paper, we use a rating-specific model
lower cost. that incorporates both cost and productivity

data to find the most efficient balance of
p 375 accession and retention. We find that increasing
Feldman, E. Paul, Privatizing Airports In retention by raising Zone A bonus payments is
Washington, D.C., 17 pp., Feb 1983 (Published in cost-effective. Additional monies budgeted for
Reason Magazine, Sep 1983), AD A128 236 bonus payments and second-te pay are more than

The country as a whole, and the D.C. area in offset by reductions in recruiting and training
particular, would be better off if the federal costs and first-tern pay. Alternatively, holding
goverment were to sell its airports and leave costs at current levels, we find that increasing

their operation to individual discretion, with retention leads to s more productive force.
so Interference whatsoever. Supports that asser-
tion in two ways: first, by reviewing the condi- PP 381
tions under which it would be appropriate for eves, John N.L., CUA's Conceptual Design and
the federal government to administer airports Cost Models for Nigh-Speed Surface Craft, 23 pp.,
and show that those conditions do not exist in Apr 1963, AD A128 245

the District of Columbia. Then, by comparing the This paper discusses the need for conceptual
existing arrangement with what would happen if design and cost models at the Center for Naval
the airports were privately operated. Analyses (CNA) and where the models fit relative

to the typical acquisition process. It describes
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the models and how they are used to arrive at more important than tracking the force by years
the designs and their costs. The models are of remaining obligated service. Also ran projec-
evaluated in terms of three parameters- tions of the two models sequentially, so that
displacement/gross weight, speed, and endcomt- the PROPHET model projections of expired obliga-
against designs entering U.S. Naval service. It tions were used as an input to the ACOL model.
also examines how the models are *&anoted and how The results of this procedure were superior to

such activities as staffing, protection of data, those obtained using either model separately.
and documentation are related to model manage- However, ye still had a forecast error of 3 to 4
ment. Finally, it looks ahead to how CHA plane percentage points. To reduce this error, we made
to respond to the needs of the U.S. Navy in the allowance for the effect of first-term reenlist-
future. sent bues on subsequent second-term reenlist-

mont rte. This enabled us to reduce the fore-
pp 382 cat error to about 2 percentage points.
Levy. Robert A. and Jondrow, James M., Mbe Adjust-
ment of apployment to Technial Change In the Steel PP 38
and Auto Zndustries, 40 pp., Nay 1983, AD A130 531 Angier, Bruce N.; Driscoll, Kurt A.; and Gregory,

In this paper, we present estimates of what David, Manpower Requirements Derivation for the
effect technical change had on labor demand from May Comprehensive Compensation and Supply Study.
1958 to 1977 in two important U.S. industries- 19 pp.. Sep 1982, AD A131 566
steel and auto. Both of these industries have, Ratinlrpecific manpower requirements are in-
over the period studied, experienced tech- cludd in the Navy Comprehensive Compensation
nological innovation; now methods of production and Supply (NACCS) Study (CNS 1176) optimization
have been developed end introduced. At the same model as key constraints. It was necessary to
time, their employment experience has been decompose the objective force into various sub-
mixed. Employment grew over the time period in sets of requirements. This professional paper
the auto industry, but fell in the steel describes the procedures followed to create the
industry. This kind of mixed pattern makes it MACCS requirements. The objective force is a
difficult to relate technical change and amploy- statement of Navy total active enlisted manpower
sent. Technical change might have decreased requirements by rating, paygrade, and length of
employment by displacing workers with now service (LOS). Since the current version of
machines and equipment, or t eight have in- NACCS addresses only USN 4YO non-prior service
creased employment by helping to keep these (NPS) males, manpower requirements in all other
industries competitive in world markets. categories must be deleted from the objective

force. Also, in that NACCS treats general detail
P 383 (Revined) (GENDIT) personnel as a separate group, GENDET

Thomas, James A., Jr. and Mangel, Marc S., requirements must be factored out to arrive at
Properties of guick rook Passive ,ocalizatlon, 39 true rating requirements in the objective force.
pp., Jul 1983, AD A130 559 We will discuss the rating requirements method-

This paper examines the pioblmn of target elegy and 4YO requirements in order. The coan-

localization based solely upon bearing infor- puter prograi used to determine NACCS require-
mation obtained by a single platform over short ments is included as appendix A. Appendix B is a
observation times. A nuber of Ronte Carlo and sample of the program output.
analytical techniques for the construction of
statistical distributions of target ranges are pp 3
presented and compared. Angier, Bruce N.; Driscoll, Kurt A.; and

Carpenter, Kathy A., Construction of "reining
f 1364 Cost Per Graduete" for the Navy Comprehensive
Goldberg, Matthew S. and Hager, Michael F., A Compensation and Supply Study, 63 pp., Nov 1982,
comparison of the PRoPwrE and ACO Force Pro- AD A131 561
Jcton Models. 28 pp., Jun 1981, AD A131 560 First, using a costing model developed by the

Compares the projections of the PROPHET and Training Analysis and Evaluation Group (TAEG),
ACOL models to historical experience over the costs per graduate where available for each
period FY 78 - FY 80. The PROPHET model tracks course in every rating pipeline were obtained.
the distribution of the force by years of re- Since these costs are not differentiated by
maining obligated service, but does not allow quality type, they are further disaggregated by
reenlistment rates to vary in response to combining individualized Navy Integrated Train-
changes in compensation. Conversely, the ACOL ing Resources Administration System (NITRAS)
model does allow reenlistment rates to vary in data with Navy Enlisted Master Records (EIRs).
response to changes in compensation, but does From this school attrition as a funtion of
not track the distribution of the force by years quality is computed and coverted to cost per
of remaining obligated service. We found that graduate for each quality type. The quality of
the ACOL projections are more accurate than the students should also have other effects on
PROPHET projections. Evidently, adjusting reen- training costs. For example, actual time spent
listment rates in response to pay changes is under instruction and number of instructors
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required are probably functions of student and Supply Study (NACCS3 is based on the
quality. However, because of data shortcomings, recruiting cost function for high school
we do not attempt to quantify these effects. graduates. Outlined in this paper are the
This discussion consists of two parts. It begins modifications introduced into the cost function
with a short description of the data sets, to apply it in the NACCS model.
followed by an explanation of the calculations
needed to construct cost per graduate. P 391

Goldberg, Lawrence, summary of Mavy Enlisted
W 367 Supply Study, 7 pp., Jul 1981, AD A131 594
alle, Ellen J. and Clay-Mendes, Deborah G. A summary of a study which analyzes the

Balancing Accession and Retention: 2se Aggregate supply of nonprior service male Nih School
. dial, 17 pp., Jul 1982, AD A131 593 Graduate (MSG) enlistments to the military

Ratings of four-year obligors were aggregated services. While each service is considered, the
Into six groups plus a GENDET group. The siauls- primary focus is on Navy enlistment supply. The
tion model developed in this study was.then used effects on supply of military pay, unemployment,
to find optimal reenlistment bonus, accession, federal youth programs, population, recruiters,
and assignment policies. Overall, results show and Navy advertising are estimated. The effects
that least-cost bonuses are above current of reductions in GI Bill benefits in 1977 are
levels. also estimated.

1?38 !1 392

Clay-iendez, Deborah G., Nodels of Accession and Warner, John T. and Simon, Bruce D., An Empirical
Retention, 8 pp., Oct 1982, AD A131 568 Analysis of Pay and Navy Enlisted Retention In the

In this paper, we outline two simple models AVF: Preliminary Results, 47 pp.. Dec 1979,
that integrate accession and firat-term AD A131 563
retention policies. The first nodal describes The objectives of this effort are threefold.
the relation between optimal accession and The first is to perform an empirical analysis of
first-ter reenlistment bonus policies when the relationship between pay and retention
marginal recruiting costs are constant. It is during the AVY era. In this analysis, we want to
appropriate for the analyst who is concerned estimate the pay elasticities and bonus improve-
with the bonus policy for a single, relatively nent factors at first-ter and second-term
small rating or for the analyst dealing with a reenlistment decision points. Pay elasticities
group whose supply is demand determined. Using and improvement factors have previously been
this model, we find that optimal reenlistment estimated for the first-term reenlistment
bonus levels will be the highest in ratings decision point, but not for the second-term
whiL:a have high first-term attrition, high point. To date, second-term bonus effects have
training costs, and which would have low only been Inferred from the results of studies
reenlistment rates in the absence of bonuses. We of firt-term reenlistment bonuses. One question
also find that optimal bonus levels rise as to be answered is whether the effects of pay
military wages fall relative to civilian wages. changes vary by occupation and branch of set-
The second nodel is similar to the first, but vice. Because of their cross-section nature,
takes account of the fact that marginal previous studies have been unable to determine
recruiting costs rise as more recruits are whether pay effects vary by occupation. Using
obtained. Because of this, we find that a larger time series data during the AVF period, we will
Navy implies higher optimal reenlistment bonus attempt to provide separate estimates by occupa-
levels even in the long run. tion as well as branch of service. The second

objective is to derive estimates of the rela-
P389 tiouship between pay at one decision point and
Clay-Mendez, Deborah G., A tinImum Recruiting Cost retention at future decision points. No esti-
Function for e.e NIgh SAchool raduates, 28 pp., mates of this relationship currently exist. This
Jan 1982, AD A131 580 professional paper presents the proliml-a y

In this paper we derive a cost function which results of our analysis of Navy data during the
specifies the minimum cost to the Navy of the rY 1974-78 period. It is organized as follows. A
recruLters and advertising necessary to attract section provides a brief discussion of the
different numbers of non-prior service male empirical methodology. The last section then
recruits who are high school graduates. presents the major results to date.

13W 1394 !
Clay-Mendez, Deborah G., Documentation for the Re- KcCibaey, Donald; Caerini, USo*; Roberts, Arthur;
crulting Cost estimate* Utilized in the Navy on- and Winston, Roland**, Development of an Mude,-
prehaneive Compensation and Supply Study, 19 pp., water Nigh Sensitivity Cherenkov Detector: Sea
Sep 1962, AD A31 562 MVcAIn, 18 pp., Aug 1983

The cost function for Navy recruiting The need for a high gain, high sensitivity
utilized in the Navy Comprehensive Compensation Cherenkov light sensor to be used in a deep
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underwater nuon and neutrino detector (DUMAPD) I 39
array has led to the design of the Sea Urchin Jondrow, Jams N.; Brechling, Frank; and Marcus,
detector. In this design a spherical photo- Alan, Appendices to PP 396: Older Workers in the
cathode PT Is optically coupled through a Sloss Market for Part-ime mployment, 70 pp., Sep 1983
hemisphere to a large number of glass spines, AD 134 330
each of which is filled with a wavelength-
shifting (WLS) solution of a high quantum VPI 396
efficiency phosphor. The Cherenkov radiation is Levy, Robert A.; Bowes, Marianne; and Jondrow,
absorbed in the spine, tsotropically re-radiated Jams N., Tochnical Change and Employment In the
at a longer wavelength, and a fraction of the Steel, Auto, Aluminum, Coal, and Xron Ore
fluorescent light is internally reflected in the Industries, 26 pp., Sep 1983
spine, and guided to the photomultiplier concen- In this paper, we present estimates of how
trically located in the glass hemisphere. Zxper- labor demand was affected by changing production
iments measuring the optical characteristics of technology in five U.S. industries: steel,
the spines and computer programs simulating autos, aluminum, coal, mining, and iron ore. All
light transformation and detection cross sec- of these industries have, over the period -
tions are described. Overall optical gains in studied (1958-1977), experienced technological
the range 5-10 are achieved. The WLS solution is innovations: changes in production methods such k
inexpensive, and may have other applications, as adoption of the basic oxygen furnace and con-
VnLiversIty of Hawaii tinuous casting in steel, pelletizing of iron
**University of Chicago ore, and 'Detroit automation" and use of indus-

trial robots in the auto industry. At the same
PP 395 time, their employment experience has been
Curran, Lawrence E. and Quester, Aline 0., mixed. Employment grew in the auto and aluminum
Retention in the Mavy's Selected Reserve: An industries, but was stagnant or even declining
Analysts Combining Survey and Personnel Data in the other three industries . This mixed
Records, 17 pp., June 1983 pattern makes it difficult to relate technical

In this paper, we relate stated intentions of change and employment. Technical change might
enlisted Navy Selected Reservists to their have decreased employment by displacing workers
future behavior. Using a set of questions from a with new machines and equipment; or, it might
national survey of Naval Reservists administered have increased employment by helping to keep
in the spring of 1980, we examine the relation- these industries competitive in world markets.
ship between their intentions to continue as
drilling reservists and their subsequent pp 399
behavior. In general, we find expectations are Roberts, Stephen, Western European and AO ,.
an important and significant determinant of Navies, 1982, 23 pp., Nov 1982 (see also PP 316
continuation. However, the correlation with and PP 326)
subsequent behavior Is not sufficiently large to 1982 was a year of conflicting pressures on
make intention data an appropriate tool for Western European and NATO navies. Defense bud-
retention projections. Controlling for inten- gets were under severe strain due to the eco-
tions, we find that dissatisfaction with nomic condition of mot of the countries and due
training is related to reserve attrition, this to anti-defense sentiment, sparked particularly
finding suggests potential for policies to by the nuclear ioue. However the need for
concurrently improve both the retention and strong naval forces was clearer than ever, due
readiness of the Naval Reserves. to the increasing Soviet naval threat

(dramatized in 1981-2 by a rash of submarine
pp 396 incursions into the territorial waters of
Jondrov, James M.; Srechling, Frank; and Marcus, European countries) and to an increasing
Alan, Older orkers in the Market for Part-rime awareness that navies still served national as
Employent, 35 pp., Aug 1983 AD 133 655 (See also well as NATO needs. The Falklands war provided
PP 397) the. best evidence of this last point, but the

This paper examines the sources and policy vulnerability of lines of communication outside
implications of the sparsity of part-time work the NATO area and threats from non-Warsaw Pact
among older workers. One starting point is the countries were also major concerns during the
contradiction between expectation-that the year. Perhaps as a result of this need to
transition out of the labor force will be respond to increased requirements with reduced
gradual by means of part-time work-and what resources, a number of Western European and NATO
appears to be the reality-that retirement is navies adopted new plans in 1981 and 1982 for
sudden. Another starting point is the perception the structure of their fleets and for future

of older workers that part-time work at their procurement of ships and aircraft. We will con-
current wage is scarce. cantrate on these plans, as they are an excel-

lent indicator of the intended functions of
these navies and their likely configuration
through the rest of the 1980s.
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M 400 Pp 410
Laird, Bobbin F., French Nuclear Forces in the Weinland, Robert G., Soviet Strategy and the
1980s and 1990s, 41 pp., Aug 1983 (To be published objectives of Their Naval Presence in the
in Journal of Comparative Strategy) Mediterranean, 44 pp., Sep 1982 (Published in

French nuclear forces are undergoing & signi- Giacomo Luciani (ed.), The Mediterranean Region:

ficant transformation in the 1980s and 1990s. Economic Znterdependence and the Future of Society
The current force is snall and is capable of (London & Canberra/New York: Croom-Kalm/St.
limited target coverage against Soviet territory Martin's Press, 1984), pp. 267-291)
and against Warsaw Pact forces invading western The first objective of this paper is to
territory. By the aid-1990s, the new force identify the general structure and content of
structure will be theoretically capable of in- the policies that have guided the Soviets in
flicting massive destruction against the Soviet establishing and exploiting politically, their
Union as well as inflicting significant damage Mediterranean naval presence. Identifying the
against Warsaw Pact military targets in eastern indications that those policies may be changing
Europe. (or may already have changed) constitutes it

seecond objective. -Forecasting what these
ff 401 changes might bring-in particular, what they
Maloney, Arthur P., The Berlin-baghdad Railway as portend for efforts to negotiate restrictions on
a Cause of World War X, 31 pp., Jan 1984 the presence and activities of superpower forces

This paper traces the history of the Baghdad in the Mediterranean-constitutes the third. The
Railway from its conception in 1888 to the be- discussion begins with a brief attempt to locate
ginning of World War I. It shows how important naval strategy in the Soviet scheme of things.
the Railway was in the political, economic, and Next, it addresses the evolving expectations of
diplomatic events which led up to the First future war and prescriptions for its conduct
World War. that have structured Soviet military thinking

over the Last two decades, and consequently seem

pp 403 likely to be reflected in the Mediterranean
Petersen, Charles C., Aircraft Carriers in Soviet Squadron's war plans. These expectations and
Navel Theory From 1960 to the Palklands War, prescriptions also shape the peacetime opera-
27 pp., Jan 1984 tions of the Squadron, the conceptual background

There is mounting evidence of a Soviet effort of which is then discussed in some detail.
to design and deploy a carrier capable of accom-
modating conventional-takeoff-and landing (CTOL) 1 411
aircraft. To some observers, this probably came Horowitz, Stanley A., Skill Mix, Experience, and
as something of a surprise. To others, a logical Readiness, 12 pp., Sep 1980
next step In the Soviet Navy's long quest to Three broad qustions are addressed. Can it
take air power to sea. The assumptions under- be shown that the experience and paygrade mix of
lying both these reactions, however, are military personnel generally affects the mili-
probably mistaken. Even before the first Kiev- tary performance of units? Can the magnitude of
class ship deployed in 1976, the Soviet Navy's the effects be determined? How should this sort
general-purpose force had been charged with new of information influence policy, in terms both
missions-missions which in the judgement of of the experience mix of the force and the
influential Soviet naval officers, only a premium we are willing to pay for experience.
conventional aircraft carrier could perform. It
was therefore wrong, in the case of those who M? 412
were surprised, to have supposed that the McConnell, James M., rhe Znteracting Evolution of
Soviets would necessarily remain satisfied with Soviet and American Military Doctrines, 119 pp.,
a family of V/STOL carriers. It is just as Sep 1980
wrong, on the other hand, to think of the CTOL This paper traces the evolution of Soviet
carrier as Xlev's natural descendant, for in strategy from 1960 and identifies the likely
terms of the Soviet navy's mission requirements, course of this evolution beyond 1980. It draws
the former is by no means an inevitable outcome on statements in the military literature of the
of the latter. Soviet Union and correlates them with what is

known of Soviet force capabilities through
PP 409 operations and exercises. The timing of major
Mlrahi, Xaurice M., Can Authoritative Studies be changes in Soviet military doctrine suggests
Trusted? 2 pp., Feb 83 (Published in Phalanx, that these changes coincide with the USSR's
Feb 83) five-year plans. The evident objective is the

An Illustrative example that shows all addition of a new military option in each five-
authoritative studies cannot be trusted. year period. In the first half of the 1960s,

Moscow apparently felt it had only one practical
strategy-all-out nuclear war. At the turn of
1963-66, another possibility-conventional local
war--was added to underpin a diplomacy of force
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in the Third World. At the turn of 1970-71, next Soviet steps may therefore be to develop
Soviet statements began to point to a policy of doctrines and forces for sustained operations in

limited Intercontinental nuclear war, initial tactical-nuclear war and conventional war.

counterforce strikes by land-based ballistic
missiles, and the withholding of submarine- p 414
launched ballietic missiles. Finally, at the Klotz, Ambrose, Career Development of Managers and

turn of 1975-76, evidence began to accumulate of Executives: A Compendium. 38 pp., Jun 1983

a policy of counterforce strikes limited to This paper summarizes selective material

targets in Europe. Apparently, the long-term found in the professional literature which

objective of more recent policies Is development collectively suggest a variety of character-

of forces that can win limited conflicts so that stics that would be desirable in an employee
the Soviets will not be forced to choose between development program for managerial and executive

massive nuclear exchange and capitulation. The levels.

- ill
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SECTION III
B. INSTrTUTE OF NAVAL STUDIES

Studies us 19
Ereckner, Norman V., and Zeni, L.E. (Capt., USN),

RUS 13 Tho Navy-s Rol* in the Exploitacion of the Ocean
Korton, Anton S., et al., Navy Manpower Cobasdera- (Project Diue wacer) Phase X, 355 pp., 15 Mar
tlone 1970-1980, 1968, AD 836 038

Summary Report, 46 pp., Feb 1966, AD 860 677L Thin study examines the Navy's oceanographic
Annex A: Multivariate Study of Enlisted Raten- program, the attitudes of officials in non-

tion-Phase 11 (MUSTER-11), 66 pp., Oct 1965, defense federal agencies on arins-related
AD 860 673L matters, and the current effect of non-defense

Annex A: AppendIxes, 288 pp., Oct 1965, ocean uses on naval operations. The Navy oceano-
AD 860 674L graphic program is categorized, related to

Annex 8: Officer Survey, 137 pp., Sep 1965, defense missions, and there is an exposition of
AD 860 675L its place within federal marine activities

Annex C: The Naval Career: The Enlisted Han's including examples of naval oceanographic work
View, 150 pp., Oct 1965, AD 860 676L that contributes to non-defense purposes. Inter-

Annex D: On the Use of Reenlistment Probe- views were conducted with federal officials in
bLi1ties in Classification and Training, 31 various bureaus and offices. Non-defense ocean
pp., Nov 1965, AD 860 665L activities and coordination between Navy oper-

Annex X: Means of Investigating Retirement ating commands and other users was examined.
Vesting Options-Racoommndod Study Design, 27
pp., No 1963, AD 860 666L US 23

Annex 1: Study Programs Reconmended for the DCHO Weiher, Rodney F., Reviev of Naval Air Rework
(Manpower and Naval Reserve), 30 pp., Dec F acilitiea Labor Shortage Problem, 36 pp., Aug
1965, AD 860 667L 1968, AD 848 375

Annex G w/Appendixes: Cost/Effectiveness of This study examines aspects of the supply of
Reenlistment Incentives, 356 pp., Jan 1966, Labor to the Naval Air Rework Facilities to
AD 860 668L ascertain whether chore are shortages of skicied
This study describes study programs needed to labor, as has been reported by certain managers

support manpower manag nt functions, clarifies of those facilities. Several indicators of labor
the effects of factors related to the retention supply conditions are used in the examinstion,
of officers and enlisted men, estimates the cost including wages, turnover, Job. vacancies, and
and effectiveness of proposed programs for the quality of 'the work force. The effects of
alleviating critical shortages, predicts reton- employment ceilings are also examined.
tLon rates, and develops screening criteria for
selecting and training men who are likely to INS 28
choose a Navy career. Findings are applicable to Dnials, James K. (Cdr., USN); Brown, Lee (LCdr.,
manpower management functions of planning, USK); onshall, Joseph (LCdr., USN); Lloyd,
recruiting and selection, classification and Richmond M., Jr.; Polyxoides, Carol; Rose,
training, utilization and retention. Marshall; Sholer, James A. (LCdr., USK); Sutton,

S. Scott; and Wiedemann, Karen C., Aircraft Pipe-
118 line Study, Phase ZZX: An Applied Model for Deter-
Fiekowsky, Seymour; Morton, William W. (Capt., minatlon of .Minimu Cost Pipeline Factors, 255
USN); Rose, Marshall; and Schwartz, Arnold N., pp., 9 Jan 1970, AD 868 305
Aircraft Pipeline Study, Phase Z: Dofnteion and This study documents the development of an
Zdentificalon of Determinants, 100 pp., 6 Dec applied model which can be used as an aid in
1967, AD 832 232 predicting optimal pipeline factors for planning

This study examinee the Navy aircraft pipe- pipeline aircraft procurement. Using the tech-
line and the factors which determine it. A nLque of Network Analysis, the model is illus-
definition of pipeline is derived and a pre- trated with the A-7 aircraft undergoing Progres-
liminery analysis is made of probable benefits sive Aircraft iework (PAR) at Naval Aircraft
derived from investments in Navy Aircraft Repair Rework Facility, Jacksonville. A range of pipe-
Facilities rather than in additional aircraft. line factors for the A-7 are evaluated and su-
Recomendations are ande concerning management gestion* are made for applying the model to
procedures for assigning aircraft to rework and other type, model, and series of aircraft.
maintaining more useful data records.
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I 32 distribution of the work force, and the
grown, George F., Jr.; Corcoran, Timothy H.; assignment of work to non-Navy facilities. A
Renshall, Joseph (LCdr., USK); Lloyd, Richmond K., production plan and budget for FY-1974 and
Jr.; Preetwich, J. (Capt., USN); Rafferty, Sheila various sensitivity analyses are presented to
A.; Rogers, Warren F. (Cdr., USN); Schwartz, illustrate the model's uses.
Arnold N.; Silverman, Lester P.; Sullivan, John
A.; Sutton, S. Scott; Webster, Burt A. (Lt., USK); Resesrc Contibutons
and Wiedeuann, Karen C., A study of Aviation
Resources and Readioness Relationship, Jun 1970; IRC 5
(Vol. 1) AD 754 084; (Vol. II) AD 754 085; (Vol. Freier, N.L. and Hundo, C.J., Satellite Zdentifi-
I11) AD 754 086 cation of Naval Task Forces by Measurement of

This is a study of the relationship between Population Variance, 18 pp., 31 Dec 1963,
aircraft readiness and spares usage at the AD 828 773
squadron level, specifically for the F-4B, The interrelationships between deployment and
CH-53, and TA-4F. The study determines the best sensor parameters are determined for a surveil-
combination of aircraft, maintenance mn-hours, lance satellite used to detect the movements of

- and spare parts for various budgets. Since the large naval forces at sea.
availability of spare parts is a big factor in
aircraft readiness, a detailed examination was XRC 7
made of the spare parts resupply system, and Apple, R.Z. and Farrar, D.E., Economic Considera-
recommendations are made for improving this tions In Establishing an Overhaul Cycle for Ships:
system. Additional recommendations are made for .an Empirical Analysis, 29 pp., 13 Apr 1964,
changing the current method of estimating the AD 624 784
quantities of spare parts needed for a specific Cross-sectional data from the U.S. Navy's
aircraft model. Atlantic Fleet Destroyer Force is analyzed in a

three-part study of relationship between a
INS 34 ship's total maintenance cost, time lost from
Devany, Arthur S., An Analysis of Navel Airspace operations, reliability, and the length of its
Usage, 209 pp., Oct 1971, AD 893 950 overhaul cycle. Factors such as ship age, size,

Demands for more airspace and increasing complexity, usage, etc., are held constant as
activity in airspace already in use are growing required. The overhaul cycle is viewed as the
while the amount of airspace available remains primary control variable by whicn Navy mainte-

fixed. There are already conflicts between nance managers allocate effort between scheduled
civil, general, and military aviation, and it is and unscheduled repairs. A ainimum-cost overhaul
generally believed that further conflicts are cycle Is obtained. In the absence of defensible
inevitable. This study examines current airspace cost penalties for. time lost and reliability
use over the continental United States and proj- (where the letter is measured by the frequency
ects such use to 1980. The needs for airspace of unscheduled repair), minimum cost and optimal
for Naval training are determined, and the cycles are not one and the same. Tradeoffs
effects on these needs of placing more and more between cost and reliability are obtained, how-
airspace under positive control are weighted, ever, and the range within which an optimal
The study makes several recommendation con- cycle may be expected to lie is narrowed
cerning Naval training policies and both general considerably.
and civil aviation.

IC 10
M 38 Payne, Aubrey HI., an Neasuring the value of Xn-
Askin, Kurt; 3irch, Jeffrey B. (USN); alford, formation-.With .mplications for Communications
Ralph; Ranler, Carl 0. (Cdr., USE); Lloyd, systems, 23 pp., 8 Sep 1965, AD 624 785
Richmond M., Jr.; Spruill, Nancy L.; and Vanni, The value of information is defined as the
Ralph J. (LCdr., USK), Naval Aircraft Rework reduction in risk that results from using the
FacIty Study-An Applied Model for Workload information in decision. Information is con-
Planning and Budgeting, 161 pp., 1 Nov 1972, sidered as being of two basic types: experience
AD 755 462 and intelligence (data). A scheme for attaching

This study documents a five-year planning quantitative measures to these concepts, within
model which produces detailed production plans the framework of statistical decision theory, is
and budgets for the entire Depot Maintenance proposed. The resulting model is shown to be
Program. Using the method of linear programing, compatible with a number of intuitive concepts
the model determines minimum cost workload as to the proper behavior of value in this con-
assignments which satisfy all depot maintenance text. Applications to the design and evaluation
requirements. Several physical and manpower of comaunications systems are considered.
capacity measures are used to ensure that plans
are within the production capabilities of each
rework facility. The model allows for multiple
shift operations, changes in the size and
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Bryan. Joseph G. and Singer, Arnold N., 87 pp., Harsh, Charles H.. Predicting Effectiveness of
Prediction of Reenlistment Using Regression Xncencive Programs for Various Groups of Navy
estimation at event Probabilities (ReEP), 3 Nov Officers, 21 pp., 31 mar 1966, AD 758 418
1965, AD 624 786 This paper develops a method for estimating

The statistical methodology of a package of the effectiveness of officer incentive programs,
computer programs, referred to as REEP (Itegres- making allowance for continuance probabilities
sian Estimation of Event Probabilities), is for officers with different service intentions.
described. BEEP uses regression analysis tech- Data from the 1965 INS Officer Survey are used
niques to arrive at equations that yield proba- to estimate the effectiveness of several coubi-
bilities of occurrence for each of a set of nations of Incentives for retaining officers in
possible events. An application of BEEP to pre- certain age and designator groups. The study
dictLng reenlistment for enlisted Navy men is also explores methods for relating incentive
given, appeal to officer quality, career objectives,

and source of commission.
. c

Newman, David B., Channel Capacities of Mltiple/ I=C 23
Random Access Communications Satellite Repeaters, Boness, A. James and Schwartz, Arnold N., xnterim
21 pp., 29 Nov 1965, AD 627 452 Report an the Assignment of Aircraft to the Naval

The channel capacity of a communications Advanced Jet Pilot rraining Mission, 42 pp., Nov
satellite repeater is of direct interest to all 1967 (Sea A 1023 for revised version) AD 667 574
users in assessing how much service they may An interim report on methods of solving air-
expect to obtain from a particular satellite or craft service-life problems is presented. It is
system. This paper develops a graphic mans for specifically concerned with the immediate prob-
estimating and portraying link capacities in le of whether f-9J aircraft should be over-
terms of radio teletype (EATT) and voice hauled or replaced. The method used calculates
channels for bank limiter and linear repeaters present values of differential costs of four
of various generic types of communications alternative retirement policies. Recommendations
satellites. The means of estimating link are made for phasing in replacement aircraft at
capacities are developed in the paper as a particular rates and beginning at particular
function of certain parameters that pertain to times.
such variables as power, terminal type, error
rare, and satellite altitude and stabilization. 1TC 24

Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., Strategic Projections and
11C 15 Policy Options In the Soviet-Cuban Relationship,

Weybrew, Benjamin B., The Effectiveness of Navy 13 pp., 11 Mar 1968 (Published in OIS Vol. XII,.
Zcentive Progress-Some Methodological Considera- No. 2, Sumer 1968; Reprinted in military Raview,
eions and Preliminary Findings, 69 pp., 11 Mer Vol. ILIX, No. 4, Apr 1969) AD 666 819
1966, AD 720 408 This paper projects the Soviet-Cuban rela-

In addition to providing a review of some of tionshLps by: (1) Citing three factors which
the pertinent literature, this paper contains an structure it, (2) Combining Soviet foreign
examination of certain of the dynamics of Lncen- policy alternatives with Soviet intentions
tive effectiveness, both in terms of the envil- either to remain or to withdraw from Cuba to
ronmental conditions involved and the patterns form a matrix with four outcomes, and (3)
of needs and motives of the men toward whom the Analyzing each outcome for policy inferences and
incentives are directed. The uses and limita- Soviet problems which have implications for the
tions of four classes of criteria frequently United States.
employed in incentive evaluation are considered
from a methodological viewpoint: reenlistment INC 27
rate, proficiency, adjustment adequacy, and Breckner, Norman V.; Hyde, Gary L.; Weiher, Rodney
cost-effectiveness. Where feasible, these crite- F.; and Yearick, William A., Analysis of merchant
ria are used to assess the effectiveness of Shipping and Zoternational Commodity Flow, b3 pp.,
three Navy incentive programs: Selective 14 Feb 1969, AD 688 427
Training and Retention (STAR), Selective Conver- Part A of this research contribution de-
sion and Retention (SCORE), and Naval Enlisted scribes Free World merchant ship movements
Scientific Education Program (NESEP). Research during 1966. Part B is devoted to the examina-
designs recommended for evaluation of these tion of selected international commodity flows
programs are described. Some considerations as in 1964. Estimates are made of merchant ship
to directions naval incentive planning might traffic in 1975.
take in the future are presented.
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C 28 An investment model for reparable assets is
Hyde, Gary L. and Weiher, Rodney F., Japan, the developed. These assets include items such as
alted KIngdom, and Selected European Countries: and products (aircraft, ships, etc.) and the

The Zapartance of Trade, 58 pp., 19 Feb 1969, recoverable ports which comprise these end
AD 688 428 products. The model is applicable to fims which

The trade of selected nations of the Free operate a number of end products and maintain a
World is discussed, including the importance of rework facility for periodic servicing of the
this trade to domestic economies end products. The problem is to find the mini-

mum-cost combination of repair resources (equip-
12C 31 aent, labor, and spares) and end products in
Rose, Marshall, An Invesiment model for Reparable order to obtain a liven level of available end
Assets: rhe F-4 Case, 163 pp., Jul 1969 (Presented products. The model is then applied to the case
at the 5th Annual DoD Cost Research Symposium, Mar of those F-4 aircraft scheduled to be reworked
1970; Published In 1969 Ph. D. dissertation in at the North Island Air Rework Facility.
Economics, Tulane University, entitled Development
and Application of Time-Constrained Inventory
Model for Reparable Assets, available from Tulane
University or University Microfilms) AD 694 946
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SECTION III
C. MARINE CORPS OPERATIONS ANALYSIS GROUP

Reseach Contuibutlo AA information retrieval system was developed
to assist Headquarters Marine Corps (HMkC), thie

WC6 Marine Corps Landing Force Developent Center
Mason, Thomas Wd. and Tullier, Pierre #., marlin (M.CLPDC), and the Marin. Corps Loud Vange Study
Corps Operatlon. hAMI~is* Group Znforueatl00 Re- Panel (LISP). In operation of the system a Large
tzIeval system, 49 pp., 15 Jun 1966 (Presented at volume of classified information is scanned by
the 29th Annual M~eeting, Operations Research IICOAG analysts and only those items pertinent to
Society of Amrica) AD 640 680 operations research on Marine Corps problem are

to be included in the information file.
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SECTION III
D. NAVAL WARFARE ANALYSIS GROUP

Studio BUS 6
Overholt. John L.; Feder, P.; Koutean, Charles H.

via (LtCol., USAF); Miller, Clack C.; kaffortys
Biggins, J. W. and Weinbecg, 1.5., rhs Feasibility Sheila; and Walsh, Joyce. Study of Land/Air rrad.-
of a Glob"~ Airlift, 23 pp., 5 Sep 1957, Offs fSLAT). VolUMe IX gStet1St1Ca AnaIysis of
AD 719 899 Korean nor Data-Spring 2951' IL11 pp., Apr 1970,

The number of aircraft ad amount of fuel AD 869 481
needed co airlift U.S. imports and exports are Battle data of divisions engaged in the
determined in this study for both the full flow Korean Wax during the spring of 1951 is analyzed
of U.S. overseas trade and for the mare limited by statistical methods for relations among
importation of only vital strategic materials, strengths, firepower, ad casualties. Graphs are
The study also considers an operation in which presented covering this and other data for UN
surface tankers haul the fuel for cargo aircraft divisions over cims.
to those overseas points where needed. Minlly,
the number of surface ships and the amount of Interm Rineed Atmmoranda
fuel needed to sustain the same lif t by sea is
developed for comparison with the airlift 1M
requirements. Rala, William W., Accuracy of orbital Predictions

for Close satellites, 13 pp., 5 Jun 1962,
us 61 AD 756 423
Lukas, George D., Penetrability of Uase, Fog, The principal sources of orbital prediction
Clouds and Precipitation by madiant naergy Over errors are instrumental errors, neglected
the spectral Raws 0.1 Micron to 20 Centinsters. geodetic effects and unpredictable atmospheric
214 pp., May 19"8, AD 847 658 variations. The geodetic effects are estimated

To determine attenuation values over a wide in this paper. These include estimates of the
range of wavelengths, an analytical methodology first few term of the expression for the
is developed to accomodate the population of earth's gravitational field, and estimates of
droplets according to aso In unit volume of the expected residual geodetic errors in cert&a
several models of water-occluded atmospheres. broad areas of the world.
The extent of penetrability of cloudy end rainy
semaphores is then demonstrated analytically as R13 5

afunction of wavelength. The analysis of Duncombe, Ralph L., ls Accuracy of Orbit predic-
attenuation by water droplet atmospheres draws tine an Non-coogeratiw. Barth satellites, 13 pp.,

on the His theory of absorption and scatter by 13 Jun 1962, AD 761 190)
spherical droplets. Because of requirements Two system for cracking passive (non-
forged by its scope, the study provides an cooperating) satellites are considered: the Navy

extensive data bae on the population of Space Surveillance System (NavSpaSur) and the
droplets by size in various water-occluded millstone active radar. Accuracy estimates are
atmospheres. presented for both. future improvements to both

system and combination@ of them are also con-
IS 64 sidered. The effect of Large solar flares on
Feldman, Leon; Keutman, Charles R. (LtCol., USAF); prediction accuracy is estimated.
Simon, Susan; and Welsh, Joyce, study of Land/Air
rrado-Offs (LAr), VoWlume VXI *Historical Data SIM 9
Bass, 100 pp., Apr 1970, AD 869 479 Arnold, Robert 0.; Defoy. Phil E.; and St. Deas

This volume contains the Korean War histori- Manley, Sea-Based Airborne Assault-A mew mission
cal. data bae that supports the SLAT historical far the Nravy, 69 pp., 29 Jun 1962, AD 761 191
analysis. The volume provides daily sumaries of A new mission for aircraft carriers is pro-
combat data concerning the U.S. and Allied air posed. The mission is to provide mobile bases
and ground force effort for the several months from which to operate transport aircraft capable
of the war investigated by the study group. It of Landing troops and equipment at inland points

-is further intended to he a permanent historical where a threat requiring immediate diecrimin-
record that my facilitate future research on sting response may exist. K ission requirements
the Korean War. are examined, and capability estimtes are

derived from predictable aircraft technology. -
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uzn 10 demonstration that even in the simplest casesNSt. Dents, Manley, First-Order Estimate of the cost/eoffect iveness comparisons may not lead to
Zaitial Znvestment Cost of Conventi ona.ll y-Povered optimum solutions about allocation* of resources
Strike Aircraft Carriers, 22 pp., 17 Jul 1962, among countermeasure susceptible weapons
AD 758 419 systems .

A method for making a first-order estimate of
the initial investment cost of conventionally- MMR is
powered strike aircraft carriers is presented. Ravenscroft, Lincoln, Jr., A First-Order DeriVa-
The only input parameters required to apply the tion of the Complement of a Strike AircraftImethod are: carrier displacement, year in which Carrier, 41 pp., 24 Sep 1963, AD 761 192
the ship is a new or a repeat design, and A simple first-order mathematical model is
whether the ship to be laid down, whether the formulated for determining the complement aboard
ship is to be built in a naval or private a strike aircraft carrier, using as parameters
shipyard. Application of this method to an the full load displacement, the shaft horse-
illustrative example indicates a quasi-linear, power, and the armement and aircraft suits.
but not proportional, variation of cost with
displacement within the range of 40,000 to M 20
100,000 tons. Lohman, John S., Theory of Errors of Celestial

II

Navigation, 27 pp., 31 Jul 1963, AD 704 108
313111This analysis is concerned principally with a

*Buckley, Janet K. and Deloy, Phil E., Dive and method of elimfinating the bias introduced as a
Glide Error Sensitivity Program and ZAN 7090, 15 result of incorrect estimates of the dip of the
pp., 17 Aug 1962, AD 758 420 horizon in celestial navigation by sextant. In

This memorandum describes an ZAN 7090 com- addition, several other considerations germane
puter program for determining values of error to celestial navigation and bearing pilot are
sensitivity for dive and glide boubing with treated briefly.
freefall weapons. Sensitivities of the weapon
impact point to small deviations from planned Rsar&h Countrfato su
release conditions are computed assuming vacuum

*trajectories of the weapons. MW 22
V Dasetz, Harold, A Project Strike Document: A Note

an 12 on Discounting in System Analysis, 3 pp., 31 Oct
DeAoy, Phil o., usage manual for a Copputer Pro- 1963,.AD 757 045
gram to Copute the Effectiveness of Groups of The rationale for discounting in system

TeponS Against Recta r" and LIn Targets, 73 analysis is discussed briefly an a an important "
pp., 21 Aug 1962, AD 758 421 field of sub-optimiation is pointed out where

hsThis memorandum describes an IBM computer discounting procedures are inconsequential.
progra to compute the probability of killing a
rectangular or lime target with ealvos, sticks, INC 23

uor patterns of weapons. It is considered that Isaacs, auus, A Project Strike Document: he
the weapons are delivered with a bivariate- Probability Distribution of the Number of Targets
normal &aing error and that the individual Bit Under successive Firings, 10 pp., 31 Oct 1963,
rounds are distributed around their mean points AD 757 046
of impact within the group with bivariate-norl A mathematical development is presented which
ballistic dispersions. The conditional kill answers questions concerning the probabiblistic
probabilities of individual weapons are taken outcomes of a succession of weapons (bombs)
into account. Flow charts, a listing of the aimed at some complex of targets.
FORTRAN program, and sample problems are
included. NBC 31

Dufort, i.H., The SOS (sentinel on Station) Inter-
313113 ceptor/Loiter Airdraft-A study of a Nvo-Stage
Karp, Arthur L. and Phipps, Thomas S., optimua VL AirCraft Servig a Task Group Defense Role,
Allocation of Effort for Deterrence, 35 pp., 20 33 pp., 8 Nov 1963, AD 761 187
Aug 1962, AD 758 422 A discussion is presented of a two-stage VTOL

Mathematical models of optimum procurement aircraft capable of long loiter and very fast
allocation mog different types of retaliatory intercept.
weapons systems are examined. A distinction is
drawn between so-called numerically vulnerable MC 32
systems (which find saey in numbers and are Behrens. Carl Z., vulnerability of strike Forces
approximated by fixed missile bases) and per- to Submarine Attack. 10 pp., 20 Nov 1963,
centage vulnerable systems (which require the AD 761 189

nmny to engage in a search effort to counter An examination is made of the vulnerability
them, e.g., because they are moile). The prime of carriers to attacks by submarines using
value of this paper is believed to be its torpedoes or short-range missiles. A
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mathematical model is derived, and the iaterac- A Monte Carlo simulation of a convoy sub-

tion. of several parameters are examined. marine battle is presented; it is one of the
event-store type and is written for the IMh

OC 35 7090. The model is probabilistic: no kinematics
Dawson, William L., Comperative Analgsis of CTOr or geometry are vired In. Thus, there is no in-
dad VTOL Strike Carrier Attack Aircraft, 22 pp., formation or data within the model and the out-
11 Dec 1963, AD 761 627 comes are made to depend wholly on data supplies

xasilnes the future conventional war capabil- as inputs. In the battle simulated, the convoy
ities of CTOL (conventional take-off and is organized in its home port, sails to its
landing) and VTOL (vertical take-off ad delivery port in the face of fixed barriers,
landing) attack aircraft for evidence as to the submarines, and aircraft opposition, is sub-
orientation of effort that should be devoted to Jected to air attack while unloading, sails home
the development of these systems for sea-based along the same route to its home port, and is
strike forces in the 1970-1980 decade. A major disbanded.
objective is the arrangement of readily quanti-
fiable capabilities into a numerically based MC 45
analysLs which can be used in conjunction with Kadane, Joseph B., An Obstacl.-Cours. Problem: Z,
qualitative Judgment to identify areas that hold 15 pp., 22 Kay 1964 (Superseded by A O5)
promise of improved operational and cost

effectiveness. VIC 47
Deneanberg, Stewart A.; Zerlia, Lowell; and

ARC 36 Westlund, George A., Logistic Feeasibilicy
LLnstone, Harold A.; Ravenscroft, Lincoln; Sexton, Scheduling Model; Computer Program 39-64P, 47 pp.,
J.A; and Wade, John J., A Project Strike Document: 12 Nov 1964, AD 486 534
rhe vr-Purpose Carrier (CV), 13 pp., 12 Dec An IBM 7090 computer program is described
1963, AD 757 047 that simulates vehicle assignments to a

This paper presents the concept of a single priority-ordered sequence of cardo units. The
versatile see-based carrier (CVV) having the schedule thereby generated is used to assess the
capability to perform a variety of missions now Lift capability of an arbitrary vehicle
carried out by three separate combat carriers: inventory or to compare one vehicle inventory
the CVA, CVS, and LiE. A first-order estimate of with another. The model can thus be used to
size, principal dimensions and cost is given, determine the Logistic feasibility of an
and resulting implications are discussed. operations plan and, if feasibility is demon-

strated, indicate where logistic augmeatation or

ac 40 modification is most desirable. Flow charts, a
Norm, Kenneth 1., Approach" to the Studg of Force listing of the FOITIAN program, and sample
Levls, 6 pp., Dec 1963, AD 760 061 inputs and outputs are included.

A discussion of the contributions to overall
studies of force structures that mt be made by ac so
continuing strategic, naval warfare systems, Berudtson, Charles 1.; Curan,* W.; DemLco, Richard
fleet support, personnel and logistice studies. R. (LCdr., USM); Graves, James W.; t.ess, Michael;

and Weiderkehr, Robert R. V., An avent-store coa-
mc 41 puter Program for Determining the VuJlerabillity
Moore, Arnold B., om cments on a Proposed and Logistics Requirements of CVA Strike Forces In
,ucloair-Powered Cargo Ship, 29 pp., t5 Jan 1964, an LW and AAN avironment; CYA Computer Program
AD 757 048 26-6dP: CVA/Valerability and Logistics model, 730

This paper argues that evidence presented by pp., L Feb 1965, AD 466 554
proponents of the high-speed nuclear system is A Monte Carlo simulation of CVA Strike Forces
either besed on elslading cost estimetes, or operating in an ASW and AAW environment is pre-
not suggestive of commercial benefit from the sented. It is of the event-store type and is
development of the proposed reactors. In either written for the IBM 7090 computer. As well as
case, the argument for developmut of the looking at vulnerability of the strike forces,
reactors is reduced in force. Further, it is the game also keeps track of three logistics
argued that no convincing case has been made for quantities-USFO, JP., and ordnance-for each
any net benefits for this country to be derived strike force plus the URG.
from nuclear-powered cargo carriers. * United Azraft.

liess, Michael and Westlund, George A., An Event- Goldman, Thomas A., oecentralized maintenance,
Store Computer Program for Determining Selft 8 pp., 12 Apr 1964, AD 704 L02
Capabilities ad Attrition In an AS-ZShi rinent; In a large military or industrial organisa-
CNA Coputor Program 38-6p: Bealift z, 253 pp., tion. in which equipment is operated at a number
L Feb 1964, AD 437 301 of field locations, maintenance my be performed

at the individual field sites or at a central -
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location, or maintenance resources may be The Tactical arfare Simulation Program, X1
divided between a central location and the field (or TWSP-I1) is composed of 2 parts: (1) the
sites. The problem of choosing an optimal model-& set of definitions and ground rules
balance between centralized and decentralized which make up a model of tactical around war-
maintenance then arises. This paper examines the fare, and (2) the program-a set of computer
application of queueing theory to this problem, instructions which calculates the results of a

planned conflict according to the rules of the

W 57 model. Included in the appendixes are the data
Levine, Daniel B., Description of Computer Pro- input forms, the input and output for a small
gram; "AWIAG 251", 18 pp., 24 Feb 1966, test case, and the FORTRAN listing of the
AD 829 467 program.

A simplistic computer model for calculating
the number of target kills developed by a number mC 64
of Navy and Air Force aircraft during a 30-day Fain, Janice B., DPEN Subroutine, 3 pp., 21 Aug
campaign is described. Daily sortie rates, kills 1967, AD 829 420
per sortie, attrition rates, CVA cycling, and The DPuN subroutine determines if (and where)
force augmentation and replacement are inputted a specified segment of a straight line inter-
by aircraft type, from which the model calcu- sects a rectangle. DPEN is written in FORTRAN IV
lates the build-up In time of total number of and occupies 158 48-bit words. Since all
sorties, target kills, and attrition of the Navy information required and all numbers calculated
and Air Force aircraft during the campaign. are carried in the calling sequence, OPEN may be

used in any program.
MC 62

Ferling, Lowell and Sprengelmeyer, Laura, verti- 1W. 83
cal Assault ift Simulation Model; CNA Computer Kalman, Peter J., A Stochastic Constrained Optimal
Program 10-65P, 62 pp., 21 Apr 1966, AD 829 468 neplacement Model for a Set of Ships, 38 pp., 8

A CDC 3400 program is described which slma- Nov 1968, AD 684 819
late* the vertical assault Uft operation during In this paper a stochastically constrained . -

the initial period of an amphibious operation. replacement model is formulated. This aodel
The model was designed to be used as an aid in determines a sequence of replacement dates such
comparing the capabilities in this area of that the total current account cost of all
different types of ships, types of helicopters, future costs and capital expenditures over an
and helicopter mixes. Flow charts, a listing of infinite time horizon for the n initial incur-
the FORTRAN program, and a sple problem are bent ships is minimized subject to the con-
included. straints that a certain number of ships are in a

chosen military worth class at any point in
MC G3 tims. The theoretical model was then solved for
Fain, Janice 3., ractical wrfare Simalation Pro- a specified set of assumptions.
gram, ZZ ( VSP-IX), 193 pp., 18 Aug 1967,
AD 829 421
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SECTION III
E. OPERATIONS EVALUATION GROUP

Reports information for naval officers, but is intended
to serve as a theoretical framework and foundis-

on 51 tion for more immediately practical studies and
Steruhe11, Charles H. and Thorudike, Alan H., recommendations.
Antisubmarine Maraze In Norld Nar U, 331 pp.,
LO Apr 1946, AD 22L 292 ORA 9..
Part 1: History of Antisubmarine Operations Koopuan, Bernard G., Pzobabilities in a Sequence
An account of the various stages in the of C rerlated Events. 75 pp., 20 Apr 1949,

evolution of the U-boat: convoys, the use of AD 807 345
aircraft, the scientific and technical devices. The correlation between shots is treated by
Contains comprehensive tables and charts of regarding then as repeated dependent trails, the
shipping losses and U-boat sinkings. probability of a hit being determined by the
Part 2: Antisubmarine Measures and Their Effec- success or failure of the previous shot.
tiveness Relevant results on Markov chains are summarized

A summary treatise dealing with antisubmarine and extended to the case of non-stationary car-
measures from a quantitative point of view. The relation. The system of difference equations is
discussions are based on analyses of operational made the basis of the treatment, which provides
data in the light of basic theory. Subjects an IBM computational scheme for finding the
dealt with are: safety of independent shipping probabilities of various numbers of hits, and
compared with convoys, attacks by surface craft also explicit formulas for such probabilities in
and aircraft, offensive search, employment of a case which generalized the Poisson distribu-
search radar, and countermeasures to the German tion. Illustrative applications are given to
acoustic torpedo. gunnery data.

a 54 Studies
Kimball, George Z. and Morse, Philip K., Aethods
of Operac.lons RMearch, 320 pp.. 7 Nay 1946, on5 24
AD 200 782 Dobbie, James M., MaMehematical Background for

A comprehensive treatise on the subject of RvaluatIon of AA Firing Tests. .25 pp., 2 Jan 1946,
operations evaluation, with special reference to AD A9SO 174
military problems. The requisite mathematical The General Problem. Comparisons of the ac-
basis for such research is developed and applied curacy and effectiveness of AA fire as coa-
to the methods of obtaining measures of of fec- trolled by various directors can be made only if
tiveness in evaluating divers military opera- suitable measures of effectiveness can be
tions. Strategical kinematics, tactical analy- defined. The purpose of this study is: (a) to
*si, gunnery and bombardment problems, and suggest some measures of effectiveness which may
operational experiments with equipment and be calculated from the results of firing tests
tactica are given particulm consideration. A with 5' non-fragmenting VT-fuzed aunition
chapter is devoted to the organizational and against drones making various types of approach
procedural problems of an operations research runs, and which are suitable in comparing
group. directors, (b) to show that data muset be

recorded in order to compute those quantities,
onI 36 and (c) to develop formulas and methods of
Koopman, Bernard 0.. Search nd ScreenIng, Computation.
343 pp., 20 leb 1947, AD 214 252

In every question of search there are in prin- 03 250
ciple two parts. One involves the targets, and Lamar, Edward S., Vision in Air Sea Rescue Search,
studies their physical characteristics, posi- 14 pp., 18 Jan 1946, AD 895 142
tion, and otion; and since the latter are Analysis of operational data in the light of
largely unknown to the searcher, a branch of the theoretical considerations of search. Ranges at
science of probability is applied. The other which various targets can be seen under dif-
part involves the searcher, his capabilities, ferent conditions of sun, sea, cloud, and haze
position, and motion, including a study of the and probabilities that these targets will be
probability laws of detection. Applcations are seen. Results provide information on which to
made to the tactical matters In which search is base number and sector assignments of lookouts,
an essential component, such as hunts, barriers, scanning procedure to be employed and force
and those defensive types of search known as requirements for a given search task.
sereens. The book is not a manual of practical
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0E8 261 A rough quantitative estimate of the effec-
Dobbie, James H., 8xperimental Procedures xnvolved tiveness of submarine warfare in 1951, based on
in the Analysis of Aa Firing Tests, 9 pp., 23 Mar present and expected developments, is presented.
1946, AD A950 175 A considerable increase in the effectiveness of

A general theory for the analysis of AA firing the submarine is deduced, but it is emphasized
tests is given in Study No. 248. In the present that this deduction rests on stated assumptions,
study some of the details involved in the ap- and that these assumptions require careful and
plication of this theory are discussed more continual scrutiny.
fully and an illustrative example is given.

U 8368
=3 262 Lamar, Edward S. and Goldstein, Leon. visual De-

Brown, Richard H., Method for Testing Reliability Coati=z In Air Znterception, 53 pp., 26 Oct 1948,
of Aa Gunfire Data, 4 pp., 23 Har 1946, AD 224 089
AD A950 176 This study concerns the probability that a

This study explains the method of calculating single fighter aircraft will make visual contact
the confidence limits used in Study No. 248. on a single target aircraft under daylight cou-

ditions of illumination. Quantitative results
01 281 are presented which permit the computation of
Lamar, Edward S.; Mintzer, D.; and Rinehart, 1.F., the probability of sighting by any given range
with addendum by Fine. N.J., Scouting and Search as a function of each of a number of parameters.
by Surface Force, 49 pp., 22 Aug 1946, AD 719 429 Some typical examples are worked out in detail

Principles of scouting and search by surface showing the effects of such parameters as rela-
forces. Includes definitions, primary search tive speed, angle of view, uncertainty in
factors, methods of search and selection of aieuth and in elevation.
methods or smans of search. The addendum ampli-
fies the study by including worked-out examples @13 384
for the various types of scouting which are Lamb, F.i., A oparisoc of rhe economic Cost and
described. Military suitability of the sigh Performance Sea-

plane with Other alternative Aircraft for Bombard-
018297 uet Nissions, 28 pp., Jun 1949, AD A950 177
Kimball, George Z., The $deal Search Theorem, It has been suggested that high performance
4 pp., Oct 1946, AD A006 824 seaplanes operating from either advanced mobile

This study furnishes a method for finding the bases or North American bases (and refuelled
optimum effectiveness which could be obtained if - enroute by *tanker submarines (SSO's)) might
the ideal search plan were used to search any prove to be the best solution and the cheapest,
given area. When the optim effectiveness which in terms of economic effort, to maintain. This
could is known, one knows when a study is written to examine such a proposal in
trial plan is constructed how it compares in further detail.
probability of contact with the ideal plan for
that area. =1 394

Lathrop. John B. and Offutt, William F., some
01 326 Factors Affecting the Peasibility of Very Long
Lamar, Edward S.; Riggle, Dorothy; and Marcuse, Range Bombing from orth American Bases, 70 pp.,
Elaine, Performance of ANV/APS-20 Radar Against Air Jul 1949, AD A950 178
Targets: An Analysis of ComOpfevror Data, 33 pp., For the information of naval agencies partic-
Jul 1947, AD A060 603 ipating in Joint planning, a study has been made

Both tracking and detection runs made by of certain factors related to the feasibility of
Squadron VX-4 against conventional fighter air- current plans for very long range strategic
craft have been analyzed to give the probability bombing from North American bases. The relative
of detection in each of two tactical situations, capabilities for delivery of bombs to USSR tar-
direct approach and passing course. On direct get areas circa 1950 have been estimated for
approach, 502 probability of detecting a single typical medium and heavy bombers-the 536, B50,
fighter is attained at 45 miles; the sweepwidth B47. Account has been taken of the effects of
for a passing course is about 130 miles. The two refueling, and of the use of high altitude and
factors which limit the probability of detection high speed. Within the limits of current knowl-
and, therefore, both warning radius and sweep- edge, magnitudes have been suggested for
width, are sea return and relative speed. The expected losses and aborts. The effects of
data are extrepolated to predict results for navigation errors, bombing accuracy, diversion-
high speed targets, i.e., 600 to 1500 knots, and ary raids, and hours of darkness are discussed.
the limitations on scanning radar are discussed. These measures have been combined to compare the

relative suitabilities of aircraft types and

O61 355 flight plans, and to provide rough estimates of
Camp, Glen D., rhe Strategic Sployment of the force requirements for conventional or atom
Submarine of 1951, 27 pp., Apr 1948 bombing campaigns. Measures of the economic
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cost, and the cost in strategically critical are not met by the present combat data colLec-

aviation fuel, per ton of bombs delivered, have tion program which relies solely on subjective

been compared for the various aircraft, flight and uncertain visual observation of results.
plans and refueling plans.

03 533
05 430 Behrens, Carl E., Effects on U-Boat Perfor.ance of
Narcuse, Elaine, Computation of Probability of Zntolligence from Decryption of Alled Commun ca-
Visual Detection in Air Znterception, 13 pp., Nov tion, 24 pp., 28 Apr 1954, AD 784 966

1950 (Appendum to 0EG Study 368, visual Detection Examination of the War Diary of the German
in air Znterception), AD 895 141 CorSubs has made it possible to estimate the

This study presents a method and associated character and extent of intelligence obtained by
working graphs which enable one to calculate the the decryption of Allied radio messages per-
probability of visual detection of a target tainiog to convoy operations in the North
aircraft by an airborne observer, under daylight Atlantic during World War 11, and to determine
conditions of illumination, for a wide range of the effect of such ships. It is estimated that
the parameters involved. the availability of timely usable decryption

intelligence increased the contact rate two-fold
09. 467 over that which they would have obtained without
Bingham, Origen K., Damage Suffered by USK and it; probably over 60 sinkings in excess of the
USNC around Attack Aircraft ia Korea, 19 pp., expected number if they had been deprived of
4Feb 1952, AD 841 042 decryption intelligence.

The kind of information that can be obtained
from analysis of Aircraft Vulnerability Report 03 624
Forms is described, and the results of a pre- Smith, Robert P., r'he Use of Binoculars in the
liinary study, made to determine the value of a Search for submarines at Sea, 21 pp., 13 Oct 1959
larger-scale analysis, are reported. The study (Presented at Visual Search Techniques Symposium,
concludes that: (1) although hits from ground Apr 1959) AD 703 933
fire are uniformly distributed over both jet and Although the modern snorkel submarine spends
conventional aircraft, the jets received a much less time on the surface than its prede-
greater proportion from ahead and directly cessors, it still presents a visible surface
below; (2) in terms of aircraft lost per hit, target during the snorkel phase of its opera-
the F-4U is twice as vulnerable as the F-91, tion. This study considers the value of bLn-
which is in turn twice as vulnerable as the AD; oculars as an aid to airborne visual search for
(3) the variation in vulnerability among air- snorkeling submarines. Also, the problems of
craft can be markedly affected by design. search for friendly or inert targets and of

optimum employment of multiple lookouts are
093 470 discussed.
Engel, Joseph R., Visua. Detection In Air Inter-
ception: A Coepariaon of Theory with Trial M3 626
Results, 51 pp., 15 Asg 1952, AD 224 410 DobbLe, Joseph K., Probability of Damage Problems

Probabilities of detecting airplanes visually of Frequent occurrence, 25 pp., 11 Dec 1959,
in daylight have been determined in trials con- AD 816 397
ducted by the Naval ir Test Center, Patuxent This study summarizes some of the salient

Rliver, Mryland. Comparison of the results with methodology which has been developed for the -
those predicted by visual-detection theory (08 solution of problems involving the computation
368) indicates that the theory adequately of the probability of damage to military
describes visual detection in air interception, targets. The problem of computing the prob-
The agreement between trial results and theory ability of killing the target, or of inflicting
is better when the actual cross-sectional areas a stated degree of damage, by a single shot or a
of the targets are used in computing maximum salvo is considered.
ranges of detection than it is when the assump-
tion is made that these ranges are proportional o3 64"&
to the cube roots of the gross aircraft weights. Kent, Clem F., Echo Variability and the Formula-

tion of a Radar Theory, 35 pp., 17 Aug 1962,
o05n60 AD 286 670
Brooks, Douglas L. and Karns, Charles W., Charac- Basic considerations important to the fabri-
cermetics of saval unfire Support In Korea, 49 cation of a mathematical model of operational
pp., 11 Jun 1953, AD 756 950 radar performance are given. Experimental

The purpose of this study is to sumarise the evidence gathered at 425 MC is used to show the
descriptive statistics which characterize the presence of substantial lons-term undulations in
utilization of Naval gunfire in Korea and which the mean returned signal from a target at
are of historical interest, and to show that the constant range. The implications of these un-
requirements for reliable analysis of the dulatios are reviewed, and experimental
factors influencing economy and effectiveness
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investigation of their sources is strongly OIS 706
recomended. Nerenstone, Marc A. and Culbertson, Denny D.,

Market Time, Countering Sea-Borne Infiltration in
083 "5A South Vietnam, 100 pp., 20 Dec 1966, AD 378 336L
earing, George, Evaluating Future Tactical air This study presents data and analyses relevant

aeapon systems. 20 pp., 26 Apr 1963, AD 729 421 to Market Time operations as of the early spring
Methods of evaluating future offensive air of 1966. Estimates of the infiltration rate and

weapon systems for non-nuclear war are dis- their significance are discussed. Barrier design
cussed. New criteria which avoid many of the and effectiveness estimates are considered.
weaknesses inherent In previous approaches are
proposed. Soe of the implications of improved ORS 741 -

air defenses and various types of basing are Timenes, Nicolal, Jr., An Analytical History of
surveyed. KamUkaze Attacks Against Ships of the United

States Mavy During world Mar II, 108 pp.,
aOg 684 18 Feb 1971, AD 725 163
Dietz, Steve K., Ballistic Dispersion of Mk8O This volume begins with a history of the early
Series Bombs Delivered In Sticks by A-4 Aircraft, encounters between Japanese and American carrier
21 pp., Dec 1974, AD 356 868 aircraft and shows how the patterns of aircraft

The ballistic dispersion of low-drag bombs losses by both sides changed during the war. The
dropped in sticks from the A-4 aircraft is effect on Japan of losing aircraft, pilots,
calculated from test data. The data are tmad- aircraft carriers, and other resources is
equate to permit determination of whether discussed as a background to the decision to
dispersion depends on slant range or time of employ the kamikaze tactic. Then the history of
fall, but an estimate can be made for delivery the employment of the kamikaze is discussed in
parameters of interest. term of 2 major campaigns-the Philippines and

Okinawa. Finally, statistics on results in the
M 68 Philippine and Okinawan campaigns are used to
Heselton, Leslie R., Jr., The affectiveness of A-i establish estimates of the effectiveness of
Bombing Attacks on Bridges, 30 pp., 28 Apr 1965, defense at various stages-attack at the source,
AD 362 078 defense by interceptors, defense by anti-

This study determines the effectiveness of aircraft guns, and the like.
various A-1 aircraft payloads against bridges.
The optimum load, regardless of bridge type, QGU 763
consists of 8 Nk-82 (500-pound) bombs, plus Hardy, Willim C., The WestPac Broadcast Realign-
additional ordnance as permitted by radius ament9story, volution and Concept, 60 pp., Dec
loading time, and weight considerations. Effects 1971, AD A084 117
of different intervalomwter settings and Each step in the estPac broadcast realignment
approach angles are also analyzed: effective- is analyzed to. show its effect on service
nas is reduced if long intervalometer settLngs activity, broadcast workloads, and distribution
are used, but is Insensitive to approach angle of traffic among the various channels. The
if the optimum setting is used. Data for history, concepts, and evolution of the realign-
adjusting effectiveness estimates to reflect ment are also discussed.
variations in bridge size and delivery accuracy
are also provided. Interhn Research MAuoranda

an 696 o1AK 3
Bobotek, Henry G., The Use of Search memories In Titchen, Robert S., Catalog of ,Yaval Capabilities
Automatic Tracking, 59 pp., 14 Oct 1965, Pertinent to Cold War and Limited war, 6 pp.,
AD 623 090 15 Nov 1961, AD 757 033

The use of a search memory for correlation in This research contribution lists the general
automatic tracking in track-while-scan systems capabilities of the U.S. Navy to perform
is examined. Several mseories (some previously missions in cold war and certain kinds of
proposed by the industry and som suggested limited war. This listing has been prepared
here) are compared and the types suitable for because of the recent interest in national
single- and multi-attempt correlation are Lden- ability to provide graduated responses short of
tified. An inherent requirement for frequent nuclear war.
changing of stored information makes some
memories undesirable, and the Impact of this 01l 4
requirement should be carefully examined when- Willis, Kenneth E., usage manual for MOD z Sam
ever an application of search memory is Anti-Air Simlation Program for ZBN 7090, 14 pp.,
considered. 8 Dec 1961, AD 272 879

This program computes the maximum possible
number of intercepts that a particular surface-
to-air missile system can achieve against a
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particular point or stream air rid when the separations from zero to 11, changes linearly
points of Initial radar acquisition, the Last between RI and R2, and is zero for separations
allowable intercept, and the parameters to greater than R2. The derivation and proof of the
describe the systems are given. Inastructions are solution are interesting due to discontinuities
given for using the program, and a brief in the slope of the payoff function. The Same is
explanation of the mechanics of the simulation related to search theory in its applicability to
is presented. the barrier problem.

01MB $ Onom U

Tyson, Jams ., rheoary O Sortle Rmes, 58 pp., bra., Joseph, 7O Games Arising In the Optimal
22 Jan 1962, AD 275 496 Allocation of Resources, 17 pp., May 1962,

This study is concerned with the mathematical AD 757 031
analysis of sortie rates an an example of a A mathematical analysis is given of two types
general repetitive process, involving the use of of Sames which arise in a model of deterrent
equipments which are subject to random require- forces surviving an enemy first strike.
mnts for repair or replacement.

OIuf IS

oim 6 Miller, &.f., status of v/sToL rechnology, 17 pp..
Randall, Royal W., A Gamse heoretic Nodel of Sub- 23 Apr 1962, AD 275 507
mrine Barrier to Detct franaLtor Submarines, 21 A considerable amount of development work has
pp., 17 Jan 1962, AD 280 114 gone into such configurations as the compound

A barrier submarine/tranaitor submarine con- helicopter, the tilt wing, and various high-
flict is formulated and solved as a 2-person bypass-ratio engine concepts or ducted fans. For
game. When described as a game, the conflict military Lssions requiring appreciable hover
becomes a problem of obtaining distributions time these configurations are of interest. With
along the barrier of the locations of (1) the requirement for supersonic speeds for
transit lanes, and (2) locations of the barrier missions, the jet VTOL becomes increasingly
submarine, for which a gam-theoretic optimum feasible at no increase in weight.
probability of detection is to be obtained.

OUM 18
Ol 7 enaerte, John F.; Hove, Steven H.; and Maso,
Kent. Cl.e T., processing Detection Data Gathered .D., Model and Computer Program for an Attack on
from Targets of Opportunity, 5 pp., 29 Dec 1961, an Evading Submarine, 33 pp., 8 Jun 1962,
AD 857 271 AD 277 831

The consequences of the so-called definite- A model and computer program for computing
range assumption are explored, and a simple kill probabilities for an attack on an evading
formula is derived for converting detection submarine is discussed. Various tactical
ranges to an estimate of true distribution situations and delivery methods can be treated
of detection range, lateral-pass probability by the model, which has available a wide range
of detection, or direct-approach detection of parameters.
probability.

o01 21-
01M a Brn, Joseph, minimizing the A proahis -
Karns, Charles W. and Randall, Royal W., A Queuing W to Its_ -g-t -1 962, AD 284 796
Description of a one Priority, Sn......... tactical problem and solutions are pro-
Comnunlcatl tages, 14 pp., sented. The tactical problem seems on first

1961, AD 279 159 sight to be an ordinary calculus of variations
A limited theoretical investigation is ende of problem, but the integral that. gives the time to

the effects of interferences in a comunications traverse a path contains the (variable) time in
system on the number of messages awaiting trm- the integrand. This makes the guler equations
mission and on the average time the mssages inconsistent, and a modification of the usual
must wait for transmission. Since the study is procedure is needed to obtain the ties
theoretical, tests are necessary to determine variation.
the validity of the assumptions.

01mB 22
OIR 10 gram, Joseph, A &anchester-7pe Model for Combat
Arnold, Robert D., Avo dance In One Dimension: A Between SubmarinOes, C rrier Task Groups, and Y
Continuous-Matrix Game, 14 pp., 11 Jan 1962, Groupe, 24 pp., 28 Aug 1962, AD 290 921
AD 277 643 The application of a Lanchester combat mathe-.

A 2-person, zero-sum Same is described. On matical model to a case in which 2 naval forces
each play, each player selects any point on a are engaging a large ocean arena is explored.
line of finite length. The payoff is a trape- Specifically, carriers protected by ASW screens
soidal function of the separation between the are in the area attempting to accomplish a
two selected points; it is constant for mission supported by WIK groups that roam the
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area, hunting submarines. The carriers are a short period has caused the abandonment or
opposed by submarines that must seek and attack odificaton of sustained air operations. The
the carriers. The approximation reported is acceptability of attrition rates between these
substantially better than earlier efforts, two levels seem to depend on factors other than
particularly in certain critical cases, the actual loss rate itself.

013K23 01D 31
Wiederkehr, Robert R.V., The Behavior of a Single- Bras, Joseph, A 2-Plager .v-Reogo Search Game,
Channel Oueue with Periodic Exponentially DIetrib- 21 pp., 17 Jan 1963, AD 402 914
ated Znterarrlval Times and Service rimes, 72 pp., Given N regions with their associated con-
17 Sep 1962, AD 288 128 ditional detection probabilities, let player A

A mathematical model ts developed for a simple choose one region to hide in, and let player B
queuing system, a songle-channel queue with look in one region at a time until he finds A.
exponential and periodically varying inter- The payoff, to player A, is the expected nmber
arrival and service-time distributions. It of looks required of B to find A. The form of
appears that these queuing systems should prove the optimal pure strategies for B is described.
useful in simulating parts of the Naval Communi- and the sized extension of this game is shown to
cations System and in predicting possible have a solution. Player B has a good strategy -
improvements in its operations. that is a mixture of at most N pure strategies.

A numerical procedure for calculating the solu-
011K 24 tion is given.
Sudnitz., Robert J., A method for the theoretical
Determination of the Radar Cross-ectiro of Air- O1K 323
craft, 14 pp., 24 Sep 1962, AD 288 677 bras, Joseph, Allocation of Weapons to Targets

A modification of the method developed at the vith xponetIal Arrival TINes In a Limited Time
Radiation Laboratory of the University of Znterval, 9 pp., 16 Jan 1963, AD 401 357
Michigan for the theoretical calculation of the Given a supply of weapons and a time in which
radar cross-section of aircraft is suggested. to operate, what is the best way to allocate the

weapons among the Incoming targets arriving with

0121 25 an average rats so as to maximize the expected
Rove, Steven B. and NcCrea, P.W., model and Cam- aumber of targets killed? This problem leads to
pacer Program for Calculating the Kill probehbl- a system of ordinary, differential equations
ItIes for Certain ASM Tactics, (Superseded by 0C which can be solved recursively, and whose solu-
47), AD 402 265 tions furnish the values of the expected number

of targets killed, as well as the optimal firing
1O33 2 schedule.

Hubbard, Robert L., iOP.TRAU Program to etimateo
Cumulative Survival Probability and Variance, 010M 35

13 pp., 31 Oct 1962, AD 293 155 Engel, Joseph H., Combat Effectiveness of Allied
This computer program has been devised to and German Troops In the World War ZY Invasion of

examine the survival times of test slmnts to Crete, 12 pp., 8 Feb 1963. AD 298 786
estimate survival probability as a function of An analysis is made of statistics pertaining
time. Input quantities consist of (1) &gas of to the landing of German troops, and landing or
elements at start of test, (2) ages of elements withdrawal of British and Allied troops during
at times of failure, and (3) ages of elements the invasion of Crete by the Germans in World
when withdrawn from test prior to failure. The War I, using information on total casualties
principle output quantities are (1) the expected experienced on each side and the assumption that
value of survival probability at the age Lanchester's Law holds. the combat effectiveness
associated with each observed failure, and (2) of the average individual troops on each side

the variance and standard deviation associated are computed and compared with similar figures
with each probability estimate. The use of ale- for the battle of Iwo Jim&.
maents from truncated tests serves to take advan-
tagse of the largest possible sample size for a 01 36'
given time period without introducing a biased Goldman, Thomas A., Bayeslan supply Policies for
survivability estimate. Service-Life Parts, 15 pp., 27 Mar 1963,

AD 405 106
0 29 The characteristic feature of service-life

Macring. George, The Zopact of Attrition on Sue- parts, from the standpoint of inventory theory
taimed Offensive Air Operations, 20 pp., 5 Nov in particular and of logistics management in
1962, AD 293 147 general, is that demands are not generated by a

Data from World War 11 and Korea Is used to Poisson process, because failures are not in-
show that commanders have accepted 5 percent dependent of age. The applicable statistical
average aircraft attrition for prolonged models are those of renewal theory and replace-
periods. Attrition of 20-25 percent suffered in mant theory. Where uncertainty exists concerning
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the parameters of the underlying failure distri- 0110 41
bution, techniques of Bayesian decision theory Bagel, Joseph Hi., A Mo5del for Estimsating TrackiLng
may be advantageously applied. Some theoretical effectiveesas, 27 pp., 8 Jul 1963, AD 416 147 4

and practical implications of applying Bayesian
techniques to the logistics of service-life A mode1 for estimating the cracking effective-
parts are examined. ness of a surveillance force is postulated and

its equations solved. Use of the model to deter-
Ow12 37 mine the effectiveness of a surveillance system
Linnell, Richard D., I acmetl a io oTakeoff Ground- is demonstrated, with specific numerical
Run Distances for Jet-PropeLled conventional and illustrations being provided, for the one-target
mr2 Aircraft, 15 pp.. 19 Apr 1963, AD 408 661 and mang-targae cases. The use of such

This research contribution presents methods surveillance systems an devices to aid In rald-
for estimating the takeoff ground-run distances recognitIon is discussed briefly.
for two types of aircraft which use turbojet or
turbofan propulsion system: conventional take- 01M 43
off and landing (CTOL) and short takeoff and DePoy, Phil Z. and Sanjour, William, Alr-co-Ground
landlng (STOL). Such aircraft are defined here Gunnery S.im.Lasioa: ow Computer Program 8-63P,.
as having fixed-direction thrust. The aximum 34 pp., 5 Aug 1963, AD 814 249
lift coefficient for the landing and takeoff A usage manual is presented for an IBM 7090
configuration is moderate (around 1.5) for CTOL computer program that uses a Monte Carlo simula- .
aircraft but is relatively large (around 3.0) tion to determine the probability of destroying
for STOL aircraft. Both types of aircraft can be a rectangular target with alr-to-ground gunnery.
studied at one time by use of the maximum lift The effect of correlation of successive ai
coefficient as a parameter for analysis of take- points is considered. It is assumed that the aim
off and landing distances. Only the ground-run point is distributed with a bivarLate-normal

distributed with an independent bivariate-normal

0m 39 ballistic dispersion. A flow chart, a Listing of
Iram, Joseph, Ainima. Pre"dcton and an Evasion the FORTRAN program, and a ample problem are
cam, 43 pp., 6 Jun 1963, AD 415 434 included.

The problem of determining how an evading
target should maneuver to survive a lethal OIM 44I
weapon, and reciprocally, how the attacker or Redae, Joseph 3., it* Controversg Over coter-

marksman sho4ld alm and when he should fire, is, force, 18 pp., 12 Aug 1963, AD 757 032
in . its general form, much too complex for a This memorandum compares the arguments of an
satisfactory solution. An idealised version of Important proponent of counterforce, Nerman
the problem is formulated here and solved as a Kahn, and one of Its lending critics, Michael
2-prson • The game is e to Droer. After examining the various arguments,
hve a saddle point with pure strategies. The the memorandum concludes that neither total
evader moves in one dimension ad to constraind counterforce nor o counterforce is the best
to choose from a class of Gaussian processes. policy, but rather some intermediate quantity of
The marksmen uses linear prediction theory, counterforce. Therefore it attacks the counter-

observing the complete past history of the force vs. slaimm deterrence dichotomy.
evader's motion. .. "-,

01Wt 45.

OWN 40 DePoy, Phil B.; Smith, Robert L.; and Wesclund,
Kitchen, B.S., and Sanjour, William, Rumag George A., Complex rarget Coverage: 0W Computer
Cutting ZXZ: Computer Program 2-63P, 27 pp., Program 13-63P, 40 pp., 7 Aug 1963, AD 434 054
Jun 1963, AD 421 052 A usage manual for an SM, 7090 computer program

This memorandum describes a program for the is presented. The program employs a Monte Carlo
1I3 7090 computer, which answers the question: simulation to determine the probability of
Nhat Is the expected number of passe. needed to destroying individual point targets within a
cut a ruvay? The cutting is done with a group target complez with oe or more groups of
of weapons placed in a pattern with a bivariate- weapons. It is assumed that the groups are
normal &aing error. Bach weapon is distributed delivered vith a bivariate-normal aiaing error
about its &im point with a bivariate-noral and that the individual weapons are distributed
ballistic error. Cumulative bomb damage and with en independent bivariate-normal ballistic
conditional kill probabilities of individual dispersion. The program is designed for coedi-
weapons are taken Into account. Flow chert&, a tional damage data for fragmentation generated
listing of the .FORTRAN program, and a sample by An UK 7090 program furnished by the U.S.
problem are included. Naval Ordnance Test Station (HOTS), China Lake.

A flow chart, a listing of the F0&TRA program,
and a sampla problem are included.
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Researc Contuibutions ORC 52
Fry, John N., Carrier-Baseod Aircraft and Repair

2C46 . Capacity Trade-offs: An fApirical Approximation,
DePoy, Phil E. and Weetlund, George A., Weapon 22 pp., 18 Mar 1964, AD 757 027
Pattern mrfectiveness Z; O1 Computer Program A crude model of the sortie capacity of a
27-63P, 16 pp., I Oct 1963 (Superseded by CRC 129) carrier-based attack squadron as a function of
AD 703 485 the number of aircraft and the number of main-

tenance personnel is developed. Fleet data for
a8C 47 A43 squadrons is used to derive values for the
Adams, Robert R.; Hove, Steven H.; and McCree, model constants by multiple regression tech-
P.W., Model and Cmputer Program for Calculating niqus. Variation of model parameters is
the Kill Probabilities for Certain A*5 Tactics, employed to derive an approximation of a trade-
21 pp., Oct 1963, AD 424 761 off curve for nmbers of aircraft and quantity

This research contribution describes a model and of repair capacity for a carrier-based A4B
computer program designed to compute kill prob- squadron. Some additional trade-offs implicit in
abilities for certain firing tactics waged the model are exhibited.
against an evading submarine. The model was
developed assuming that the attack is Imminent 0 55
and that the weapon will be directed at the Diets, Steve K., An Analytical Method for Deter-
point where the submarine was last contacted. mining UIll Probability Against Multi-Compart-
The model's design is centered around a mented Targets, 11 pp., Sep 1964, AD 703 486
determination of sets of points which represent Analytical methods are developed to determine
the locus of the evading submarine. The locus is the probability of killing a target when
determined by variation of a simple evasion accumulated damage is Important. A Markov chain
tactic. The alnpoint is considered to be model is used to characterize the damage status.
circularly, normally distributed about the true The Markov states are cumulative numbers of
position of the submarine at the time of last exploding hits on the target, and the transi-
contact. tioal probabilities are probabilities of n

exploding hits in a shot (n0. 1, 2,.. .. ). When
on 50 groups of weapons ate fired in a shot. the
Buckley, Janet K. and Marbury, Fendall, Computer probabilities of 0, 1, 2,...etc., hits any be
Program d-E2P. for Assessing the Adequacy of a obtained from an existing Monte Carlo program.
Schedule for Training or Othrwiee Procuring gual- Probabilities of hits are transformed into
111d Personnel, 28 pp., 21 Jan 1964, AD 434 816 probabilities of exploding hits using the weapon

~ 1j..~ -46-62?- is ~-descelbed --- emd-. rel... lity---.ith-a -tabl---o,ediims,- kill
instructions are given for its use. Its purpose probabilities, the probability of killing the
is to estimate for future years the supply of target in a shots is calculated.
personnel having some distinguishing qualifica-
tion as a function of their seniority and to n3C 56
compare the supply with expected future needs, Spitz, Hillel, Estimating Cumulative Probability
which can also be specified by seniority. Inputs from Aggregated Truncated Data, 19 pp., 6 Jul 1964
include the initial inventory of qualified (Published in Proceedings of Tripartite ASH
personnel, the number added for each future year Conference, Jun 1965) AD 447 677
or each seniority level, the expected rates of Cumulative survival, failure, or detection prob-
attrition as a function of seniority, and the abilities cannot generally be precisely esti-
number which will be required for each future mated from truncated samples if only data
year. Outputs include the expected future grouped in successive time intervals is avail-
numbers of qualified personnel by seniority and able. Mathematical models of failure rate and
the surpluses and shortages of the expected abort rate within time are postulated from which
numbers over those that will be required. estimates my be obtained from grouped data when

the models are valid. An easily calculated
aRC 51 approximation formula can be used in the earlier ++

3erndtoon, Charles 1. and Diets, Steve K., Com- time intervals where the sample size is rels-
puter Program for Calculation of Vacuum Trajectory tively large. This can provide data for verify-
Parameters, 26 pp. 18 Feb 1964, AD 435 625 ing or rejecting a given model prior to making

A computer program for calculating vacum tra- calculations in later intervals where the
jectory parameters is described. Given release smaller sample size would otherwise diminish the
altitude, speed, and dive angle, the program reliability of the resulting probabilties.
permits the derivation of impact angle, time of
fall, down-range travel, and harp angle. 1oR 56

Tiones, Nicolai, Jr., The Firepower of a Surface-
to-Air Missile System Against Crossing Raids,
13 pp., 30 Jul 1964 AD 450 163
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Previously published graphic and algebraic includes time, target position, velocity coe-

muethods of computing the maximum number of ponents, and target angle at launch and inter-
salvos a surface-to-air missile (SAM) battery cept of each salvo, and also the time left after
can fire against a crossing raid are reviewed. intercept before impact of a fixed-speed weapon
Examination of the nature of an algebraic fired at the missile launcher site by the air-
approximatiod shows that difficulties arise when craft prior to or during its turn. The program
considering targets that reach their bomb may also be used to calculate firepower against
release point after the point of closest a target on a straight line path with prese-
approach to the SAN battery or which have low lected distance of closest approach to the SAM
velocity with respect to SAM velocity. An launching site.
alternative graphic method of solution is
suggested, which facilitates locating intercept agC 65
points when investigating an engagement between Muir, Donald Z., An Analytical ,othod of Deter-
a multi-channel SAM battery and a multiple- mining Satellite Locations for elliptic Orbits, 20
target raid. pp., . Feb 1965, AD 474 618

& solution to the problem of determining the
02CS9 location of the ground track of a satellite
ol0nsarton, Harry, oamblers Ruio nad sequential traveling in an elliptic orbit is Aiven. The

Analysis. 15 pp., 7 Aug 1964, AD 757 028 approach assumes a satellite of negligible mass
A straightforward algebraic approach success- moving about a homogeneous earth without
fully demonstrates that the solutions to the atmosphere. Perturbing effects caused by earth
classical gambler'& rul. (also known a random oblatness are accounted for. Steps required for
walk on a straight line), and a suitable stated the solution are (1) the initial orbital ale-
version of the sequential analysis testing of a ments are derived from burnout conditions; (2)
hypothesis, are Identical. That is, gambler's the location of the longitude of the nodes
ruin and sequential analysis are essentially the preceding and following the desired location are
same, from the point of view of the probability determined; (3) the location of the satellite
problem which is solved, track is then determined by relating the posi-

tion of the actual satellite to the position of
O 60 a hypothetical satellite in a circular orbit of

Denenberg, Stewart A. and Hershaft, Alex, Anti- equal period.
Submarine Attack: Computer Program 13-64P, 41 pp.,
28 Aug 1964, AD 757 029 0C 66

An IDK 7090 computer program L described which Hartley, Sarah T. and Koehn, U., Computer Program
calculates the distribution of distances between for Pitting a ibull Distribution to Comunica-
the point of activation of a weapon and a moving tions Delays, 39 pp., 3 Mar 1965, AD 474 378
target submarine taking into account the enti- A curve-fitting program for the IBM 7090 is
meted component attack errors. The model used La presented. The program fits a Weibull cumulative
more flexible and realistic than sLmlar past distribution function to a set of communication
efforts and is expected to produce more reliable delay data. The parameters are determined and an
submarine kill probabilities. The miss distances indication of goodness of fit is given by the
are computed by Monte Carlo simulation of the program. Flow charts, coding, and a sample
actual tracking and firing tactics. They are problem are included.
plotted by a SC 4020 plotter, first in ascending
order, then as a cumulative frequency distribu- ORC 68
tLon. Flow charts, a listing of the FORTRAN Denenberg, Stewart A.; DePoy, Phil E.; Ridings,
program, and a sample calculation are Included. Richard V.; Smith, Robert L.; and Westlund, George

A., Complex Target Coverage; 08G Computer Program
CRC 61 13-63P, 50 pp., 26 Mar 1965, AD 468 847
Spits, illel, roRAN Program for Computing Sor- This research contribution presents a usage
face-to-Air Missile Firepower Against a Target manual for an 1DM 7090 computer program. The
that Approaches, -Yakes a Eal.-Circle Turn, and program employs a Monte Carlo simulation to
Retreats: (OWG Computer Program 37-64P), 30 pp., determine the probability of destroying
30 Oct 1964, AD 457 188 individual point targets within a target complex
An IBM 7090 computer program is described that with one or more groups of weapons. It Ls
calculates possible intercepts from one surface- assumed that the groups are delivered with a
to-aLr missile launcher. Firing of each salvo is bLvariate-normal aiming error and that the
held until predicted Intercept, based on target individual weapons are distributed with an
present position and velocity, is within maximum Independent bivariate-normal ballistic disper-
and minimum range limits. Successive salvoes may sion. The program is designed for conditional
be launched as soon as loaded and when a damage data for fragmentation generated by an
guidance channel Is available, or they may be 1B 7090 program furnished by the U.S. Naval
held until evaluation of earlier salvoes after Ordnance Test Station (NOTS), Chine Lake. A flow
any predetermined Initial number. Output
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chart, a listing of the FORTRAN program and a Many problems in operations research require the
sample problem are included, maximization or minimization of a suitable

payoff function subject to various constraints.

ac Lagrange multipliers are classically used for
Hershaft, Alex, xffectiveness of Zoperfect Decoy&, this type of problem. The treatment given this
9 pp., 3 Sep 1965 (Published in OtSA Journal Vol. technique by most texts, however, requires that

16, No. 1, Jan-Feb 1968) AD 627 680 the payoff and constraint functions be at least
Mathematical relations are developed to express differentiable at the extrenizing point. This
the effectiveness of decoys in a situation that paper shows that the Lagrange multiplier concept
requires the attacker to assign his weapons on can be independent of differentiability or even
the basis of imperfect classification of the continuity of the functions involved. It also

targets. The analysis considers the effects of gives the reader a geometric insight into the
some pertinent psramters, such as the number of working of the multiplier. Possible simplifi-
real and decoy targets and the enemy's clasli- cations, if the functions involved are homo-
fication ability and missile effectiveness, and geneous, are displayed.
calculates the probabilities of survival of real
targets. A umber of hypothetical examples are 03C 77
given to illustrate the application of the Greene, Marjorie J., A Resfrance-Connecti.ng ch-
theory to practical problems. nIque for automtc Informeton Classification and

netrievel, 21 pp., 10 Mar 1967, AD 654 190
SCR 72 A recent study of comad information flow
Lakin, W.D., Runway Cutting XV; OW Computer Pro- associated with the Dominican Republic coup of
gram 17-63P, 32 pp., 4 Apr 1966, AD 481 258 4pril-May 1965 introduced an analytical tool for

A CDC 3400 computer program i. described that identifying deficiencies in the flow and use of
uses a Monte Carlo simulation to compute the information which appears to have considerable

expected number of passes required to cut a potential as a general technique for information
runway with a pattern of veapons. It Is assumed retrieval. Naval messages art associated with
that the weapons are delivered with a bvariate- each other through their formal references.
normal aiming error and that individual rounds "leference-connected sets' are then constructed
are distributed with bivariate-nomal ballistic from maessage traffic dealing with the coup and
dispersion. On each Iteration, bomb damage is are found to uniquely identify operational
considered to be cumulative. Crater sixes and events during the crises. This technique, if
reliabiltties of idividual weapons are taken applied to a library system, avoids both the
into account. Flow charts, a Uisting of the problem of describing the subject covered in a
FORTRAN program, and a sample problem are document and the problem of integrating new
included. subject Matter into a predetermined classiftica-

tion code.
ORC 73

Cook, Charles N., Crossover Barrier Penetration 279
Program, 19 pp., 8 Apr 1966, AD 482 883 Bra, Joseph, Confidence Limits for System Re1i-

A computer program written in FORTRAN is ability. 10 pp., 2 Feb 1968, AD 666 560
described. This program allow calculation of Formulas are derived for estimating the reli- -

the probability that a target transiting a ability P of a system containing r inde-
symmetric crossover barrier wil be detected. pendent components with differing reliabilities,
Flow charts and a listing of the program are and confidence intervals for P. The use of the
included, formulas is illustrated by an example.

RC 74 CRC so
Dost, Helmut E., GRA9NAPEi Computer Subroutine Kenney, Mary R. and Spitz, Hillel, Comparative

22-66S, 9 pp., 24 Oct 1966, AD 757 030 Accuracy of No Passive Range Finding Systems,
The routine, GRANTAPE, is a simple, but flex- 13 pp., 5 Mar 1968, AD 667 573
ible, computer program allowing rapid sequential Evaluation of the relative effectiveness of two
retrieval of a large quantity of numbers stored passive range finding systems requires the
on magnetic tape. It has been used to avoid determination of how accurately the length of a
generating new Gmussian-distributed random side of a triangle can be calculated when the
numbers during computations in which cor- accuracies of measurement of two angles and
relations, resulting from the use of the same aother side are known. The accuracy achieved
set of nuambers for successive computations, are using the angles adjacent to the unknown side is
*ieaterial. compared with that resulting from using the

angles adjacent to the known side.

Nunn. Walter, I., rho Lagrange Nultlpller-A
jearitlc Presentatioa, 32 pp., 31 Oct 1966,
Ab 643 740
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Wilson, Jams C.. Computer Calculations of Dis- Baumgarten, Erwin, Preliminary Cost Considerations
crete Fourier Transform. Using the Past Fourier for Concept Formu.Ltion of a Deployable Under*e
Transform, 15 pp., 5 Jun 1968, AD 673 4"2 surveillance Syscem, 6 pp., Aug 1968, AD 853 058

A computer program (CNA 76-67) which determines The framework of cost analysis for the evalu- . -
the Discrete Fourier Transform of a set of data, ation of alternative deployable undersea sur-
using a recently developed technique known as veillance systems is outlined. It is published
the Fast Fourier Transforms is described. The as an example of the structure of a typical cost
relation between Discrete Fourier Transforms and analysis for comparison of naval systems.
Fourier Series when the data is periodic is also Specific costs are not addressed.
shown.
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SECTION III
F. SYSTEMS EVALUATION GROUP

(aMM DISIfl&5LSM IM 1980W)

Studies influence that L4 Likely to result either
because the market has few firm or because the

S fime are of unequal size.
Cohan, Lawrence S.; Heider, Charles H.; and
7ltcheLl, Thaddeus I., rhe UtilleV of Nlivh- S a

1 Perfaomam Watercra~ft 9b Selected SLslow of Cotton, James L., Cost Antlgal1 £or the Develop- '
rho Unced States Coast Gur, 312 pp., Haw 1972 sent of Cost Xn tlJgq Relationsh. p for Deter-
(Sao als, Donnelly, J.P.; Mi~tchell, Thaddeus R.; m L~ng Znvesent Costs for- Surf£ace ff£fect Sh.ps, .
and Nuendorffer, J.&., obearona of th Per-- 28 pp.. Dee 1967. AD 829 419 - -

forance of rucumcarli (POP-2) In u.s. Coast Guard Equations suitable for future construction
Nslon Oriented rails, supplement to 51 13, 58 (investment) cost estimating of Surface Effect
pp., Mar 1973), AD 771 400 Ship types when certain basic design information

This report examines the effectiveness and cost is known are provided. The equations are derived
of high-performance watercraft used in three from plotted data reflecting calculated
specific missions of the U.S. Coast Guard: relationships between known design and cost data
Search and Rescue (SAR), Aids to Navigation on from 3 Navy hydrofoil craft.
the Western RLvers, and Maris Fisheries Law
Enforcement. A historical SAI data base is S1C 9
analyzed and the inclusion of air cushion Sroussalian, Vartkas L., The Evaluation of mon-
vehicles (ACVa) in the MR force mix is a- marketablo InvwtAuwnr, 33 pp., Oct 1966 (Revised
seined. The utility of ACs and faster conven- version of CRC 15) AD 652 821
tional river tenders on the wstern rivers is The evaluation of non-marketable investments, of
analyzed. & hydrofoil is compared with conven- which defense projects are the meat typical,
tional Coast Guard cutters and petrol boats for presents difficulties not encountered in the
use in the marine fisheries law enforcement case of marketable investmants. The net effect
mission. of these difficulties, Ls to render the operation

of discounting, which is Implied by economic
Reseach Conribuons theory for the evaluatL of marketable

investment, meaningless.
ac I
Noah, Joseph W., concepts and techniques for = 10.
aiamrizing Dsfens£ o spsts costs, 49 pp., 24 Sep Brousmalian, Vartkes L., on DiscountIg and Risk
1965, AD 624 447 In MiLitary moveatent Decision, 12 pp., 18 Aug

Some techniques used to s-marize total costs 1966, AD 641 170
employed in system analyses are classified, The term discounting is often applied in-
described, and compared. Their respective discriamiately to tw distinct operations. One
advantage and dLsadvantages are given, and some operation, which attempts to simulate the
implications of each are discussed. Five costd capital market's evaluation of an investment,
summarizing techniques are selected, and represents a conceptual exchange between current
distinctions between them are based on comon and future income resulting in a present value.
usage. The procedures are termed: Five-year The other refers to an essentially subjective
System Cost, Period Outlay, Net Cost, Present revision, normally downward, of an expected
Cost, and Annual Cost. future benefit or cost, for any of a number of ,

reasons. It is pointed out that in the case of a
SC 6 military effectiveness stream (a typical example

Kemp, Sernard A., More On Measures Of Market of a non-arketable benefit stream), it is mean-
Structure, 35 pp., 21 Sep 1966, AD 64L 822 Lngless to discount in the first sense. On tne

An index of market structure called the Lagged other band, whereas discounting in the second
Rank index is developed in this paper. It sense could be meaningfully applied, there is no
measures the influence that firma are likely to single rate which the analyst acting on behalf
have over the market. It takes account of the of the decision-maker can apply.

aA
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SECTION III
G. ARTICLES APPEARING IN PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS

A 1001 to airborne radar equipment, whose growth in
Aller, James C.; Ayers, W.R.* (N.D.); Caceres, coaplexity in recent years has paraLleled that ..-

C.A.* (M.D.); and Cooper, J.K.** (M.D.), Systems of Naval electronics in general.
Analysis of Operational Ata from a MU.ltiphasic
Screening Centor (Published in ENf Proceedings, A 1004
Vol. 57, No. 11, Nov 1969) Bran, Joseph, The Lagrange ultiplier Theorem for

Operational data from a ultiphaic tst Max-Nin vith Several Coa traints (Published in the
center operated by the Alexandria Nospital De- Society of Industrial and Applied Mathematics
partnent in October 1967 is subjected to system Journal, Vol. 14, No. 4, Jul 1966) . .

analysis to derive Implications . for sensor The object of this note is to extend the
management. A simulated data process with cap- Lagrange multiplier result of Danakin's On the
ability for on-line test modification to as- Theory of Min-Max (A LO28) which was given
seable partial records and to give retest if for a simple constraint x, + . • . + x - X i -
necessary was studied. Besides the payoff of + • • Xu - X, xi 0, 1i1, • . , to the
control of patient apathy and early treatment of general case of several constraints of the form
suspect individuals, additional benefits emy be A (s)<O, j1, . . .,s. The result also
possible. gineraLses the theorem of Kuhn and Tucker.. .

SNational Center for Realth Services Research
Development, Medical Syst ee Development Labora- A 1005
tory. Coils, Russell C. and Foster, Saba, Use of Co..-
* Regional Medical Program Service, Heart Disease puter for Mechanized Literature Searching in
Control Program. Operations Research Libraries (Published in Opera-

tonse Research, Vol. 6, No. 3, May-Jun 1958; Pro-
A 1002 seated at the 5th Annual Meeting, Operations ft-
Barfoot, C. Bernard, The Lanchesetr AttrItIon-Rate search Society of America, Hay 1957)
Coefficient, Some Com ents on Seth Border's Paper Documentation techniques have been developed
and a Suggested Alternate Method (Published in for computing machines to carry out routine
Operations Research, Vol. 17, No. 5, Sep-Oct 1969) literature searching and preparation of bioliog-

This note presents some comments on Border's raphies. 'In the multi-concept, post-combination
paper on the Leachestee attrition-rate coef- system described, the machine searches through a
ficient, which indicate that a valid prediction portion or aU of the documents listed in its
of average attrition is obtained by using the storage and selects only those items with the
harmonic mean of the variable attrition rates desired combination of characteristics. Punched
rather than the arithmetic mesa. This change cards are used both as input to computing facil-
results in a constant Lachester attrition-rate ities and as manual card catalogs.
coefficient being defined am the reciprocal of
the expected time to kill a target. An alternate A lOS.
and more general method for obtaining the co*- Coile, Russell C., Znformation Sources for Elec-
*tstant coefficient is presented and some compat- trio"l and Electronics Engineers (Published in
tive results are displayed. An appendix indl- IM Transactions on Engineering Writing and
cates the conditions for which it is appropriate Speech, Vol. EWS-12, No. 3, Oct 1969)
to use the harmonic and arithmetic masns of Sources of iaformation for electrical and
rates in general. electronics engineers have been studied by look-

ing at 1965 I1M1 publications to see what
A 1003 periodicals, books, conferences, etc., were
Boodman, David N., The Reliability of Airborne cited.
Radar Equipment (Published in Journal of the Oper-
ations Research Society of America, Vol. 1, No. 2, A 1007
Feb 1953; Ptesented at the Operations Research Daskin, John ., A Came Theory Model of Convoy
Society of Americh Heting, Nov 1952) Routing (Published in Operations Research Society

Since many situations requiring highly con- of America, Vol. 10, No. 6, Nov-Doc 1962)
pleax machinery also require a high degree of This paper considers a nonlinear two-person
reliability, designers and users alike are con- zero-sum Se in which one of the players plays
fronted vith the problem of deciding what over the direct product of two spaces. In fact,
degres of reliability in a given operation is he allocates ships and escort vessels, sepa-
acceptable and of determining the degree of rately, to various routes, and his antagonist
complexity in a machine that will decrease the allocates submarines to the various routes. Its
reliability beyond this acceptable value. This interest lies first in the methodology connected
paper examines these questiom as they pertain with the curious nature of the one player's
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space, and second In Its conclusions and some Naval Analyses has experienced since World War
economic considerations related to theu, for II, and some conclusions.
example, the virtual cost of a route.

A 1012
A 1006 Friedheim, Robert L., Understnding the Debate on
Danskin, John N., A Game Over Spaces of Probabil- Ocean Resources (Published in Monograph Series in
lty Distributions (Published In ONR Naval Research World Affairs, Vol. 6, No. 3, University of
Logistics Quarterly, Vol. 11, Nos. 2 4 3, Jun-Sep Denver, 1969; The Law of the Seo Institute, Occa-
1964) sional Paper No. 1, Kingston, Rhode Island, 1969)

This paper analyzes a two-person zero-sum Emerging from the debate over ocean resources
game in which the strategies on the two sides are some ideas which might be termed models,
are probability distributions. The solutions analogs, or constructs. These provide the Intel-

always turn out to contain jumps. In most cases lectual substructure for more specific schemes
the distributions are combinations of delta for dealing with allocation of the oceans, many
functions and density functions. The problem Is of which would rely heavily upon or specifically
ae follows: A submarine chooses a range r, abjure, international-organization solutions. If
within a declared war zone, at which to fire his we are to understand the debate over ocean re-
missile. If he is detected at a larger range he sources, we must deal with these basic modes.
attempts to fire at that larger range with the The whole spectrum of ideas on allocation of
effectiveness at that range decreased by defense ocean resources can be fit into four models: (1)
measures such as attempts to kill the submarine, normative nationalism, (2) functional national-
shoot down the missile, or protect the target. ism, (3) functional Internationalism, and (4)

normative Internationalism. Within each of these

A 1009 models there is a spectrum of real schemes which
Danskin, John N., The Effectivenesa of Mobil* embody one or more fundamental characteristics
Logistic Support (Published In Journal of the of the model. In this paper we are trying to
Operations Research Society of America, Vol. 11, crest substantive or symbolic models.
No. 4, Jul-Aug 1963)

A method for determining quantitatively an A 1013
optimum logistic support system for the support Eardy, William C., A Recursion hethod of Solution
of offensive naval operations is devised. The for occupancy Problems (Published in SIAM Journal
theory permits the determination of the best on Applied Mathematics, Vol. 17. No. 1, Jan 1969)
number, sizes and locations of advanced bases, The model for the classical occupancy problem
the optimum allocation of shipping to those is an experiment in which a number of balls is
bases. and the best allocation' of resources randomly distributed among a fixed number of
between- bases and support ships. The theory is cells, and the question asked; Nov many cslls
applied to a hypothetical example and methods may we expect to contain k balls? Standard solu-
for computation are described In detail. tions to this problem are obtained by more or

less direct combinatorial computations. This
A 1010 paper exhibits a recursive solution, which the
Engel, Joseph H., A Verification of Laocherto's author has found to be quite useful for treating
Lev (Published in Journal of the Operations Re- variations of the classical problems. - -

search Society of America, Vol. 2, No. 2, May
1954; Presented at the Boston Meeting of the Oper- A 1014
ations Research Society of America, Nov 1953) Horvath, William J., Operations Research-A scien-

The validity of Lanchester's equations is tlfic Bess for Executive Decisions (Published in
demonstrated in an actual combat situation where the American Statistician, Oct 1948)
U.S. forces captured the island of Iwo Jima. The Discusses the nature of operations research
equations tested are dH/dt-P(t)-Ah, and dN/dt-- and its value in the study of non-mlitary prob-
IN, with t the time elapsed since the beginning les that occur in the workings of a modern
of the engagement, measured In days; W(t) and society.
N(t), the number of effective friendly and enmy
troops, respectively; A and B the friendly and A 1015
enemy combat loss rates, respectively, per Kadane. Joseph S.. Quiz Show Problem (Published
opposing combatant; and P(t), the rate friendly In the Journal of Mathematical Analysis and ApplL-
troops enter combat. cations, Vol. 27, No. 3, Sep 1969; Available from

Cowles foundation for Research in Economics, Yale
A 1011 University) (Supersedes NRC 45)
Kgel, Joseph H., operations Research for U.S. A quiz show contestant may choose the cate-
Navy Since World War ZZ (Published in Journal of gory of his next question. Associated with each
the Operations Research Society of America, Vol. category C is a probability of P of knowing
6. No. 6, Dec 1960) the right answer to the questions. If he answers

Assesses some of the major trends that the the question correctly the contestant will be
Operations EvaluatLon Group of the Center for given a reward Y. and be required to choose a
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category not previously chosen. If he answers Frequency of seeing curves have been obtained
incorrectly, he will receive the consolation for targets having various image perimeters at
prize yl and will leave the Same with Z plus background brightnesses of 2950 and 17.5 foot-
his previous earnings. Suppose also that enter- lamberts, respectively. A description of the
in& category a will require time t, to re- data has been obtained on the basis of the
cover and be ready to choose another question. assumption that the absorption of a light
Knowing a discount rate 0>0 and the parameters quantum by a foveatal cone is a random event

ph, ,, and t', how should the contestant which is subject to the laws of chance.
catesories to maximize his expected dis-

counted winnings? This question divides into two A 1019
connected parts. Given that the contestant has Levine, Daniel B. and Singer, Neil M., On the
decided to attempt a set .of r categories, what Mathematical Relation Between the Zncome Function
is the optimal order in which to attempt them? and the Measurement of .ncome Inequality (Pub-
Second, if there are n possible categories lished in Econometrica, Mar 1970)
(n <=) of which the contestant may choose r, This paper presents a general formalism for
which are the optimal categories to choose? calculating the effect of taxes on income dis-

tribution, and the resultant effect on income
A 1016 inequality. We first derive a closed form
Knapp, Harold A. South Noodley Looks at the u-omb expression for income inequality, defined from a
(Published in the Bulletin of the Atomic Lorenz curve, in term of the income density
Scientists, Vol. X, No. 8, Oct 1954) function. By way of illustration, we use this

The main object of this article is to deter- expression to calculate the effect of a pro-
mine the shelter, warning, firefighting, and portional and a lump sum tax on income inequal-
medical requirements for South Woodley on the ity of a simple exponential income distribution.
basis of information about thermonuclear weapons
and their effects which have been made public; a A 1020
second objective is to point out what specific Coile, Russell C., Ages of Creativeness of Elc-
technical information is still badly needed for tronic Engineers (Published in Proceedings of the
civil defense planning. I.R.S., Vol. 42, No. 12, Dec 1954)

A study of ages of electronic engineers pub-
A 1017 lishing papers in the Proceedings of the I.R.E.
Kooharian, Anthony; Saber, N.*; and Young, H.,** A has indicated that more papers are published by
Force Effectiveness model w th Ares Defense of engineers in the 30-34 year age period than at.
rarge*s (Published in Journal of the Operations other ages. If we accept that publishing papers
iUsearch Society of America, Vol. 17, No. 5, Sep- in a professional society journal with its
Oct 1969; Supported by Applied Research Lab., normal reviewing system is one measure of
Sylvania Electronics Systems) creativity, then perhaps this bit of Information

This paper describes an analytic method for may be of value in connection with the shortage
computing the effectiveness of an ICBM force for of &Logeers.
the assured destruction mission, in which the
alseLle force must attack a number of targets of A 1021
different value, all protected by a fully pre- Blechman, Barry M., The guantification of Foreign
ferential armed defense. The paper derives the Polcy Alternatives: Si.i, 1956 (Published in
optimum employment of the missile force and the Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. X, Dec 1966)
area defense, and proves that, in the presence This article describes a methodology for the
of an area defense, the terminal interceptor measurement of the perceived benefit associated
stockpile should be allocated among terminally with each foreign policy alternative available
defended targets strictly in proportion to their to a nation in a particular situation. The
value. Because of its simplicity, the inclusion methodology, derived from standard techniques
of defense penetration parameters, the allowance used in operations research, is applied to the
for several types of re-entry vehicles, and its decision makers in the Fall of 1956. The results
two levels of defense, the model is useful as a of the analysis supports the action taken by
force evaluation submodel in force-mix, force- Israel.
defense, and re-entry-vehicle configuration
studies. A 1022

* latre Corporation ,ela, Donald F., Information Theory and Search
University of Rochester Theory as Special Cases of Decision Theory (Pub-

lished in Journal of the Operations Research Soci-
A 1018 sty of America, Vol. 9, No. 6, Nov-Dec 1961)
Lamar, Edward S., Size, hape, and Contrast in It is fairly widely realied at this time
Detection of rargets by Daylight Vision. zz. prs- that a procedure that yields the highest prob-
quency of Seeing and the guantum Theory of Cone ability of detection in a search problem will
Vision (Published in Journal of the Optical not necessarily be the one that maximizes the
Society of America, Vol. 38, No. 9, Sep 1948) expected information gained, as given by the
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standard definition of information theory. It is The Tactical Warfare Simulation Program is a
the purpose of this note to indicate with some procedure by which the major interactions among
simple examples that the connection between the opposing military units and terrain features can
information theory approach is tenuous and that be treated in a tactical limited warfare situa-
search problems can be better regarded as an tion. It is a critical area, sequence-of-event
application of the more general theory of model and is programed in SIiMSCIIIPT. In this
statistical decisions. program a military unit is described by such

properties as strength, size, location,
A 1023 velocity, and attrition rates. Some of the
loneas, A. James and Schwartz, Arnold N., A Cost events which can occur to a military unit are
Benefit Analysis of Military Aircraft Replacement enteringileaving, terrain features, becoming
Policies (Published in Oft Naval Research Logis- engaged/disengaged with opposing units,
tics Quarterly, Vol. 16, No. 2, Jun 1969; Revised retreating, reaching an objective, and breaking.
version of EEC 23) Following a discussion of the general features

This paper describes a method of solving air- of the program, a study of a hypothetical war is
craft service life problems. It discusses presented.
replacement policies for aircraft used in the California Analysis Center, Inc.
Naval advanced jet pilot training mission.
Taking engineering technology and the training A 1025 1.
syllabus as given, four feasible plans for Danskin, John N., The Theory of Mnx-Min, with
introducing replacement aircraft into service Applications (Published in the Society for In-
are evaluated in term of the present values of dustrial and Applied Mathematics Journal, Vol. 14,
differential costs associated with the plans and No. 4, Jul 1966; Presented at the NATO Conference
in terms of the likely errors in cost estimates on the Theory of War Games, Jun 1964)
used in calculation of the present values. The This paper is concerned mainly with two-stage
trade-off between present value of costs and ax-m1m problem, in which the minimizing player
planning flexibility is emphasized In choosing a acts after the maximizing player and with full
recommended time pattern of aircraft replace- knowledge of the choice of the maximizing
ment. The specific aircraft mixes considered are player. Such problems arise in operations
the TY-9J/TAF-9J and the TA-AF/A-Al. The first research for instance when defense installations
is the currently employed mLx; the second, is must be built in concrete long before a battle,
the proposed replacement. while the attack against them is made in full

knowledge of what they are. Such problems are
A 1024 not games in the usual sense. To treat them it
Stearns, Charles. M., Operations- Research in the eas necessary to invent a new kind of derivative L.
Navy (Published in 0N1 Research Reviews, Oct 1952) and to study its very peculiar properties. Using

Brief discussion regarding the application of the derivative, this paper sets forth a general
operations research in the Navy. theory of max-ms analogous to the elementary

theory of maximizing for finite problems,
A 1025 applies this to find criteria in a long unsolved
Steinhardt, Jacinto, Terminal Ballistics (Pub- allocation pr--'em, and finally, with a slight
lished in Journal of the Operations Research Soci- modification, ralizes and proves the theory -
ety of America, Vol. 3, No. 3, MAg 1955; Presented in economics known as Frank Knights theorem.
at the 3rd Annual Meeting, Operations Research
Society of America, Jun 1955) A 1029

Address of the retiring president of the Morse, Philip M., Operations Research: An Appli-
OEA, on the expansion of operations research cation of Scientific method (Published in Tech-
into industry and government. nology Review, Vol. 55, No. 7, May 1953)

Discusses the techniques of operations re-
A 1026 search and outlines a few of the mathematical
Cotle, Russell C., Periodical Literature for Elec- models which are used in operations research.
trical Engineers (Published in Journal of Docu-
mentation, Vol. 8, No. 4, Dec 1962) A 1030

A study of problem of documentation in eec- Steinhardt, Jacinto, The Role of Operations Re-
trical engineering is being made at the Vail search in the Navy (Published in the United States
Library of the MIT. This paper reports some of Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 72, No. 5, m4ay
the preliminary progress. 1946)

A discussion of the applications of opera-
A 1027 tions research methods in the Navy during World
Fain, William W.; Fain, Janice B.; and Kerr, War 11.

.W.,* A Tactical Warfare im lation Program (Pub-
lished in OnU Naval Research Logistics Quarterly,
Vol. 13, No. 4, Dec 1966)
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A 1031 A 1035
Kittel. Charles, The Nature and Development of Kadane, Joseph B., Some Equivalence Classes in
Operations Research (Published in Science, Vol. "aired Comparisons (Published in Annals of Marh-
105, No. 2719, 7 Feb 1947) eatical Statistics, Vol. 37, No. 2, Apr 19b6)

Discusses the origin of operations research; In a paired comparison experiment n judges
its personnel, problems, and applications, give a preference in some or all. of the (2)

pairs of t items. Frequently the purpose of the
A 1032 experiment is to test null hypothesis that every
Kadane, Joseph B. and Maddala, G.S.,* Some Notes preference is equally likely against a vaguely
on the Estimation of the Constant Elasticity of defined alternative of consistency. Our purpose
Substitution Production Function (Published in is to study several of the tests used, from the
Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. KLVZII, point of view of a natural equivalence relation
No. 3, Aug 1966) which arises in graph theory.

Ever since the appearance of the Arrow, et
al., paper, Capital-Labor Substitution and Eco- A 1036
nomic Efficiency, the constant elasticity of Kadane, Joseph B. and Lewis, Gordon H.* The Dis-
substitution (CES) production function has tribution of Participation in Group Discussions:
figured prominently in econometric work. Host An Empirical and Theoretical Reappraisal (Pub-
investigators have been interested in the esti- lished in the American Sociological Review, Oct
mtion only of the elasticity of substitution, 1969)
rather than of all the parameters of the produc- The distribution of participation in smalL
tion function. Most of these estimates have been task-oriented group discussions has been de-
based on the single equation approach based on scribed as harmonic by some researchers and as
the marginal productivity condition for labor. exponential by others. With evaluations based on
However, this is only one of the equations in different measures of goodness of fit, the
the complete model. Making reasonable assumap- harmonic function was rejected, and the expon-
tion about what variables are to be taken as ential function accepted in its place. Reanal-
exogenous, a new estimator of the elasticity is ysia of the evidence shows that the exponential
found which has smaller man-squared error than function does not describe the data any better
the usual one. than the harmonic. Several attempts have been

* University of Rochester made however, to explain why an exponential
relation should occur. Since no explanations

A 1033 have been offered for the harmonic, the
Kadane, Joseph B. and Maddala, G.S. e 

Estimation of existence of explanations for the exponential -

Returns to Scale .ane the Elasticity of Substi- relation should play a cruciaL cole in the
tution (Published in Econometrica, Vol. 35, Mos. choice of a description. Analysis of the pro-
3-4 Jul-Oct 1967) posed explanations of the exponential reveals

This paper concerns itself with the following them to be inadequate.
problem: Suppose the true production function is Carnegie-Mellon University
of the constant elasticity of substitution type
with constant returns to scale. If we fit an A 1037
unrestricted Cobb-Douglas production function Kadane, Joseph B., Discrete Search and the Heyman- r

instead, what is the nature of the bias in the Pearson Lea (Published in Journal of Mathemati-
estimate of the returns to scale parameter? cal Analysis and Applications, Vol. 22, No. 1, Apr

* University of Rochester 1968)
Suppose an object is hidden in one of n

A 1034 boxes. A strategy for finding it is a sequence
Kadane, Joseph 5.; Hoses, L.E.;* Brody, l.A.;* of boxes (finite or infinite). For example, (3,
lolsti, O.l.;** and Milstein, J.S., 

*  
Scaling 1, 2, 5, 3 ... ) is interpreted to mean that box

Data on Inter-Nation Action (Published in Science, 3 is to be searched first; if the object is not
Vol. L56, No. 3778, May 1967) found, then box 1 is to be searched, ..... It is

This article presents a method which has been not assumed that a search of the box containing
developed to permit comparison of variables such the item is sure to be successful, so the second
as aggression and hostility for separately search of box 3 (the fifth search above) might
judged situations. The methods should be useful succeed. Each strategy has a probability of
In any branch of social science where numerical finding the object, and has a cost associated
scores are best assigned by ranking all speci- with each possible outcome, both subject to
mens or a sample of specimens within a domain of conditions described as follows. The main prob-

, discourse. lem considered here is how to choose a strategy
* Stanford University to Maximiae the probability of finding the ob-

** University of Eritish Columbia ject when a budget ceiling is imposed.
** Yale University
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7. 7

A 1038 broad sweep of history, but the techniques for
Kadane, Joseph B.; Levis, Gordon U.;* and Ramage, achieving them have changed dramatically in
John G.,* Horvath's Theory of Participation in recent years. If the commanding officer achieves
Group Discussions (Published in Socionetry, Vol. an understanding of these concepts and a knowi-
32, No. 3, Sep 1969; Cowles Foundation for Re- edge of the capabilities of the equipment in his
search in Economics, Yale University, Foundation command, he will be able to manage his units
Paper No. 310) effectively without detailed technical training.

Horveth's theory of participation in discus-
sion groups is compared to data from several A 1043
studies. loth visual evidence of graphs of the Stoloff, Peter H., A Generalized Nethod for Gen-
parameter space and tests of significance *rating Random Numbers Using a Large Family of
indicate to us that the theory is veak in its Stochastic Functions (Published in Educational and
description of the proportion of acts initiated Psychological Measurement, Vol. 28, 1968)
by members of the group. This failure Is The digital computer has found widespread
important since the theory yas apparently usage in the behavioral sciences as a tool for
developed to explain this aspect of group dis- the simulation of probabilistic data. Of
cussions. particular importance is the simulation of
Carnegie-Nellon University sample distributions which may be used to make

inferences as to the characteristics of the
Kadane, Joseph B.; Lelis, Gordon f.;* and Ramage, core of this stochastic process is the random

John G.,* Rejoinder to Horvath (Published In number generator. This paper describes a
Sociometry, Vol. 32, No. 4, Dec 1969; Cowles un- generalized computer program which, unlike most
datiou for Research In Economics, Yale University, random number generators, enables the user to
Foundation Paper No. 310) generate random numbers describable by any one

Rejoinder to Rorvath's comments on A 1036 of a large class of distribution functions by
appearing in Sociometry, Vol. 32, No. 3, Sep varying only a single statement in the program.
1969.

* Carnegie-Mellon University A 1044
Stoloff, Peter H., PEER: A PEER Rating and Soclo-

A 1040 metric Data Anslyzer (Published in Behavioral
Coil*, Russell, C., Economwgraph for. Determining Science, Vol. 14, 1969; Supported by Peace Corps
PH Station Costs (Published in TEILE-TECK (Elec- Contract PC-80-1057)
tronic Industries), Vol. 6, No. 12, Dec 1947) PEER nominations have been shovn to be valid -

The nomographe permit quick calculation of predictors of performance in the Peace Corps and
the costs of establishing FN broadcast service have value as descriptors of leadership and
and the effective radisted power for various popularity structure within small groups. The
investments. conventional method of scoring PEEK nominations

is to tabulate the number of times each group
A 101 umber is chosen by others for each item on the
Kadane, Joseph B., Comparison of K-Class fastima- nomination form. This frequency Anta is commonly
tors when the Disturbances are 5me1 (Published as presented in terms of raw popularity scores.
Cowles Foundation for Research in Economics, Yale PEER provides a variety of popularity scores for
University, Discussion Paper No. 269; Published in each PEER group member. These include mean
Econometrica, Sep 1971) popularity of ot'er PEER group members whom he

The study of simultaneous equation econo- chose; mean popularity of those he was chosen
metric models has led to many estimators alter- by; mean popularity of those reciprocating his
native to ordinary least squares; single- nomination; as veil as the conventional popular-
equation limited information maximum likelihood ity score.
and two-stage least squares, for example. Now-
ever, the behavior of these estimators has been A 1045
difficult to describe, and it has been difficult Stoloff, Peter H., Detection and Scaling of Sta-
to choose among thes estimators. The work de- tistical Differences Between Visual Textures (Pub-
scribed in this paper explores this problem in lished in Perception and Psychophysics, Vol. 6,
the case In which lagged dependent variables are 1969)
not permitted. Stochastically textured patterns were used to

investigate the sensitivity of So to differences "
A 1042 in the statistical distribution of locally de-
Alley, James C., Electronic warfare Concept (Pub- fined properties of element density and shape.
lished in Naval ier College Review, May 1970) The results of the study indicate that when the

The complexities of electronic warfare often textures were most structured, In tarme of their
discourage the amateur from attempting to under- variance, So were moat accurate at detecting
stand the basic concepts involved. These con- dissimilarities between pairs of patterns. So
cepts have retained their validity over the also rated the similarity of the statistical
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distributions of elements of patterns differing periodicals ranked by relative usefulness based
in lotal properties. MultidLenstonal scaling on footnote reference citations is Liven.

analysis of the ratings shoved two dimensions,
representing monotonic orderings of the stimuli. A 1051

Coils, Russell Co. Parabolic Sound Concentrators
A 1046 (Published in Journal of the Society of Notion
Coile, Russell C., Libraries for Engineers and Pictures Engineers, Vol. 5L, No. 3, Sep 1948)

Scientists (Published as University of Kentucky Parabolic sound concentrators have long been
Libraries Occasional Contribution No. 61, Feb investigated for application to military ati-

*1954) aircraft location, radio broadcasting and motion
A library is an information processing center picture recording. This paper presents the

where raw Information is organized, classified, pertinent historical background and reports on
translated, abstracted, and put into storage. an eperimetal verification of the theoretical
The information processing storing and retrieval acoustical directivity of. parabolic concen-
systems must be an integrated system design. A trators as well "a further checks of the ampLi-
library machLe using post-comsbination concept ficatLon theory. The sound fields inside
coding may be of great value in a mechanized parabolic reflectors have also been investigated
library., experimentally with agreement found with theore-

tical fields calculated by principles of Seo-
A 1047 metrical optics;.
Coils, Russell C., Scientific Aids to Documnta-
tion (Published as University of Kentucky L- a 1052
braries Occasional Contribution No. 61, Feb 1954) Coils, Russell C., Radar Pulses on Target per Scan

Scientific aids to library operation have (PublLshod in Electronic Engineering (London),
been slow in evolution pertly because tbe pre- Vol. 25, No. 300, Feb 1953)
cise problems to be solved have not been formu- A nomogranm has been developed which permits
lated. An analysis of the functions of the rapid calculation of the number of radar pulses
library and the philosophy of organization and on target per scan as a function of antenna
classification of information enabled specific rotation rate, antenna beamwidth and pulse repe-
requirements to be stated for a library machine. tition frequency.
These requirements for storage, selection, out-
put, performance and cost have been used to A 1053
determLn the design of a proposed Library Mintz, Joenne S.. Review of Zndonsia, a Book by
Abstract Machine. Bruce Grant (Published in Journal of Asian

Studies, Vol. XXVZ1, go. 3, Nay 198)

A 104
Coils, Russell C. and Culasee V., Note on Thun- A 1054
dervtormwo at High Altitudew In the rropics (Pub- lellahan, William L.; lender, Daniel F.;* and
UJshed in the Journal of Geophysical Research, Thippeawamy, Thuduma,* A Nonlinear Htmett Plot.
Vol. 58, No. 2, Jun 1953) Substituent Efects In the Substitution and 9limi-

Compilation of some of the thunderstorm data nation-Rearrangement Reactions of 1,l-D.aryl -2-
recorded at the Huancayo Magnetic Observatory, brooethenes with Potassium -Butoxide In an
Uuancayo, Peru has revealed som interesting AproctIc Solvent (Published in the Journal of
points of comparison with the data published by Organic Chemistry, Vol. 35, No. 4, Apr 1970)
C. E. P. Brooks in his monograph, The Diatrlbu- A series of l,l-diryl-2-bromoetheanes was
tion of Thunderstorm Over the Globe (London, synthesized and allowed to react with potassium
Meteorological Office, Geophysics Memo No. 24, t-butoxide in anhydrous diglym at 0*. The sub-
1925) stitution products were isolated by solvent

extraction and column chromatography and identi-
A 1049 fled by nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry
Coils, Russell C., Radar Antenna ftewidth (Pub- and elemental analysis. The elLaination-
lished in Electronic Engineering (London, England) rearrangement products were identified by ultra-
Vol. 25, No. 302, Apr 1953) violet spectrophotometry. The rate constants for

A nomograph perilts rapid evaluation of the the rearrangements step weore calculated by the
effects of various antenna sizes and frequencies time-ratLo method.
of operation on the radar antenna beam idth. Career Development Program, U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, U.S. Public Health
A 1050 Service.
Coil*, ussell, C., Periodical Literature for
Electronic Engineers (Published in Proceedings of A loss
the lE, Vol. 36, No. 12, Dec 1950) Ol1one, Charles J.. The Future of the merchant

Problems of periodical literature for else- Marine (Published in the Armed Forces Journal. 15
trotlc engineers hee been examined from the Feb 1969)
reader's point of vie,. A suggested list of
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For the first time since World War I there A 1060
is a demonstrated opportunity for the U.S. Brown, George F., Jr. and Corcoran, Timothy N., A
merchant marine to achieve the ability of other Comment on a Paper by Goodwin and Giess, Nov 1969
U.S. industries to compete with foreign counter- (To be published in Operations Research, 1971)
parts. But we sust act now. If we are to become In Reliability of Spare Parts Support for a
competitive, or nearly so, with foreign ship- Complex system with Repair, Goodwin and Giese
ping, every element of the industry maust be open attempted to derive an expression for the prob-
to innovation, ability that a given number of spares for each

element of a complex system will be sufficient
A 1056 to ensure continued operation without requiring 4

Stoloff, Peter H., Correcting for Heterogeneity of a spare when none is available. This paper calls
Covarlance for Repeated Measures Designs of the attention to an error in their analysis and pre-
Analysis of Variance (Published in Educational and eants and interprets the required modifications.
Psychological Measurement, Vol. 30, No. 4, Winter
1970) A 1061

It has been contended that in many instances Brown, George F., Jr., Review of Uncertainty and
the repeated measures design of the analysis of Estimtion In Economics, Vols. $-1T (Published in
variance has been improperly used. The uni- the Journal of the American Statistical Associa-
variate model assumes homogeneity of covariance tion, Jun 1971)
which is seldom tested for, and often-time This article reviews D. G. Champernowne's,
violated. Some have shown that the efaect of Uncertainty and Estimation in Economic, Volumes
nonhomogeneous correlations, between treatments, I-I1I.
is to introduce a positive bia in F when the
correlations are positive but unequal and a A 1062
negative bias when the correlations are negative Brown, George F., Jr., Review of industry Produc-
but unequal. Various approaches have been sug- tion Behavior (Published in the Journal of the
gested to contend with this bias; some are American Statistical Association, Mar 1971)
methodological, others focus on the choice of This article reviews D. A. Belsley's Industry
the statistical test, and some attempt to Production Behaviorz The Order-Stock
correct the biased F mathematically. Here, an Distinction.
attempt is made to account for a positive bias
by a reduction of the degrees of freedom (df). A 103

Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., Evolution of the Attack
A 1057 Aircraft Carrier: A Case Study in Technology and
PIrall, Charles K., Jr. (Wdr., USE) and Platt, Strategy (Doctoral dissertation. Massachusetts
Stuart F., Water-Capac1ty Planning for Netropoli- Institute of Technology,. 1966; Published in CVAN-
tan Areas, 'The Case of Monroe County, N.Y.' (Pub- 70 Aircraft Carrier; Joint Hearings before the
lished in the Journal American Water Works Aseoci- Joint Senate-louse Armed Services Subcommittee of
ation, Vol. 63, No. 2, Feb 1971) the Senate and House Armed Services Committees,

Creation of many smell local districts has 91st Congress, Znd Session, 1970)
complicated and served to postpone area-wide This study examines the Navy's requirements
solutions to water-resource management. Although for attack aircraft carriers where alternative
the data in this article are specific to the weapons capable of performing approximately the
Monroe County, N.Y., area, the proposals are not same missions have been or are available. The
limited in scope of application, alternatives of the aircraft carrier and the

battleship in the 1920's and 1930's are examined
A 1056 to determine how the Navy planned the composi-
IKadane, Joseph B., A Nultinomial Sum (Published in tion of its World War 11 fleet. The largely
the American Mathematical Monthly, Apr 1971) unique role of the carrier in World War T is

A combinatorial identity is proved which is a analysed and contrasted with post-War carrier
generalization of the multivariate Vandermonde requirements when the Navy sought a nuclear
equality. The problem arose from a statistical delivery role then held exclusively by the Air
estimation problem. Force. Finally, the limited war roles of

carrier-based and land-based aviation are coo-
A 1039 pared to determine some of the various
Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., Defending Attack Carriers political, cost, and operational factors which
(Published in the Letters section, The Washington enter into decision on the nation's overall,
Monthly, Jul 1970) tactical aviation requirements.

Response to John Wicklein's article entitled
The Oldest Established Permanent Floating A 1064
Anachronism on the Sea, which appeared in the Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., Statement of Dr. Desmond
Washington Monthly February 1970 issue. P. Wilson before the CVAR-70 Aircraft Carrier;

Joint Hearing. before the Joint Senate-House Armed
Services Subcommittee of the Senate and House
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Armed Services ComIt tee., 92st CongrefS, 2nd systems. For demonstrative purposes a destroyer
Session, 1970, 4 pp., Apr 1970 (Published in the escort propulsion plant will be modeled to.

subject hearings) demonstrate the methodology for evaluating sye-
tee survivability. However, prior to further

A 1065 development of this model it is necessary to
Arnold, Robert D., Rules Preparation and Pre-Game explain several terms and to establish mathe-

Activities, Nov 1961 (Published in the First War matical relationships or properties of .arkov
Gaeing Symposium Proceedings, edited by John chains that were used in the evaluation of this

Overholt, Washington Operations Research Council) propulsion system.

An attempt is made to develop a set of
general principles of war Sam preparation by A 1070
viewing the technique in terms of its funda- Mrrill, Orin H., A Su ary of Techniques for
mental purpose, which ts to organize existing Computing Fixed Points of Continuous Mappings, 21
knowledge in a manner suitable for guiding Oct 1971 (Published in Mathematical Topics in £co-
future actions. Realism of simulation, validity omic Theory and Computation, Society for Indus-
of inputs and sensitivity of results are dis- trial and Applied Hathematics, 1972)
cussed in this perspective. This paper summarized Scarf's algorithm and

some related techniques for approximating fixed
S108 points of a continuous mapping from a closed

Howe, John A., Wolfpsckz Measure and Counter (Pub- simplex into itself. These methods can be used
Lshed in Naval War College Review, Apr 1971) to approximate fixed points of certain upper

Intelligence, comsnications, and submerged senicontinuous point to set mappings and to
speed were the critical factors in wolfpack solve certain nonlinear programing problems.
tactics in the lattle of the Atlantic. Despite Some recent results of Eaves and Saigal plus
postwar technological Improvements in weapons those of the author are also discussed.
systems and sensors employed by both submarine
and antisubmarine forces (which have largely A 1071
offset each other), the advances in submarine Coils, Russell C., Doppler Radar System (Pub-
design permitting greater submerged nobility and lished in Electronic Engineering (London), Vol.
decreasing vulnerability to surface detection 25, No. 301, Mar 1953)
have made coordinated attack feasible once Doppler radar systems have many applications
again, where their characteristics permit better per-

formance than that obtainable from conventional
a 1067 pulse radar systems, such as in the detection of
Achay, Robert Z., fte See and Soviet Domestic moving objects in the presence of large amounts
Transportation (Published in the United States of ground clutter, and the measurement of
Naval Institute Proceeding, Navel Review, Hay velocities of projectiles. A nomogram has been
1972) designed to allow calculation of the doppler

This article examines Soviet domestic tranes- frequency knowing the wavelength in centimeters
portation and shows that, notwithstanding the or frequency in megacycles per second of the
rapid growth in the merchant fleet, the tra- radar and the radial velocity of the target in
ditional heavy orientation of the Soviet economy milos per hour.
toward overland freight shipping has been
retained. A 1072

Wriedheim, Robert L., The Satisfied and Dissatis-
a 1m tied States Negotite Znternational Law-A Case
Halpern, Abraham M., Contribution to Chinn's Now study, 21 pp., Oct 1965 (Published in World
Diplomacy: A Symposium (ZX) (Published in Problem Politics, Vol. XVII, No. 1, Oct 1965)-
of Comnunism, Jan-Feb 1972) This article addresses Ltself-by an analysis

Discussion of the latest Chinese movas in of the content of the debates at Geneva-to the
foreign policy, different attitudes that representatives of

states and bloc groups brought to the negoti-
a 1068 ating table. because the difference in attitudes
Fulton, William L. (TWdr., USN) and Piersall, was so sharp, the conferences proved to be less
Charles H. (Cdr., USX), An Analysis of engineering successful than hoped for by advocates of world

System Degradation as a Function of xmpact Level law. Not only were participants split on the
(Published in the Naval Engineers Journal, Vol. question of the substantive content of the law,
84, go. 1, Feb 1972) but they also differed on the nature of the

A methodology for evaluating system surviva- International system, present and future, and on
bility in a threat environment is presented. A the proper means of negotiating Law in a United
model is developed using the principles of Nations-sponsored conference, which is itself a
Haekow chains. The primary thrust is an explanar- special political area with distinctive
tio of these principles end their usefulnese in characteristics.
the analysis of a broad range of shipboard
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A 1073 battle; on the other hand, their performance
Hartka, Joseph E., Temperature of a Semi-infinite does represent a portent of the future which
Rod Which Radiates Both Linearlg and NonliInearly, should be strongly heeded by all ellemnts of the
10 pp., Jul 1974 (Published in Quarterly of USHC and the aviation community of the USN. All
A pplied Mathematics, Vol. XXXII, No. 2, Jul 1974), aspects of amphibious and land-combat operations

In the following work a constructive proof of will be affected by the appearance of battle-
the existence of a positive solution is pro- field guided weapons (BGWs).

sented and it is demonstrated that there can be
only one positive solution to the nonlinear A 1077
problem. Coile, Russell C., A Mew Application of Computer

for Zrormstion Scientists, 4 pp. (Published in
A 1074 The Information Scientist, Vol. 9, No. 4, pp. 149-
Nunn, Walter R., A Class of Combat Problems with a 152, Dec 1975)
Semi-markov model, 26 pp., Apr 1975 (Published in A computer program has been devised for pre-
Operations Research) paration of papers for meetings by a don't-do-

This paper treats a certain class of combat it-yourself system. An example, possibly suit-
problems by using a soul-Markov model. The class able for conferences such as those held by the
of problems is informally characterized as Institute of Information Scientists, is pre-
follows: (1) There are only two opponents. (2) seated along with the actual program.
The combat is of finite, pre-fixed maximum dura-
tion T. (The combat must be capable of ending at A 1076
any time prior to T.) (3) The status of the Cole, Russell C., Computing: A BASIC Approach,
combat engagement must be capable of description 3 pp. (Published in Informaniac, Journal of the
with a finite number of descriptors. (The vari- Information Science Society, The City University
ous classifications are the states of the sys- (London), Spring 1975, pp. 18-20, ISBN 0904683
tem.) (4) Transition between states is governed 02 8)
by a set of know transition probabilities; the Information scientists should take advantage
time spent In any state is a random variable of the introduction of computers Into libraries
with known distribution. Equations are derived and start computing using BASIC (Beginners All-
which give the probabilities of a win or draw purpose Symbolic Instruction Code). A biblio-
for each opponent as functions of time. By pro- metric example is presented with the programming
parly Interpreting the equations the analyst my of Derek J. doSolla Price's formula for esti-
use them for both the semi-farkov model and for mating the number of men who published at least
the embedded Markov model. The equations are P papers during a lifetime.
solved by discretixzing the problem and solving
the resulting sets of lnear equations recur- A 1079
sively, as opposed to using transform methods. Coile, Russell C., Lotka and Xrrormation sizeice,
The resulting scheme has attractive numerical 2 pp. (Published in the Journal of the American
error characteristics. A numerical example is Society for Information Science, Vol. 26, No. 2,
given for the analysis of a dogfight between jet pp. 133-134, Mar-Apr 1975)
aircraft loaded out with two missiles each. This Letter to the Editor presents a number

of corrections for mathematical errors in a
A 1075 paper by H. Voos published in JASIS, Vol. 25,
Kanter, Herschel E.; Moore, Arnold B.; and Singer, No. 4, pp. 270-272, July-Ausust 1974 on Lotka's
Nell N., The Allocation of Computer Tims by Uni- law of the frequency distribution of scientific
versity Computer Centers, 10 pp., Jul 1968 (Pub- productivity.
lished in The Journal of Business of the UnLver-
sity of Chicago, Vol. 41, No. 3, Jul 1968) A 1080

Discussion of the allocation of computer time Coils, Russell C., Principles of Znformation Re-
by university computer centers and how that trleval (Published in the Journal of Documenta-
allocation is affected by federal-govOrnment tion, London, England, Vol. 31, No. 4, Dec 1975)
auditing rules. This Letter to the Editor presents a number

of corrections of mathematical errors in a book,

A 1076 Principles of Information Retrieval by Manffred
Wilson, Peter A., Battlefield Guided Weapons: The Kochen. Data is presented to correct Kochen's
Big Equalizer, 7 pp., Feb L975 (Published in the erroneous opinion that the log-nornal distribu-
U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, Feb 1975, Vol. tion gives a better fit than the Yule Beta-
101, No. 2) function distribution for predictind frequency

The presence of battlefield guided weapons distributions of scientific productivity of
brought about important changes In behavior on mathematicians and economtricians.
an armed force relying heavily on aircraft and
armored fighting vehicles to carry out offensive
military operations. These effects were not so
decisive as to determine the outcome of the
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A I01 A 1064
Coils, Russell C., Professional Papers Generated Woods, Charles, and Andrews, Frank,* Surprise in

by Computer (Published in the Journal of Irrepro- Naval Warfare, 27 pp., 1977 (Published in the
ducible Results) Annual &eview of the U.S. Naval Institute, 1978)

A program written in BASIC which generates A theory of surprise in naval war fare is
professional papers is presented. The general presented. The concepts include a definition of
purpose program can be easily modified for var- surprise, and its causes, types and tools. Basic
ious disciplines. The jargon of information principles are derived from the concepts to
science is used for purposes of illustration. execute surprise effectively in naval warfare,

and to avoid being the victim of someone else's
A 10 2 surprise; the theory and its parts are discussed
Mahoney, obert and Drucknan, Daniel,* Processes in the context of history. Several questions are
and Consequences of International Negotiations, raised concerning how surprise may affect future
25 pp., 1977 (Published in the Journal of Social naval combat and answers are suggested.
Issues, Vol. 33, No. 1, 1977) Catholic University

The results of laboratory and field investi-
sationa are used to suggest approaches to the A 1085
analysis of international negotiation. A frame- Kleinman, Samuel D., An evaluation of the Navy's
work is developed in terms of the way in which Officer Training Programs, 37 pp., Apr 1978

nations arrive at their positions or postures, The Navy currently acquires unrestricted line
the process of negotiating, and the consequences officers through nine training programs that
of negotiation outcomes for the international differ widely in their costs and returns. In
system. Position formation is considered from this paper, we construct a steady state linear
the standpoint of the national attribute and programeing model that solves for the optimal
policymaking process perspectives. Aspects of number of accessions from each program. Costs
the negotiating process emphasized include pre- are minimized subject to the constraint that,
conditions and preparations, commtment tactics for each Navy occupation, the required number of
and concession-making strategies, and such officers at each rank is at. The inputs to the
interferences as cultural differences, personal model include the present value of costs, the
style, attributions, and stresses. Consequences initial distribution of officers across occupa-
are discussed in term of conflict and coopers- tions, retention, promotion success, and
tion among nations and the relationship between requirements. The study finds that most of the
behaviors and structures in international reLa- program used in 1Y 1976 enter the optimal pro-
tions. The strategies of moving between levels . am mx.
of analysis and of weaving together diverse data
sources Into a mosaic of influences yield in- A 1016
sights that contribute to an understanding of &amek, Richard, Letter to the Editor of Problems
negotiating in the international context. of Communism (International Commnications

athematica, Zn. Agency), 2 pp.. Jul 1979
Letter comments on errors regarding Soviet

a 1083 naval support facilities that appear in David
McConnell, Jms and Olsmukes, M. Bradford, Lynn Price's article.
Moscow's Third World Diplomacy of Force, 28 pp.,
Feb 1979 (Published in the Jan/Feb issue of Prob-
les of Communism, Published by U.S. International
Communication Agency (ICA))

This article discusses the significant turns
in Moscow's planning for a diplomacy of force,
including the timing of the initial decision,
its rationale, and the subsequent development of

capabilities for the role. After treating the
establishment of a presence in the forward area
and sketching out briefly soe of the highlights
in the practice of both cooperative and coercive
naval diplomacy stemming from the presence, we
move on next to the grounding of Soviet naval
diplomacy on a local war doctrine and then to a
discussion of Moscow's view of acceptable risks.
We conclude with a tentative balance sheet,
assessing the value of a diplomacy of force to
the USSR and som of its implications for the
West.
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SECTION III
H. BOOKS

• 1 opponent. One must then expect the opponent to
McConnell. James H.. Zdeology and Soviet Military determine on an optimal mixture of, in the case
strategy (Published " part of Aspects of modern mentioned above, anti-Minuteman and anti-
Conmunism, edited by I.F. Steer, 1968, University submarine effort.
of South Carolina Press)

Discusses the fluctuations in Soviet military a 4
strategy since 1917 as a consequence of shifts Isaacs, Rufus, Differential Ganes-A attheuatical
in the Soviet ideological action program. The Theory with Applications to arfare and Pursuit,
defensive strategy of the Laninist era stems Control and Optimization, The SIAM Series in
from the concept of permanent revolution; the Applied Mathematics, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
offensive strategy of the Stalinist era from Nov York, 1965 (see also CRC 1)
Socialism in one country; and the return to the A differential Same is one in which, as the
strategic defense in the post-Stalinist period action progresses, both the environment and the
flows logically from the notion of peaceful decisions available to the players are subject
coexistence. to a consistent, logical law, so that the prob-

lea is amenable to mathematical analysis.
a 2 Usually, the action is continuous, and solutions
Overholt, John L.. The Problem at Factor Selection can actually be obtained for a vide range of
(Published as part of The Design of Computer Siau- problems of extended conflict between two
latIon Experimints, edited by T. B. Naylor, Duke antagonists. The applications include various
University Press, Durham, Worth Carolina, 1969) models of battles, pursuit and evasion games.

The proper selection of factors seems to be dogfights and other contests of maneuvering,
more difficult in computer siwlations then in such as football, and soe ailing and evasion
the laboratory or plant. The amber of possible problems. By allowing one player to be passive,
factors may be very large Ln simlations, which certain programs can be optimized. The text
usually are not used unless the situation is concludes with chapters on the case of incom-
complex. The problem is to select the most plate information and the practical aspects of
important factors so that a critical set of runs applications to warfare.
can be ead. in a reasonable tim. The" gidance
on factor selection is sumarised from the a 5
literature. A fact not metioned in tatistic Coils, Russell C., Reverberation rime momographs
texts is that the vantage point of the sponsor (Published as part of Electronics Manual for Radio
mut be considered because it influences the Engineers, edited by Via Zeluff and John Markus,
choice of factors. Tn a budget submission, for McGraw-Hill, New York. 1949; Originally published
euample, one mast prepare the best ansver by a in ElectronLcs, Vol. 20, No. 4, Apr 1947)
fixed date from a limited number of factors and Reverberation time is the length of time
refine the answer in subequent cycles. The required for the intensity of a sound to drop to
problem is compounded when many groups are one-millionth of its original intensity, which
interested in the outcome but each has its own corresponds to a change of 60 decibels. The
facet of responsibility. Several examples of reverberation time of a room may be computed,
factor selection for designs used in the knowing the dimensions of the room and the
author's simlatLons are discussed. Such expert- acoustical absorption coefficients of the dif-
ents have no residual error due to significant ferent surfaces. Two aosographe have been
omitted factors. Instead Monte Carlo simulations designed to facilitate rapid calculation of
may have binomial errors which may or may not be roverberation time.
typical of the real world.

3 3 Devine, leusene J., Analysis of Manpower Shortages
, Dankin, John N., The Theory of Max-Mln and Its in Local Governmsnt. Case Studies of Nurses,
* Application to Weapons Allocation Problems, Pollcan and Teachers, Using a ,ronopsony Model,

SprLnger-Vorlag Berlin Nov York, Inc., 1967 Frederick A. PraeSger, Publisher, New York, 1970
Max-aLn problems are two-step allocation The purpose of this study is to explain why

problems in which one side must seke his move local governments experience persistent job
knowing that the other side will then know the vacancies, or shortages for soom types of
optimal counter-move. They are fundamental in eployees, such as registered nurses, policeon
particular to military weapone selection prob- and teachers, and not for the hundreds of other

Lem involving large systems such as Minuteman classes which they employ. An extension of
or Polaris, where the systmo in the mix are so monopsony theory has been developed which in-
large that they cannot be concealed from an cludes rocruitmnt costs in addition to the
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usual variables of wages and number of em- a 9
ployets. This theory states that a onopsolst Armitage, James i. (LCdr., USN) and Tolcott,
who Is unable to engage in wage discrimination Martin A., Manpower Studios at the Center for
will experience job vacancies in equilibrium and Naval Analyses (Published as part of Manpower
vil neither raise vases nor increase recruit- Research In the Defense Context, Proceedings of a
ment expenditures sufficiently to eliminate Conference under the aegis of the NATO Scientific
then. The theoretical model is applicable to all Affairs Comeittee, London, 14-18 Aug 1967, edited r
monopeouLstic employers, whether or not they are by N.A.B. Wilson, American Elsevier Publishing
profit-uaxLaizers. The hypothesis is that Co., Inc., New York 1969)
governments are sufficiently large employers of This paper describes, first some of CNA's
the shortage occupations as to be monopeonlsts work In making a survey of manpower utilization
with respect to these classes while they are studies, as evaluated against a concept of how
competitive employers for the great majority of such studies should be contributing to the man-
their job classes, power planning process; second, some of the

concepts of manpower planning in industry and
3 7 other government agencies, including the other
Moore, Arnold B., Som Characteristics of Changes services and how they are applicable to Navy
in Common Stork Prices (Published an part of The manpower planning problems; and third, a da-
Random Character of Stock Market Prices, edited by scription of a way of ordering information by
Paul H. Cootner, MN Press, Cambridge, Nassachu- means of which the Navy's manpower planning
setts, 1964) process might be Improved.

This paper is concerned with successive move-
mats in the prices of com stocks. The pro- a 10
cedure adopted here is to review some previous Morton, Anton S., Manpower Studies at the Insti-
work on speculative prices and other topics and tute of Naval Studies i963-1 6 (Published as part
relate it to the present value formula, a device of manpower Research in the Defense Context, Pro-
frequently eployed in discussion of capital ceedings of a Conference under the aegis of the
values. The analysis of new data reveals an NATO Scientific Affairs Comaittee, London, 14-18
unexpected difference between the behavior of Aug 1967, edited by N.A.B. Wilson, American
individual securities and indices, and the re- Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1969)
ainder of the paper is devoted to various Paper reporting on studies carried out in the
explanations of the observed difference. The first three years of the Manning Study of the
orientation of the paper is toward estimation of Institute of Naval Studies, of the Center for
characteristics of stock price behavior rather Naval Analyses.
them testing of fully specified hypotheees.
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36 8 lreckner, Norman V. and Noah, Joseph W., Costing
Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., Cuban-Soviet Relations: of Sytsmea, Published as part of Defense Manage-
Conditions and Constraints (Published as part of meat, edited by Stephen nks, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Aspects o Modern Comnla, edited by I.F, Star, 1967)
University of South Caroline Press, 1968) Two principal dimensions of system cost anal-

Competition and conflict between the com- yeL are addressed. First. the comparative anal-
munist and non-commnist states have crested a ysis of alternative system requires a method of
number of political anomalies throughout the structuring the synthesizing cost estimates in
world. Cube is one of these. The significant order to reveal both the total costs of achiev-
prevailing conditions with regard to Cube are ing effectiveness and the significant differ-
those which stem from geography and from the ences to be found among various force aixes.
almost complete economic and diplomatic Isola- Second, the methods of estimating particular
tion of Cube within the Western Hemisphere. The costs are evolving from a history of inappro-
constraints on Cube and the Soviet Union concern priate or inaccessible dto and great uncer-
the introduction into Cube of offensive stra- taLnty concerning the time and cost of ulti-
tegic weapons and the use of the island an a mtely achieving demonstrated capability.
bes for carrying out aggression in the Western Several Important avenues for further work are
Hemisphere. Given these conditions and con- discussed.
straintl, the more specific questions to be
examined in this paper are the following: (1) a 1
Short of thos ections which would clearly pro- Coils, iussell C., Educational Planning In Devel-
yoke another military confrontation with the aping Countries (Published as port of Recherche
United States, what are the alternative courses Operationnelle at Problems du Tiers-Nonde, Dunod,
for the Soviet Union with respect to making Cube Paris, 1964; Presented at the Symposium on the
either a sore useful or a loes burdensome ally? Possibilities of Operational Research in Develop-
(2) What do the alternative Soviet courses of Lag Countries, Paris, France, Jun 1963)
action imply for the political and economic life Operatioaal research studies may be able to

-. of the Castro regime? contribute to the quantitative analysis of the
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requLrements for the national educational system Part lI-Supply of Personnel to the Ktilitary

as vell as to the planning of optimum utilLza- Study 2

tLon of educational resources. Selective admls- Gray, Burton C., Supply of First-Term ilitary

sLon schemes, scholarships, types and locations Enlistees, 40 pp.

of educational institutions, courses of study, This study examines the change in the number
student quotas, etc., should all be studies with of enlistments in the military services result-
the overall national objectives in mind so that ing from a given change in ailitary pay. The
the education and training portions of a five- effect of pay is isolated from all other factors
year plan directly support the personnel which influence the decisions of men faced with
requirements generated by projects in agricul- the choice of enlisting or remaining civilians.
ture. Industry, enginesring and government. Study 8

Grubert, Harry and Weiher, Rodney P., Navy Re-
a 13 enlistments: ?hs Role of Pay and Draft Pressure,
studies Prepared for The President's Commission on L9 pp.

an All-Volunteer Armed Force, Volumes I and II, The main purpose of this study is to estimate
Nov 1970 (Available at the Government Printing the response of first-term Navy reenlistents to
Office) changes in second-term pay. An attempt is made
Part I-MliLtary Personnel Requirements to find out how much reenlistments are affected

Study I by. the degree to which on making their rame-
Forst, Brian E. and OL, Walter T.,* manpower listoent decisions were draft motivated when
and Budgetary Zmplications of Ending Conwcrlp- first entering. The conclusions are based on the
tion, 90 pp. observed behavior in FY 1968 of men vith varying

In order to develop reliable estimates of levels of second-term pay they can expect as
manpower requirements and defense budgets for well as differences in civilian opportunities
military personnel under both continued draft and amount of draft motivation. The first sec-
and all-volunteer environments, an analytic tion of the paper explains the framework of the
model is constructed. First, four alternative analysis and the equations to be estimated. This
force strength objectives for the years ahead is followed by a discussion of data sources and
are set forth. Then, the derivation of turnover, the construction of the variables. The third --

training and travel cost parameters, supply section presents the empirical results including
curves, and transition strength objectives mt- a brief analysis of non-white reenlistments.
ployd in the projections are described. Part Ihl-Historical, Political and Social Re-
finally, the implications of the projections search
generated by the model are reviewed. & technical Study I.
appendix is also Included for the reader who is Rafuse, John L., united States' Experibnce with
interested in addition l details of the model. Volunteer and Conscript Forces, 46 pp.
Study 2 The polemics of conascription in America
Sullivan, John A.. Qualitative Requirements of abound vith references to history and tradition,
the Armed Forces, 56 pp. but present little data or analysis. This study

Eetimates of the probable mix of mental examines American history with special regard
abilicies possessed by those individuals who are for military manpower recruitment practices. One
expected to volunteer for the Armed Forces in purpose of the study is to provide a historical
the absence of a draft are calculated. finally, survey of conscription in America and to convey
attention is directed to the differentials in sow of the contextual flavor of the past
performance, formal training, and disciplinary debates. The second and principal purpose is to
problem of recruits of varying measured mntal- contrast the debates with factual data to permit
capabilities. judgment on the credibility of the debates, and
Study 3 on the extent to which conscription is or Is not
Resume, David M. and Oli, Walter Y.,* Educe- in the American tradition.
tion l Attainment of military and Civilian Labor Study 2
Forces, 23 pp. MCConell, James M., European experience with

The cumulative percentage distribution of Volunteer and Conscript Forces, 190 pp.
enlisted men end officers, classified by years The purpose of this study is to examine
of school completed, and the combined educa- European cases to find what lessons, if any,
tional distributions of all uniformed personnel they offer for the United States. Of primary
are presented. The educational distribution of relevance to America is the European experience
the civilian sale labor force is compared with with volunteer and conscript standing armies and
the Armed Forces. their effect upon domestic politics.
University of Rochester Study 5
Study 4 lorack, Jessie and Wilson, Desmond P., Jr.,
O'Neill, David M., Determinants of Labor Turn- Military Recruitment end Nilitarism In Latin

over Costs In the Milteary, 43 pp. For Abstract Aerica, 21 pp.
ee CC 170 The purpose of this study is to examine the

Latin American experience for possible insights
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and implications for the military .mpower a L5
recruitment problem in the United States. Two Halpern, Abraham M., Comurdst ChIna as a Model of
objectives are pursued. The first objective is Development, 15 pp. (To be published as part of
to assemble som of the basic information on Protagonist of Chang*, edited by Professor A. A.
Latin hmrica military establishments- Said, American University, Prentice-fall, Sep
particularly their size and methods of recruit- 1970)
ment. The second objective is to examine the Chinese Communists regard themselves as a
frequently-asd assertion about Latin American model for others to follow. This paper discusses
that an all-volunteer military is more prone to the character of the model and the audiences to
interventions in national political life than is which it is recommended. What the movement aims

- a military establishment which relies on con- to do and what it does not aim to do is
scripts, specified.
Study 7

r Rorack, Jessie and Wilson, Desmond P., Jr.. B 16
Mfilitery 9xperience as a Determinant of Breckner, Norman V.; Priedheim, 1tobert L.
Veteran's Attieudes, 27 pp. Reselton; Leslie R.. Jr.; Mfason, Leo S.; Schmid,

A shift from conscription to voluntarim is Stuart Q.; and Simmons, iobert H., The Navy and
expected to change the size sad perhaps slightly the Common sea, 1970 (Published by the Government
the social composition of the veteran popula- Printing Office)
tion. It is the objective of this study to This book reports the results of a study on
determine whether or not Important social or how ocean programs, non-defense activities off
political consequences might accompany changes U.S. shores, possible changes in the status of
in the f low of veteran citizens who are presumed the sea affect the Navy's role in national
to bonef it society as a result of their military security. Three Interactions among those who use
experience. The approach to the problem is the ocean or manage marine affairs are
direct snd empirical. It consists of an analysis discussed. The first Interaction includes rela-
of existing national opinion surveys to deter- tionships between the Navy's oceanographic pro-
mine whether or not veterans possess sLgnifi- grams and programs of other Federal agencies
cantly different opinions than non-veterans on that study, explore, or develop the ocean. The
matters of contemporary debate. second includes interactions between Naval and
Study 8 other U.S. activities that make comeon use of
Kssing, David B., X1litary Ezperience as a offshore spaces ad resources. The third inter-
Determiant of Vetera= earnin s, 22 pp. action is smong sovereign states concerning

The purpose of this study is to investigate jurisdiction of, or control of access to, ocean
how an individual's civilian earnings are regions and resources.
affected by military service. It is based on a
number of recent studies which present evidence a 17
bearing on this Lssue. Schick, Jack N., The Berlin Criias 968-1962,

Part TV-Other Studies 266 pp., 1971, University of Pennsylvania Press
Study 3 This book traces the East-West pattern of
Lando., Nordechai, ffelth Servicea In Un All- Impatient negotiation followed by military
Volunteer Ared Force, 45 pp., for abstract sea posturing and pressuring. It sheds new light on
PP 60 Dullas' Intellectualized diplomacy. Kennedy's

cautiously balanced Berlin strategy, and
2 m14 Ulbricht's urgent amble on the Berlin Wall.
Athay, Robert .. An Economic Appraial of Soviet Against a detailed background of diplomat

" merchant shipping Policy, Oct 1971 (Published by verbiage and tension-ridden events it points up
- the University of North Carolina Press, 1971) the blind convictions and dangerous aisunder-
* This book assesse the economic efficiency of standings on both sides that inevitably led to

the heavy commitment of Soviet resources to the each incident in the continual crisis and ulti-
merchant fleet in recent years. The analysis mately brought us to the Impoase that still
compares the real benefit obtained from ocean remains.
shipping to the real cost incurred. No attempt
is made to demonstrate whether the rate of 18
Investment has been optimal; but only to show If Halpern, Abraham M., The PRC's Post-Cultural
such investments have involved a significant Revolution Foreign Policy, 23 pp., Oct L971 (Pub-
economic return. The economic benefits arising lished as a chapter of "SLno-American Relations,
from the expansion of the Soviet merchant f lest, 1949-71," edited by Rogerich MacFarquhar, Preeger,
which are measured primarily in terms of the 1972)
contribution of the fleet to the country's This paper discusses the foreign policy of
balance of payments, appear to have provided a the Peoples Republic of Chins from L968-1971. It
clear margin over the economic costs of the asks three questions: What has been the PKtC's
programs. recent analysis of the vorld distribution of

power? Now has the P•C teen its own role in this
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kind of world? What interest has the PRC triad control in the Mediterranean and more aodern

to realize, and what resources has it had avail- conventional submarines under Indian control in

able? In exploring the ansaers to these que
o- the Indian Ocean has also served to change the

tions, this paper seeks to discover if there is naval balance in those areas. The navies of
an underlying rationale or stratregy behind PlC nations not possessing modern anti-submarine

foreign policy in the current period, equipment are vulnerable to attack by these
submarines; the navies of the major powers

a 19 cannot afford to ignore their existence.

* Coils, Russell C., Magnstostrictlon Resonant Fre-
U quencies (Published in Electronics Vol. 20, No. 9, a 22

Sep 1947; Also published as part of ltrasonics by Diseukes, N. Bradford; McConnell, James M.;

Benson Carlin, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1949) Calhoun, Amne K.; Dutch, William J.; Mahoney,

Manetotriction oscillators have been widely Robert 3.; Patersen, Charles C.; Reenek, Richard
used in many electronic applications, particu- B.; Roberts, Stephen S.; Shulsky, Abram; and

larly In underwater sound, since Professor Wells, Anthony R., Soviet Naval Diplomacy,
George Washington Pierce of Harvard first (Pergamon Policy Studies-37 On The Soviet Union

reported on his research in 1927. These oscil- and Eastern Europe), 409 pp., 1979 (Edited by
lators have their frequency controlled by a Bradford Disaukes and James McConnell) (Published
magnotostrictive rod of nickel, Nonel metal, by Pergamon Press, Inc.)
Inver, Nichrome, Stoic aetal or other nickel While researchers have produced a number of
alloys. When a magnetostrictive rod or tube is papers and monographs on various aspects of the
placed in an alternating magnetic field and Soviet Union's use of Its navy in a political
clasped or pivoted at the center of the rod, the role, no comprehensive discussion of Soviet

resonant frequency of the rod is given by naval diplomacy is available. This book repre-
f-v/sl, where f is the resonant frequency in san an attempt to remedy that situation, and
kilocycles per second, v is the velocity of to clear up some of the lsconceptions that have .

sound in the rod in centimeters per second and emerged in public discussions of the subject.
1 is the length of the rod in centimeters. A
nomograph has been designed for quick calcuLa- a 23
tios of magntotriction resonant frequencies. Tidman, Keith R., The Operations Evaluation Groupz -

A Hlistory of Naval Operations Analysis, 3b0 pp.,
5-20 March 1984 (Published by Naval Institute Press,

Breckner, Norman V. and Nevlon, Daniel R., The Oil Annapolis, Maryland)
Security Sustam--An Zmport Strateg" for Achieving This book traces both the organizational and
oil Security and Reducing Oil Prices, 112 pp., scientific history of the Operations Evaluation
LexlnSton Books, D.C. Health and Company, 1975 Group (0IG), the oldest civilian-staffed aLli-

This book is an extension of earlier work tary operations research group in the United
published in CNA Research Contribution 255. The States. Placing OG's history in the context of
operation of the Oil Security System is siau- world events, the author explains the group's
lated and estimates are made of the benefits of analytical support of the Navy during such
this approach over an import quota or a tariff, difficult times as World War 11, when it
Potential administrative problem are identified developed various means to counter the U-boat

through detailed illustrations and solutions to threat, the Korean War, the Soviets' first
these problems are suggested. thermonuclear device, the Cuban missile crisis,

and the Vietnam War. The group's innovative

5 21 responses to the changing requirements of peace-
Patterson, Ann 3.. and Squires, Michael L., Soviet time is also discussed, including its unique
Naval Transfers to Less Developed Countries 1956- program of assigning over half of its analysts
1975, 24 pp., Nov 1975, (To be published in Soviet to force, fleet, and theater commands around the
Naval rneluences Domestic and Foreign Dimsnsions, world.
edited by MccGwuire & McConnell; (CHA)75-1630.10)

The Soviet naval arme transfer program has a 24
been notable both for its size and for the Swanson, Bruce, righth Voyage of the Dragon, 354
change that the program has created in the naval pp., 1952

balance of power. The Soviet Union has trans- This book deals with Chinese seapower in
ferred to the navies of the Third World (in- three periods: Imperial (10th century A.D. to

cluding Cuba) over 450 ships and other craft 1911), Republican (1911-1949), and Cousanist
since 1956. The transfer of large numbers of (since L949). The history of the Imperial period
missile firing patrol craft has greatly reduced introducea a fundamental constant of Chinese
the effectiveness of major surface combatants history-the conflict between continentalLan and
operating alone; in particular, older major maritisism. The conflict evolved in the 10tn
surface combatants not possessing anti-missile century A.D., when Chins's old continentalist
defenses are extremely vulnerable. The presence society spread down the rivers to the sea, con-
of conventional submarines under Egyptian quering the many disparate tribes that populated

III-'-,
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the southeastern coasts. Over the next thousand
years, four dynasties-the Song (906-1279), the
Yuan or Mongol (1279-1368), the alng (1368-
164"), and the Qin of Manchu (1644-1911)-tried
to met the challenges posed by sea travel,
ocean trade, and foreign Ideas.

Poor, Walter A., Differential Geometric Struc-
tures, 349 pp., Mar 1981

This modern treatment of differential geom-
etry not only offers an excellent Introduction
to the field, but also contains some now
results-and some new formulations of old
results-that have not appeared anywhere outside
the Journal literature. (In addition, many of
the standard proofs have been simplified.) The
book also covers a number of geometrically
interesting topics which have been treated up
until now only In books devoted to other area
of mathematics.
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SECTION III
1. PAPERS PRESENTED AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS

F 1001 PF LOGS
Baumgarten, Erwin and Davies, T.D. (IAdm., USN), Coile, Russell C., Application of Concept Coordi-
Zntcrcontinental Transport Problems, 12 Aug 1965, nation to Document Control (Presented at 132nd
(Published in a summary included in the Proceed- Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Now
Ings of the 1965 Annual Meeting of the German York, Sep 10, 1957 at the Symposius on Hechanized
Operations Research Society, Oct 1965) Data Handling)

During the last five years, deployment of An organization considering the introduction
sizable military forces overseas on short notice of mechanized data handling for its literature
has emerged as a major strategic task of the vill do considerable research on Its operations
United States. This paper review the evolution before making a decision. Mechanization, per so,
of rapid deployment concepts and systems from as illustrated by the Harwell punched card
the point of view of the systems analyst. indexing experiment and the Department of Agri-

culture Library trials of the "Rapid Selector"
P 100= may not solve any of the problems of a partic- -

Buchanan, John E. and Chiodo, Ronald A., An Ex- ular library. Thus, operations research on the
ample of the Relationships Between the Uses and library should examine the needs of the organi-
the Development of Cost Estimating Relation hips, zation, the librarians and the users. The opti-
24 Mar 1969 (Published In the Proceedings of the mum mechanization system should be useful for
4th Annual Department of Defense Cost &*search document control as well as for information
Symposium, Mar 1969) retrieval. An application of concept coordina-

Predicting cost as a function of certain tion using computer facilities is suggested for
explanatory variables and analyzing how cost research literature collections.
varies with changes in given variables are two
objectives of cost analysis. ere, the first P 100
objective is termed prediction and the second Frisch, Franz A.P. and Weir, W. Donald, Analysis
objective, structural analysis. Different of Mission and Design Concepts for a Logistic
criteria should be used in the derivation of Ship, 24 Jun 1966 (Published in Papers-7th Annual
cost estimating relationships for these objec- Meeting, Transportation Research Forum, Nov L966,
tLves. Not considering the link between the uses Richard B. Cross Co., Oxford, Indiana; Presented
of CEU's and their development my result in at the NATO Advisory Panel on Operational assearch
incorrect ansvers, misleading concepts, or both. Meeting on the Analysis of Systees of Military

Transportation, Defense Operational Analysis ks-
i 1003 tablistent, Oxford, England, Jul 1966)
Coyle, John P., Prudence in Risk-Deciaion making Methods being used by the USN In acquiring
(Presented at Operations Research Society of the Fast Deployment Logistic (FDL) Ship differ
America Meeting, May 1962; See also Prudence U1, from previous practices in several respects. The
P 1008) methods include program phases known as concept

This paper Is Intended to explore the respon- formulation and contract definition. A major
sLbility of staffs, consultants and the coop- objective of the former is determination of
munity at lares to decision makers empowered to system mission and performance envelopes. System
undertake fateful commitments. When risk de- studies which addressed problems of defining
cLsions are made responsibly, motives Include such envelopes for the FDL ship were performed
survival as vell as success. Observacions are by the Center for Naval Analyses. A description
sumarized of several activities which are dis- of the analytical approach employed by CN& is

otinguished both by uncertainty and in having presented here to provide a comprehensive view
survival as a characteristic outcome. From of the overall structuring of an analysis of
analogy with biological communities, the stock this type and the interrelationships among its
market, and the gambling casino, conclusions essential elements.
that se germane to problems of national policy
decision in the face of uncertainty are drawn. P 1007

Baumgarten, Erwin, Reliability and Maintenance,
S1004 25 Jan 1962 (Presented at Military Logistics e-

Steinhardt, Jacinto, Operations Research (Pr- search Conference, Supreme Headquarters Allied
s eanted at the MeNw York Meeting of the Institute of Powers Europe, Air Defense Technical Center
Mathematical Statistics and the' American Statis- (SADTC), 22 Aug 1962)
tical Association, Dec 1947) Under which specific conditions are preven-

Discussion of the scope and methods of opera- tive measures advantageous? This question is a
tioMe research during World War tI. typical operations research problem. There are

several alternatives: trouble shooting,
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scheduled maintenance, and institution of a run- Discusses operations research: what it is;
in period. Each alternative has advantages and how it functions; is it new; and what further
disadvantages. This paper discusses the solution achievements may be expected.
of this problem. A mathematical model of the
failure phenomena is developed and practical P 1012
maintenance rules are derived from the model. Barfoot, C. Bernard, Stochastic Duels in which

Each Contestant's Shots FoXm a Markov Chain (Pub-
*P 1006 lieed in the Proceedings of the 5th International
Coyle, John P., Prudence Il-An Analysia of Nsa- Conference on Operation Research, Jun 1969, avail-
sure, of Effectiveness Related to Survival, 18 Mar able from Tavistock Publications Limited; Pre- * a
1963 (Published in Proceedings of the Tripartite sented at the Operations Research Society of
Symposium on Military Operations Research, Jun America/The Institute of Management Sciences Joint
1963) Meeting, San Francisco, California, May 1968)

An earlier, more general paper, entitled This paper presents some further developments
Prudence in Risk-Decision Mak ng (P 1003) makes in the theory of stochastic duels for situations
the distinction between the evaluation criteria in which the shots by each contestant form a
appropriate, separately, for the venturer cor- Markov chain with constant transition probabil-
sitted to an enterprise and the prudential ities. In these duels the two contestants, A and
policy which values an individual venture within 1, are assumed to have an unlimited supply of
the context of a portfolio of risks. This paper ammunition, to fire at constant intervals of
investigates a naive analytical model in an time, a and b, respectively, and to duel until
attempt to derive more explicit prudential mea- one is killed. For these conditions, tne prob-
sures of effectiveness than the purely deecrip- ability P(A) of contestant A winning the duel is
tive characteristics noted in the earlier paper. given for the case where (1) both contestants

begin with unloaded weapons and have tactical
P 1009 equity, and (2) contestant A has t-e advantage
Coyle, John P., QualltatIve Factors In thea Choice of surprise and can fire y rounds at 8 before
of a Weapons Nix for a Strategic Deterrent Posture the two-sided duel begins, where y is a random
(Presented at the Operations Research Society of variable. Potential applications of models of
America Meeting, Fall 1961) this type to duels between weapons are also

Discusses the problem of allocation among Illustrated, and further areas for research are
alternative strategic weapon systems. Demon- discussed.
strates that much of the difficulty we have had
with this problem has arisen neither from lack P 1013
of quantitative analysis nor from a pusillani- Diboes, Charles J., Trends in Research and Devel-
mous hesitancy on the part of decision makers to opuent (Presented at 22nd Military Operations
make up their minds. It is suggested rather that Aesearch Society Meeting, Naval Post Graduate
it is due to our failure to distinguish care- School, Dec 1968)
fully enough between questions we must decide The evidence suggests that in our Research
and questions that are better left unanswered. and Development program there has been less

exploration of alternatives and higher expendi-
P 1010 tures during the past 10 or 15 years. In this
Engel, Joseph H.; Glazer, Herbert; and Steinhardt, paper, some suggestions on how this trend can be
Jacinto, The Selection of cargo for Air Transport changed are made.
(Reprint by Richard Clay and Company, Ltd.,
Bungay, Suffolk, Great Britain; Presented at the P 1014
International Federation of Operations Research Marbury, Fendall, The Vertical mobility of Deep-
Societies Conference, Sep 1960) Diving Submarines (Published in Transactions of

Air freight is now used regularly in industry the Ocean Science and Ocean Engineering Confer-
and the military, usually because of its speed ence, Jun 1965)
and cargo protection. However, the expense of In mall submarines designed to dive deep,
airlift frequently leads to the use of slower, energy required for diving and rising is an

cheaper transport such as ocean freight. This appreciable fraction of their total supplies,
paper describes a procedure which may serve as hence worthy of attention. Energy demand for
an economic basis for choosing between resupply vertical motion consists of two parts: work
of an inventory by air as compared with ocean against hydrodynamic drag, and work to offset
freight. the difference in compressibility between sea

water and submarine. Steep dive angles are

P 1011 recommended to save propulsion energy. Work done
Camp, Glen D., Operations Research: A Comprehen- to offset compressibility is recovered e" verti-
sive Scientific Aid to Executlve Decision (Lecture cal propulsion. Nevertheless, the amount so done
delivered at the U.S. Naval Medical Research In- should be minimized, in order to hold down
stitute, Bethesda, Maryland, 16 Mar 1951) energy losses entailed in doing it. Energy for

vertical motion can be carried in chemical or
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mechanical accumulators, or a ballast to be P 1019
dropped. The two can be compared by means of Augusta, Joseph H. and Jenner, itichard A., xnput-
specific potential, defined as the capability of Outfput as an Aid to Military Decision .making (Pre-
an accumulator in foot-pounds divided by its sented at the 34th National Heeting, Operations
weight in pounds. For ballast, specific poten- Research Society of America, Nov 19b7; Published
tial is potential energy per pound, measured in Bulletin of the Operations Research Society of
above bottom, and is numerically equal to the America, Vol. 16, Supplement 2, Fail L968)
water depth. Other suitable accumulators have This paper briefly describes how input-output
constant specific potentials of 10,000. analysis can be used to account for the inter-

relationships in military organization that
F 1015 complicate estimating the resource implications
Norton, Anton S. and Fisher, Franklin M.,* rhe of alternative forces.
Cost rEfectiveness of Reonistent Zncentives n.
the ravy (Presented at 28th Annual Meeting, Oper- r 1020
ations Research Society of America, Nov 1965) Baumsgarten, Erwin, Operational Data Requirements

This paper describes the methodology devel- for AStJ Studies (Published in the Proceedings of
oped at the Institute of Naval Studies, Center the NATO Science Committee, Advisory Panel on
for Naval Analyses, to estimate cost/effective- Operations Research Meeting, 27 Jun 1966)
ness of reenlistment incentives. The first part of this paper outlines the
Department of Economics, Xassachusetts Institute general approach to force planning problems

of Technology. which has been followed In CNA in several of its
major studies. It serves as background for the

P 1016 second part which identifies the principal types
Coil, Russell C., Operations Research (Presented of operational data which are required as inputs
at the 6th New England Quality Control Conference for ASW cost-effectiveness analyses and covers
of the Ameican Society for Quality Control, data requirements in the ASW weapon field in
Worcester, Massachusetts, 3 Oct 1952) some detail.

During World War 11, machematicians, physi-
cists, chemists, biologists, etc., were asked by F 1021
the military to carry out research on various O'Donnell, Frank &., 7he Air Launched Ordnance
problems of operations, intelligence and Study Model (Published in the Proceedings of the
logistics. This application of the scientific 2nd Symposium on Increased Survivability of Air-
method to war time problems would now appear to craft, Department of Defense/RAND Corporation,
have many similar applications in industry. 16-20 Feb 1970)
Quality control statisticians should be 'on the The Air Launched Ordnance Study (ALOBS) Nodel
alert to employ these operations research prin- compares various tactics-force and ordnance
ciples and broad&n the service they supply to mixes. The model employs expected value rather
management. than Nonte Carlo methods and is highly pare-

metric. Tactical allocations of aircraft may
] 1017 change throughout the war, as allowed by changes
Augusta, Joseph I. and Jenner, Richard A., rhe in attrition due to interceptors, for example.
marine corps Coat model (Published in DOD 4th Enemy surface to air missile capabilities may . -

Annual Cost Research Symposium Proceedings, Mar also be reduced due to friendly air attack.
1969) Finally the model may be run in a requirements

This paper describes how input-output can be mode. A specific level of target destruction can
used as a cost model. It presents the structure be specified and the model can calculate air-
and sample results for a model of a simplified craft and ordnance assets needed to achieve it.
military organization.

P 1022
F 1016 Coils, Russell C., Pinancial Planning of a Pro-
Augusta, Joseph H.; Jenner, Richard A.; and fessional Society meeting (Presented at the 22nd
Tullier, Pierre M., Decision models for maints- National Meeting, Operations Research Society of
nance and Logistic Planning In Combat (Published America, 8 Nov 1962)
in the Proceedings of the 22nd Meeting of the In order to plan for the facilities and
Military Operations Research Society, Dec 1968) determine the registration fees to be charged to

In this paper the authors show that effective cover the costs of the meeting, a detailed
maintenance planning requires (a) an accurate examination of the 20 national meetings of OSA
projection of future maintenance needs and (b) a already held was undertaken. This paper sum-
forecast of the secondary effects on maintenance marixes available data on registration at pre-
steumInS from changes in maintenance needs. A vious ametings,' proportion of members, non-
model is presented which handles the first prob- members and students attending, location of
lem by means of a set of stochastic matrices and meetings, registration fees cnarged, numbers of
the second by input-output analysis. invited and contributed papers, and costs and
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attendance at meting mixers, luncheons and machine based on the research by Dr. Vannevar
dinners. bush at HIT on his "Rapid Sol, ctor" may assist

research libraries.
P 1023-.

CoLil, Russell C., An Zxampl* Of Optimum Dist il- 1027
but on of Effort (Presented at the 2nd Annual Friedheim, Robert L., The Marine Commission's,
Meeting, Operations Research Society of Amrica, Deep-Seabed Proposals-A Political Analysis (Pub-
22 May 1954) lished in National Policy Recomendations, Pro-

* An examination has been mde of the distri- cedings of the 4th Annual Conference of the Law
bution of initial investment in the construction of the Sea Institute. Jun 1969)
of a UH3 TV station among the major transmitting The Marine Science Coamission's proposals for
components; TV transmitter, tower and UHF the deep-seabed must be evaluated on a number of
antenna. Current cost figures have been used in criteria. But the one criterion that probably
a determination of the best balance of expendi- will be dominant in the action phase is the
tures to obtain the maximum TV coverage for the political. Thus the Commission proposal for an
minimum investment. International Registry for the deep-seabed must

be examined as a political document. There are
P 1024 two ways of doing this: First, it can be con-
Coils, Russell C., A Mechanized Library (Delivered sidered as an example of political theory or
on 18 Jul 1951 during a broadcast of the General theories; the author has done this to some
Electric Science Forum program over radio station extent in another paper (A L012). Second, it
WGY, Schenectady, New York) could be thought of as a proposal which fits the

Discussion of library machines being devel- opinions of the requisite number of States to be
oped to aid modern libraries In the storage and adopted or fail of adoption. A little of both
subsequent searching for information, methods are used in this paper.

F 1025 P 102
Breckner, Norman V., Some Dimensions of Defens Hselton, Leslie R., Jr., A Pramevork Towards a
Znterest in the Legal Delimitations of the Conti- seabed Regime (Published in National Policy Recom-
nental Melf (Published in National Policy Recon- mendations. Proceedings of the 4th Annual Confer-
mendatlons, Proceedings of the 4th Annual Confer- ence of the Law of the Sea Institute, Jun 1969)
ence of the Law of the Sea Institute, Jun 1969) Submits a broad framework on which to build a

There are several interrelated issues of U.S. precise set of rules to govern the exploitation
defense interest in the questions of selecting a of the resources of the seabed and subsoil of
relatively wide or relatively narrow legal con- both the continental shelf and the deep-seabed.
tinental shelf around the world. Som are: dif- The fraework is a beginning not a final regim.
ferances among naval powers in frequency of use
of the seabed and In regions of preferred use; P 1029
the relative surety of a coastal- State's naval Wilson, Desmond P., Jr., Alternative Futures in
access to its own shelf areas and to the deep the Cuban Revolution, 22 pp., Oct 1970 (Presented
seabed covered by the concept of freedom of the at the Southern Political Science Association Fall
seas, compared to the somewhat more uncertain Meeting, 7 Nov 1970; Published in ORRIS Vol. XV,
access to the seabed within another State#s No. 3, Fall 1971)
shelf delimitation; the possibility that differ- This paper discusses three options for future
ant military employments of the deep seabed will Cuban economic, political and military affilia-
be affected differently by the deep-seabed legal tion. The first one is essentially the present
regime that ultimately evolves from managing situation-a continuation of a highly author-
non-defense resources; the terms, if any, under itarian government which labels itself comunist
which the U.S. Navy might be at a relative dis- and aintains close tias with the Soviet Union.
advantage if seabed areas off U.S. shores are The second alternative future is a return of
not under national jurisdiction for purpose of Cuba to U.S. hegemony. The third option is the
exploiting resources. evolution of Cube toward some greater Lnter-

national autonomy sometimes referred to as a
S1026 Yugoslavia In the Caribbean. Historical evidence

Coile, Russell C., A Library Machine for Chemical points in the direction of continued ties with
Literature (Presented at the 118th National Meet- the Soviet Union and because of Soviet and U.S.
ing of the Amrican Chemical Society at Chicago, competition the Cuban Revolution will continue
Illinois, Sep 1950) to be an international concern with global and

A library machine using microfilm is proposed not simply regional implications.
for use with the million abstracts now available
for chemists. The problems of information re- P 1030
trieval have not received as much attention as Slchmn, Barry M., he Consequences of the
those of searching, translating, abstrecting and Israoli Reprisals on Patterns of Interaction Be-
editing chemical literature. However, a Library tveen Zsrael and the Ne1ghboring Arab Nations,
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26 pp. (Presented at the 66th Annual Meeting of government agency having a multi-stage produc-
the American Political Science Association, Sep tion process should maintain. A subsidiary aim
1970) Ls to determine a set of transfer prices so that

This analysis is restricted to three of the rational tradeoffs can be made between invea-
most basic motivations for reprisals, to compel tories of spares and semi-finished parts on the
target nations to take positive steps to stop one hand and stocks of capital and labor skills
private infiltration; to take steps to stop on the other. The model thus allows a firm's
actively sponsoring hostilities with Israel; management to take advantage of both the in-
and, to compel target governments to improve formational and the incentive effects of decen-
general relations with Israel. The analysis will tralized markets. These transfer prices also
sattempt to measure the degree to which the allow resource allocations and reallocations to

reprisals satisfied these motivating considers- be made without resolving the model each time
tionas for new optimal values.

r 1031 P 1034
Schwartz, Lawrence Z., Application of onlin*ar Broussalian, Vartkes L., rho Present Value Cri-
Programing and Bayeslan Statistics to the Theory teon In military Znvestments, 10 pp., 21 Sep
of the Pirm (Presented at the 6th International 1966 (Presented at the Opecatious Research Society
Symposium on Mathematical Programing, Princeton of America Meeting, Oct 1966)
University, 15 Aug 1967) This paper discusses the reasons why the

In the primal, optimal input and output present value criterion, to which logically
levels of an n-product monopolistic firm, opera- discounting leads up, is not appropriate for
ting in the short run, are to be obtained. The nonmarketable investment decisions, of which a
short run is a period short enough so that at substantial proportion ol military systems anal-
least some of the firm's factors of production yses constitutes a sub-class.
are fixed and indivisible. The firm will be
assumed to maximize some utility function be- F 1033
longing to its decision-maker, subject to pro- Buc, Bernard J., Some Analytical Elements of Fleet
duction function constraints on resource use. Air Defense Planning, 35 pp., Nov 1971 (Presented
Production is to be assumed that all products to the Chief of Naval Researchr, Ministry of Ue-
are produced In the same plant so that there are fense, Whitehall, London, Nov 1971)
interactions in the decisioms to allocate te- Advancement in the technology of surface-to-
sources among the different products. These air missiles has led to the recent development
products will, in addition, be assumed to be of a such more sophisticated threat, the anti-
sold In mrkets wbere demand Is uncertain, ship cruise missile, which can be launched by

aircraft, surface ships, or submarines and -

r 1032 guided to Its target by either autonomous or
Schwartz, Lawrence Z., ra-e Step Gradient methods linked guidance in a wide variety of altitude,
for Decomposable Nonlinear Programming Problems speed, range combinations. Responses to such a
(Presented at the Conference on Optimization, threat have resulted in a wide spectrum of pro-
University of Keels, England, 25 Mar 1968; Pub- spective systems including electronic warfare to
lishd in Optimization edited by R. Hetcher, aid In the detection, classification and con-
Academic Press, 1969) fusion of the missile's platform and guidance

Several new algorithms for solving large- system. The relative expense and capabilities of
scale nonlinear programming problem having a these systems, however, preclude a simple choice
special structure are presented. These problems and necessitate some form of analytical treat-
occur in economics and in certain related con- ment to aid the selection from amongst alterna-
texts. The constraint set in problem of the tives. This paper considers some of the eiements
type to be considered contains both nonlinear of such an analysis.
and linear functions, the linear portion of the
constraint matrices having the usual block P 1036
diagonal or staircase structure. Many otherwise Cotton, James L.; Karas, Robert 9. (Cdr., USs);

S- ~ independent Linear blocks are linked together by and Linnell, Richard D., U.S. Navy Ship Autom-
a relatively small number of nonlinear con- tion, 27 pp., Feb 1972 (Presented at the 3rd Ship
aecting relations. Control Systems Symposium at Foxhill, Rath, U.K.,

26-28 Sep 1972)
IP 1033 Use of automation can reduce the manning of
Schwartz, Lawrence Z., An znventory model for future design U.S. Navy ships by about 30 per-

ultistage Production Processes (Presented at the cent imediately and by 40 percent in the 1980s.
Joint Meeting of The Institute of Management The technology is available now, but changes of
Sciences and the Operations Research Society of the Navy management organimation and select
America, I May 1968) changes in Navy operative directives and pro-

This paper develops a model to determine the cdures -- st be made if use of this technology
optimal sizes of the inventories that a firm or
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is to provide real reductions of manning in P 1040
future new-construction ships. Kozman, Theodore A. and Forrester, J.ai.,* Pulsa-

tile Flow In a Modeled Stenosis (Presented at the
1037 26th Annual Conference on Engineering in Medicine

Butterly, Peter J., Position Finding for Multiple and Biology, Sep-Oct 1973)
ZndistInguishable signal Sources, 20 pp., Jul 1973 A theoretical investigation of pulsatile
(Published as (CNA)1301-73; Presented at the 32nd laminar, axisymmetric flow of incompressible,
Military Operations Research Symposium) Newtonian fluid through a rigid converging-

In this paper the general problem of uti- diverging tube is undertaken. Through this study
lizing position-related observations to de- it is hoped that an insight into the differences
termine source position in the presence of a between the steady state and tim dependent
multiplicity of indistinguishable signal sources shearing stes, pressure, and separation region
is considered from a gayesLan viewpoint. The will be gained. This paper briefly discusses the
treatment is directed towards ascertaining what theoretical formulation of the problem and gives
is known subsequent to the obervations and an example of the type of results which can be
consists mainly of the derivation of procedures obtained from such a solution.
to provide this knowledge. Results previously B*gineerlng Science and Mechanics Department,
obtained in a comparable treatment of the single Univeraity of ronnesse
source problem are incorporated In these
procedures. 1041

Anger, Thomas E., Some Critical Thoughts on o-
P 1038 fens. Resource Planning and the Role of Analysis,
Gray, Burton C., A Military manpower Projection 21 pp., 28 Jan 1974 (Published as Memorandum
and Simulation Model, 24 pp., Apr 1973 (Published (CNA)74-155; presented at 31st Military Operations
as (C )804-73; Published in the Proceedings of Research Symposium, Jun 1973)
the International Congress on a Programming This paper first discusses defense resource
Language (AFL Congress 73) Aug 1973) planning under McNamara and shows how his system

The Enlisted Personnel Projection and Simula- worked. It then shows how the Laird system
tion Model ( 5PPSH) has been developed for the worked, and compares the major differences be-
Navy as an aid to manpower planners and analysts tween the Mclimara and Laird systems. Next, It
concerned with projecting future manpower struc- highlights the role of the participants in the
tures. The paper Includes the details of the Laird system and the kinds, of analysis used in
model theory and interpretation and a descrip- the key decision documents in the system.
tioe of the programming environment, logic, and Finally. it summarizes some major conclusions to
characteristics of the Implementation, together be drawn from this history of defense resource
with an indication of the procedure to change planning.
and augment It

" 1039 Rrfoot, C. Bernard, Some Anti-Armor Models Used
"orgstrom, Robert E. (DP2, US5), Non-Spatlal in U.S. Marine Corps Planning Studies, 19 pp., Aug
Zoteractlon; An Alternative Approach to Trans- 1974 (Presented at the Conference on Modeling Land
portatlon Geography, 6 pp., Jan 1973 (Presented at Rattle Systems for Military Planning, Munich,
the Annual Meeting of the Middle Atlantic Division Germany, 26-30 Aug 1974)
of the Association of American Geographers, Jan This paper presents some analytic models of
1973) combat that have been used in planning studies

The geography of passenger transportation has by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, in support
long been biased by the presumption that a func- of decisions regarding the procurement of alter-
tional relationship exists between measurable native anti-armor weapons.
distances and the interaction of objects with
other places. Consequently, and with few excep- P 1043
tions, scientists of spatial Interaction have Forst, Brian E., ouantifying the Patient's Prefer-
viewed transportation systems as networks of ences, 19 pp., Oct 1972 (Presented at the confer-
conduits through which inanimate objects once conducted by dealth Services Research,
stochastically flow. In doing so they have Tucson, Arizona, Oct 1972)

assumed that it is the pair of cities which This paper describes a methodology for de-
Interact, and they have forgotten that it is a picting, in an explicit, quantitative statement, I
population of individual decision makers within an individual's tastes for the elements that
each city who are somehow motivated to travel comprise health status. This quantitative s-
from place to place. Viewing transportation pression is referred to interchangeably as the
geography In this way, an alternative method- preference function or disut1lity function.
ology is to consider not the geometry of sites
and routes but to attempt an understanding of P 1044
socio-cultural associations, the basis of what Moore, Arnold B., 8xperi ence with the Planning,
my be called, mon-spatial interaction. Programming and Budgeting System In the Federal
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Government, 9 pp., Apr 1969 (Address presented at The L5 year Index to Operation Research
the University of Chicago Management Conference) Volumes 1-15, 1952-1967 has been examined as a

Discusses the primary features of the PPS source of data on publication productivity of
System; evaluates the performance of the system operations research authors. Fishecs log--
Ln-the Defense Department; and points out some rithmic series and Simon's Yule distribution
major problems affecting the use of PPS and seo to give better fits to the observed fre-
economic analysis as a basis for planning in the quency distribution than predictions by Lotka's
Federal Government. Law of Scientific Productivity.

1 104$ P 1049
Friedheim, Robert L.; Goudreau, Karen; and Mahoney, Robert B., Jr., Assessing One Psycho-
Kadane, Joseph B., Forecastiag the otrcie of logical Dimension or East-West Competition zn
Large Negotlations Among mang Parties using Con- ,urope. 40 pp., Jun 1977 (Paper presented at the
tent Analysis, 29 pp.. Oct L975 (Presented at the workshop NMiitary Policy Xvaluation: Quantitative
Operations Research Society of America Meeting, AppJlications, Strategic Studies Institute, U.b.
Nov 1975; (CNA)75-1446) AMy Var College, Carlisle barracks, Pa., Jun 2-4,

This paper gives an analytic structure for 1977)
forecasting the outcome of large negotiations. This paper examines the perceptions of allied
First, statements of policy of decisioo-mskars leaders in the United Kingdom, France, and the
are thematically cotent-anwlysed. The themes Federal Republic of Germany, focusing upon the
are arranged In variables and interval-scaled to amount of inter-bloc tension in Europe, these
represent intuitive underlying distance. The leaders perceived over the period 1946-1970.
preferences of parties that have spoken are
found, and a regression is used to estimate P 1031
preferences of thoe who did met. The median is Roberts, Stephen S., Patterns of U.S. Navy Cruis-
used to indicate the outcome am a variable Ing an Overseas Stations, 1869-1897, 46 pp., Jul
aganset which so endment sMcceds if pref- 1979 (Prepared for presentation at the 72nd Annual
erencee are unimodal. fially utilities for Meeting of the Pacific Coast Branch of the Amern-
packages of several Lse decIed together aro can Historical Association, Honolulu, Hawaii, 12
estimated, with frequency of mutton as a am- Aug 1979)
sure of salience. The basic data for this study was drawn from
Carnegie-Nellon Univrelt the reports of the Secretary of the Navy, which

each year contained extensive port call informa-
P 1046 ties. Gaps and inconsistencies in this data were
Shuloky, Abram X., Soviet Percepiom of be U.S.- resolved by consulting the logs of the ships in
USs= RivaLrV, 11 pp., Mor 1976 (Presented at a. Record Group 24 of the National Archives. The
Conference on Soviet Perceptioms, Apr L976, Spom- result we a data base of soew 5,980 port calls
sored by Advanced Research Project@ (CN1)76-0447) outside Europe and eastern North America. These

The work on which this presentation is based port calls were put into a computer and Lpu-
was done in response to a request for studies of lated by a series of programs designed to reveal
the Soviet perception of the strategic-aea patterns of operations on the various stations.
race. First some methodological questions are This paper will report first the patterns ides-
presented and then a general description of some tified on each station, and then the overall
of the important issues is discused, pattern for the entire navy.

P 1047 P 10-3
Coil@, Russell C., $ibliomwtrc Studios of ScLn- Roberts, Stephen S., An Indicator of Znformal
titlc ProductIvit V (Presented at the annual met- Empire: Patterns of U.S. Navy Cruising on Overseas
ing of the American Society for Information Stations, 1069-1"97, 37 pp., Aug 1979 (Prepared
Science, San Francisco, Ca., Oct 6, 1976) for presentation at the Fourth Naval History Sym-

Scientific productivity is one of the problem posium, U.S. Navy Academy, 26 Oct 1979)
areas of information science. ow mny papers The U.S. Navy data generally confLrs the
eight a chemist publish during his professional concept of informal empire outlined at the
lifetime? Various mathematical models have been beginning of this paper. The concentration of
reviewed and the elbull distribution has been activity at political and economic focal points,
examined for applicability. where U.S. diplomatic agents were also present,

indicates that U.S. policy was to ensure law and
S1048 order and secure economic access through the
Coils, Russell C., Operations Research on Publi- existing local power structure if at all
cation Productivity (Presented at the Joint possible, while preventing European powers
National Meeting of the Operations Research (whose ships were also present at the same foci)
Society of America and The Institute of Management from obtaining privileges that would exclude
Sciences, Miami leach, Fla., Nov 4, 1976) Americans. The Navy demonstrated an ability to

respond to crises and intervene directly to
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protect life and property if local authority P 1057
broke dow, but such interventions were rola- Kelsey, David W., Antisu arine Warfare In Defense
tively rare. of ShIps at See, 41 pp., May 1981 (Presented at

the Naval Warfare Systems and Tecnnology Confer-
S1054 ence, American Institute of Aeronautics, Washing-

. Mahoney, Robert B., Jr., American Political- ton, D.C., Dec 1980)
,ilitary Operations and the structure of the Presents a broad overview of defending ships
International System, 1946-1975, 41 pp., Mar 1977 at sea from submarine attacks: how our defenses
(Revised version of a paper prepared for presents- have changed; where we seem to be heading; and,
tion at the annual meeting of the Section on Mili- som important problems that remain to be
tary Studies, International Studies Association, solved. Includes briefing text and slides.
Ohio State University, Oct 1976)

Over the period 1946-1975, the United States
conducted 215 political-military operations,
exclusive of the Korean and Vietnamese Wars.
These operations (which are described in greator
detail in the Blechman and Kaplan paper In this
volume) were instances in which the American
armed forces were used as policy instruments to
achieve politidal ends, short of major conflict.
This paper focuses upon the context In which
these operations took place, examieing the ways
in which they might have played a role in the
structure of the larger international system
over this 30-year period.

F 1055
Simons, L. Dean, The Amphhi 085 Warfare Mdel
Presentation for the October 1979 ORSA/IZNS Joint
National, 36 pp., Sep 1979 (Published as
(CNA)79-3095)

The Vector-I Theater Level Battle Model was
selected as a starting point. The model was
revised and added to as necessary to include
those features that characterize modern amphib-
Lous operations. The result is the Amphibious
Warfare Modl.

1 1056
Underwood, John L., Conflict in the Eastern ed:I-
terrannean, 33 pp., Aug 1979 (Paper presented at
European-American Workshop on rhe Security of
Turkey and It Allies: Self-Development and Zter-
dependence, convened under the auspices of the
European-American Institute for Security Research,
convened in Istanbul 10-12 Sep 1979, co-sponsored
by the Turkish Foreign Policy Institute) (Pub-
lished as (CNA)79-1240)

This paper seeks to examine the wartime capa-
bility of Allied naval forces in the Eastern
Mediterranean in the light of the continuing
Soviet buildup in naval strength and the chang-
ing naval balance. Implicit in this assessment
is a scenario that involves a buildup of tension
over a period of 2 weeks or more before hostil-
ities break out between NATO and the Warsaw
Pact. During that time NATO declares reinforced
alert. Warsam Pact territorial objectives In the
south would include the Turkish Straits and
surrounding territory. In this assessment, we
Identify area of relative weakness and suggest
actions to regain the capability needed.
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SECTION III
J. OTHER CENTER FOR NAVAL ANALYSES PUBLICATIONS

s ioat 1 1005
Averill, Felix Z., rhe Development of the Cent e O'Keefe, William F., he Centoer for aval Analy-

for maval Analyses. 1968 ea, In 1969, 21 pp.
This brochure presents information about the This brochure presents the Center's objec-

Center for Naval Analyses. It includes its mis- tives, organizations, methods of formulating the
sioes, responsibilities, structure and a brief study program, highlights of the 1969 program,
review of its history and that of its predecos- plans and future programs, and the Policy
sor organizatioas. Council. It reviews managerial practices and

the concept underlying a not-for-profit
N 31003 organization.
Coyle, John P., Contribution of Publ1c Policy and
"oag-ange Plans to urban tvolutlon, (Reprinted by a 1O00
Richard Clay and Company, Ltd., fungay, Suffolk. Miller, Melvin D., A Kinematic So2icion to Opt-i-
Great Britain) miSieg the Design of .atercept Barriere.

& concept is developed describing the evolu- 4 Jun 1967, (A thesis submitted to George Washing-
tion of the city as an intricate teleological ton University, School of agLeering and AppLied
mechanism which generates Its objectives intrin- Science)
sically. In the essentially political environ- The purpose of this thesis is to derive anal-
sent in which broader policy decisions are made ytically a set of decision aids which will
it is observed that the appreciation of quanti- assist a Naval con det in deploying his avail-
tative analysis tends to be les responsible able forces in the most effective intercept
than in en executive organization. Of equal barrier for a given tactical situation. A
importance, therefore, to the competence of the barrier is the disposition of units placed so
quantitative basis offered for decisions is the that an enemy mut penetrate the barrier to
organization of large and fateful programs into reach am objective. The barrier commander will
an evolving sequence or pattern of decisions attempt to thwart the enemy by using the barrier
allowing feedbacks from experience to validate units to intercept all penetration attempts. To
the process on its ow toms. As land-use pat- achieve interception, the barrier commander must
terus are determined largely by the peculiar, receive timely notice of the position and inten-,
icies of, the competitive" market, government tions of penetrators, and must have *an Lter-
land-use control can be achieved only through captor in a favorable position to close the
calculated interference with this market. enemy. This is a basic problem for the Naval
Attempts at regimentation into a preconceived commander faced with the task of administering a
ultimate use are of questionable value. Not only blockade or quarantine operation. It is the
are government powers too limited. but controls responsibility of the commander to manage his
act so slowly that the ultimate conception is forces so that they are used efficiently to
outdated before it takes effect. Regulatioa achieve his objectives.
should rather seek to exploit the operation of
the market ea an arbitration device, wbhich can 10
automatically seek socially optim= land-use Karns, Charles W., An Application of Lachester'a
patterns. Squatioas to Amphlbiour Assaulst, 19 pp., 31 Dec

1953, Operations Research Group Study No. 1, (Pre-
. 1004 sented at Operations Research Society of America
Operations Eveluation Group, 20th Anniversary Con- Neting, 22 ay 1954) AD 720 409
ference on Operation. Reosarch. 134 pp., ay 1962, This study presents several mathematical
AD 715 685 models of assault operations in which a superior

The Chief of Naval Research called the con- force of attackers attempts to land on an un-
forence on operations research in honor of the friendly beachhead. These simplified models may
twentieth anniversary of the Operations Evalue- be used in problems associated with the length
tion Group. The conference had two purposes: of battle and the nmber of attacker casualties.
first, to survey the past accomplishments, pre- The assault on Iwo Jima is examined to show how
se t activities, and future plans of military the length of battle and the attacker casualties
operations research groups In the United States might have varied with changes in the sizes of
and abroad; and, second, to hear and discuss the initial forces and the replacement rates of
papers on aw techniques and unsolved ptoblems the two opponents.
in operations research, education for operations
research aod new fields of application, and cur-
rent ideas regarding the organisation and direc-
tion, of military operations research groups.
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K 1009 This paper contains preliminary analysis on a
Noah, Joseph W., Cot Analysis in the Center for series of articles written for Morskoi Sbornick .
ravel Analyses, 6 pp., 19 Mar 1965, (Published as (Naval Digest) by Flet Admiral Sergey Gorshkov,

(CNA)65-43) AD 616 359 Commander in Chief of the Soviet Navy. It points-
This document reports the plans and activi- out that while Gorshkov's professed ain is to

ties of the cost analysts within the Center for foster unity within the Soviet Navy as to its
Naval Analyses. It is intended to inform and proper role under existing circumstances, his
draw comsents from interested Naval officers real objective is to justify a vast naval con-
associated with the Center for Naval Analyses, struction program. Using historical examples to
from the sanagement and project leaders in CNA, convey proper role in the defense of the Soviet 4
ad from those outside of CIA engaged in similar Union, Gorshkov interprets every occurrence in
activities, both Tearist and Soviet Russian history to

demonstrate that the USSR has an urgent need to
K 1010 get about building the much larger navy he holds
SinaI, Fred 1. (RD3, USX), A Global Znverse Puac- as necessary for defense against the Western
tion ? eorem, 11 pp., Apr 1971 States and furtherance of the USSR's expanding

This paper applies the methods of algebraic maritime interests. This analysis proceeds on
topology to the analytic problem of existence of the assumption that Gorshkov's interest is not
an inverse function. Given a continuously dif- that of an historian and that he is not inter-
ferentiable function on subset of real n-space, ested in writing an objective naval history, but
the existence of an inverse on the whole set is that he Is concerned with the further develop-
reduced to some conditions on the behavior at meat of the Soviet Navy and is using military
the boundary. While not necessary, these condi- policy and strategy.
tione hold in a wide variety of cases.

8 1013
X loll1 Hibbs, Norm J.. An zatroduction to the yARN,
Annual Report of the Board of Overseers of the 10 pp., 1972, (Published as (CNA)72-1684)
Center for savel Analyses, (CiL Report (CN&)71-323 This view of the Navy Resource Model (r AHU)
for the period ending 31 Aug 1971, AD 739 380; CKA is intended for the reader who is not already
Report (CM)72-1792 for the period ending 31 Aug familiar with the HARK and wants to gain a
1972; (CA)73-1646 for the period ending Aug 1973; general understanding of how it works. Since
(CNA)75-568 for the period ending Aug 1974; 1969 the services have been required to develop
(CKA)76-595 for the. period ending Aug 1975; their preferred programs within a fiscal con-
(CNA)77-568 for the period ending Aug 1976; straint set by the Secretary of Defense. Today's
(CNA)78-1404 for the period ending Aug 1977; Navy planner chooses force levels, major pro-
(CMA)73-533 for the period ending Aug 1978; curement programs, and ship and aircraft opera-
(CNA)80-673 for th. period ending Aug 1979; ting policies; constrained by the fixed budget,
(CYA)80-1675 for the period ending Aug 1980; he achieves increases in one area only by giving
(CiA)S-2061 for the period ending Aug 1981; up resources in another. It became desirable to

. (CNA)82-2138 for the period ending Aug 1962 have an automated technique that would rapidly
This report is issued by the CNA Board of and consistently determine the resources needed

Overseers to executives of the Departments of for the sany broad choices open to Navy decision
Defense and Navy who are responsible for the sakers within fiscal guidance. The Center for
contractual relationship between the University Naval Analyses developed the Navy VAsource Model
of Rochester and the Navy. CIA is charged with (NAiI) for this purpose. Given data that
conducting a continuing program of research, describes a base year, and a force structure of
studies, and investigations that will assist ships and aircraft that is desired in future
Navy officials in making policy decisions and years, it will develop a consistent program for
with providing the Department of the Navy with those years.
operational capabilities. It also contains the
managesment's annual review of work accomplished K 1014
by CNA during FY 1971 and a review of the Anger, Thomas E., A Critical Review of Defense
Center's organization structure, the use of Resource Planning and the Role of Analysis,
government resources, and the plans and programs 32 pp., Mar 1973 (Published as (CMA)73-64)

proposed for F 1972. This paper discusses the resource planning
involved in the preparation of the annual

N 1012 defense budgets, and the role analysis plays in
Nerrick, Robert W., Gorhkov makes the Case for this process. Chapter 2 deals with the process
Further Great xpanslon of Soviet Navy: A Current by which decisions about the size and allocation
Series of Articles In Karakoi Sbornik by Fleet of the defense budget are made. Chapter 3 dis-
Adiral Sergey Gorshov Commander In C)hef, Soviet cusses in more detail the contribution of analy-
Savy, 74 pp., Oct 1972 (CIA Publication sis to the decision process, and the limitations
(CRA)72-1561, 19 Oct 1972) on what analysis can contribute. Chapter 4 sum-

arizes the lessons that decision makers and
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analysts should remember about the decision increased productivity and sore months of on-

process and the role of analysis. It concludes the-job effectiveness per accession. The discus-

with suggestions on ways to improve the decision sion is divided into four sections: Civilianiza-

process that would change current practices tion, Capital/labor substitution, Procurement

without requiring fundamental changes. Alternatives, and Reduction of non-effective
time. It is to be emphasized that our efforts

V 1015 are directed toward making people aware of the

Herrick, Robert V.; McConnell, James M.; and broad issues involved and pointing out areas for

MccGwire, Michael K., Admiral Gorskbov on the more detailed study rather than advocating one

Soviet .avy in War and Peace, 1973, (The Gorshkov or another specific action to be taken.

Series of articles were published in Morskoj
Sbornik between Feb 1972 and Feb 1973, Issue Nos. K 1020
2-6, 8-12 for 1972; 2 for 1973; Published as Tyson, James K., Application of Ash campaign asai-

(CNA)73-651.10, 73-968, 73-1303.30 and 74-100; see mon Procedures to the World War Z Battle of
also CRC 257) the Atlantic, 14 pp., Nov 1972, (Published as

In February 1972 the Soviet Navy's monthly (CNA)72-1754)
journal, the Naval Digest, began the publication A simplified analytical method is used to

of a series of 11 articles by Admiral of the "predict" merchant ship and U-boat losses for
Fleet Sergey Gorahkov, Commander :in Chief of the two time periods of the Battle of the Atlantic.
Soviet Navy. The general title of the series was Prediction for the first 18 months of the war
avies In Mar and Peace. The series of three beginning in September 1939, is beso on World

working papers is devoted largely to a summary War I experience. For the second, 8-month
presentation and an analysis of the rationale period, beginning at U.S. entry into the war,
presented by Gorshkov for building an even the previous campaign is used as a basis. The
larger Soviet Navy. predicted total losses agree fairly well with

* Center for Foreign Policy studies, Dalhousie the historical results, but begin to break down,
iversity., Canada when extended beyond 12-18 months, as changes in

weapon system and training become effective.

K 1017
systems Evaluation Group study Program, 22 pp., d 1021
Feb 1974, (Published as (SZG)72-656.10) Anger, Thomas E. and Kanter, Herschel E., Navy

This document provides a listing of major Responses to Changes in the Defense Resource Plan-
studies currently undertaken or previously ac- nIng Process, 24 pp., Mar 1973, (Published as
complished by the Systems Evaluation Group .(EG) (CNA)73-644)
of the Center for Naval Analyses. This paper begins with a review of the

McNamara system, shows how the Laird system

a 1016 works and how it differs from the McNamara eye-
Dismkes, N. Bradford, Wartime Mission& of the tem, and ends vith a discussion of changes in
Soviet General Purpose Force avy, 19 pp., Sep the Navy's planning process.
1973, (Published as (CNA)73-1717)

This paper deals with conjectured changes in X 1022
the wartime missions of Soviet General Purpose Kent, Clement F., A Nximization Problem, L3 pp.,
naval forces as the Soviet naval leadership Jun 1962, (Published as Memorandum (OG)62-705)
adjusts the roles of its existing and planned The following mathematical problem has arisen
naval systems to meet changing strategic and in the context of economics, but is sufficiently
technical realities. It examines briefly the interesting to be stated as an Independent math-
character of the changing strategic and techni- estical problem.
cal realities. It examines briefly the character rhe Problem: Given the following pair of
of the changing strategic setting; hypothesizes equations
several possible Soviet responses; and concludes
with a brief review of several implications for n
Western planners which appear to follow from the 1: xi I
analysis. (1)

U 1019
O'Neill, David H. and Stephen, Robert A. (Cdr., a 2
USK), rhe New High Cost of Nilitary Nanpower, H

2  
(2)

18 pp., May 1972, (Published as (1NS)72-57) 1
The significance of the All-Volunteer Armed

Forces (AVAF) pay raises is mch broader than consider solutions x ,x 2 ,...xn, where xi are
merely attracting more people to voluntarily non-negative real numgro.
enlist in the military services. This paper

addresses the problem of finding ways to compen-
ste for the Increased cost of manpower through
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11 1023 intervention in Czechoslovakia, and to support"

Kelly. Anne M., Briefing oan Soviet Part Visi ts and Sanidr foreign policy aims in the Middle Est
the Zatornationallat Mission of" the Soviet Navy, and Angola. We have, however, been unable to
33 pp., 6 Jan 1975, (Published as emaorandum find any referene to those or similar uses of
(CNA)75-19) the Soviet air force In the open Soviet

This briefing discusses port visits, their literature; this contrast with a growing
use and effectiveness as instruments of Soviet willingness to allude to such questions with
Foreign Policy. respect to the Soviet Armed Forces as a whole,

or with respect to some of the other services.
U 1024
Sbulsky, Abram N.. Gorshkor on Naval Arm 10/ - ItI27
imeo: Xr'O XOGO? 20 pp., Jan 1974, (Published as Kaufman. Alfred I., on r'ho Theory of Pausive
Memorandum (CNA)74-2005.10) Acoustic Detection, 58 pp., Mray 1977, (Published

In his series savies In war and Peace, as (CM&)77-591)
Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet Union S.G. Presented is a critical review of the funda-
Gorshkov presents a generally pessimistic view mental ideas that underlie the conventional
of the naval arms lmitation agreements of the theory of acoustic detection. This review is
period between the two world wars. He notes that constructed around the suggestion that acoustic
they did not achieve their stated purpose of detection apparatus be employed for collecting
naval arms limitation, and that from the aid- information about a complete set of tactically
1930's, a new unrestrained and in no way regu- relevent parameters rather than for testing
lated naval arms race began. He borders on hypothesis. This Idea is illustrated by applying
sarcasm In his description of the successive the Woodward & Davies concept of sample-path
naval conferences as the war of the diplomats Information to the problem of detection of
for supremacy at sea. signals in White noise. Finally, we argue that

within such an information-theoretic framework,
X 1025 Information generally disregarded by conven-
lorgetrom, Robert 1. (USN); Goudreau, Kenneth A.; tionial procedures can be extracted from the
and Kuzmack, Richard A., Znstallatioas Planning, received voltage history. To obtain this addi-
250 pp., I Jul 1971, with appendices A, 5, C, and tional amount of information, it is required
D (Published as Memorandum (CN)71-152.10, that we possess a far more detailed description
(CH)71-153, and (CNA)71-154.10) of underwater acoustics than what a conventional

This paper responds to a request from the theory would demand. In return, however, passive
Secretary of Defense to conduct a selected anal- rane measurements based on the received voltage
ysis of Installations Plannn. The analysis history alone become conceptually feasible.
describes the Navy's entire shore/support struc-
ture in F-1970. Each base complex 'worldwide is a 1025
described by a list of all the shore/support Dutch, William J., A Talk On Cuban Military Diplo-
units (UIC's) at the complex and the personnel, . eacy Zn Africa and The middle est, 1961-1977,
TOA and NIT revenues of each unit. These data 45 pp., Oct 1977, (Published as (CN)77-633)
are sumarized by fiscal guidance category and Presented to CHA Board of Overseers June
by claimant. The complexes are ranked according 1977. In 1975, when Cuba sent thousands of com-
to size to determine how much of all shore/ bat troops to support the Popular Kovement for
support is concentrated at a relatively few the Liberation of Angola (the liLA), many
complexes. They are also sorted by major ge*- observers were taken aback at what they presumed
graphical area to determine the distribution of to be a radical and dangerous departure in Cuban
Navy shore/support throughout the world. The foreign policy, the more dangerous because It
analysis also estimates FY-1972 and FY-1973 was assumed to have been in large part dictated

shore/support by complex by projecting the to Cuba by the Kremlin, a calling-in of Cuban
TY-1970 data. These projections are consistent debts that led Cuban troops to fight as Soviet
with the fiscal guidance category totals of surrogates in a war by proxy. With other poten-
PON-73. A regression analysis is performed to tial conflicts looming in Africa it becomes
relate the amount of base operations support important to know whether these assumptions are
resources used in FY-1970 to the numbers and correct, whether the Soviet Union can indeed
types of units supported. Preliminary results direct the dispatch of Cuban troops to Third
are presented in this paper. World countries as it wishes. This paper looks

at this question as part of its study of Soviet
K 1026 activities in the Third World.
Shulsky, Abram N., Ite Soviet Air Force: Silence
About its Znterventlonal and Political Uses, M 1029
7 pp., Feb 1976, (Published as (CW&)76-0217) Dell, Albert H., U.S. navy marine Corps, and Air

In recent years, the Soviet Air Force (In Force Fixed-Ning Zn-Flight Combat Losses to XZG
particular, the Military Transport Aviation Aircraft In Southeast Asia from 1965 Through 1972,
branch) has been used in the military 24 pp., Mar 1978, (Published as (CNA)78-0397)
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These lists of possible, probable, and known The development of a Semiautometed Recon-
U.S. aircraft losses to MIG aircraft were ex- struction Facility (SARS) for use at SubDevGru
tracted from the computer data base generated Two at New London, Connecticut is reviewed. The
and maintained by the Operations Evaluation application of fourth generation micro-

Group (OEG) of the Center for Naval Analyses programmeable, interpretive computer hardware to
(CNA). This is not an official list of U.S. emulate earlier generation technology is dis- 2
aircraft losses to WIG aircraft during the cussed as a cost-effective alternative for

Southeast Asia conflict. It does contain all of future Navy computer systems procurement. SAKF
the incidents listed in the data base which hardware and software specifications are pro-
included the terms possible or probable HIG sented in an appendix to this memorandum.
aircraft. Some incidents include more than one
weapon listed under defenses, e.g., surface-to- K 1034
air (possibly WG). As is common in combat re- Mangel, Marc S. Noew ethods in Search or a oving
porting systems, not all of the data was known Target, 89 pp., Sep 1978, (Published as
for all incidents, and different sources (CNA)78-L365)
reported some conflicting data. Many Lnconsis- In this memorandum, soes new methods in the
tencies in the reported data and cases of mis- search for moving targets are introduced. The
leading data were found. In such cases, every target motion can be deterministic, conditional-
effort was med* to determine the facts and, if ly deterministic or stochastic. The main search
this could not be done, the parameter in ques- problem is the calculation of the joint density
tion was deleted or labeled unknown. The tables for the target location and unsuccessful search.
included in enclosure I are as follows: The conditional density for the target location,
Table I-U.S. Navy Losses, Table 2-U.S. Marine given that the search is not successful, is
Corps Losses, Table 3-U.S. Air Force Losses. obtained by integration of the joint density.

The joint density is calculated by solving the
V 1030 differential equation that it satisfies. The
Xaufman, Alfred I., rhe Effect of Thresholding on density satisfies a first order partial diffe-
the Znformatlon Gathered in Acoustic Processing, rentlal equation (in the case of deterministic
15 pp., Dec 1977, (Published as (CNA)77-1846) or conditionally deterministic target motion) or

This CNA-initiated effort conducted an exten- a second order partial differential equation (in
sive investigation of the fundamental principles the case of stochastic target motion). In the
of acoustic detection processing to. determine former cases, the method of characteristics is
whether mejor improvement in detection caps- used to determine the joint density. In the
bility could be obtained by changing the conven- Latter case, a ray method is used to obtain the
tional processing methodology. The loss of density. The mea time to detection is calcu-
information produced by conventional processing lated. Four typical search problems are.treated
techniques has already been discussed in a pre- in order to illustrate the methods developed
viously published memorandum (See (CNA)77-591, here.
M 1027). Here, based upon the principles of
Bayesian statistics, we suggest a processing a 1036
methodology that gathers the entire amount of Watson, Bruce W. (LCdr., USN), Sovise Naval
available information concerning the presence of Responm to Crises, 112 pp., Jun 1979

an acoustic target, and therefore promises to Under Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet
provide considerable improvement in the detec- Union Sergey G. Gorshkov, who was appointed to
tLon capability of naval Sear. the position of Comander-in-Chief in 1956, the

Soviet navy has participated in a variety of
K 1032 operations. These have included maintaining a
Nance, John F. and Cishek, Jean H., A One-On-one naval presence on many of the world's oceans as
Interactive war-at-See Cam, 112 pp., Nov 1977, well as conducting a port visit program, acquir-
(Published as (CNA)77-l1207) ing access to the port facilities of several

A one-on-one war-at-sea game has been devel- Third World nations, accomplishing exercise,
oped as a first step in creating a graphics surveillance and patrol activities and finally
interactive model to be used for evaluating staging naval responses to crisis situations.

tactics and for training pilots in their use. Among these, crisis reactions are perhaps the
Aircraft and missile system parameters used in most important activity since nowhere else has
implementing the model are hypothetical to keep the navy been put to such severe tests, nowhere
the memorandum unclassified. The feasibility of else has international tension been greater, and
a many-on-many Same and a model for the desk-top nowhere else has the navy accrued greater bene-
calculator has been explored, fits for the Soviet Union. The purpose of this

work is to examine these responses in order to
1 1033 offer an insight into the types that have
Eollingshead, Robert A., Semlautomated Reconstruc- occurred, the motives behind them, the charac-
tion Facility (SARI), 40 pp., Jun 1977, (Published teristics of each reaction, and finally to make
as (CNA)77-0346)
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some predictions concerning the nature of future 3. National Scores. Tables of national scores
responses. and estimates are provided immediately following

the histogram. They include each nation's data-
a 1039 based score, its estimate, and its combined
Watson, Bruce W. (LCdr., USN), An xnrorpretation score, as well as its frequency of remarks
of the Soviet Naval Deployments to the Caribbean (sample sixe) on the issue. The histograms were
See and Gulf of Mexico, 1969-1978, 38 pp., Nov drawn from these tables, using combined score.

h t1978 4. Outcomes. The outcome tables show the results
The nineteen Soviet naval deployments to the of simulated votes between pairs of proposals.

Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico which have These pairs indicate the number of states that
occurred since June 1969 are viewed as part of would vote for a proposal if all 148 states were
the naval program aimed at working toward the forced to choose one of the two alternatives.
achievement of Soviet strategic goals. 5. Mean Group Pref erences. This table summarizes

the positions of affiliational and common-
S1040 interest groups. The table is divided according
Friedheim, Robert L.; Goudreau, Karen W.; Dutch, to substantive position preferred. mean Score
"illims J.; French, Lorraine M.; Young, Karen Y.; corresponds to a variable rank. Standard Devia-
and Kadane, Joseph B., 2he Landlocked and shelo- tlon indicates the degree of unity with the
locked States In the Law of Sea Negotiations, group. A group with a unified position has a
98 pp., Jan 1974, (Published as (CUA)74-1) small standard deviation.

The United States must have a policy to deal 6. Natlonal Preerences. Individual states are
with the negotiating problems raised by the grouped together according to outcome preferred
presence of the landlocked and shelflocked to the issue. Prepared to assist the U.S. dsle-
states at the Law of the Sea Conference. U.S. gation In bargaining, these tables Indicate not

" negotiators must know what the landlocked and only preference, but relative strength of pref-
shelflocked want, what they think of the U.S. erence (firm support, general support) for a
proposals before the conference, how they have position on an issue.
organized themselves, and what trade-offe they
would accept to help create a successful outcome 10a 4
that all major groups of participants could Kadane, Joseph B., Analysis of Voting Rule Possi-
accept. The purpose of this paper is to provide bilities for La of the Seas and Analysis of the
some of the facts and snalysis necessary before Voting Rule Adopted for Law of the See, 8 pp., Jun
a policy is decided upon. 1974 and Jul 1974, (Published as (CN)74-913 and

(CNA)74-1223)
It 1041 These papers analyze four possible rules for

. Friedheim, Robert L.; Kadane, Joseph B.; Goudreau, voting and describes the consequences of the
Karen W.; Durch, William J.; French, Lorraine M.; rule adopted by the Law of the Sea Conference.
and Young, Karen Y., the View from the Beginning
of the Conference: Projected Outcome on Seven t 1043
Major Law of the Sea ossues, 103 pp., Jun 1974, FriedheiL, Robert L., Law of the Sea Briefing for
(Published as (C01)74-934) the CM Board of Overseers, February 1975, 18 pp.,

This paper presents an analysis of overall Feb 1975, (Published as (C0A)75-150)
patterns, interactions, and alternative stra- Discusses briefly, first, the outcome of the
tegims for the following seven major issue 3rd UN Law of the Sea Conference, held in
areas: territorial sea; unimpeded navigation; Caracas, Venezuela, and what happened at home in
fishing; seabed delimitation; powers of ISRA; its aftermath: second. what CNA's Law of the Sea
scientific research; and vessel source pollu- Project did to prepare the DOD and State Depart-
tion. Includes on appendix presenting tabular ment members of the U.S. delegation and how well
data on the seven major issues, packages, and our work holds up in hindsight; what the future
tradeoffs employing the following types of anal- eight hold for this negotiation, which will
yses in each: resume in March in Geneva. especially on issues
I. Variable. The variable is central to all that affect important Navy Interests.
other tables, for it represents the way the 4

problem was viewed. The variable shows the range N 1044
of statements that have been made on the sub- Friedheim, Robert L.; Kadane, Joseph 5.; and
ject, and the ranks assigned to each. Each varn- Goudreau, Karen W., Lev of the Sea Project Method-
able table includes an "orgsanisaional scheme" ology, 12 pp., Feb 1974, (Published as (CNA)74-
for the variable, describing the underlying 242)
conceptual organization of the variable. Discusses the research methods used by the
2. Histogram. The histogram serves as a visual Law of the Sea Study to deal with the probleme
summary of the distribution of states on the of negotiating a multilateral Law of the Sea
issue. Indicated on the histogram are the cur- treaty. Thus a complex and technical subject
rent central tendency of negotiation (the matter as well as the decision process-
median) and the U.S. national preference score. parliamentary diplomacy--vere taken into account
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in designing the methods. Also, the methods were don't have one. Without a strategy that identi-
devised to provide users of the research with flee national priorities and places potential
the widest possible range of useful products; threats in perspective, bad ideas persist and
that is, descriptions of how individual states myths go unchallenged.
perceive their interests, analyses of these
perceptions for their implications as to X 1048
positions on law of the sea issues, and Weinland, Robert G., The Soviet Navy in 1979: Part
projections of voting outcomes on law of the sea 1, Letter to the Editor of US Naval Institute
issues based on states' interests and positions. Proceedings entitled, 4 pp., Jul 1980
The basic methodology of the Law of the Sea Comments on an article published in the U.S.
Study can be divided into five steps: Naval Proceedings in April 1980 by Capt. Williau
[11 Develop data f. J. Nanthorpe, Jr. (USN).
[2] odel the policy problem
[31 Create state &cores 1049
[4 Develop state estimates Utgoff. Kathleen P. and Utgoff, Victor A., Ship-

P (5] Analysis and forecasting ping Jobs Abroad, Editorial entitled, 4 pp., Apr
1981

X 1045 The Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary
Friedhelm, Robert L. and Jehn, Mary E., Ant~ci- of Defense have been criticized for suggesting
patIng Soviet Behavior at the Third UN L a of the that ws consider purchasing nuclear submarines
Sea Conference: USSR Positlons and DIleine, abroad. Much of the criticism is based on the
39 pp., Apr 1974, (Published as (CNA)74-519) belief that foreign-built submarines can be had

The purpose of this paper is to assess the only at the expense of American jobs. Not only
known probable Soviet positions on a number of is this belief misguided, but it obscures the
major substantive ocean law issues and examine factors that should influence the decision.
some serious problem the Soviet Union will face
in developing its bargaining strategy for the UN K 1050
conference. McConnell, James N., Briefing: Soviet Doctrine,

Past, Present, and Future, 29 pp., Her 1960, (Pub-
9 1046 lishad as (CR)SO-164)
Warner, John T., Analysis of the Retention Zopact Discusses how the Soviets view doctrine and
of the Proposed Retizement System, 53 pp., Apr for how long Soviet doctrinal statements hold
1978, (Prepared under contract or the President's -ood, how far doctrine looks ahead. Then dis-
Commission on Military Compensation) (Published as cusses in a general sort of way the evolution of
(CNA)78-0362) Soviet military doctrine over the last 20 years,

This paper describes the methodology and mainly through looking at Soviet statements. And
aesuaptions used to develop estimates of the then finally briefly reviews Soviet doctrinal
effects on retention of the retirement system evolution over the last 20 years to see if there
proposed by the President's Commission On N11- isn't some pattern, some strategy of develop-
tary Compensation (PCC). Because the future is mant, to help us predict the future, so that we
difficult to predict, a range of retention esti- can start to anticipate doctrinal innovations
mates is presented. The predictions are subject instead of just reacting to them after the fact.
to uncertainty both because of a lack of mpir-
Lceal data to test the predictions and because N 1051
tim was not available to validate estimates of Nola, Donald F., PrellAtnary Reuts in the
many of the parameters in the model. While the Analysis of Cuban Quarantine Operations (u),
uncertainty of these predictions must be recog- 23 pp., Apr 1964
nixed, the range presented places reasonable This memorandum contains background informa-
bounds on the likely effect of the new system. tion about the CUSEX analysis and preliminary
We also believe that a sound procedure was used results of punched card and manual data proces-
to develop the predictions. Hovever, they must sing. Primarily the data describe effort ex-
be regarded as tentative without empirical data pended in the surveillance operations.
to back them up.

KI 1052
U 1047 Lacy, James L., Within Bounds: The Navy JA Postwar
Wait, Stephen ., strategic Mythology, Editorial American Seucirty Policy, 625 pp., Nov 1983
Entitled, 4 pp., har 1981 This paper generally follows a chronological

U.S. foreign policy continues to be grounded structure, it is not a detailed and documented
in vague or erroneous statements of U.S. vital history in the usual sense, but rather a deriva-
interest. Hawks call for drawing the Jime tive outline of events and perceptions intended
against Comiunlst-iaspird terrorism, while for prescriptive purposes not commonly pursued
doves fear another Vietnam. Neither group has by the historian. No subject is treated e-
presented compelling arguments based on an haustively; several subjects are treated in
appropriate national strategy. Why? Because we fleeting fashion; soe" arguably pertinent
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material has not been dealt with at all. The-
scope and character of coverage, have been i

.4 fashioned with an eye toward the kinds of issues
*that should be taken account of in contemporary

discussions of the Navy's role in overall
* defense. Accordingly, much that is interesting,

but in the author's Judgment not greatly
pertinent, he been excluded. By the sam token.
there has been no hestiancy here to take
advantage of the secondary and public leterature j
wherever these contribute to the examination. V
Breaking new ground has been of less interest
than synthesizing what can be known from what is
already in the public record.

Absent from the literature is a single
volume-of a manageable level of generality for
the policymaking comunity-on four decades of
naval strategy consideed in these terms. This
paper, hopefully, fills part of .his gap.
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SECTION III
K. PUBLIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Studies RI 74-1
oleo, Arlene S. and Horowitz, Stanley A., rhe

111 73-1 Effect of unemployment Insurance and Eligib.lity
Brown, George F.. Jr. and Silverman, Lester? ., Enforcement on Unemployment, 30 pp., Apr 1974,
rhe Retail Price of Heroin: Estimation and App.1i- (Published in Journal of Law and Economics, Oct
cations, 68 pp., 16 Mar 1973 1974)

Develops estimates of the retail price of In order to produce a more reliable and more
heroin in a number of U.S. cities and applies useful estimate of the impact of Unemployment
these estimates in analyses of problems asso- Insurance benefit liberality on the measured
elated with the use of illicit narcotics. Appli- rate of unemployment, an improved model of the
cations of the estimated price series provide structure of the Ul system and the way it mt lu-
insight into the structure of the heroin market ences unemployment rates has been developed. The
and the relationship between heroin prices and first section of this paper describes Laporctant
crime. legal and administrative characteristics of

state systems, particularly the rules deter-
1373-2 mining an applicant's eligibility to draw bens-
Jacobson, Louis S., The Use of ,ongltudinal Data fits and the opportunities for flexibility in
to Assess the Zmpact of Manpower Training cw ErZan- administration of the rules. The second section
Isgs, 39 pp., Jul 1973 describes our overall model of the U1 system and

Discusses research using Social Security data presents results that show the relation between
to eassure the effect of government manpower benefit liberality and unemployment.
training programs on the earnings of partici- 6,.
pants. Previous studies employed a longitudinal M3! 74-2
set of Social Security summary earnings records Fraser, David W.;* Mitchell, James E.;**
of over 50,000 individuals who participated in Silverman, Lester P.; and Feldman, Koger A.,*
MDTA Institutional training in 1964 and 70,000 Undiagnosed Bacterial Meningitis In Vermont
individuals randomly selected from the same Children, 9 pp., Oct 1974
file. This study uses Social Security's Contin- Community-acquired bacterial meningitis in
uous Work History Sample (CWES) to demonstrate Vermont children under 5 years of age was recog7-
that these prior studies have substantially nized less Zreqeutly in 1967-1970 in those towns
underestimated the imtact of training on with low total hoopitalization rates Loan in
sernings. towns with hospitalization rates above L5 admis-

sions per 100 population. Using the towns wich
1 73-3 high hospitalization rates as a norm, it was
Silverman, Laster P., The Determinants of Daily found that towns with fewer recognized meningi-
sergancy Admissions to Hospitals, 22 pp., Jul tis cases than expected had significantly
1973 greater rates of death from obscure causes in

Studies of the demand for hospital services children 1-59 months of age in 1967-1970. It is
have generally ignored the determinants of suggested that about 17 deaths in 1967-1970 in
arrivals of different types of patients in a Vermont children 1-59 months of age were associ-
geographic area. Requests for emergency admis- ated with the failure to recognize bacterial
*ioa are the most uncertain factor in the daily meningitis in children from towns with low rates
resource allocation decisions of the hospital. of medical care utilization.
Emergencies constitute 30 percent of hospital * Center for Disease Control, U.S. Public Health
admissions, but at least one large Pittsburgh service
hospital does not explicitly plan for them. This " Vermont State Department of Health
policy my be quit. costly, both to the hospital
and to elective patients in the queue. This FRI 75-1
paper investigates several distributed lag Levine, Daniel B.; Silverman, Lester P.; and
models for explaining daily emergency admissions Spruill, Nancy, Urban Crime and Heroin Avall-
(both total and disease-, age-, and sex- ability, 42 pp., Apr 1975
specific) on a county-wide basis. it is esti- This paper reports the relationship between
maced that pollution and temperature affect the level of crime and the price of heroin in
admissions in susceptible disease classes; a Detroit, Michigan. In particular, we wish to
50 percent abatement In pollution would keep estimate, using past data, how much of an in-
1-2 respiratory patients out of the hospital crease in crime is associated with, say, a 10
each day. Day-of-the-week effects are sur- percent rise in the price of heroin. Although
prisingly important for this class of patients. such changes in crime can be ascribed to addicts

alone by making the plausible assumption that
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non-addict criminals are unaffected by changes according to which the firms' tax bills are
in the price of heroin, this study provides no computed, the tax tends to have short-run and
*information whatever on the question of what possibly even loug-run incentive effects on the
proportion of the current crime level is caused behavior of individual firms. For a full evalua-
by addicts. tion of the working of the tax and for an

assessment of the effects of possible changes in
FRIZ 7S-2 the tax structure, it seems highly desirable
Devine, Eugene J.; Jacobson, Louis S.; Jondrow, that such incentive effects he ascertained in as
James M.; Katz, Arnold H.; and O'Neill, David N., such detail as possible. This paper summarizes
Removing Restrictions on Zmports of Steel, 415 -the findings of an extensive theoretical study
pp., Nay 1975 designed to discover the incentive effects on j

This study traces the effect of removing individual firms of the unemployment insurance
restrictions on imports of steel through the tax as it is currently operated in most states.
product and employment markets and estimates the This research had yielded, first, some inter-
earning losses of steel workers and net gains to eating and relevant insights which have
steel users that would result. The principal important implications for economic policy and,
restrictions on imports of steel to the U.S. are second, a number of testable propositions which
a tariff of about 62 and a voluntary quota of will be analyzed empirically in the near future.
steel shipments to the U.S. administered by
exporting nations. The quota, in effect from Repots
1969-1974, was implemented with U.S. encourage-
ment. The effects of these restrictions during 1 40-74
the 1969-1973 periods are examined and the Ehrenberg, Lonald;* iolan, Arlene S.; Jacobson,
effects of removing them in 1974 are estimated. Louis S.; John, Christopher; and Katz, Arnold H.,

Summary of Statements and Remarks at the Confer-
Paz75-3 *ace on Study of the Unemployment Insurance Sys-
Shulsky, Abram N., Abolishing the District of tem, Arlington, Virgilan, Jan 2S, 1974, 22 pp.,
Columbia Motorcycle Squad, 18 pp., Apr 1975 Apr 1974

This paper reviews the evidence concerning The purpose of the conference was to solicit
the abolition of the District of Columbia motor- advice from researchers outside PSI about how
cycle squad and, from it, draws inferences about research on three major issues should proceed.
the process of terminating any government The issues are: what is the effect of variation
activity. Three questions are examLned: What on the liberality of Ul benefits in the job
kind of problem arise to. inhibit changes? How search behavior of workers; what is the effect
are the problems handled? What role does analy- of variation in U taxes on the demand for
sis play in the process? labor; and what is the contribution of ES place-

ment services to labor exchange efficiency.
Paz 75-4 University of Na*aacbusett.
Levine, Daniel B.; Spruill, Nancy L.; and Stoloff,
Peter H., PubliC Drug Treatment end Addict Crime, M Sl2-7 t y a.An ,
48 pp., Oct 1975, (Published in Journal of Legal M/orowi.tz, Stanley A. and llolen, Arlene S., u ....

Studies, Jun 1976) (see also PP 175) ployment Znsurance and ligIbility Enforcement, 9
This study, intended to help in the evalu- pp., Dec 1974

tion of treatment policy, shows that public drug Summary of PRI Study 74-1 of April 1974.
treatment in the city of Detroit has led over a
recent 4-year period to the desired reduction in 13M 130-75
property crime. In reaching this finding, how- O'Neill, David .; Classen, Kathleen P.; and
ever, the problems associated with self-reported olan, Arlene S., Effects of the 1974 VI Elx n-
crime and limited sampling have been avoided by slons on Unemployment, 20 pp., Dec 1974
relating the monthly enrollment in all Detroit In this analysis the effects that are likely
treatment agencies to monthly changes in the to flow from two nov laws extending Unemployment
total level of property crime reported to the Insurance enacted in December 1974 are de-
Detroit police. scribed, and the resulting change in the unem-

ployment rate is estimated.

13. 75-5
Irechling, Frank P., Uremployment Znsurance raxes P" 173-75

*and Labor Turnover: Suary of Theoetical Piod- Brechling, Frank P., The Incentive Effects of the
Ing&, 19 pp., Dec 1975 U.S. Umnployment Xneurance Taz, 110 pp., Jun 1975

In the United States, as apparently in no In view of the relative paucity of theoreti- C

other country, income replacement payments to cal models of the effects of the unemployment
unemployed workers (as distinct from general insurance tax upon the behavior of firms, an
income transfers to the needy) are financed attempt will be made, in this paper, to con-
almost exclusively by a tax on individual firms. struct such models and to derive their implica-
Because of the complex legal provisions tions for econometric analysis and economic
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policy. Attention will, however, be confined M31 197-75
almost entirely to the Incentive effects of the Jacobson, Louis S., Earning Losses of Workers
unemployment insurance tax on an Individual firm Displaced From the Steel Industry by Zmports of
which regard& Its market en vir£onment as oxage- stool, 15 pp., Aug 75
nous. Thus, any Impact which the tex may have on This paper presents estimates of the earnings
the market environment is Ignored in the present that steel workers would lose if they were dis-
paper. Hence, all questions concerning the uLti- placed from jobs in the Industry by removal of
ate incidence of the tax will not be import restrictions on steel.
considered.

M31 199-75
M 184-75 Jacobson, Louis S., Alternative Data sources for

Jahn, Christoper, An Evaluation of Proposed Alter- Analysis of Unemployment Znsuranco, LL pp.,
natives for Increasing UT tax Revenue, 8 pp., May Jul 1975
1975 This paper discusses the efficiency of two

The Unemployment Insurance tax system and the methods of collecting individual data for use in
available financing alternatives are described, studying the unemployment insurance system: use
Briefly, the principal arguments currently being of existing administrative records, such as the
offered In support and opposition to these Continuous Wage and enefit History (CWBi), is
alternatives are sumarised and evaluated. The compared to a proposed special purpose survey ,.
economic implications of the several financing similar to the National Longitudinal Survey
techniques are then analysed. (NLS) conducted by Herbert Parnes.

Pa 186-75 M 111-75
Classen, Kathleen P., rh Effects of Unemployment Classen, Kathleen P., The Effect of Unemployment
Insurance on the Duration of Unemployment and Job Znsurance on the Duration of Unemployment and
Search, 10 pp., Jun 1975 subsequent Earnings, 50 pp., Sep 1975

This paper discusses the quetions: Is an Critics of the Unemployment Insurance (UL)
increase in the weekly benefit amount asaciaced system claim that UZ benefit payments lead to
with an increase in the duration of unemploy- increased unemployment. Advocates of the system
ment? And if so, is this increase in unemploy- claim that this effect is small and that it is
sent caused by an increase in productive job at least partially offset by the increased
search? future productivity that results from increased

job search. This paper tets for these two
M31 194-75 effects of UI by estimating the Impact of the

FrieW1m, Robert L. and Kildow, Judith T.,* .eekly benefit amount on the duration of unem-
Report of the Ocean Policy Research Wrkshop. ployment and post-unemployment earnings for
49 pp., Feb 1975 Pennsylvania claimants before and after a siS-

in February 1975, a group of scholars, enaly- nificat increase in the State's benefit ached-
sts, and U.S. Government officials with Later- ale. The evidence leads to the conclusion that
ets in or responsibilities for ocean policy incremes in Ut are associated with significant
were asked to attend a workshop sponsored by the increases in the duration of unemployment: A $15
RAM (Research Applied to National Needs) Direc- icreaee in benefits Increases the duration of
torate, Office of Exploratory Research and Prob- unemployment by more than one week. This
lsm Assessment, National Science Foundation, and increase in duration, however, is not associated
managed by the Public Research Institute of the with Increases in post-unemployment earnings.
Center for Naval Analyses. The purposes of the
workshop were to (1) assess the state of the art M3 239-76
in research relating to ocean policy, especially O'Neill, David K., Discrimination against Eandl-
that research which deals with International and capped Persons- h Costs, emnfits and Inflation
transnational probleme arising out of trans- Impact of Implementing Section 504 of the Rehabil-
formations of ocean scientific and technological Itation Act of 1973 Covering Recipients of NEW
knowledge; (2) determine the degree of consensus Financial assistance, 60 pp., Fab 1976
about the status of ocean policy among knovl- The analysis attempts to present data and
edgeable observers; and (3) propose to RARN/NSF information on the magnitude of identifiable
a research agenda and appropriate nethods for costs and benefits. The material is presented in
carrying out that research which would allow the a way that will help the reader evaluate the
United States to create an ocean policy based validity and reliability of the estimates. .-

upon facts, knowledge of available options, and Wherever possible, ranges of estimates are pre-
an understanding of the process of their owe and sented that represent extremes of asumptLous
others" decision-making, about parameters (e.g., special education costs
Department of Ocean egineering, Jtasech setts per pupil) that we cannot measure reliably. In

znstitute of Technology. some cases (e.g., employment discrimination) the
available evidence an costs and benefits is very
indirect and Impressionistic while in others
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(a.g,, facility accessibility), measurement is M 279-76
more precise. The evaluation i divided into six Chase, David E. and Levine, Daniel A., The
sections, five of which correspond to the sub- Measurement and Predictlon of Reporting cots,
parts of the proposed regulations: Subpart 1, 37 pp., May L976
Eployment Practices; Subpart C, Program Acce- As a step in estimating its total costs for
sibilLty; Subpart D, Elementary and Secondary data, the Federal Eergy Administration (FEA)
Education; Subpart 1, Higher Education; and recently asked the Public Research Institute of
Subpart F, Health and Social Services. A final the Center for Naval Analyses to develop a
section summarises the findings of the analyses methodology for estimating reporting costs. In
of the various subparts. The conclusion of the the interests of completeness, we were asked to
analysis is that the benefits forthcoming include dollar costs for computer services and
(psychic an well as pecuniary) provide a sub- other non-personnel outlays by responding oil
stantial offset to the costs that will be companies. To calculate total costs, personnel
incurred. The costs involved will not be as resources also had to be expressed in dollars
great as is widely thought and the compeallng (rather than man-hours).
situation of some of the handicapped persons
involved tips the balance in favor of pro- P 3 312-76
ceedings with inediate implementation of the O'Neill, David M. and Ross, Sue G., Voucher
regulation. Funding of Tra ing: A Study of the G.Z. B111, 127

* pp., Oct 1976
PI 260-76 This study assesses the use of vouchers for
Chase, David E.; Gamble, Christopher L.; Jondrow, funding manpower training, using the G1 Sill as
James N.; and Spruill, Nancy L., rhe Effects of a test case. Attention is focused on vocational
Effluent Di-charge LUItatlone on Foreion Trade in training, although OJT, correspondence, and
Selected Zndustries, 347 pp., Feb 1976 college training are also examined. The value of

Limitation of effluent discharges, while training is estimated by the extent to which it
Improving the quality of the environment, must lends to increased earnings. Longitudinal earn-
also be expected to raise production costs in ings histories of veterans who used each type of
certain industries and shift consumption towards training are compared to those of a control
substitutes. The most obvious substitutes are group of non-users with similar personal charac-
Imported versions of the same product. Thus, one teristics and initial earning capacity. The gain
possible result of higher costs due to effluent due to training is estimated as the difference
discharge limitations (EDL), will be shrinkage between the earnings of trainees and the earn-
of the domestic industry and expansion of Ug of the control group. The study shows that
imports. This study estimates the extent to vocational trainees funded by the GI Bll in-

which domestic production will be replaced by cre sed their earnings by about 10 percent,
imports in five major industry groups--metals, about twice as great an increase as has been
pulp and paper, textiles, red meat, and leather estimated elsewhere for non-voucher government
tanning. Within each industry group, a number of programs. The training appears to be particu-
industries are considered. The general procedure larly valuable for blacks and for those with
used was to perform an economic analysis of relatively Little prior education. Analysis of
supply, demand, and foreign trade in each the use of benefits by Vietnam era veterans
industry. The effect of cost increases due to shows that blacks participate in training at a
DL (estimates were provided by the National higher rate than similar whites.
Comission on Water Quality) were derived from
the economic analyses by projtcting the determi-
nants of output and trade, first excluding and
then Including SDL costs, Into the future when
SDL requirements will take effect.
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